
The special meeting of the Incline Village General Improvement District Board of Trustees will be held starting at 5:00 PM on July 
6, 2023 in the Boardroom, 893 Southwood Boulevard, Incline Village, Nevada. 

Public comment is allowed and the public is welcome to make their public comment via telephone (the telephone number will be 
posted to our website on the day of the meeting). The meeting will be available for viewing at https://livestream.com/accounts/3411104. 

A. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE*

B. ROLL CALL OF TRUSTEES*
C. INITIAL PUBLIC COMMENTS - Unless otherwise determined, the time limit shall be three (3) minutes for each person wishing to make a 

public comment. Unless otherwise permitted by the Chair, no person shall be allowed to speak more than once on any single agenda item. Not to include 
comments on General Business items with scheduled public comment. The Board of Trustees may address matters brought up during public comment at the 
conclusion of the comment period but may not deliberate on any non-agendized item. 

D. APPROVAL OF AGENDA (for possible action) 

The Board of Trustees may make a motion for a flexible agenda which is defined as taking items on the agenda out of order; combining agenda items with 
other agenda items; removing items from the agenda; moving agenda items to an agenda of another meeting, or voting on items in a block -OR- the Board 
of Trustees may make a motion to accept and follow the agenda as submitted/posted. 

E. GENERAL BUSINESS (for possible action)

1. SUBJECT: Review, discuss and possibly revise the existing Golf cancellation policy as adopted on 
May 8, 2023 - pages 3- 50
Recommendation for Action: That the Board of Trustees makes a motion to revise the Golf cancellation 
policy, as presented, effective July 7, 2023.

F. FINAL PUBLIC COMMENTS - Limited to a maximum of three (3) minutes in duration.

G. ADJOURNMENT (for possible action)

CERTIFICATION OF POSTING OF THIS AGENDA 
I hereby certify that on or before 9 a.m., Thursday, July 6, 2023, a copy of this agenda (IVGID Board of Trustees Session of July 6, 2023) was delivered to the post 
office addressed to the people who have requested to receive copies of IVGID’s agendas; copies were e-mailed to those people who have requested; and a copy was 
posted, physically or electronically, at the following locations in accordance with Assembly Bill 253: 

1. IVGID Anne Vorderbruggen Building (893 Southwood Boulevard, Incline Village, Nevada; Administrative Offices) 
2. IVGID’s website (www.yourtahoeplace.com/ivgid/board-of-trustees/meetings-and-agendas) 
3. State of Nevada public noticing website (https://notice.nv.gov/) 

/s/ Susan A. Herron 
Susan A. Herron 
Acting District Clerk (e-mail: sah@ivgid.org/phone # 775-832-1207) 

Board of Trustees: Matthew Dent - Chairman, Sara Schmitz, Michaela Tonking, Raymond Tulloch and David Noble 
Notes: Items on the agenda may be taken out of order; combined with other items; removed from the agenda; moved to the agenda of another meeting; moved to or 
from the Consent Calendar section; or may be voted on in a block. Items with a specific time designation will not be heard prior to the stated time, but may be heard 
later. Those items followed by an asterisk (*) are items on the agenda upon which the Board of Trustees will take no action. Members of the public who are disabled 
and require special accommodations or assistance at the meeting are requested to call IVGID at 832-1100 at least 24 hours prior to the meeting. IVGID'S agenda 
packets are available at IVGID's website, www.yourtahoeplace.com; go to "Board Meetings and Agendas”. 

Incline Village General Improvement District 
Incline Village General Improvement District is a fiscally responsible community partner which provides superior utility services and community oriented 

recreation programs and facilities with passion for the quality of life and our environment while investing in the Tahoe basin. 
893 Southwood Boulevard, Incline Village, Nevada 89451 • (775) 832-1100 • EMAIL: info@ivgid.org 

www.yourtahoeplace.com 

https://livestream.com/accounts/3411104.
https://www.yourtahoeplace.com/ivgid/board-of-trustees/meetings-and-agendas
https://notice.nv.gov/
mailto:info@ivgid.org
http://www.yourtahoeplace.com/
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TO: 

THROUGH: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

RELATED 
STRATEGIC 
PLAN 
BUDGET 
INITIATIVE(S): 

RELATED 
DISTRICT 
POLICY: 

M E M O R A N D U M 

Board of Trustees 

Mike Bandelin, Acting General Manager 

Darren Howard, Director of Golf/Community Services and Michaela 
Tonking, Trustee 

Review, discuss and possibly revise the existing Golf cancellation 
policy as adopted on May 8, 2023 

LONG RANGE PRINCIPLE #1 - SERVICE 

The District will provide superior quality service through 
responsible stewardship of District resources and assets with 
an emphasis on the parcel owner and customer experience. 

LONG RANGE PRINCIPLE #3 - FINANCE 

The District will ensure fiscal responsibility and sustainability of 
service capacities through prudent fiscal management and 
maintaining effective financial policies for internal controls, 
operating budgets, fund balances, capital improvement and 
debt management. 

LONG RANGE PRINCIPLE #7 - GOVERNANCE 

The District is a local agency that delivers exemplary 
recreational experiences and provides the highest level of 
water, sewer, and solid waste services while striving for fiscal 
and environmental sustainability through collaboration, civic 
participation, and transparency.  

Practice 6.1.0, Pricing Practice (Link: 
https://www.yourtahoeplace.com/uploads/pdf-
ivgid/Practice_6_2_0_Pricing_for_Products_and_Services.pdf) 

DATE: July 6, 2023 

I. RECOMMENDATION 
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That the Board of Trustees makes a motion to approve reverting the Golf 
Cancellation policy back to a charge of (1) 50% of booked golf fees for a 
cancellation made by the booking person between 72 – 48 hours of the tee 
time, (2) 100% of booked golf fees for a cancellation made by the booking 
person inside 48 hours of tee time and (3) In the event of a weather 
cancellation, done by the Golf Course, there will be no cancellation fees charged 
to any booking person.  

 II. BACKGROUND
At the May 8th, 2022 Board meeting, meeting minutes excerpt attached, 
the Board of Trustees adopted a Golf Cancellation policy (attached along 
with a redline version), which was approved 5-0, and reads as follows: 

Cancellation Policy: Email cancelgolf@golfincline.com to cancel tee time 
reservations. Cancel at least 120 hours prior to your tee time for a full refund. 
50% of green fees will be charged for cancellation between 120 – 72 hours of tee 
time. Within 72 hours of tee times, full green fee will be charged for all golfers in 
your party. 

The Board of Trustees suggested this policy due to concerns of monopolizing tee 
time due to the removal of the pre-book for picture pass holders. In June 2022, 
from June 1st to 22nd, the Championship Golf Course was at 84% capacity and 
the Mountain Golf Course was at 80% capacity. Currently, for June 2023 from 
June 1st to 22nd, the Championship Golf Course was at 71% capacity and the 
Mountain Golf Course at 70% capacity for the days the Mountain Golf Course 
has been open. Please note that the Mountain Golf Course did not open, for the 
2023 season, until June 9, 2023. Additionally, there have been daily complaints 
to Staff and Trustees in reference to the cancellation policy and how it is more 
penalizing than any other golf course in the Tahoe Area (attached). Also 
attached, for reference, is the last golf report prepared by the Director of Golf and 
sent, via email, to the Board of Trustees. 

III. BID RESULTS 
Not applicable to this agenda item.

IV. FINANCIAL IMPACT AND BUDGET 
Recovering revenue that could otherwise be lost.

V. ALTERNATIVES 
1. Retain current policy
2. Adjust hours in the recommendation

VI. COMMENTS 
No additional comments at this time.

VII. BUSINESS IMPACT/BENEFIT 
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Not applicable to this agenda item. 

VIII. ATTACHMENTS 
1. Excerpt of May 8 Meeting Minutes - Golf Cancellation Policy1
2. Current Cancellation
3. Red-line Cancellation
4. Appendix A - Golf
5. Golf Report for June 1 through June 22 2023

IX. DECISION POINTS NEEDED FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Adoption of a golf cancellation policy effective July 7, 2023
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EXCERPT RELATED TO THE GOLF CANCELLATION POLICY
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·1· · · · · · · · · ·INCLINE VILLAGE

·2· · · · · · GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT

·3· · · · · · · · · BOARD OF TRUSTEES

·4

·5

·6

·7

·8· · · · · · · · TRANSCRIPT OF HEARING

·9· · · · · · · · · ·PUBLIC MEETING

10· · · · · · · · · Live and Via Zoom

11

12· · · · Held at the Chateau at Incline Village

13· · · · · · · · 955 Fairway Boulevard

14· · · · · · · ·Incline Village, Nevada

15

16· · · · · · · · ·Monday, May 8, 2023

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24 Reported by:· Brandi Ann Vianney Smith

25 Job No.:· 986099
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Page 76
·1· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Thank you.

·2· · · · · ·Next public comment, please.

·3· · · · · ·MATT:· That concludes our public comments

·4 on Zoom.

·5· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· All right.· Thank you.

·6· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· I want to thank Trustee

·7 Noble, because Trustee Noble responds to every email

·8 that comes in.· I'm actually receiving emails that

·9 I've never seen before.

10· · · · · ·So I don't know whether there's an issue

11 with the emails coming in.· It's something that I

12 thanked Trustee Noble on Sunday, because I'm seeing

13 things now that I didn't see.

14· · · · · ·So I think we need to investigate why us

15 trustees are not getting all of them, and just want

16 to acknowledge the effort and the time the he puts

17 in to do that, and let the community know that he is

18 helping us to get all of our emails.

19· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· I'll close out item C. Moving

20 on to item D.

21 D.· APPROVAL OF AGENDA

22· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Any concerns with the agenda?

23 All right.· Seeing none, the agenda is approved.

24· · · · · ·We are going to take a nine-minute break,

25 and then we'll come back general business, item E 1.
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Page 77
·1 We will come back at 7:50.

·2· · · · · ·(Break from 7:41 P.M. to 7:50 P.M.)

·3· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· All right.· Welcome back to

·4 item E 1, general business.· Quiet in the room,

·5 please.

·6 E.· GENERAL BUSINESS

·7· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Item E 1, general business.

·8 Subject:· Golf course financials and proposed rates

·9 for 2023 golf season.· Review and discuss historical

10 financial results of District-owned golf course, and

11 consider options and recommendations for updating

12 rate, rate structure, and course operations for the

13 2023 golf season.

14· · · · · ·Requesting staff member, Director of Golf

15 Darren Howard, Director of Finance Paul Navazio, and

16 Trustee Schmitz.

17· · · · · ·It can be found on pages 4 through 63 of

18 your board packet.

19· · · · · ·General Manager Winquest?

20· · · · · ·MR. WINQUEST:· For the record, Indra

21 Winquest, District General Manager.

22· · · · · ·I just want to start out by making sure

23 the everyone is aware, Ms. Sheila Leon in the back,

24 we provided supplemental material late this

25 afternoon, and she has handouts, if you haven't
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Page 78
·1 received one already.· It's also on the website

·2 currently as well.

·3· · · · · ·So, just to start out, in the 20 years

·4 that I've been here with the District -- and I've

·5 seen this conversation many times -- the one thing I

·6 will say that is different this time is the amount

·7 of material and extreme deep dive of golf, in

·8 particular, financially.

·9· · · · · ·So, I believe that, even though it was a

10 tremendous amount of work, it is very valuable work,

11 and I'm thankful that we worked through the process.

12· · · · · ·I want to thank, in particular, Mr.

13 Howard, our Director of Golf and Community Services,

14 as well as Mr. Navazio, our Director of Finance, and

15 Trustee Schmitz for putting in a tremendous amount

16 of time and effort into this material.

17· · · · · ·It's never perfect, but I believe it was

18 outstanding work that was done and should help guide

19 us through the process.

20· · · · · ·Staffs will be here to answer questions,

21 join in on the discussion, and, if needed, speak to

22 the staff's recommendations that are attached to

23 this agenda item.

24· · · · · ·So, I'm going to go ahead at this point

25 and pass it on to Trustee Schmitz, who has a brief
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Page 79
·1 power point, and we'll get started.

·2· · · · · ·Thank you.

·3· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Reminder to the board,

·4 because we do have a court reporter, please wait to

·5 be called on so they know who is talking.

·6· · · · · ·Trustee Schmitz, the floor's yours.

·7· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· Thank you.

·8· · · · · ·We put together just a few slides

·9 summarizing all of the work that we did throughout

10 this process.· And it was a very collaborative

11 process.

12· · · · · ·We first started off with talking about

13 what's our goal and what are we trying to get to.

14 And the board as really been focused on building

15 sustainable approaches to how we're making our

16 financial decisions.

17· · · · · ·We wanted specifically for the

18 Championship Course, the goal was to address the gap

19 between operational expenses and revenue, reducing

20 the budget, because what we had looked at and what's

21 in the board packet shows that we have pretty

22 consistently over-budgeted expenses.

23· · · · · ·So, the goal was to look at how do we

24 bring those budgets for expenses down to help reduce

25 the gap?· Look at different ways to increase the
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Page 80
·1 revenue, and recommendations from Darren Howard have

·2 been to decrease the tee times intervals to -- first

·3 of all, look at how do we evaluate Non-Picture Pass

·4 Card Holder rates, and evaluate Picture Pass Card

·5 Holder rates, and then monitor our results.

·6· · · · · ·So this particular chart is from our --

·7 it's a subset of what's in our packet, and it is

·8 golf excluding food and the pro shop -- food and

·9 beverage and the pro shop.

10· · · · · ·So, total golf operations does incorporate

11 The Grill and the carts and what have you.

12· · · · · ·So, when we did our analysis, we

13 discovered that food and beverage in the last couple

14 years has had some pretty significant loses.

15· · · · · ·So, we didn't want those losses to skew

16 the numbers as it relates to our discussion on golf

17 rates.

18· · · · · ·So, Mr. Navazio, Directer of Finance,

19 provided a breakdown.· So, this particular chart

20 shows the actual revenue versus expenses,

21 specifically from our financial statements, but

22 excluded food and beverage, and this board had

23 requested that we also exclude the facility fees so

24 that we can truly see the operational effectiveness

25 of golf operations.
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Page 81
·1· · · · · ·Understand, these numbers are from our

·2 financial statements.· The data came directly from

·3 the financial statements.· So, depreciation is a net

·4 expense for enterprise accounting.

·5· · · · · ·So, the solid green line is actual revenue

·6 specific for golf operations, and the solid red line

·7 is actual expenses.

·8· · · · · ·And so this does not include any

·9 investment and capital.· So, it is directly tied to

10 our financial statements.

11· · · · · ·And the line at the bottom, the purple

12 line, which is actually decreasing.· It goes from,

13 for those of you in the back, the left-hand side

14 starts out in 2017/2018, through the final number is

15 what our proposed budget is.

16· · · · · ·The purple line at the bottom shows the

17 gap between the expenses and the revenue.· That

18 particular gap does not include capital.· This is

19 including depreciation.· This is directly from our

20 financial statement.

21· · · · · ·The dashed lines are the budget.· So, as I

22 mentioned, the budget has always been running up

23 above what the actuals were.· So, we've asked staff

24 to address that particular issue.

25· · · · · ·So, with that, the one thing I want to
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Page 82
·1 point to everyone, including my fellow trustees, is

·2 that purple line, you'll notice, that is in our

·3 proposed budget, it's actually slightly higher.

·4· · · · · ·So, our gap between revenue and expenses

·5 grew a little bit.· It's not a significant amount,

·6 and in comparison to where we've been the past

·7 years, we've made some significant improvements over

·8 the past couple of years.

·9· · · · · ·So, what did we look at?· So what staff

10 did in the their recommendations was they adjusted

11 service levels.

12· · · · · ·So, there's a grid on page 19 of the

13 packet that shows some of the service levels that

14 had been provided in the past and what had been a

15 business decision to discontinue.· So, to those

16 adjusted service levels brought some cost savings

17 into our budget.

18· · · · · ·Staff also looked at reducing staffing

19 budgets because of the reality of labor shortages,

20 and then they looked at how to review -- they

21 reviewed and decreased expense budgets.

22· · · · · ·And some of the details that they've

23 already done are on pages 32 or 33 in the packet,

24 but it is something that is still ongoing.· And

25 we'll talk more about this when we talk about the
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Page 83
·1 Mountain Course as compared to Champ.

·2· · · · · ·So, the increase in revenue, the tee

·3 times -- the tee time increase in revenue was

·4 already incorporated into the projections.· Staff

·5 did a competitive market analysis of other courses,

·6 and determined that they felt comfortable that an

·7 eight-percent increase for Non-Picture Pass Card

·8 Holders still allowed a competitive, good-priced

·9 product.

10· · · · · ·What we had talked about was the board

11 gave direction to have the price of Picture Pass

12 Card Holders at 50 percent of the Non-Picture Pass

13 Card Holder.· However, when we look at the numbers,

14 staff's recommendation was to leave that at eight

15 percent also.

16· · · · · ·But what we did -- what we wanted to do

17 was first look at what increase in revenue, given

18 the play mix, would the increase in the Non-Picture

19 Pass Card Holder rates, how would that impact.· And

20 then what's left, what needs to be done for our

21 Picture Pass Card Holders.

22· · · · · ·Staff recommended getting rid of the

23 All-You-Can-Play passes.· Staff went and put

24 together this grid to show, in 2022, what the

25 revenue -- the total combined revenue per round and
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Page 84
·1 the cost per round -- I'm sorry.· This is the play

·2 mix, compared to the revenue per round.

·3· · · · · ·The highest revenue per round in 2022,

·4 which is the bar chart furthest to the right, that

·5 large, orange box, is $66.54.· And you'll note at

·6 the bottom, in 2022 the cost per round, excluded

·7 depreciation, capital, and debt, was $98.58 per

·8 round.

·9· · · · · ·The reason why we're talking about

10 removing depreciation here and why we had it in the

11 other charts, the other charts were our financial

12 reports.· Now we're talking about what needs to

13 cover for Picture Pass Holders.

14· · · · · ·Since the facility fee pays the cash

15 outlay for our capital, we don't believe it's right

16 to then, in turn, have our Picture Pass Holders

17 having to cover depreciation.

18· · · · · ·So, when we're looking at rates and price

19 per rounds, and what's the rate we're looking at for

20 Picture Pass Holders, we're intentionally removing

21 depreciation because those Picture Pass Holders

22 expended money through the recreation fee to outlay

23 capital for the capital investment.· Does that make

24 sense?· Okay.

25· · · · · ·So, then the last chart is from a Picture
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Page 85
·1 Pass Holder perspective.· So, this is using the same

·2 numbers as before, the only difference is

·3 depreciation was removed so that we can look at it

·4 from a Picture Pass Holder cost/revenue perspective.

·5· · · · · ·And you can see that the amounts of

·6 difference between the revenue and expenses are

·7 considerably close; they're within $30,000.

·8· · · · · ·So, then the chart at the bottom, which,

·9 again, was the difference, what this now includes is

10 now capital is brought into the equation.

11· · · · · ·So, the purple line at the bottom is

12 including -- it's the total funding needed to

13 operate the golf courses.· So, the total funding is

14 related to cash flow.

15· · · · · ·So that includes capital improvements,

16 actual, it includes the gap between revenues and

17 expenses, but then it removes depreciation.

18· · · · · ·So, as you can see here for the Champ

19 Course, the gap is virtual closed.

20· · · · · ·What I also wanted to point out is when

21 the numbers were put together -- staff's been really

22 working hard to tweak the revenue numbers and the

23 expense numbers for this budgeted year.· It just so

24 happened that $30,000 of capital reduction that

25 staff did is not reflected in these numbers.
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Page 86
·1· · · · · ·So, that number at the bottom in the

·2 purple line would be reduced by $30,000.· I just

·3 didn't want to change the numbers because they all

·4 align with the other charts.

·5· · · · · ·So, then it relates to the Mountain

·6 Course, we took the same approach.· It was adjusting

·7 service levels, adjusting staffing levels, and

·8 reviewing how we might decrease some expenses.

·9· · · · · ·When we looked in more detail at the

10 revenue aspects of it, staff evaluated market

11 competitiveness of the Mountain Course and

12 determined that a 12-percent increase was reasonable

13 for Non-Picture Pass Holders.

14· · · · · ·Then staff looked at the gap, and then

15 staff brought forward their recommendation, and that

16 was to encourage or recommend an eight-percent

17 increase for the Mountain Course.

18· · · · · ·The thing that is really important for all

19 of the Trustees to recognize on this golf -- this,

20 again, in the net income.· It does not include the

21 facility fee, it does not include capital

22 improvement, is, again, the red line has been

23 decreasing.· That's the actual expenses.

24· · · · · ·That actual expenses have been decreasing;

25 however, the dashed red line has been increasing.
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Page 87
·1· · · · · ·So, staff is still in the process of

·2 evaluating and determining where we go and do some

·3 additional reductions in expenses.

·4· · · · · ·The other thing worth noting is, while the

·5 green line has been relatively stable and the

·6 projected year end is a bit of an uptick, you can

·7 see it's below what our budgeted revenue numbers

·8 were expected to be.

·9· · · · · ·So, again, the purple line at the bottom

10 is nothing more than what is the gap between actual

11 revenue and actual expenses, with the exception of

12 the budgeted, which is the difference in the budget.

13· · · · · ·But staff is still in the process, because

14 it's about a $400,000 deferential between the

15 budgeted expenses and what it appears our actual

16 expenses have been.

17· · · · · ·So, that's an opportunity for improvement

18 there that hasn't yet been identified by staff.

19· · · · · ·Then, this is the analysis for Picture

20 Pass rates.· So, the spikes that you can see right

21 in the middle, that is a significant capital outlay.

22· · · · · ·So, capital outlay does cause our numbers

23 to fluctuate considerably from year to year, but if

24 you look at it, our revenues numbers are still

25 consistently below with this current projected year,
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·1 the gap is expected to be the smallest it's been in

·2 a number of years, but it does still include an

·3 increase in the gap in the budget; however, in the

·4 budget, this number does not include another

·5 $481,000 of capital improvement reduction that staff

·6 had proposed, but I didn't want to go and change the

·7 number because I was trying to leave these charts to

·8 all be consistent and tied together.

·9· · · · · ·So, you can see where we are with the

10 Mountain Course, and as we've talked in the past and

11 prior boards have talked, you know, perhaps, the

12 Mountain Course is one of the courses that we do

13 talk about that pyramid.

14· · · · · ·And I actually asked staff to do a

15 calculation of difference, and it was within that 33

16 percent, which is the top portion of the pyramid.

17· · · · · ·So, next steps would be to -- we need to

18 thoroughly understand why, over the past two years,

19 we've lost a significant amount.· It's almost

20 $300,000 in two seasons on food the beverage.

21· · · · · ·We need to monitor golf utilization, the

22 play mix, and we need to have more timely financial

23 reports so that if adjustments need to be made,

24 we're doing it sooner rather than looking in the

25 rearview mirror and realizing that we've been losing
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·1 money on food and beverage for two years.

·2· · · · · ·So, a takeaway -- so, that's a next step.

·3· · · · · ·Another thing that would be a next step,

·4 this was part of all of our discussion, was to,

·5 perhaps, request that board look at forming a group

·6 to have a collaborative effort to analyze the golf

·7 club situation, and to come up with some compromises

·8 and be creative.

·9· · · · · ·So, those were some things that are

10 identified in the board packet, and I just put them

11 up here as a closing comment on next steps.

12· · · · · ·So, this is, in a nutshell, what we've

13 been working on.· And I have to give thanks to

14 staff.· They've worked very, very hard, and this

15 would not have been accomplished if they wouldn't

16 have had all of this information.

17· · · · · ·But everything that's in the board packet

18 was worked on collaboratively, and the data either

19 came from our audited financial statements or it

20 came from Mr. Howard on the play mixes and the

21 reservations for tee times.

22· · · · · ·So, with that, I'm going to let the board

23 discuss, and I'm going to turn this back over to

24 Mr. Dent.

25· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Thank you, Trustee Schmitz.
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Page 90
·1 I will take that laptop too to communicate with

·2 anyone on Zoom.

·3· · · · · ·Any questions?· Trustee Tonking?

·4· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· I just have a quick

·5 question how we're going to approach this.

·6· · · · · ·Are we going to go through each of those

·7 numbered items, and then, like, make motions off

·8 that?· I was wondering what our approach was so that

·9 I could make sure I was directed the right manner.

10· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· The easiest way to tackle

11 this would be go through the numbered items, and if

12 we can make a motion to go through 1 through 5, or 1

13 through 9 all at the same time and approve that, and

14 then we know which ones we have an issue with and

15 need to discuss a little bit further.

16· · · · · ·If there is a need to dive in, I mean, we

17 could just start with number 1, and see if anybody

18 has questions or wants further clarification and go

19 from there.

20· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· I was going through the

21 presentation, and I had a note written down that I

22 wanted my fellow Trustees to be aware of.

23· · · · · ·So, the charts and the data that was put

24 together by Mr. Navazio, the Championship Course, it

25 was using the five-percent increase.
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·1· · · · · ·So, the number that I was displaying,

·2 where it had them virtual touching, that was not at

·3 the eight-percent increase; that was at the

·4 five-percent increase.

·5· · · · · ·Then, as it relates to the Mountain

·6 Course, they did actually update it to be the

·7 eight-percent.

·8· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCK:· So, this chart that

·9 showed the $10,000 difference between, that's the

10 one you're talking about that was only at five

11 percent?

12· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· Yes.· At the five

13 percent, yes.

14· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCK:· Okay.· Great.

15· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· Thank you, Chair.

16· · · · · ·Are you suggesting that 1 A would be five

17 percent, is that what you're saying?

18· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· I'm not suggesting it.

19 I just want to be clear that the charts that had the

20 points within $10,000 of each other, the data behind

21 this is the five percent, not the eight percent.

22· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Any other questions for

23 number 1?

24· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· Okay.· So first off, I

25 want to thank Trustee Schmitz, staff, and everybody
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·1 for being here.· It's been a long process.

·2· · · · · ·So, I think my mindset on this with my

·3 accounting background and looking at budgets all the

·4 time, I have been -- the areas that I was, my

·5 mindset is, A, making sure that we are making

·6 financial sound decisions and we are following our

·7 pricing policy, making sure that we are not setting

·8 rates that are greater than the operational costs, I

·9 appreciate the taking out of depreciation, because

10 that's that double charge.· Really helpful.

11· · · · · ·Also, understanding that each of these

12 decisions will have an impact on if people play on

13 the course or not.· So, that is the key that the

14 play mix is something we always need to consider as

15 we're having this.

16· · · · · ·And then, can we as a board, if we change

17 so much, measure successes and failures.

18· · · · · ·On this first one, I was good with the

19 Non-Picture Pass increase that was represented.

20· · · · · ·So, if it's five-percent, I think we

21 should stay at the five versus the eight.

22· · · · · ·I agree that the Picture Pass Holder rates

23 to be set at the 50 percent.· That's what we talked

24 about with Diamond Peak, similar idea.

25· · · · · ·And that the guest rates be set at the
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·1 midpoint.

·2· · · · · ·I'm good with all of those with that

·3 mindset for 1.

·4· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Trustee Tulloch?

·5· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCK:· Thank you, Chair Dent.

·6 Actually, before we dive into each of them, I have a

·7 couple questions.· One is concerning depreciation.

·8· · · · · ·If I go to page 50 of the packet, our

·9 financial policies, pages 50 of 62, objective of

10 District's pricing policies to ensure that revenues

11 including charges for services and applicable rate

12 fees are sufficient to cover the full cost to

13 providing services to IVGID Picture Pass Holders,

14 guests of IVGID Picture Pass Holders, and others.

15· · · · · ·If then go down to definitions, full cost

16 is intended to represent the per unit cost of

17 providing access, and shall include operating costs

18 including overhead, capital depreciation and debt,

19 as reflected in the budget.

20· · · · · ·So while we're stripping our depreciation

21 there, I think that's incorrect to stop out the full

22 amount.

23· · · · · ·If I look at the play pass mix, on page

24 27, 46 percent of our revenues come from guests and

25 Non-Picture Pass Holders.
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·1· · · · · ·According to our pricing policy, we should

·2 be recovering depreciation and capital costs from

·3 that group as well.

·4· · · · · ·So, if I take 40 percent of (inaudible) we

·5 should not be writing off the full 700k of

·6 depreciation calculating these rates.· It should be

·7 46 -- should be having 54 percent of the

·8 depreciation costs.

·9· · · · · ·Sorry.· 46 percent of the depreciation

10 costs, so it should be $320,000, approximately.

11· · · · · ·Is that correct?

12· · · · · ·MR. WINQUEST:· Your math sounds correct.

13 Yeah.

14· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCH:· Yes, these -- we're

15 not -- at the accounting basis, we would be

16 subsidizing Non-Picture Pass Holders and outsiders

17 from our facility fee, which I believe would be

18 incorrect.

19· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· What are you thoughts on item

20 1?

21· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCH:· I'd assume that the

22 Non-Picture Pass Holder was the eight percent, given

23 what I've just stated in terms of depreciation, I

24 would prefer to see it at eight percent, as per the

25 proposal.
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·1· · · · · ·I think I'm okay with the other ones

·2 there.

·3· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Okay.· Trustee Noble?

·4· · · · · ·TRUSTEE NOBLE:· I was going between the

·5 five and eight percent for 1 a.· I'm fine with the

·6 eight percent on this one, and I'm fine in the

·7 proposals in b and c, and number 1 as well.

·8· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Okay.· Trustee Schmitz?

·9· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· Are we weighing in on

10 each one of those individually?

11· · · · · ·I'm fine with increasing the Championship

12 Course, but only the five percent.· Anything more

13 would be in violation of policies.· We'd be

14 over-collecting from the Picture Pass Holders.

15· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Are you saying that for

16 Picture Pass Holders and non, do you say stay at

17 eight percent?

18· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· Yes.

19· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· So 1 b would be five percent,

20 1 a would be eight percent?

21· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· Yes.

22· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Are you okay with the eight

23 percent for Non-Picture Pass Holders and five

24 percent for Picture Pass Holders?

25· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· I agree with that.
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·1· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCK:· I'm okay eight percent.

·2 Does that make much difference in the 50 percent?

·3 I'm assuming we're using an approximate 50 percent

·4 here.

·5· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Yes.· It's close enough.

·6· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCH:· I'm okay with that.

·7· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· We're not passing it along.

·8 It would be a five percent.

·9· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCH:· Yep.

10· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· Quick question:· Do you

11 think it's easier if we make motions to keep track

12 of it all or each one?

13· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Let's get through this one,

14 and then look at the other items.

15· · · · · ·Let's just say, like, increase their range

16 fees at $1 per product, item 8, if no one has an

17 issue with that, we can look around the table really

18 quickly and we can bundle 1 and 8, because it sounds

19 like we're pretty much in agreement on 1 right now.

20· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· Okay.· Great.

21· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Trustee Noble?

22· · · · · ·TRUSTEE NOBLE:· One point of

23 clarification.· I'm looking at page 41 of 62, and

24 the percentage increase from 2022, and when I look

25 at the Picture Pass Holders, there's various
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·1 percentages.

·2· · · · · ·So, is the proposal not to have a

·3 50-percent reduction from the Non-Picture Pass

·4 Holder rate, but just simply increase the rates by

·5 five percent from 2021 for Picture Pass Holders?

·6· · · · · ·And the reason why I asked is a few of

·7 those rates seem to be out of whack, for lack of a

·8 better term.

·9· · · · · ·We have, like, there's some corrections.

10 One is 49 percent.· Obviously, that's the

11 Non-Picture Pass Holder rate, but then there are, if

12 I look at -- there's an 18, 19, 23, 18 percent

13 various ones.

14· · · · · ·We're going to -- if we just do the five

15 percent, those deltas are going to get magnified.

16 I'm wondering if it would be more appropriate to do

17 the eight percent for Non-Picture Pass Holders, and

18 just do a 50-percent reduction, and then it's clean

19 for all time going forward.

20· · · · · ·Then when there are -- it'll be much

21 easier to make changes based on that based on a

22 percentage standpoint going forward, versus having

23 these -- if you do percentage increases going

24 forward without doing this correction, those deltas

25 will magnify over time?
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·1· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Thank you.

·2· · · · · ·Trustee Schmitz?

·3· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· We don't have an

·4 official policy that sets this rule.· And if we're

·5 able to capture enough revenues so that we can lower

·6 our Picture Pass Holder rate, we need to do that.

·7 That is the right thing to do.· It's according to

·8 our policy.

·9· · · · · ·So, I don't think we should be bound by

10 something that actually isn't even a policy.· It

11 might be that standard, but these are internal rates

12 for our internal customers.

13· · · · · ·As a board, we can look at the numbers and

14 make the decisions, but do so after we know what the

15 revenue, given the play mix and given the rates

16 increases are for the Non-Picture Pass Holders.

17· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCK:· I agree with Trustee

18 Noble.· We need to be consistent.· We put this into

19 practice in ski, and we had the same impact there.

20 We did talk at the time saying we should be

21 consistent about it.

22· · · · · ·I think it would be difficult after all

23 these larger percent increase than in ski when it's

24 actually still making money, and then start using

25 mixing and matching principles.
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·1· · · · · ·We're either consistent or not consistent.

·2· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· Correct me if I'm wrong,

·3 but I actually think if we did the eight and then we

·4 did the five, we'd actually see these percents get

·5 magnified more, and would be outside of our pricing

·6 policy.

·7· · · · · ·So I think we're better off doing the 50

·8 percent and staying at rate.· Otherwise, it gets too

·9 big with the way that these percentages are

10 operating.

11· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· All I'm saying is that

12 we don't have a policy to tie anything to a

13 percentage, and we should just do what is right by

14 our Picture Pass Holders.

15· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· Our Picture Pass Holders

16 would face higher charges if we did it the five

17 percent way, I think, based off these percentages.

18· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· I'm just talking about

19 the big picture.

20· · · · · ·MR. HOWARD:· To clear some of this up,

21 when we went through and we were determining the

22 Picture Pass Holder rates going at the 50 percent of

23 whatever the Non-Picture Pass Holder rate was, that

24 did to go up considerably.

25· · · · · ·So, if you do it at the percent, it's
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·1 going to raise it a lot higher than we think it

·2 should be.

·3· · · · · ·So, my opinion would be if you do the

·4 Non-Picture Pass Holder rate at eight percent, you

·5 may want to go back to the chart that I had produced

·6 before of what the five percent of that looked like.

·7· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· I think that is what we're

·8 saying.· We're just trying to work through the

·9 language for when we do make a motion.

10· · · · · ·For item 1, it would be an eight-percent

11 increase for Non-Picture Pass Holders.

12· · · · · ·For item 1 b, it would 50 percent of a

13 five-percent increase for Non-Picture Pass Holders.

14 We're all on the same page?· All right.

15· · · · · ·I think we're good on that one.

16· · · · · ·Item 2.· Do we have questions on item 2?

17· · · · · ·So item 1 says -- item 1 a:· Increase

18 Non-Picture Pass Holders rates, Championship golf

19 Course by eight percent, right?· We're all in

20 alignment on that.

21· · · · · ·However, we don't believe that we should

22 be increasing Picture Pass Holders' rates by 50

23 percent of that eight-percent increase; we believe

24 we should be doing it by 5 percent or 50 percent of

25 the five percent increase.
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·1· · · · · ·TRUSTEE NOBLE:· Instead of the 50-percent

·2 discount, it would be closer to a 53-percent

·3 discount.

·4· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Whatever that equals out to.

·5· · · · · ·All right.· Are we done with item 1?

·6· · · · · ·Okay item 2, Mountain Course.· Increase

·7 Non-Picture Pass daily lay rates by 12 percent.

·8 Anyone have an issue with that?· 2 a.· No.

·9· · · · · ·2 b.· Increase Picture Pass Holders's

10 guest daily rates at Mountain Course by eight

11 percent.· Everyone okay with that?· Okay.

12· · · · · ·Item 2 c.· Eliminate shoulder season rates

13 and replace with peak season rates from September

14 15th to closing.· Does anyone have an issue with 2

15 c?

16· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· My concern is we might

17 run into this issue because we know that it's

18 usually fire season, there's other things going on,

19 there's not that many people in the basin during

20 that time that we might be able to fill tee times at

21 that higher rate.· Some revenue is better than none.

22· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCK:· Question for Mr. Howard.

23 Are we reducing play at Mountain Course to nine

24 holes only from September 15th any?

25· · · · · ·MR. HOWARD:· Yes, sir.· We are.
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·1· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCK:· So, we're going to nine

·2 holes only, then we can to keep peak season rates.

·3 I agree with Trustee Tonking.

·4· · · · · ·I think the increment revenue in fact

·5 would be minimal.· I think it would be minimal.  I

·6 think given inconvenience of us going down to nine

·7 two for two weeks, it typically ends in the first

·8 week of October.· It doesn't make a lot of sense.

·9· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· You're saying keep those

10 shoulder season rates -- okay.

11· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· This was staff's

12 recommendation based on doing their competitive

13 analysis, and the others in the area didn't have the

14 fall season rate.· So, the thought process was is

15 for Non-Picture Pass Holders that we should maintain

16 that.

17· · · · · ·So, I'm going to supportive of staff's

18 recommendations.

19· · · · · ·MR. WINQUEST:· I was actually going to

20 recommend -- Trustee Tulloch's point is a good

21 point.· We will be doing the Mountain Course pathway

22 project.

23· · · · · ·Another reason why high staff recommended

24 this is the golf course is in phenomenal condition

25 at that point in the season.· I can see in the early
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·1 shoulder season where we're just trying to get the

·2 courses up and going, you know, you're not going to

·3 see it in that great of shape.

·4· · · · · ·I would recommend -- completely fine with

·5 that recommendation.· I would recommend that we

·6 revisit removing the shoulder season rates in the

·7 fall after this coming season, and after we have a

·8 chance to monitor the financial performance based on

·9 this.

10· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Understood.· Thank you.

11· · · · · ·TRUSTEE NOBLE:· I would like to eliminate

12 the shoulder season rates just to see the impact on

13 it.· It's going to be small this time, just sort of

14 a good test, even with just nine holes.· It would be

15 worth it.

16· · · · · ·There isn't a lot of downside risk with

17 regards to trying it out this season, given what's

18 going to be going on.

19· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Understood.· I agree with you

20 on that, Trustee Noble.

21· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· Trustee Schmitz has said

22 it was just for Non-Picture Pass Holders; is that

23 correct.· I didn't quite get that from the packet.

24· · · · · ·MR. WINQUEST:· That would be for all.

25· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· Perfect thank you.
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·1· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCK:· That was my question as

·2 well.· I thought we were discussing purely for

·3 Picture Pass Holders there.· I concur with Trustee

·4 Noble.· In that case, let's move forward and see the

·5 impact of it.

·6· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Any further discussion on

·7 item 2?· No.· Okay.

·8· · · · · ·Do you guys want to discuss item 3?· Item

·9 4, do we need to have discussion?· Okay.

10· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· Did you say we were

11 coming back to 3?

12· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Yeah.· I just want to figure

13 out which ones we don't need to talk about.· We can

14 make a motion, get those off, and then we can talk

15 about the ones we need to talk about.

16· · · · · ·Item 5?

17· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCK:· Just for the record, on

18 prebook fees, my concern about that is how we

19 prevent abuse of it, particularly the 72-hour

20 cancellation window is pretty short for refilling

21 rounds.· I mean, it would be very easy to gain a

22 scenario where somebody could make a boat load of

23 bookings up front and keep consistently canceling

24 them.

25· · · · · ·I want to make sure we have some
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·1 consistent practices in place to avoid that.

·2· · · · · ·I would also like to see it moved to

·3 five-days' cancellation rather than three days to

·4 give more chance of people actually seeing the

·5 vacant tee times.

·6· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Trustee Tonking?

·7· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· I concur with the

·8 concern.· I almost wondered if you do five days at a

·9 50 percent cancellation, and then three at a hundred

10 percent, something like that, where that fee

11 motivates you to cancel or also not book every time.

12 Some motivation.

13· · · · · ·Or we monitor it for a year and see what

14 happens, but I would be okay doing, like, 50 percent

15 at five days and a hundred percent at three days.

16· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Thank you.

17· · · · · ·Trustee Schmitz?

18· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· I have the same concern.

19 And I think the suggestion is manageable and doable.

20 And I think, perhaps, we should ask staff to closely

21 monitor that.

22· · · · · ·And someone in public comment made a

23 statement about standby alerts.· Is that something

24 we have the ability to do and we send out emails

25 blasts to our Picture Pass Holders when we have
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·1 cancellations?

·2· · · · · ·MR. HOWARD:· At this point, we do not send

·3 out an email blast, but we have people calling in

·4 almost on a daily bases that get put in the log.

·5 Then we just go off the log.

·6· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· Is to difficult or

·7 burdensome to, within five days of a tee time,

·8 actually send emails out to our golf community

·9 letting them know tee time availability to try to

10 make sure we've got maximum utilization?

11· · · · · ·MR. HOWARD:· I'm sure I can get with our

12 IT department and revenue office to see how that

13 could be implemented.

14· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· If we have higher

15 utilization, that, ultimately, helps our financial

16 situation.

17· · · · · ·And I like the idea of having a stepping

18 system in to the cancellation because I am also

19 concerned about people canceling bookings, and then

20 us ending up with time that are not filled.

21· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Mr. Howard, how hard is it to

22 implement something like that where at five days,

23 there's a 50-percent charge, and so on?

24· · · · · ·MR. HOWARD:· That's the easier part,

25 change the rule within the system.· The harder part,
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·1 which we'll look at, would be how to get the email

·2 blast out for the time.· We'll work on that.

·3· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Number 5.· No

·4 show/cancellation fee policy.· No change.· Are we

·5 good with number 5?

·6· · · · · ·All right.· Number 6.· Golf club

·7 reservations.· Do you want to talk about that one?

·8 Deep dive?· Any discussion?· Okay.· We'll come back

·9 to it.

10· · · · · ·Number 7.· Non-profit organization rates.

11 Is there a discussion there?

12· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCK:· I think we should be

13 consistent.· We should have a percentage increase on

14 these the same as everywhere else in the system.

15· · · · · ·We also need to look at -- I've expressed

16 my concerns before -- just because it's a

17 not-for-profit doesn't necessarily mean it's a

18 charitable organization.· I think that's -- I'm sure

19 that's something we monitor.

20· · · · · ·It's not like our costs have been down

21 over the five-percent increase and that would be

22 acceptable.

23· · · · · ·TRUSTEE NOBLE:· I'm fine with keeping it

24 as is this year.· However, I'd like to see a

25 proposal next year where it said at least at the
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·1 Picture Pass Holder rates so they're not paying less

·2 than what the Picture Pass Holders pay.

·3· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Understood.

·4· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· This comes up a lot, all

·5 across the District.· I wonder if we have an agenda

·6 item that is solely about how we deal with

·7 non-profit organizations, and we just create some

·8 formal mechanism on it.

·9· · · · · ·I think we keep the same this year for all

10 the venues, and then we deep dive into.· I think

11 that would be helpful.

12· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Good suggestion.

13· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· I asked staff to get

14 some statistics for pages 19, where we have the grid

15 about service levels and reservations.

16· · · · · ·And staff provided me with a number that,

17 Championship Course, there are four non-profit

18 tournaments, and they are shotgun events, I believe

19 is what Mr. Howard had given me.

20· · · · · ·And I believe that there are two at

21 Mountain Course and those are not shotgun format,

22 they are regular set-up tournaments.

23· · · · · ·Those are some shotguns also?· Okay.

24· · · · · ·So, there's two at Mountain and four -- at

25 least you know the numbers we're talking about.
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·1· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Okay.· Thank you for that.

·2· · · · · ·Moving on to item 8, any discussion on

·3 item 8?· Okay.

·4· · · · · ·Then there will definitely be discussion

·5 on 9 and 10.

·6· · · · · ·Item 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are all items we

·7 don't -- necessarily need much more discussion on.

·8 If someone wants to make a motion, I'll entertain

·9 one.· Or we can have that discussion and try to

10 incorporate it all into one motion.

11· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCK:· Just point on process,

12 when it's been presented to you as a single item,

13 can we make separate motions?

14· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Melissa, do you want to

15 weight in on that?

16· · · · · ·MELISSA:· Yeah.· You can.· We broke it up

17 that way to make it a little bit easier.· There's A

18 lot of different information here.

19· · · · · ·If you would like to make separate

20 motions, that's appropriate.

21· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· You're talking about ten

22 motions or a couple?

23· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCK:· I wasn't sure when it

24 was presented as a single item that we could

25 actually change it.
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·1· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Yep.· Cool.· Thank you

·2 Melissa.

·3· · · · · ·I'll entertain a motion.

·4· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· I'll read each of these

·5 to do a motion.

·6· · · · · ·I move that the board increase Non-Picture

·7 Pass Holder rates at the Championship Course by

·8 eight percent, and increase the Picture Pass Holder

·9 rates to be set at 50 percent of a five percent

10 increase on Non-Picture Pass Holder rates for the

11 2023 season.· That guest rates will be set at a

12 midpoint of Non-Picture Pass Holder and Picture Pass

13 Holder Rates consistent with industry standards.

14· · · · · ·Mountain Course, we increase Non-Picture

15 Pass daily rates by 12 percent based on market rates

16 for comparable courses, increase Picture Pass Holder

17 and guest daily rates by eight percent and eliminate

18 shoulder season rates and replace those with the

19 peak season rates.

20· · · · · ·I move that we eliminate prebook fees for

21 all Picture Pass Holders at both golf courses, and

22 retain prebook fees for Non-Picture Pass Holders,

23 and amend the no-show cancelation fee policy for a

24 50-percent cancellation fee within five days of tee

25 time and 100 percent within three days of tee time.
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·1· · · · · ·I move that we restrict golf club

·2 reservations during peak season Friday through

·3 Sundays to tee times starting at 11:00 A.M., and

·4 club will retain one weekend member guest event for

·5 the 2023 season.

·6· · · · · ·I will strike out that number 6.

·7· · · · · ·I move that we maintain non-profit

·8 organization rates as approved by the Board of

·9 Trustees for the 2022 golf season, and that we

10 increase range fee rates by $1 per product.

11· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Motion's been made.· Is there

12 a second?

13· · · · · ·TRUSTEE NOBLE:· Second.

14· · · · · ·MR. HOWARD:· Okay.· Just a point of

15 clarification, the Mountain Course was 12-plus

16 because there was some on one side of it and one on

17 the other.· I wanted to make sure we clarified that.

18· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· I'm fine with it being

19 12-plus.

20· · · · · ·TRUSTEE NOBLE:· And I am as well.

21· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· I have a question:· Is

22 it important to be 72 hours versus three days?

23· · · · · ·MR. HOWARD:· I think yes.

24· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· May we amend that?

25· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· We can amend three days
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·1 to be 72 hours.· And five be 120 hours.

·2· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Motion's been amended.

·3· · · · · ·TRUSTEE NOBLE:· I second that.

·4· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Okay.· All right.· Any

·5 further discussion by the board on these items?

·6 Seeing none, call for the question, all those in

·7 favor, state aye.

·8· · · · · ·TRUSTEE NOBLE:· Aye.

·9· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· Aye.

10· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TULLOCH:· Aye.

11· · · · · ·TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:· Aye.

12· · · · · ·CHAIR DENT:· Aye.

13· · · · · ·Opposed?· Motion passes 5/0.

14· · · · · ·All right let's move on to item 3 first.

15· · · · · ·TRUSTEE TONKING:· Thanks, Chair.

16· · · · · ·I'm going to present something as

17 exciting.· I think that we shouldn't element the

18 All-You-Can-Play Passes, and here is my thought on

19 it.

20· · · · · ·I think if we did our increase -- looking

21 at the average expenditure, there's a $40 difference

22 on average.· I was thinking we would do is have your

23 five-percent increase -- 50 percent on five percent.

24 Take that increase and then had additional five

25 percent to get us to almost be that same price per
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Cancellation policy: Email cancelgolf@golfincline.com to cancel tee time reservations. Cancel at 
least 120 hours prior to your tee time for a full refund. 50% of green fees will be charged for 
cancellations made between 120 - 72 hours of tee time. Within 72 hours of tee time, full green fees 
will be charged for all golfers in your party.
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Cancellation policy: Email cancelgolf@golfincline.com to cancel tee time reservations. Cancel at 
least 72120 hours prior to your tee time for a full refund. 50% of green fees will be charged for 
cancellations made between 72120 - 4872 hours of tee time. Within 4872 hours of tee time, full 
green fees will be charged for all golfers in your party.
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Cancellation Policies of Area Golf Courses

Truckee Area 
Coyote Moon – 48 hours
Grays Crossing – 48 hours
Old Greenwood – 48 hours
Northstar – 48 hours

Reno Area
Wolf Run – 24 hours
Lake Ridge – 24 hours

Carson City Area
Genoa Lakes – 24 hours
Genoa Ranch – 24 hours

South Lake area
Edgewood - 72 hours

Incline Village – 120 hours

Also it looks common for courses to also give 1 warning, 2nd time they are charged 50% of fee and 3rd 
time 100% of fee.
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Golf Report for June 1 through June 22, 2023

Golf Operations at the Championship Course and the Mountain Course are in full operations 
now.  Other than the weather interrupting play on a daily basis, operations at both courses are better 
than expected when you consider the lack of good weather.  Please remember that the Mountain 
Course lost 8 days in the month of June due to the late opening, but otherwise seem to be on budget 
for the days that it was open.  Daily average for the Mountain Course for 2023 in June was $5,154.85 
vs $4,206.09 in 2022.  That is a good sign going forward, but the bottom line is that the Mountain 
Course will be below budgeted revenue numbers for June 2023.  The Championship Course remains 
steady and on target to exceed revenue projections for June, even with bad weather, but as a 
reminder, these are budget numbers for 2022/2023 and the new budget numbers do not go into 
effect until July 1, 2023.  

We are still working with the Finance Department to hopefully give estimated expenses going 
forward.  Below are play and revenue numbers (Month-to-Date) for your review and please call me 
with any questions.

Note: When looking at the Play Pass Sales numbers, do not compare them to play totals for Play Passes.  
Play Pass revenue is deferred and not recognized until used. 

 Championship Course

       2022               2023

Actual Budget Difference Actual Budget Difference
Green Fees $270,504 $221,079 $49,425 $296,976 $256,886 $40,090
Range Fees $36,340 $26,649 $<9,691> $26,751 $30,000 $<3,249>
Play Pass Sales $496,348 NA $417,611 NA $<78,737>

Behind 2022
Club Rentals $6,335 $8,158 $<1,823> $9,135 $8,565 $570

• Budgets are for 22 days of the month

  Mountain Course

       2022  2023

Actual Budget Difference Actual Budget Difference
Green Fees $95,534 $90,525 $5,009 $72,168 $96,703 $24,535
Play Pass Sales $81,518 NA $55,073 NA $<26,445>

Behind 2022
Club Rentals $6,220 $4,400 $1,820 $3,740 $5,133 $<1,393>

• Mountain Course opened on June 9th for the 2023 season
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Championship Course
Time frame Round Type # of Rounds Capacity % of Capacity Total $$$ $$/Round

2022 PPH 810 55,044.00$  67.96$   
June 1 to 22 NPPH 694 98,160.00$  141.44$    

Guest 205 24,214.00$  118.12$    
10 Play 168 14,280.00$  85.00$   
20 Play 193 15,440.00$  80.00$   
AYCP individual 195 12,339.60$  63.28$   
AYCP - Couples 402 26,749.08$  66.54$   
AYCP l imited couples 60 4,440.00$    74.00$   
AYCP-Limited 97 6,138.16$    63.28$   
Non-Profit/Other 259 8,650.00$    33.40$   
PM AYCP Limited 117 5,049.72$    43.16$   
Totals 3200 3800 84% 270,504.56$ 84.53$   

* start time 7:00am and last time for 18 holes is 4:30pm
** Other includes, Juniors, Employees, PGA, Non-profit, etc

Championship Course
Time frame Round Type # of Rounds Capacity % of Capacity Total $$$ $$/Round

2023 PPH 1139 79,333.00$  69.65$   
June 1 to 22 NPPH 662 106,392.00$ 160.71$    

Guest 235 30,048.00$  127.86$    
10 Play 183 16,287.00$  89.00$   
20 Play 181 15,204.00$  84.00$   
30 Play 113 8,927.00$    79.00$   
40 Play 132 9,768.00$    74.00$   
AYCP-Limited 181 8,347.72$    46.12$   
No-Show PPH 59 4,125.00$    69.92$   
No-Show NPPH 10 2,508.00$    250.80$    
Non-Profit/Other 254 8,580.00$    33.78$   
PM 10 Play 27 1,474.20$    54.60$   
PM 20 Play 47 2,415.80$    51.40$   
PM 30 Play 8 385.60$   48.20$   
PM 40 Play 17 764.15$   44.95$   
PM AYCP Limited 56 2,416.96$    43.16$   
Totals 3304 4656 71% 296,976.43$ 89.88$   

* start time 7:00am and last time for 18 holes is 4:30pm
** Other includes, Juniors, Employees, PGA, Non-profit, etc
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Mountain Course
Time frame Round Type # of Rounds Capacity % of CapacityTotal $$$ $$/Round

2022 PPH 916 28,942.00$   31.60$   
June 1 to 22 NPPH 597 35,825.00$   60.01$   

Guest 337 15,213.00$   45.14$   
10 Play 19 769.50$   40.50$   
10 Play (9 holes) 74 2,403.52$    32.48$   
Junior/College AYCP 24 192.00$   8.00$    
AYCP individual 149 3,741.39$    25.11$   
AYCP - Couples 233 5,221.53$    22.41$   
Non-Profit/Other 44 -$   -$    
PM AYCP 15 226.95$   15.13$   
Totals 2408 2994 80% 92,534.89$   38.43$   

* start time 8:00am and last time for 18 holes is 5:00pm
** Other includes, Juniors, Employees, PGA, Non-profit, etc

Mountain Course
Time frame Round Type # of Rounds Capacity % of CapacityTotal $$$ $$/Round

2023 PPH 754 26,576.00$   35.25$   
June 1 to 22 NPPH 487 33,863.00$   69.53$   

Guest 120 6,333.00$    52.78$   
10 Play 26 1,076.40$    41.40$   
20 Play 17 663.00$   39.00$   
30 Play 0 -$   36.53$   
40 Play 7 238.70$   34.10$   
10 Play (9 holes) 67 1,896.10$    28.30$   
20 Play (9 holes) 28 744.80$   26.60$   
30 Play (9 holes) 3 74.88$    24.96$   
40 Play (9 holes) 7 163.10$   23.30$   
Limited AYCP- (9 holes) 0 -$   22.63$   
Limited AYCP- (18 holes) 14 458.36$   32.74$   
Junior AYCP 5 40.00$    8.00$    
No-Show PPH 0
No-Show NPPH 0 -$    
Non-Profit/Other 39 41.00$    1.05$    
Totals 1574 3520 45% 72,168.34$   45.85$   

* start time 8:00am and last time for 18 holes is 5:00pm
** Other includes, Juniors, Employees, PGA, Non-profit, etc
*** Mountain Course opened on June 9th
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 1 INCLINE VILLAGE, NEVADA -- MAY 8, 2023 -- 6:00 P.M.
 2                        -o0o-
 3
 4           MATT:  Mr. Chairman, we are now live and
 5 on the record.
 6           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.
 7           All right.  I'd like to call the regular
 8 meeting of Incline Village General Improvement
 9 District Board of Trustees to order.  It's 6:00
10 P.M., May 8th, 2023.  We are located at the Chateau
11 at 955 Fairway Boulevard, Incline Village, Nevada,
12 and via Zoom.
13           Item A is the Pledge of Allegiance.
14 A.  PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
15           (Pledge of Allegiance.)
16           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.
17           Item B is the roll call of trustees.
18 B.  ROLL CALL OF TRUSTEES
19           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Schmitz?
20           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Here.
21           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Tonking?
22           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Here.
23           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Noble?
24           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Here.
25           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Tulloch?
0004
 1           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Here.
 2           CHAIR DENT:  And I'm Trustee Dent.  We do
 3 have a quorum.  All five trustees are present.
 4           Moving on to item C, Initial Public
 5 Comment.
 6 C.  INITIAL PUBLIC COMMENTS
 7           CHAIR DENT:  I will just remind everyone
 8 to please state your names slowly and give your
 9 address.
10           We do not have a district clerk present
11 for tonight's meeting, and we're using a court
12 reporter.  So that person does not know you, so if
13 you could say your name slowly and your address,
14 that will help in the process.
15           The first up will be Joe Wolf.
16           MR. WOLF:  My name is Joe Wolf, 515 Eagle
17 Drive, Incline Village, Nevada.
18           It has come to my attention in the last
19 half an hour that posted to the IVGID Board of
20 Trustee website, about an hour ago, using the own
21 numbers from this very Board of Trustees, shows that
22 the Incline Village Championship Course is going to
23 break even or actually make money this year.  It's
24 your own numbers doing that.  Here it is -- this is
25 going to be entered into the minutes, and I suppose
0005
 1 none of you have seen it because you didn't have
 2 access to the website.  But I'm pretty sure Michaela
 3 has seen it.  And I don't know if Mr. Turlloch or
 4 anyone else has seen it, but Michaela's seen it,
 5 showing an $85- to $86,000 profit this coming year
 6 without the increases you're all talking about of
 7 raising the fees.
 8           And it also includes -- oh, that's right,
 9 the cart driving around so that people can enjoy an
10 adult beverage on the golf course or a refreshment
11 of some kind.
12           You guys need to wake up and smell the
13 coffee.  Come to your senses.  People moved here
14 because of the amenities, i.e., golf, the ski
15 mountain, that beaches, and you're going to try and
16 screw it all up.
17           It's been nice up until this point in
18 time, until this board came together and said, we
19 need to increase things by 28 and 29 percent.
20           Stop it, grow up, and get real.
21           Who do I give this to?  Who's the
22 secretary?
23           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Wolf.
24           Moving on to Ms. Hill.
25           MS. HILL:  Hi.  My name is Monica Hill,
0006
 1 1093 Tiller.
 2           And I would like to make a few comments on
 3 the surprisingly controversial topic of our Incline
 4 Village golf clubs getting advanced tee times.
 5           I first want to point out that the
 6 facilities that have valuable fixed assets and
 7 especially those that have limited capacity, like
 8 our golf courses, need a foundation of financial
 9 support to be successful.
10           That's why private gyms, our Rec Center,
11 also ski areas, including ours, sell all you-can-use
12 passes getting a full year of fees in advance.
13           That's why bowling alleys have leagues
14 playing in their prime time, after-work slots, at a
15 discount.
16           Every public and semipublic golf course in
17 American actively markets themselves to clubs and
18 group events, and allows those groups to prebook.
19           Now our board is considering limited club
20 advanced tee times, in addition, threatening to
21 apply some newly created government regulation
22 relating the club's open membership to determine
23 which clubs qualify to receive advance tee times.
24           So, our clubs could be restricted from
25 making advanced tee times, but outside, non-resident
0007
 1 groups will continue to be able to book in advance.
 2 How does that make sense?
 3           Our clubs are all unique with their own
 4 bylaws, elected officers, membership criteria, some
 5 are women only, some are men only, one is for those
 6 to play skins games, several have caps on membership
 7 to make it easier for them to manage their events,
 8 one plays only at the Mountain Course, two play only
 9 on Fridays, at least two were formed 52 years ago,
10 and most of them have been around for over 30 years.
11           The clubs' golfers are all Picture Pass
12 Holders.  Not one club is currently managed or
13 controlled or regulated in any way by IVGID.  Do we
14 really want the government involved in dictating how
15 to manage our clubs?
16           The clubs' members pay for play all season
17 long, and not just in the prime summer months.  But
18 at least one trustee has suggested that club play
19 should be limited in the prime season,
20 notwithstanding that the clubs are the foundation of
21 support for the courses in the shoulder seasons.
22           Plus, the clubs have a huge number of
23 luncheons and banquets, primarily on weekdays,
24 generating hundreds of thousands of dollars of IVGID
25 revenue, which allows for better staffing and
0008
 1 coverage of overhead for the entire Chateau
 2 facility.
 3           Any seasoned business person would realize
 4 that these are groups that should be catered to, not
 5 restricted, blacked out, or regulated.
 6           In closing, I ask that you recognize the
 7 true value and huge contribution that our clubs
 8 bring to the golf course in our community.
 9           Thank you.
10           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Hill.
11           Next up, Mr. Able.
12           MR. ABLE:  Michael Able, 900 Southwood.
13           I came here this evening to ask the
14 trustees to respect the concept of fairness when it
15 comes to golf course access and rates.
16           I'm not a member of any club, but myself,
17 my friends, and neighbors love to play the two
18 Incline courses, this, when we can get tee times.
19           For too long IVGID management has bent
20 over backwards to cater to the golf clubs, often
21 going beyond what has been authorized by the
22 trustees; this is to the detriment of non-member
23 residents to who lose access to core play times and
24 sometimes access to any play times.
25           A multi-play pass at the Champ Course is a
0009
 1 poor option when so many of the good tee times have
 2 been reserved by the golf clubs.
 3           I get particularly annoyed when I see a
 4 twosome or a threesome teeing off when I know the
 5 tee time was reserved and not played.
 6           Ninety-nine percent of the U.S. golf
 7 courses charge the full rate for no-shows.  I'm not
 8 sure about IVGID's policy on no-shows.  Maybe not so
 9 much.  The courses also seem to lack an alert system
10 for standbys to play in place of no-shows.
11           It is not my intent to drive the golf
12 clubs out of Incline.  The clubs bring value and a
13 lot of bonhomie to our community.
14           But the other sometime golfers and
15 non-golfers should not be an ATM machine for these
16 golf clubs, nor should sometime-residents players be
17 deprived of core tee times.
18           If the courses need to be modestly
19 subsidized, so be it.  They're a core part of our
20 mountain environment, used by walkers, skiers, snow
21 bunnies, and residents just driving by the
22 beautiful, open spaces.
23           I do not envy your job as trustees this
24 evening.  I only ask that non-club members be given
25 an equitable access to tee times and access to
0010
 1 non-discriminatory rates.
 2           Thank you.
 3           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Able.
 4           Next up, Ms. Becker.
 5           MS. BECKER:  My name is Diane Becker, and
 6 I'm a full-time resident of --
 7           (Technical difficulties with timer.)
 8           MS. BECKER:  I'd like to see what my time
 9 is.
10           CHAIR DENT:  Ms. Becker, I'll do three
11 minutes, and then I'll give you a 30-second warning.
12           MS. BECKER:  That would be great.
13           My name is Diane Becker, and I'm a
14 full-time resident of Incline Village.
15           I sent each of you an email, and I've
16 also -- and what I handed out, today I've given you
17 an opinion of ethics committee of the Nevada
18 Commission on Ethics, number 93-34, that was
19 actually sent to Incline Village that says, among
20 month other things:
21               "The Nevada Revised Statutes prohibits the
22               use of one's position in government to
23               secure or grant unwarranted, privileges,
24               preferences, exceptions, or advantages to
25               any person or entity."
0011
 1           And it goes through a discussion that I
 2 think you'll find useful to understand why I believe
 3 all Picture Pass Holders need to be treated equally
 4 with respect to access to the golf courses.
 5           I was very disappointed when I read in the
 6 materials that 43 percent of the preferred tee times
 7 have already been given out in February to the golf
 8 clubs, not to individuals, but to unnamed people at
 9 the golf clubs to allocate out.
10           And that the people who are Picture Pass
11 Holders who are not in golf clubs have not even been
12 able to make reservations.
13           And how can that be equal access, and how
14 can the other venues be asked to somewhat subsidize
15 the losses in golf?
16           Although, with due respect, someone said
17 that they're breaking even, the break-evens, I know
18 don't include depreciation, debt, or some other
19 items, I can't remember what the third one is, so,
20 they are breaking even.
21           But it's not a problem when one venue
22 supports another venue, because, sometime, there may
23 be no snow and ski will need support.
24           But it is a problem when other people, who
25 are not golfers, and who are not in golf clubs, are
0012
 1 asked to support losses in the golf clubs.
 2           It's also a problem when people think,
 3 well, we're having of all these banquets, and we're
 4 doing so much for the clubs, when we see that $1,000
 5 a day is lost at the Champ Course, and when we see
 6 there's a loss on almost every event that is given.
 7           So there's a lot of things that need to be
 8 worked on by the trustees, and I do feel it's the
 9 trustees' responsibility to be sure that we do
10 something about the losses.
11           I'm not saying you have to cover
12 everything, but I am saying you have to treat all
13 Picture Pass Holders equally.
14           It is also to me a disaster to decide,
15 well, the golf clubs don't want to pay reservation
16 fees, and, yeah, it's not fair to treat other
17 Picture Pass Holders differently, and so we're just
18 going to cut out reservation fees.  That's $11,000
19 of fees that you're going to be cutting out, and you
20 have a loss that you need to cover.
21           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
22           MS. BECKER:  And worse yet, what is going
23 to happen is you're going to have people no-showing,
24 more no-shows with no reservation fees, and we're
25 going to lose more money.  That's not the way to go.
0013
 1           And, lastly, I will just say this:  I
 2 think IVGID is a wonderful place with wonderful
 3 venues, but everybody should get together and help
 4 support each other in the various venues.
 5           Thank you.
 6           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Becker.
 7           Next up, Mr. Hershberg (phonetic).
 8           MR. HERSHBERG:  My name's Stan Hershberg,
 9 and I'm a full-time resident here, and a Picture
10 Pass Holder.
11           First of all, I want to thank the trustees
12 for all of their hard work and for taking a deep
13 dive into this particular subject.
14           I don't oppose having other venues
15 subsidize the reasonable golf, on occasion, because
16 golf is a benefit to IVGID and its property owners.
17           But a $1.5- or $2 million or more subsidy
18 has occurred in the past, is really out of line.
19           I also oppose subsidizing golf work.  Any
20 recreation venue which discriminates in any manner
21 as to the benefits given to Picture Pass Holders at
22 any particular venue.
23           I ask that all Picture Pass Holders
24 golfers be treated the same and that any and all
25 different of special benefits that have been
0014
 1 conferred, without or without board approval, upon
 2 golf clubs or Picture Pass Holders or members of
 3 golf clubs be immediately stopped.
 4           Every Picture Pass Holder who wants to
 5 golf at our golf venue should be entitled to the
 6 same benefits and charged identically, just as there
 7 are no special privileges given to select groups at
 8 any other IVGID venue.
 9           Golf clubs should have no special
10 privileges or rights at all to reserved preferred
11 tee times, including being able to reserve early or
12 without reservation fees.  All reservations to be
13 offered equally to Picture Pass Holders whether or
14 not they are members of a golf club.
15           Governmental entities and their governing
16 boards cannot legally and should not give privileges
17 to any individuals or groups.
18           I do not understand how the discrimination
19 demonstrated in tonight's board packet ever occurred
20 or would be allowed to continue as this causes a
21 loss of faith in government by those who are
22 governed.
23           I also have heard that some of the golf
24 clubs are charging a markup on tee times and
25 reservation, which, if true, must be stopped.
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 1           I understand that golf club members have
 2 been -- who have been unfairly privileged would not
 3 want to loose their special privileges and preferred
 4 charges, but I hope that they will think about the
 5 unfairness of the current procedure to others and
 6 support policies that are fair and equitable to to
 7 all.  IVGID residents should not be subsidizing the
 8 golf club members.
 9           Thank you.
10           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Hershberg.
11           Next up, Mr. Tanner.
12           MR. TANNER:  My name is Mark Tanner, 914
13 Jennifer Street.  I live here all the time.
14           I want to thank you for taking on a tough
15 subject.  I guess when people get elected, that's
16 what you have to do is take on the tough ones.
17           I actually read all 62 pages of the study.
18 I think it's very thorough.  I think it's done very
19 well.
20           What I like is to set out the guiding
21 principles, because if you can agree on the guiding
22 principles, then the recommendations will flow into
23 that very nicely.
24           If you don't have an agreement on the
25 guiding principles, you'll just keep spinning your
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 1 wheels.
 2           So, I'd guess I'd make four points:
 3           One is that I do believe we should reduce
 4 dependence on Diamond Peak.  I don't think any
 5 entity or any activity in the town should be
 6 over-subsidized by one or the others.  I think the
 7 beneficiary should bear more of the cost.  It seems
 8 to me, as I look at what you've proposed, you know,
 9 to go from $24 for a nine-hole round at Mountain
10 Peak up to $55 at the Championship Course, I mean,
11 those are great rates.  Those are great, great
12 rates.  I don't know where else you can golf for $25
13 to $55, especially at this kind of a venue.  So, I
14 think that's great.
15           I do -- I also question the logic of golf
16 clubs getting special privileges.
17           If I were to form a tennis club, would I
18 be able to get me and my friends to be able to have
19 other Picture Pass Holders put to the back of the
20 line?  I don't think that would be fair.
21           If I decided to have a beach volleyball
22 club at Burnt Cedar, and I could reserve the
23 volleyball court and other people couldn't, that
24 wouldn't seem fair to me.
25           So, I really do question the logic of a
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 1 club having special benefits over the regular
 2 Picture Pass Holders.
 3           And, finally, I would encourage you do to
 4 anything you can to make it easier for the rising
 5 generation to both learn and love golf.  If we can
 6 help them be able do that, I think that would be
 7 great.  Not just wait until someone can afford to
 8 buy a home in Incline Village that they could learn
 9 to love golf before that.  Because, otherwise, it
10 could be very expensive to even learn it.
11           I thank you for your service.
12           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Tanner.
13           Next up, Ms. Wolf.
14           MS. WOLF:  Polly Wolf, 515 Eagle Drive.
15           You know, it amazes me when people move
16 into town from somewhere else, and about 30 days
17 later, they start telling us how we're doing it
18 wrong, and yet we've managing to live here all these
19 years just fine.
20           I find it incredulous, Sara, that you have
21 never played a round of golf, you don't know how to
22 play golf, you've never played at the Champ Course,
23 you've never bothered to join a women's league and
24 learn anything about it, but here you are, telling
25 us what you know about golf clubs.
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 1           I find it incredulous that two CPAs have
 2 blown your numbers out of water.  And as far as how
 3 much money the golf clubs spend with tee times at
 4 the pro shop and food and beverage.  But you won't
 5 listen.  And one of them is on your committee.
 6           And I also find it incredulous that you
 7 will listen to the nine cave people who came here
 8 and do nothing but whine and complain about how
 9 awful it is here.  They just moan and they offer
10 nothing to this town.  And yet you listen to them.
11           So you're not a golfer, you're not a CPA,
12 you didn't understand the word "unanimous" when it
13 came to voting for the Rec Center.
14           You need to go back and talk to people who
15 actually are golfers and that know -- that knows
16 some money.
17           And just as side note, as Strother Martin
18 said to Butch Cassidy in the Sundance Kid, "Morons.
19 I've got morons on my team."  And I'm afraid we've
20 got some of them on this board.
21           Thank you.
22           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Wolf.
23           Next up, Mr. Holman (phonetic).
24           MR. HOLMAN:  Hello.  Mick Holman, Incline
25 resident.
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 1           First, I want to say that I'm not going to
 2 apologize to certain trustees if you find the
 3 financial and other information I've compiled to be
 4 inconvenient.
 5           I've spent my entire professional career
 6 dedicated to the publication to accurate, unbiased
 7 financial information so leadership and investors
 8 can make informed decisions.
 9           So, when I see information that is
10 incomplete or presented in a biased format in order
11 to drive an agenda, I'm going to speak up.
12           With that in mind, I sent a note to the
13 trustees yesterday.  It included a set of financial
14 projections that modeled the overall impact of
15 various rate increase options.
16           I want to highlight some points:
17           First, the analysis showed that a
18 combination of the reduced tee intervals and dynamic
19 pricing discounts, along with an across-the-board
20 increase of five to eight percent to give golf
21 operations to break even or better in an operating
22 cash flow basis.  This excludes capital.
23           Per the board's pricing policy, capital
24 costs, which does include depreciation, are covered
25 by facility fees.
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 1           Second, the analysis retained in
 2 All-You-Can-Play Passes the Champ Course have a $4
 3 average per round revenue difference between
 4 All-You-Can-Play passes at $66 and Picture Pass
 5 Holders at $70.
 6           All-You-Can-Play Pass Holders are our
 7 most-loyal customers.  They provided an upfront,
 8 guaranteed revenue of over $400,000 last year, they
 9 disproportionately fund the range, likely accounting
10 for over $50,000 of the range revenue, and are the
11 biggest spenders and the restaurant and pro shop.
12           You're taking a significant risk that many
13 of these residents will leave if you eliminate the
14 passes.  And for what?  For a $4-per-round discount.
15 Really?
16           The staff's assuming they'll only fill
17 about 65 percent of incremental tee times, so we
18 know these members aren't displacing other golfers.
19           The majority of that lost revenue from any
20 departure will be a direct hit to the bottom line
21 because costs are largely fixed and won't be
22 reduced.
23           Every other golf venue in the area has
24 all-you-can-play options.  This makes this real.
25 Why take the risk?
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 1           I propose a better solution:  Let's just
 2 reduce the average gap.  Let's add a two-percent
 3 kicker to the all-you-can-play rate increase, so if
 4 you're increasing overall rates by five percent,
 5 then increase the all-you-can-play rate by seven or
 6 even eight percent versus last year's structure.
 7 It's a win/win.
 8           Third, I want to reiterate some points I
 9 made at an earlier meeting regarding the economics
10 of a normal golf operation and how that relates to
11 the unique situation at Incline.
12           Let's pretend we're operating golf like a
13 typical business.  We're not giving golf all the
14 tools normal golf clubs have to make it financially
15 viable.  We're not giving banquet events.  We're not
16 providing the benefit of a year-around dinning
17 experience benefiting the Chateau's location.
18           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
19           MS. MURRY:  And we're not doing other
20 things we could to optimize other revenue
21 opportunities in the off season.
22           So let's not pretend that with only four
23 to five months of golf revenue, we can make the
24 operations, as we choose to narrowly define it, work
25 on its own financially.
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 1           If we think we can, I think we're chasing
 2 unicorns.
 3           Thank you.
 4           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Holman.
 5           Next up, Ms. Murry.
 6           MS. MURRY:  Leslie Murry, 976 Fairway View
 7 Court, Incline Village.
 8           I first pointed out that the rec
 9 facilities in tennis and pickle ball do reserve
10 courts for the entire season for clinics, for
11 leagues, for lessons, for kids, and people of all
12 ages.
13           I'd also state that most people I've
14 talked to regarding golf are not opposed to a
15 reasonable increase in green fees.
16           But it seems that all six golf clubs feel
17 that the prebooking fee is a non-workable component
18 for clubs, and part of the your job as trustees is
19 fining a solution that addresses and preserves the
20 ability for the Incline golf clubs to continue and
21 to thrive.
22           When a proposed idea upsets the majority
23 of the golfing community, it is your responsibility
24 to figure out how to work together with us for a
25 workable solution.
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 1           We want to trust you.  You are hearing us,
 2 and we want to trust that you want to work with us,
 3 not against us.
 4           Do you truly understand why your proposed
 5 prebooking fee is detriment to the golf clubs?  Have
 6 you taken the time to call someone and ask why that
 7 has not worked for a golf club?
 8           It is important that you understand why
 9 we're upset.  Show us some compassion.  Your
10 responsibility is to listen and work toward a mutual
11 solution.
12           I am a member of the Mountain Niner's golf
13 club, and if there was ever a golf course that
14 really serves their community, the Mountain Course
15 is it.
16           We have 150 golfers, and some of them have
17 become golfers here in the Village because of this
18 incredible amenity.
19           Did you know that we have a group of older
20 senior women who only put, that are outside enjoying
21 the fresh air and socializing with us?  The Mountain
22 Course has been accessible and affordable, and the
23 staffing is lean, but wonderful.
24           And as a Mountain Niner, I can only
25 reserve a tee time no more than two weeks in
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 1 advance.
 2           I urge you not to be so quick to undo all
 3 that makes our golfing community special.
 4           As we enter the second week in May, I
 5 recommend that you table the prebooking fee
 6 component and learn what other venues do.
 7           You, as trustees, should not be in the
 8 business of shutting down programs, which we fear
 9 the prebooking fee will result in.
10           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Murry.
11           Next up, Mr. Hall.
12           MR. HALL:  My name is Brad Hall.  I'm a
13 30-year resident of Incline.  I'm at 656-14th Green
14 Drive.
15           I did not come to Incline because of the
16 golf course or the ski area or the Rec Center or the
17 tennis courts or the beaches or Preston Field or the
18 skate park or the disc golf park or the bike park or
19 Aspen Grove.  I came because off all of those
20 things.
21           And I believe most of the residents
22 in Incline appreciate the fact that the whole is
23 greater than each individual part.
24           I think over the last 30 years that I've
25 been here, the IVGID board has done an admirable job
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 1 of maintaining and improving the facilities which we
 2 have.
 3           I noticed in the agenda items on page 32,
 4 there was a statement that said, quote, over the
 5 years, the golf courses have been successfully
 6 operated as a component of the overall community
 7 services, recreational venues, and amenities
 8 provided by the District.
 9           Please don't lose site of the value that
10 Incline is more valuable in total than it is by any
11 individual piece.
12           With regards to the annual rec fee, I
13 noticed also in the representation on page 8, it
14 said that we have an excess community service fund,
15 the amount was not identified, but it said that it
16 said that this fund has gone up for years, and that,
17 quote, it was developed due to over-collection of
18 rec fees and delayed cap X.
19           I'm not here to suggest the rec fees are
20 too high.  I don't believe that's the case.  I think
21 we buy property in Incline, we understand what the
22 rec fees are for:  It's for all of the facilities
23 that we have.
24           I've view the rec fee as sort of
25 synonymous to property taxes, which we all pay.  I
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 1 would not argue that my property taxes should not be
 2 used for schools if I didn't have children in
 3 schools because the property taxes are for a common
 4 good.
 5           I view the rec fee which we pay in Incline
 6 for the common good, our local public common good
 7 for all the facilities for which we have.
 8           Thank you.
 9           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Hall.
10           Next up, Mr. Wallwrach (phonetic).
11           MR. WALLWRACH:  Yes, I'm Kent Wallwrach,
12 260 Lakeview Avenue.
13           I'd like to, first of all, thank the
14 trustees for all the amount of work that went into
15 preparing that 62-page report in advance of this
16 meeting, because at our meeting in April, we were
17 all over the board with where the numbers were at.
18 So, to have such a thorough analysis of the actual
19 situation we're facing here was fantastic to have.
20           Some comments, having read all 62 pages
21 like the other gentleman.
22           First of all, I think the value of this
23 golf course, which is a world-class golf course, is
24 not being measured appropriately against the other
25 golf courses.
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 1           So when you look at Gray's Crossing, which
 2 we did compare ourselves against, Edgewood, you made
 3 statements in the report that you would not compare
 4 against them because of their Century Tournament
 5 that they have there and a few other things, I would
 6 disagree, one hundred percent, with that strategy
 7 with regards to setting your pricing.
 8           The facility that we have here, the golf
 9 course, the beauty, I think it's appropriate that
10 we're having our meeting tonight here in the
11 Chateau, when you can look out and see just the
12 stunningness of this facility, there's no reason
13 with 15 million visitors coming to Lake Tahoe every
14 year, and we have 9,000 residents, but with those 15
15 million residents, that we shouldn't be right at the
16 top of the list with all three of those other golf
17 courses.
18           So, if just went and matched old Greenwood
19 or Gray's Crossing or even up to Edgewood, we would
20 raise another $150- to $300,000 in our golf revenue
21 just by matching what these other courses, and I
22 think we have a superior golf course and facility to
23 our competitors.
24           So, I think we should take that into
25 consideration.
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 1           Also in this inflationary period, I think
 2 your rule about the Picture Pass Holders' rates
 3 being 50 percent of the non-rate, an inflationary
 4 period like where we are right now where the visitor
 5 rates are so high, I think that that should be
 6 variable.  So, maybe, it should be 40, if you can
 7 get $300 a round from the 15 million visitors coming
 8 to Lake Tahoe every year.
 9           So I think you should take that into
10 consideration.
11           The second point I'd like to make is the
12 food and beverage.  I see we lost $161,000 on
13 $600,000 in revenue.  A facility like this, looking
14 out here --
15           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
16           MR. WALLWRACH:  -- this space that we're
17 all sitting in right now should be generating $4
18 million a year as a destination restaurant, cutting
19 at least 10 percent of $400,000 a year, which would
20 be a $560,00 turnaround on the books.
21           So, if you'd like to have further
22 discussion about that idea or strategy, I'd be happy
23 to visit with you.
24           Thank you.
25           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Wallwrach.
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 1           Next up, Ms. Hitner (phonetic).
 2           MS. HITNER:  Hi.  Hiedi Hitner, 1401
 3 Tirol.
 4           So, following the last golf board meeting,
 5 I know we were tasked for the deep type.  Sara, you
 6 were particularly tasked as the exclusive trustee to
 7 work on this with Darren.
 8           There's three good things, and three
 9 horrible things in the current recommendation.  And
10 I looked at from the lens of what is it going to
11 cost me to play golf.
12           The first good thing, and noted at the
13 bottom of the handout as well:  Couples living under
14 the household can use the combined play pass.
15           The second good thing is the removal of
16 the prebooking fee.
17           And the third good thing is actually with
18 the proposed rate the couple's play pass at the
19 Champ Course has a discount of 16 to 17 percent
20 versus the current rates.  I'm not sure that was the
21 intent, but it was sure a good outcome.
22           The horrible:
23           As an individual golfer at the Mountain
24 Course, if I play more than twice a week, June,
25 July, August, and September, I have an 81 percent
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 1 increase my rate.  I'm going to from $865 to now
 2 $1,569.  Seems pretty punitive considering we're
 3 considering raising guest rates eight percent, yet
 4 we seem very comfortable to make an 81 percent
 5 increase for our Mountain individual golfers.
 6           At the Champ Course, we are increasing
 7 rates 31 percent from a current, limited
 8 All-You-Can-Play individual from 2596 to 3404.
 9           The Couple's Play Pass at the Mountain,
10 because couples can share the same pass, has an 18
11 percent increase.  All materially higher than we are
12 charging any of our Non-Picture Pass Holder rates.
13           So, I would thank you for the three good
14 things, and I would encourage that the play pass
15 rate is no more than an eight-percent increase off
16 the current rate.
17           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Hitner.
18           Next up, Mr. Price.
19           MR. PRICE:  Steve Price, 170 Village
20 Boulevard, number 30.
21           I'm not here to comment on golf.  Although
22 I am a golfer, and I have many opinions.
23           But I am here for a different reason,
24 which is to invite all of you, including you all out
25 there the audience, to our annual Memorial Day
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 1 service at Burnt Cedar of Memorial Day, the 29th.
 2           The event begins at ten o'clock, but we
 3 ask that you arrive somewhere around 9:30, enjoy the
 4 preprogrammed music, and enjoy the ceremony itself.
 5           It's a salute to those people who have
 6 made the ultimate sacrifice in the defense of our
 7 nation.
 8           So, I hope to see you there.  I know
 9 members of the board have in the past attended, and
10 I look forward the seeing, not only the board
11 members, but also those of you that are in
12 attendance today.
13           Thank you.
14           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Price.
15           Next up, Mr. Watson.
16           MR. WATSON:  My name's Rob Watson, and I'm
17 at 361 Country Club Drive.
18           My wife and I have been residents of
19 Incline Village for almost 6 years.  I have a lot of
20 experience in the golf industry, as I've run a
21 private country club, I'm a member of other private
22 clubs, one being in Tahoe, and I'm currently a board
23 member of IVGC.
24           We do not winter in the Tahoe area, but
25 recognize Diamond Peak has value to other community
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 1 members and our real estate.
 2           Unfortunately, I have not paid attention
 3 to the politics of this area.  That has changed as
 4 the research I've been conducting over the last 30
 5 days has revealed there is a minority fraction that
 6 is feeding misinformation to this board, maybe at
 7 the desire of some of the board trustees.
 8           I reviewed the 62 pages that are being
 9 presented tonight.  It appears to me this
10 presentation was done by one board member and two
11 employees, albeit at least one of these people have
12 golf experience.
13           I noticed it contained some
14 recommendations from the 2021 golf committee report.
15 I ask you, where's the golf committee report for
16 2022?
17           I guess the Board of Trustees decided to
18 disband the committee and take the job on
19 themselves.  I believe that is a big mistake, since
20 we are in the first week of May, and no decision has
21 been made on this year's golf guidance.
22           You put undue pressure on our golf
23 management team at a time when we've had the biggest
24 winter in 40 years, which adds additional pressure
25 to our team.
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 1           I've reviewed many emails to the Board of
 2 Trustees from many community members, but due to
 3 tonight's time restraints, I will mention only the
 4 latest where several community-member CPAs,
 5 knowledgeable of golf, point out data that is
 6 lacking in tonight's 62-page report.
 7           Since this issue has not been handled
 8 properly by this Board of Trustees, I hope you will
 9 pause any effort to change guidance to our
10 management until a proper community golf committee
11 can be formed to investigate operations, golf
12 competition in the area, and the entire community's
13 feeling about our golf course.
14           I hope you will consider these
15 recommendations for the season:
16           Raise golf rates, I would hope by no more
17 than five to eight percent.  Do not change any of
18 the passes this year.  How can you want to reduce
19 the amount of moneys we receive before we even start
20 the golf season?  That's just crazy.  Ask any
21 competent, semi-private or public course GM.  It's
22 just crazy.
23           Get rid of the prebook fee for all Picture
24 Pass Holders.  That was ridiculous.  I don't how
25 that got implemented.  And keep it for the
0034
 1 Non-Picture Pass Holders.
 2           CHAIR DENT:  30 seconds.
 3           MR. WATSON:  Go forward with the
 4 recommendation of management to reduce tee time
 5 intervals to ten minutes; this could clearly bring
 6 in more revenue.
 7           And, finally in closing, I have to ask:
 8 How did we manage to not generate a profit from
 9 weddings that are put on at this beautiful place at
10 the Chateau?  It's incredible.  I'm putting on a
11 wedding at the Hyatt this summer, and the only
12 reason I'm doing it there is because nobody called
13 me back and gave me pricing or anything when I asked
14 about it.
15           Thank you very much.
16           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Watson.
17           Next up, Mr. Hitner.
18           MS. HITNER:  Hello all.  Who wold have
19 thought we would have a board meeting when we
20 weren't just screaming at Indra.  This is pretty
21 good.
22           CHAIR DENT:  State your name and address
23 for the --
24           MR. HITNER:  Joe Hitner, 1401 Tirol.
25           Guys, I've been thinking a lot about the
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 1 golf.  I've been thinking a lot about the last
 2 couple of years, how this has been managed.
 3           We used to have meetings in here.  It used
 4 to have a nice bar in the back.  We traded that for
 5 a sheriff because things get so out of hand, and
 6 it's because of the nine people who just stir up
 7 everything in this town.
 8           But the mission vision and values here is:
 9               "With a passion for quality of life in our
10               environment, Incline Village General
11               Improvement District will enhance the
12               reputation of our community as an
13               exceptional place to live, work, invest,
14               and play."
15           As the Wolf man said earlier, these
16 include all the amenities for all of us, and I like
17 the balanced approach by a lot of my neighbors here
18 who talk about, while they may not use all the
19 amenities, that's why we're all here.
20           The mission is:
21               "To improve and delivers exemplary
22               recreational experiences, provide the
23               highest level of water" --
24               We got that.
25               -- "Sewer, solid waste" --
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 1               We hear a lot of solid waste here in these
 2               meetings.
 3               -- "while striving for fiscal and
 4               environmental stability.  We're dedicated
 5               people providing service for our community
 6               and environment with integrity and
 7               teamwork."
 8           The board's sadly lacking in that and the
 9 mantra:  One district, one team.
10           You guys have been pitted against each
11 other forever.
12           Ray, you know, as a consultant, you worked
13 with a lot of companies, most recently power
14 companies in California, that doesn't seem to be
15 going too well in California for those folks.
16           But your first move here was being a swing
17 vote on taking resources that we used to attract
18 employees and retention, and taken away their
19 ability to use our amenities.  Big hit.
20           Mr. Dent, your most-recent accusations
21 about financial incentives provided to you, that's a
22 scary thing.
23           Sara, somebody mentioned earlier the rec
24 fee -- or the Rec Center losing $26 million on that
25 because we didn't understand the vote, even comments
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 1 on giving golf carts to external residents, not our
 2 own, with our new golf carts shows me how little you
 3 know about golf, and the fact we paid for those golf
 4 carts.
 5           Guys, you're supposed to represent us.
 6 You should be attempting to set the best example of
 7 all of us, but you continue your infighting and
 8 agendas at the cost of our employees -- we have
 9 insane turnover of good people -- and our community.
10           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
11           MR. WATSON:  You go out of your way to
12 acknowledge a support the smallest, angriest
13 minority of our town instead of hiring another
14 consultant.
15           It might be time for guys to get together
16 in a room and try and figure this out.  Try reading
17 your mission vision and values.
18           You've managed to take the fun and put it
19 back in dysfunctional, and the trust out of trustee.
20 We might need a reset.
21           Thanks for your time.
22           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Hitner.
23           Next up, Mr. Zuck (phonetic).
24           MR ZUCK:  Hello.  Dwight Zuck at 978
25 Fairway View Court.  I've been in the Incline
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 1 Village or about three years now.
 2           Having spent decades over on the west
 3 shore in Tahoe City with my wife's family's cabin,
 4 our desire to escape and have a place to -- we had
 5 to sell that property back in 2015/2017.
 6           Anyway, we love Tahoe, and I think
 7 everything here that's in this room is here because
 8 they love Tahoe too.
 9           A lot jewels, including Crystal Bay,
10 Diamond Peak, Emerald Lakes, and everywhere.
11           We settled here in Tahoe City, and we love
12 it.  I had heard, oh, it's organized.  It's got
13 planned activities for people, and I'm thinking,
14 that's not for me.  That's for people who don't know
15 how to arrange their own fun.
16           Anyway, we've enjoyed it.  We've been
17 skiing.  I've had ski instructors that are sitting
18 in the table in front of me.  I love the golf.  I'm
19 not a golfer, by the way, and that's the main
20 premise here.
21           I'm not a golfer, but I came here -- and
22 where did I buy my house?  On the first tee box,
23 right behind us over here.
24           And I thought, honey, why are we doing
25 this, were not golfers?  Well, we golf once, twice a
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 1 year, maybe, when somebody else invites us.
 2           Since then, our first year, going into
 3 first summer, I said, "Honey, you need something to
 4 do."
 5           She says, "Well, I'll join the Mountain
 6 Niners."
 7           And, hallelujah, it's been a relief.  She
 8 loves it, and this is her third year coming up.
 9 She's on the social committee.
10           And going into the winter, another
11 neighbor said that we met because of Mountain
12 Niners, and we started doing things with them.  It's
13 quite a big group there and I encourage all of you
14 to go see them when they launch on a Tuesday or
15 Thursday morning.
16           I was asked to join the TIGC.  I said, "Is
17 that the snobs or the slobs?"
18           They said, "The slobs."
19           I said, "Okay.  I can do that."
20           And as a result, I've playing golf,
21 probably in the year before only two times, but
22 the -- and had people come and I paid their
23 pre-advanced fees and everything.
24           Last year I did play golf, probably, eight
25 or ten times at the IGC.  That's revenue that I
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 1 wouldn't have paid otherwise.
 2           All my dues, I believe ended up in the
 3 coffers of Incline Village.  I buy goods there for
 4 my golf.  And I'm proud of being a member.
 5           And then to hear all this stuff --
 6           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
 7           MR ZUCK:  -- it's very frustrating that we
 8 can't figure out a better way.  I think we can
 9 figure it out, and I think we gotta work together.
10 I know we can continue to make golf a good thing
11 here at Incline Village, and keep the people -- the
12 local residents as priorities.
13           I don't know if you guys are getting
14 pressure from the new owners of the Hyatt or what it
15 is, but, certainly, it doesn't make sense that we
16 should be second-fiddled citizens.
17           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Zuck.
18           Next up, Mr. Wang.
19           MR. WANG:  Good evening.  My name is Mike
20 Wang.  Live at 780 Golfer's Pass.  I've been part a
21 part-time and full-time resident here since about
22 1994.
23           I am not a member of the golf club,
24 although.  I do try and play golf, which means I try
25 and address the ball, give it direction, and then
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 1 chase it as it goes its own way, so I have
 2 experienced in going through all around the golf
 3 including the fairways and people's garages and
 4 carports.
 5           So I want to -- and I have made --
 6 submitted previous comments to you as a result of
 7 the April 5 meeting.  Some of them, you responded,
 8 and some of them, you did not.  But I understand
 9 that you had a tremendous amount of outpouring
10 comments.
11           Over the 34 years I've lived here, I can
12 tell you in all honesty, that the best way to get
13 people to attend an IVGID meeting is to change golf
14 prices and golf pass rates.  It is a highly
15 emotional subject, and it has been as long as I've
16 been here.
17           In my comments to you, one of the things I
18 said was that as a governing board, your job, your
19 objective is to set policy objectives and
20 strategies, and then have staff develop options to
21 implement those strategies.
22           And then governing board meetings, such as
23 the one here, you debate and discuss those amongst
24 the public, so that the public can offer their
25 opinions.
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 1           What -- and so as a result of that, you
 2 look at today's package which, I understand came up
 3 late last week, and the package has some good points
 4 associated with the strategy and the strategy and
 5 the overall objectives of this policy.
 6           But then there's a lot of detail, which is
 7 virtually unreadable because the package, the
 8 print's too small, the scale's too small, and it's
 9 not information productive to the public.
10           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
11           MR. WANG:  So, I would ask you to, in the
12 future, develop a policy and then have workshops so
13 individuals can work effectively, present their
14 findings, present their views, and get more for
15 clarity on what is clearly a very opaque topic.
16           And you're about to tell me that my time
17 has expired, and I just want to tell you that as an
18 old person, that is a very difficult thing to hear.
19           Thank you.
20           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Wang.
21           Next up, Mr. Ross.
22           MR. ROSS:  My name is Steven Ross.  I
23 reside at 933 Northwood.
24           I want to thank the members of the Board
25 of Trustees for their work on behalf of Incline
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 1 residents.  All of you.  I know you do the hard work
 2 of this community.
 3           I really have had a chance to review the
 4 agenda for tonight's meeting, as well at the
 5 attached packets, but I was left with a few
 6 questions.  And I hope you could answer them during
 7 your deliberations.
 8           I reviewed the cost recovery pyramid, and
 9 was wondering your thought process on how you
10 assigned each recreational venue to a specific
11 category.
12           I went back as far as I could and found no
13 evidence of a board discussion on where the
14 Championship Course fit in on this pyramid.  I may
15 have missed it.
16           In spite of that, it appears during your
17 discussions, the golf course as been assigned as
18 having mostly individual benefit and minimal, if
19 any, community benefit.
20           The majority of year, the courses are used
21 by members of the community for walking, including
22 their dogs, sledding on the driving range,
23 cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, and other actives
24 with snow play.
25           When the courses are opened during their
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 1 four- or five-month season, many community members
 2 walk their dogs in the early mornings and evenings.
 3           Open space is important, not just for the
 4 hundreds of homeowners who live on the courses, but
 5 also for those that walk and drive there.
 6           I would have assigned golf, the Recreation
 7 Center, and Diamond Peak to one of the middle
 8 categories of both community and individual
 9 benefits.
10           How did you decide which category to place
11 each venue?  Did members of the community have any
12 input into what seems to be a very important step in
13 determining the utilization charges for each of the
14 venues?
15           Next, by eliminating the golf
16 All-You-Can-Play Pass, you seem to be treating this
17 venue differently from the others.  Diamond Peak,
18 the Rec Center, the beaches, are all in a model of a
19 season, have a single cost, irrespective of
20 utilization.
21           Please tell me why it is important to
22 treat those that play golf differently than those
23 that utilize the other venues.
24           This is especially troublesome when the
25 financials show that just a five-percent increase
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 1 for everyone while maintaining the All-You-Can-Play
 2 Pass leads to a budget where the combined courses
 3 break even for 2023.
 4           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
 5           MR. ROSS:  Finally, I'm dismayed that the
 6 packet was attached to today's agenda to have been
 7 authorized primarily by a single trustee, in spite
 8 of her pronouncement that it was staff-prepared.  I
 9 don't believe that this is good governance.  This
10 promotes undue influence by a single trustee.
11           Thank you.
12           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Ross.
13           Next up, Ms. Miller.
14           MS. MILLER:  Good evening, Trustees,
15 Judith Miller.
16           I do want to thank the board for putting
17 together the materials of the golf courses.  I think
18 it's something that's been long overdue.  We've been
19 asking for it for decades to see, really, what is
20 the performance of our golf venue and all the other
21 venues, but it's been hidden for years.
22           I also want to express my opinion about
23 whether or not the venues should be at all
24 responsible for some of the capital costs.  Because
25 golf is a very capital-intensive business, as is
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 1 ski.
 2           Ski, actually throws off enough revenues
 3 to cover many of its -- if not all of its capital
 4 costs, at least recently, and I think golf has a
 5 responsibility to do that.
 6           The other thing I wanted to mention, IVGID
 7 has the power of public recreation, even though we
 8 have some of the trappings of a private beach, and
 9 what appears in respects to be like a private golf
10 club, we are not.  This is government, and your job
11 is to make sure that the benefits of government are
12 equitable and that the resources are used in an
13 equitable manner.
14           And, unfortunately, golf, by its very
15 nature, or at least clubs, are not necessarily that
16 equitable, especially the ones that don't even put
17 their contact information on our website.  One of
18 the other ones, I think it was the polo club, their
19 representative came and said that he's not -- or
20 their club doesn't exist just to recreate, they are
21 in it for business.  They were here for
22 business/commercial reasons.
23           That's not what IVGID's about.  IVGID's
24 about public recreation.
25           So I really think you need to take a look
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 1 at the clubs and how they're organized and whether
 2 or not they're, in fact, open to the public.
 3           Going on, let's see.
 4           I know as a former member of Mountain
 5 Niners, the Mountain Course, it's a wonderful venue
 6 and opportunity for people to learn, and, you know,
 7 I would like to keep that as an affordable venue.
 8           So, I'm hoping that there's some way to,
 9 at least through some minor subsidies, keep that
10 running at its present level.
11           But I really do have concerns about the
12 Championship Course.
13           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
14           MS. MILLER:  You've heard some suggestions
15 on how to possibly to improve revenues, and I'm not
16 sure, but maybe the rates can be raised -- that's
17 what happened with ski, we raised the rates, we made
18 a ton of money -- but I think at the same time, the
19 club members have to give up some of their prime tee
20 times, make them go in the afternoons.  You know,
21 you can't have it both ways.
22           Thank you.
23           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Miller.
24           Next up, Mr. Katz (phonetic).
25           MR. KATZ:  Good evening.  I'm Arron Katz,
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 1 16-year resident.
 2           I have written statements.  I don't know
 3 who to give them to.  I want them attached to the
 4 minutes of meeting.
 5           Let me quickly say, Joe Wolf said the
 6 reason he came here, I guess Joe Wolf doesn't
 7 remember when he was a trustee and I was at the
 8 board meeting when he said, "The reason people come
 9 here is the because of taxes, not facilities."
10           Well, you know, this is May, and it's
11 former President John F. Kennedy month.  You
12 remember President Kennedy, don't you?  He asked:
13 Not what our country can do for you, but what you
14 can do for our country.
15           So, I ask you people out there who are the
16 core golfers, what you're going to do for our
17 community, rather than coming here the asking what
18 IVGID can do for you?
19           I ask you people to listen to yourselves.
20 You're just like our democratic leaders in
21 Washington.  Everything they accuse Trump of,
22 they're guilty of.  And that's was what we have
23 here.  Everything you accuse the Nasty Nine of or
24 the detractors, you're guilty of.
25           And you need to look in the mirror and
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 1 look at yourselves and maybe you'll understand what
 2 rest of us do.
 3           Some of us, including myself, I'm not
 4 asking for anything more than fairness, equal
 5 treatment.  But you people ask for the world.  You
 6 want a 50-percent discount on your rounds of golf.
 7 No, you want 75, so you can go get a 40-Play Pass.
 8 Okay.  Give me 75 off at the Rec Center, and I'll go
 9 there.  Give me 75 percent off at the Tennis Center,
10 I'll go there.
11           But you refuse to do it.  Is that your
12 idea of one division, one team?  Well, it's not my
13 idea of it.  I don't want part of a team like that.
14           One of the gentlemen hear spoke of why are
15 we any different than Diamond Peak?  Diamond Peak
16 gets a season pass.
17           I'll tell you why you're different,
18 because Diamond Peak has excess of capacity, golf
19 doesn't.  When you get excess capacity at golf, call
20 me.
21           Now, I'm not going to recount on the many
22 disproportionate benefits and unequal treatment that
23 the golfers at the Champ Course enjoy --
24           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
25           MR. KATZ:  -- and it's wrong.  But at the
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 1 end of the day, it's the board that is ultimately
 2 responsible.
 3           I look to you, members, to make things
 4 right.  And as long as golf loses $2 million a year,
 5 and you golfers ask the rest of us to subsidize your
 6 rounds of golf, I've got a problem, and I'm not the
 7 only one that does.  And for you people to let your
 8 neighbors in a position like where you won't pay
 9 your fair share --
10           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Katz.
11           MR. KATZ:  -- it's a disgusting
12 commentary.
13           Thank you very much.
14           CHAIR DENT:  Next up, Ms. Martini.
15           MS. MARTINI:  Good evening.  Margaret
16 Martini.
17           Well, I don't think that you have to play
18 golf to understand good and fair business practices.
19 It's not an asset to play golf to run the financials
20 on a venue that is clearly showing a definite
21 deficit.
22           Board members do not have to act as a CPA
23 to understand financing.  IVGID's own CFO is not a
24 CPA.
25           You just have to able to read financials,
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 1 and I think that several members of this board have
 2 been very successful in their chosen careers and
 3 understand business practices.
 4           And I hope to see you all at the Veteran's
 5 Day celebration.
 6           Ordnance 7, I think there's -- people just
 7 can't get this through their head.  We had no choice
 8 but to restrict the access.  The decision was made
 9 at the inception of the deed, so this was not the
10 decision of this board to do that; it was the terms
11 of the deed.
12           All the people who keep yammering about
13 how we're losing employees and how we're doing this
14 and that should take a long look at the restrictions
15 of deed, and then, perhaps, they would understand
16 why that decision was made and quit yammering about
17 it.  It's ridiculous.
18           So, the golfers have stated, "We spend
19 hundreds of thousands of dollars at this golf
20 course."
21           Well, if you're spending so much money,
22 why are we losing money?  Why are losing money at
23 the pro shop?  Why are we loosing money at the
24 restaurant?  It's not because you're spending
25 hundreds of thousands of dollars; it's because
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 1 you're not spending hundreds of thousands of dollars
 2 or these -- parts of this golf thing would be making
 3 money.
 4           So, every time there's a golf course
 5 meeting, man, this place just fills up.  And we want
 6 this to be and we want that to be --
 7           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
 8           MS. MARTINI:  -- and so, well, what about
 9 the other venues?  They all say, "Oh, we care about
10 this, and golf is a part of the big picture."
11           Obviously, they don't believe that because
12 they come to none of the other meetings.
13           Thank you.
14           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Martini.
15           Next up, Mr. Wright.
16           MR. WRIGHT:  Frank Wright.  Crystal Bay.
17           I'd like everybody in the audience to
18 understand something, and understand it right now.
19 Everybody in this community, as a Picture Pass
20 Holder, is a member of our golf courses.  Equal
21 members.  To be treated equally as everything should
22 be.
23           You golf club members who have been up
24 here crying and screaming because you don't like
25 what's going on, seem to be addicted to the past of
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 1 getting everything for free or at lower rates,
 2 taking control of the golf course, all the preferred
 3 tee times, while the rest of our equal citizens
 4 cannot get tee times.
 5           How many golfers that live in this
 6 community are frustrated because they can't get a
 7 good morning tee time, and they go over the hill and
 8 spend their money in Reno, Carson City, Dayton.
 9           I'm a scratch golfer.  I was.  Got too
10 old.  I played golf my whole life.  I understand
11 courses.  I understand golf.  I understand garbage,
12 and I'll tell you right now, Ms. Wolf, you're full
13 of garbage.
14           Ms. Schmitz doesn't have to play golf.
15 She is a Picture Pass Holder.  She has an equal
16 investment in this community, as does every one of
17 these board members.
18           To sit out there as a better-that-thou
19 person and to say that these people don't deserve
20 equal treatment is sick.
21           They have a golf club that you have to
22 apply and have to be screened and have to be looked
23 at before you can joint it, and then that golf club
24 gets preferred tee times all summer long, it's
25 discrimination in its worst forms.  It's horrible.
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 1           There is so much that is wrong with this
 2 community.  I filed a complaint with the Secretary
 3 of State because the golf courses were being used as
 4 a method and weaponization of election process.  It
 5 has been.  You laugh if you want, but the facts are
 6 out there.
 7           Be it as it may --
 8           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
 9           MR. WRIGHT:  -- preferred tee times have
10 got to go.  Giving them in February before the rest
11 of the community can even apply for them is not
12 right.
13           You golf club members, we can work it out
14 so you can get your tee times, you can play, and you
15 can be a member of a club.  That's fine.  But you
16 gotta to step back and take under consideration that
17 there are other people living in this community.
18           Thank you.
19           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Wright.
20           Next up, Mr. Jordan.
21           MR. JORDAN:  Hello.  William Jordan, 899
22 Southwood Boulevard, Unit 9, Incline Village,
23 Nevada.
24           I've been here since '97, part time, but
25 full time since 2020.
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 1           Very quickly, remember last time we had
 2 the meeting, I came in and said, you know, we're not
 3 the enemy; we're really your best friends.  And it's
 4 people that might talk about ski that ski a lot,
 5 they're your best friends.  People that to go to the
 6 beaches and go to the beaches a lot, they're your
 7 best friends.  The ones that play golf and are
 8 willing to come up here and talk to you about what
 9 they think is right or wrong with whatever it is
10 you're trying to do, they're really your best
11 friends, because out there playing all the time.
12           I can remember when I first moved here, it
13 was a five-hour round to play on this course.  I
14 very quickly left and joined another club down on
15 the other side of the mountain.  I didn't like it.
16 I mean, I had to drive back and forth over the
17 mountain each day to play, but life's too short to
18 spend a five-hour round.
19           Now, you've talked about cutting the time
20 down to ten minutes, I think that's great, but if
21 you don't finish the planning on that, you don't
22 have a lot of people playing -- additional people
23 playing, everybody is pissed off, because
24 everybody's standing around playing a five- a
25 five-and-a-half-hour round.
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 1           So, when you go to ten, ten minutes
 2 between foursomes, you better have the end play,
 3 which is that you're going to move them along or
 4 move them out.
 5           And you say, well, that's not fair.  How
 6 can you throw somebody off of the course?
 7           One foursome that runs at 20 minutes late,
 8 slows everybody up 20 minutes.  And it doesn't just
 9 stay at 20 minutes, it's 25, 30, 35, 40.  It goes
10 out.  And you have people leaving, and that's the
11 last thing you want.
12           The other thing I wanted to point out --
13           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
14           MR. JORDAN:  -- is that a lot of times
15 when it's sounds like we're just complaining on the
16 pass to play, what I'm trying to say on the pass to
17 play is that you get your money up front, and if you
18 have a smoky month of September, you still have that
19 money.  Nobody's playing, but you've got the money.
20 You have a snow fall, you still have the money.
21           And believe me, when we go to these
22 passes, once that genie gets out of the bottle, it
23 doesn't come back because people say, we might as
24 well just buy ten plays --
25           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Jordan.
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 1           MR. JORDAN:  -- that way, I can quit.
 2           CHAIR DENT:  Any other public comment in
 3 the room?
 4           Matt, can we go to Zoom?
 5           MATT:  We can.  We currently have seven
 6 callers.  We can begin with caller 1574.
 7           CALLER 1574:  Yes, this is Katherine
 8 Collins, (inaudible) Road.
 9           First of all, I'd like to say that I don't
10 know a single golfer, and I know a lot, that don't
11 believe that we're going to have increase in rates.
12 That, while nobody likes the costs to go up, we all
13 recognize that is just something that's just going
14 to have to happen; however, we're opposed to
15 excessive increases.
16           I have several points I'd like to make.
17           First of all, if you're looking for
18 full-cost recovery of golf, then to be fair and
19 equitable, it has to be equally applied to every
20 single venue in Incline, whether it's the Rec
21 Center, whether it's the racket sports, the ball
22 park, whatever.  You need to apply things
23 consistently, otherwise, you're going to continue to
24 have angry people.
25           Second of all, it would seem you're trying
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 1 to turn the golf course into a profit center.  Well,
 2 if that's the decision you make, then it has to be
 3 applied equally to every other venue in the
 4 community as well.
 5           Next, I'd like to understand why you would
 6 want to disenfranchise your most-frequent golf
 7 residents by not only raising rates at a ridiculous
 8 percent, eliminating the All-You-Can-Play Pass, and
 9 then further penalizing them by restricting play --
10 by proposing to restrict play on Friday, Saturday,
11 and Sunday mornings when we'd all have to use one of
12 the more expensive proposed passes.  That's like
13 triple dipping.
14           Next, The Grill is clearly a golf amenity.
15 Why do I say that?  Because it's only opened during
16 golf season and golf hours.  And yet you refuse to
17 include revenues associated with The Grill and
18 revenues directly associated with golf member's use
19 of the Chateau into the golf financials.
20           If you want to make more money, then keep
21 The Grill open year round.  I've heard it
22 consistently said, "We don't want to do that because
23 we don't want to compete with local restaurants."
24           Well, you know what?  Your job is not to
25 support the restaurants; your job is to support the
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 1 residents.
 2           And by the way, you we aren't exactly full
 3 of restaurants in this community.  We could use some
 4 more.  We would all love to have The Grill opened
 5 year round.
 6           And, lastly, this meeting was supposed to
 7 be about rates and financials, and yet we're getting
 8 into a number of other topics --
 9           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
10           CALLER 1574:  -- in your 62-page packet
11 that I think needs to be eliminated.
12           Thank you.
13           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.
14           Next public comment, please.
15           CALLER 0232:  Yes, my name is Bob Quinn
16 (phonetic.)  Good evening.
17           I've lived in Incline Village for 23
18 years, and reside at 971 Fairway Boulevard.
19           I'm the current president of IVGC, which
20 has been in existence for the past 52 years.  I'm
21 making this statement to express my concerns over
22 the misguided path on which the Board of Trustees is
23 apparently heading.  The members of IVGC have had
24 the privilege of playing golf at the Incline Village
25 golf courses over the past five decades, engaging in
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 1 men's and ladies' play days and tournaments, having
 2 hosted event banquets at the Chateau, and a general
 3 sharing in the camaraderie we enjoy with our fellow
 4 members.
 5           But all that seems to be threatened based
 6 upon the vitreal being expressed by a very local
 7 minority of our community.
 8           Unfortunately, it seems the majority of
 9 this board is responding more to the unfounded
10 statements being made by this local minority, rather
11 than to the 1,000-plus Incline Village members of
12 our golfing community who have consistently
13 supported our courses over the years.
14           Many IVGC members have historically
15 purchased All-You-Can-Play Passes, which have not
16 only been a positive for our members, but I would
17 argue for IVGID as well.
18           When individuals and couples purchase
19 All-You-Can-Play Passes, they do so at the beginning
20 of the season, which adds significant, positive cash
21 flow to IVGID's coffers.
22           Under the current recommendations being
23 considered, All-You-Can-Play Passes are being
24 completely discontinued.
25           Though play at courses in two of the past
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 1 three years was reduced by the COVID pandemic and
 2 excessive smoke of the California wildfires, none of
 3 our members requested any sort of rebate or refund
 4 of their passes.
 5           In addition to the golf fees we pay, our
 6 club typically spends well in excess of $100,000
 7 with a host of banquets and luncheons we hold at the
 8 Chateau.
 9           Our members and our guests are also
10 regular customers of The Grill, buy significant
11 amounts of merchandise in the pro shop, take golf
12 lessons, and pay for range balls at the driving
13 range.
14           If the significant changes in pricing
15 structure, tee times allocations, and charging
16 additional fees in support of our events come to
17 fruition, many IVGC members have told me that they
18 will choose to take their business elsewhere or
19 simply play less golf.
20           If this vacuum should occur, the trustees
21 may be in for a rude awakening when unused tee times
22 are not filled by other Picture Pass Holders and
23 non-resident visitors.
24           What responsible business would
25 systemically take action on --
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 1           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
 2           CALLER 0232:  -- (inaudible) supporters.
 3 On the contrary, in the real world, businesses will
 4 reward their most-loyal customers with programs that
 5 acknowledge their contributions to the bottom line,
 6 rather than taking punitive measures that would
 7 ultimately destroy this relationship.
 8           Why does this board seem to be intent on
 9 considering actions that, by their very nature,
10 would have significant negative impact upon
11 revenues?
12           In closing, I would highly urge you to be
13 careful about taking actions that may result in the
14 total dismemberment of the Incline model.
15           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.
16           Next public comment, please.
17           CALLER 4577:  Cliff Dobler (phonetic),
18 9995 Fairway.
19           This written statement is to be made part
20 of the meeting minutes.
21           On March 22nd, 2023, I provided public
22 comment regarding that allocation of golf tee times
23 I stated:  Approximately 30 to 40 percent of all
24 rounds played a the Championship Course are by golf
25 club members and are mostly at the prime tee times
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 1 of each day.
 2           Apparently, certain golf club members
 3 believe that statement was incorrect, so I withdraw
 4 it.
 5           I received the information from Darren
 6 Howard that 30 to 40 of estimated tee times
 7 dedicated to the clubs was a back-of-the-napkin
 8 calculation based on 8,000 reserved for the golf
 9 club out of the 24,000 rounds anticipated during the
10 upcoming season; however, prime tee times each day
11 needs more clarification.
12           I respectfully request that Darren Howard
13 provide a definition of prime tee times and give an
14 indication of what percent of the prime tee times
15 are dedicated to the golf clubs.
16           Now, according to the agenda, general
17 business item E 1, the first eight items are staff
18 recommendations on setting golf rates.
19           I believe over the past six weeks, Darren
20 and his team have vetted these items and decided
21 they are appropriate and, hopefully, comply with
22 Board policy.
23           The last two agenda items are
24 considerations to develop future decision points and
25 to consider creating a board advisory committee.
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 1           Those two items should be discussed in
 2 detail to determine what is the overall intent and
 3 desired outcome.
 4           I would like the board, without delay,
 5 approve the first eight items and have a thorough
 6 discussion on the last two items.
 7           Since food and beverage and merchandise
 8 sales are not part of the agenda, but according to
 9 tentative budget, make up 32 percent of revenues at
10 the Champ Course and 25 percent of the revenues at
11 the Mountain Course, these departments should be
12 looked more closely in another meeting.
13           Apparently, the last two years of
14 operations have not faired well.
15           I also suggest that the accounting for the
16 golf courses be conducted on a fiscal year basis
17 rather than an seasonal basis.  There's too much
18 confusion with two sets of numbers.
19           Thank you very much.
20           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.
21           Next public comment, please.
22           CALLER 3426:  My name's John Jansen, 111
23 Alpine View Drive.
24           I have followed all of IVGID's Board's
25 golf discussions over the past few years.  Through
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 1 these Board discussions it is clear that a majority
 2 of Trustees do not view the golf courses as a
 3 community benefit.
 4           At the April 5th, IVGID Board meeting, Mr.
 5 Navazio and Mr. Howard presented supplemental
 6 information that was an easy-to-understand, seasonal
 7 analysis of golf course finances.  The format for
 8 this information was based on a template provided to
 9 the Board of Trustees by a member of the public.
10           This seasonal financial analysis compared
11 the 2022 season actual finances with the 2023 season
12 projected financial income.
13           From this analysis it was clear that the
14 Championship Course finance situation coming out of
15 the COVID era in 2022, was not in too bad of shape
16 with only a $119,000 loss before capital costs, and
17 the projection for this season was nearly a
18 break-even before capital costs.
19           However, during the golf discussion at the
20 meeting, Trustee Schmitz said she didn't understand
21 the numbers.  She wanted more time to review the
22 presentation to make sense of the numbers.
23           It was obvious that she didn't like that
24 presentation because it didn't tell the story she
25 wanted to be told.
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 1           The information that was presented was
 2 contrary to the $2 million to $4 million losses she
 3 and Trustee Tulloch had stated at a previous Board
 4 meeting.
 5           So, she moved to postpone the discussion
 6 to another meeting under the guise she wanted more
 7 time to understand the numbers, even though the
 8 information that was being presented was very clear.
 9           Trustee Tonking requested to participate
10 in this review, but was denied the chance to be
11 involved.  Rightfully, she should have been involved
12 in any Board review because of her work with the
13 golf liaison committee over the past few years.
14           Now, tonight, we see the outcome of
15 Trustee Schmitz's review of the numbers, what I
16 would characterize as staff reworking the
17 presentation to fit her narrative.
18           What was a clear and useful presentation
19 that staff made on April 5 has turned into a more
20 complicated and confusing presentation with
21 additional added --
22           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
23           CALLER 3426:  -- divisive concept.  What
24 should have been an easy discussion on reasonable
25 rate increases has turned into divisive and
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 1 aggressive assaults on the resident golf community.
 2           It's very clear this Board has an agenda
 3 to divide this community and generate hostility in a
 4 bid to tear down what has worked well for this
 5 community for over six decades.
 6           I sincerely hope, at the very least, a
 7 minority of trustees stand up for what's right and
 8 fight this attempt to divide our community.
 9           Thank you.
10           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.
11           Next public comment, please.
12           CALLER 8591:  Hello.  I am Michael Briggs.
13 I live at 582 Douglas Court.
14           I am represent the TIGC, a
15 community-minded golf club for 35 years, with over
16 100 members.  We accept all applicants as members of
17 our club.
18           I agree with Chairperson Dent's comments
19 from April 12th.  What this discussion needs is more
20 civility and a compromise proposal that the Trustees
21 can endorse.
22           I am primarily focused of allocation of
23 tee times.  Audit committee member Mick Homan's
24 (phonetic) thorough analysis showed that only 37
25 percent of morning tee times for 2023 were allocated
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 1 to Incline golf groups.
 2           Remember, more than half of resident
 3 golfers are members of an Incline golf group.
 4           Further, I showed that I personally
 5 reserved 48 advanced tee times in 2022.  Where is
 6 the evidence that residents cannot make
 7 reservations?
 8           Members of the golf groups love our golf
 9 courses and take better care of them than
10 nonresident players.  We fix divots, ball marks, and
11 rake the sand traps.
12           Last Thursday, the Trustees were presented
13 with a long narrative and the tee time calendars
14 that show 43 percent of the morning tee times during
15 the peak season were allocated to the golf groups,
16 again, with more than half of the resident golfers
17 as members.
18           So the conclusion is still valid.  There
19 is no disproportionate allocation of tee times to
20 TIGC and the other Incline golf groups.
21           Getting back to Chairperson Dent's plea
22 for interested parties to offer a compromise, days
23 after this request, I conferred with Darren Howard
24 and Bob Quinn, the president of the other largest
25 men's club, we discussed Trustee Schmitz' proposal
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 1 to bar us from having any tee times on Fridays,
 2 Saturdays, and Sundays.
 3           While the lack of morning tee times due to
 4 Incline golf groups was based upon a false premise
 5 and the punitive proposal contradicted rule number
 6 one, that the golf courses are primarily for Incline
 7 residents --
 8           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
 9           CALLER 8591:  -- in the spirit of
10 Chairperson's Dent's, request we offered to move all
11 of our open play tee times on Fridays to 11:00 A.M.
12 and later, with the remainder of calendar kept as
13 scheduled.
14           Tonight I urge Chairperson Dent and the
15 trustees to endorse and approve or compromise
16 proposal.
17           Thank you very much.
18           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.
19           Next public comment, please.
20           CALLER 6210:  Thank you.  My name is Jim
21 Chapman, and I'm at 929 Northwood Boulevard.
22           On 4/13/2023, Chairman Dent offered the
23 following Board of Trustees perspective.  He
24 indicated:  We're a board to represent -- and in
25 capital letters -- entire community, not special
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 1 interests.  We must make decisions that will sustain
 2 our venues for years to come.  Compromise is
 3 attained for the benefit of the entire community,
 4 and moving forward, people need to find constructive
 5 ways to discuss issues and seek compromise.  Emails
 6 are not a substitute meaningful dialogue and human
 7 interaction.
 8           Having read Mr. Dent's, perspective I'd
 9 like to offer a slightly different perspective.
10           One, three minutes to speak at a Board of
11 Trustees meeting is not a meaningful dialogue
12 between parties, let alone a significant human
13 interaction of shared understanding.  The
14 three-minute time limit process really eliminates
15 both.
16           Thus, emails are better than communication
17 from your voting constituents.
18           To property owners and their families,
19 whether their an individual or club golfers or club
20 and family skiers at Diamond Peak or club and family
21 members at the Rec Center or as swimmers or club and
22 family at the beaches in Aspen Groove using Incline
23 Village venues should not be viewed by the Board of
24 Trustees as a special interest group.
25           We are simply property owners families
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 1 enjoying the collective venues of Incline Village.
 2 Please don't ruin what we have bought into by moving
 3 away 50-plus history of success in treating Incline
 4 Village venues as a collective suite of assets with
 5 all venues financially supporting the other in their
 6 entirety.
 7           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
 8           CALLER 6210:  It's important to remember
 9 that the intrinsic financial values these collective
10 assets bring to our community, property values,
11 and quality of life.  All are primary attractions
12 drawing guests and non-residents to Incline Village.
13           Chair Dent also referred to the golf
14 club's compromise.  Well, the various Incline
15 Village golf clubs, together with our community
16 groups at Incline Village have lunches --
17           CHAIR DENT:  Next public comment, please.
18           CALLER 9925:  Good evening.  Tim Kalacrate
19 (phonetic), former member of the board, at 170
20 Mayhew Circle.
21           First off, I would like to commend the
22 prior -- my predecessor, he stated things very
23 eloquently.  We have a suite of assets that all of
24 us can either chose to participate in or not.
25           The solecistic argument that the golf
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 1 clubs have an undue influence and have taken over,
 2 while there may have been a shred of credibility to
 3 that, say, 30 ago years when we had a different
 4 environment, and that's really extrapolating out, I
 5 would say that our Directer of Golf, Darren Howard,
 6 who has done a tremendous job since he's been here.
 7 He has reached out to not only the golf clubs, but
 8 other members of our community who are avid golfers,
 9 and has done a great job in interfacing with
10 community members.  He's the professional.  I don't
11 recall any member of the current board being a golf
12 professional.
13           That being said, we were well on our way
14 over the last three to four years since Mr. Howard
15 came here on really ironing out some slight
16 discrepancies or issues with the golf club
17 themselves.
18           We had a very amenable situation, and I,
19 again, commend Mr. Howard and the respective
20 presidents of each of the six golf clubs doing a
21 great job in ironing out to differences and making
22 things even more equitable than they have been.  So
23 keep up the great work.
24           To have one trustee, who is not the golf
25 liaison, conduct some situation I'm sure that has
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 1 come from one of her biggest donors and supporters,
 2 I take offense at that.  And he already spoke.  I
 3 won't mention the names because it gives them too
 4 much credibility.
 5           This community is being driven apart by a
 6 very small and small-minded group of perpetually
 7 aggrieved malcontents.  One of them moved here 16
 8 years ago, he stated this evening.
 9           I would say to all those people who
10 complain, harangue, harass, bitch, moan, whatever
11 you want to call it, it's time for you all to either
12 come up with constructive ways to move forward or
13 you all need to put your homes on the market and get
14 the heck out of town, because we're sick and tired
15 of it.
16           I've lived here for 38 years, all year
17 around.
18           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.
19           CALLER 9925:  In conclusion, this is a
20 great community.  We own all of the assets.  Let's
21 make it work as a collective team.
22           I would recommend for the three of you who
23 are the current majority, you all need to take a
24 look in the mirror and realize who you work for, and
25 it's not the nine people that bitch and moan at
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 1 every meeting.
 2           Thank you and have a great evening.
 3           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.
 4           Next public comment, please.
 5           CALLER 5427:  Hi.  This is Simone Smith,
 6 residing at 711 Birdie Way, I'm the current
 7 president of the Teamster's Golf Club, however, I'm
 8 calling to voice my personal concern of the
 9 direction that this board seems to be taking
10 regarding golf in general and the division in our
11 community created by a small and very vocal faction.
12           Golf has come under attack forcing the
13 board to take a deep dive into golf.
14           Unfortunately, the facts that are in any
15 financial report or analysis or projection are only
16 as true as the people presenting it.  The numbers
17 may be correct, but how they are plugged into
18 whatever agenda there is of those presenting.
19           I would suggest that the board take a step
20 back, hire a professional audit firm with experience
21 in general improvement district and golf who will
22 present the numbers in a straightforward, unbased
23 manner, given a set of criteria agreed on by an
24 advisory committee.
25           I would also suggest that the community is
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 1 polled.  There are factions that would like to
 2 remove the rec fees, there are those who don't want
 3 to pay for anything except for what they use, and in
 4 my estimation, a majority who are fine with the
 5 things just the way they are.
 6           As for the pyramid, it needs to be revised
 7 given community feedback.  In the nine years we have
 8 lived in Incline, I do not recall ever being asked
 9 to be polled, vote, or otherwise which venues I
10 consider important to the community.  I'd like to
11 participate by voting in that process.
12           I would also suggest that the board take a
13 deep dive -- table the dive table and the road to
14 change this year while research is conducted.
15           In the meantime, leave the golf structure
16 the way it is, increase everything by a small
17 percentage.
18           The clubs are ready to work with the
19 community and give up a percentage of the morning
20 tee times.
21           I honestly don't think punching your best
22 customers in the backbone of the business is good
23 business, but who am I to say what you consider good
24 business.
25           Thank you for your time.
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 1           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.
 2           Next public comment, please.
 3           MATT:  That concludes our public comments
 4 on Zoom.
 5           CHAIR DENT:  All right.  Thank you.
 6           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I want to thank Trustee
 7 Noble, because Trustee Noble responds to every email
 8 that comes in.  I'm actually receiving emails that
 9 I've never seen before.
10           So I don't know whether there's an issue
11 with the emails coming in.  It's something that I
12 thanked Trustee Noble on Sunday, because I'm seeing
13 things now that I didn't see.
14           So I think we need to investigate why us
15 trustees are not getting all of them, and just want
16 to acknowledge the effort and the time the he puts
17 in to do that, and let the community know that he is
18 helping us to get all of our emails.
19           CHAIR DENT:  I'll close out item C. Moving
20 on to item D.
21 D.  APPROVAL OF AGENDA
22           CHAIR DENT:  Any concerns with the agenda?
23 All right.  Seeing none, the agenda is approved.
24           We are going to take a nine-minute break,
25 and then we'll come back general business, item E 1.
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 1 We will come back at 7:50.
 2           (Break from 7:41 P.M. to 7:50 P.M.)
 3           CHAIR DENT:  All right.  Welcome back to
 4 item E 1, general business.  Quiet in the room,
 5 please.
 6 E.  GENERAL BUSINESS
 7           CHAIR DENT:  Item E 1, general business.
 8 Subject:  Golf course financials and proposed rates
 9 for 2023 golf season.  Review and discuss historical
10 financial results of District-owned golf course, and
11 consider options and recommendations for updating
12 rate, rate structure, and course operations for the
13 2023 golf season.
14           Requesting staff member, Director of Golf
15 Darren Howard, Director of Finance Paul Navazio, and
16 Trustee Schmitz.
17           It can be found on pages 4 through 63 of
18 your board packet.
19           General Manager Winquest?
20           MR. WINQUEST:  For the record, Indra
21 Winquest, District General Manager.
22           I just want to start out by making sure
23 the everyone is aware, Ms. Sheila Leon in the back,
24 we provided supplemental material late this
25 afternoon, and she has handouts, if you haven't
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 1 received one already.  It's also on the website
 2 currently as well.
 3           So, just to start out, in the 20 years
 4 that I've been here with the District -- and I've
 5 seen this conversation many times -- the one thing I
 6 will say that is different this time is the amount
 7 of material and extreme deep dive of golf, in
 8 particular, financially.
 9           So, I believe that, even though it was a
10 tremendous amount of work, it is very valuable work,
11 and I'm thankful that we worked through the process.
12           I want to thank, in particular, Mr.
13 Howard, our Director of Golf and Community Services,
14 as well as Mr. Navazio, our Director of Finance, and
15 Trustee Schmitz for putting in a tremendous amount
16 of time and effort into this material.
17           It's never perfect, but I believe it was
18 outstanding work that was done and should help guide
19 us through the process.
20           Staffs will be here to answer questions,
21 join in on the discussion, and, if needed, speak to
22 the staff's recommendations that are attached to
23 this agenda item.
24           So, I'm going to go ahead at this point
25 and pass it on to Trustee Schmitz, who has a brief
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 1 power point, and we'll get started.
 2           Thank you.
 3           CHAIR DENT:  Reminder to the board,
 4 because we do have a court reporter, please wait to
 5 be called on so they know who is talking.
 6           Trustee Schmitz, the floor's yours.
 7           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Thank you.
 8           We put together just a few slides
 9 summarizing all of the work that we did throughout
10 this process.  And it was a very collaborative
11 process.
12           We first started off with talking about
13 what's our goal and what are we trying to get to.
14 And the board as really been focused on building
15 sustainable approaches to how we're making our
16 financial decisions.
17           We wanted specifically for the
18 Championship Course, the goal was to address the gap
19 between operational expenses and revenue, reducing
20 the budget, because what we had looked at and what's
21 in the board packet shows that we have pretty
22 consistently over-budgeted expenses.
23           So, the goal was to look at how do we
24 bring those budgets for expenses down to help reduce
25 the gap?  Look at different ways to increase the
0080
 1 revenue, and recommendations from Darren Howard have
 2 been to decrease the tee times intervals to -- first
 3 of all, look at how do we evaluate Non-Picture Pass
 4 Card Holder rates, and evaluate Picture Pass Card
 5 Holder rates, and then monitor our results.
 6           So this particular chart is from our --
 7 it's a subset of what's in our packet, and it is
 8 golf excluding food and the pro shop -- food and
 9 beverage and the pro shop.
10           So, total golf operations does incorporate
11 The Grill and the carts and what have you.
12           So, when we did our analysis, we
13 discovered that food and beverage in the last couple
14 years has had some pretty significant loses.
15           So, we didn't want those losses to skew
16 the numbers as it relates to our discussion on golf
17 rates.
18           So, Mr. Navazio, Directer of Finance,
19 provided a breakdown.  So, this particular chart
20 shows the actual revenue versus expenses,
21 specifically from our financial statements, but
22 excluded food and beverage, and this board had
23 requested that we also exclude the facility fees so
24 that we can truly see the operational effectiveness
25 of golf operations.
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 1           Understand, these numbers are from our
 2 financial statements.  The data came directly from
 3 the financial statements.  So, depreciation is a net
 4 expense for enterprise accounting.
 5           So, the solid green line is actual revenue
 6 specific for golf operations, and the solid red line
 7 is actual expenses.
 8           And so this does not include any
 9 investment and capital.  So, it is directly tied to
10 our financial statements.
11           And the line at the bottom, the purple
12 line, which is actually decreasing.  It goes from,
13 for those of you in the back, the left-hand side
14 starts out in 2017/2018, through the final number is
15 what our proposed budget is.
16           The purple line at the bottom shows the
17 gap between the expenses and the revenue.  That
18 particular gap does not include capital.  This is
19 including depreciation.  This is directly from our
20 financial statement.
21           The dashed lines are the budget.  So, as I
22 mentioned, the budget has always been running up
23 above what the actuals were.  So, we've asked staff
24 to address that particular issue.
25           So, with that, the one thing I want to
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 1 point to everyone, including my fellow trustees, is
 2 that purple line, you'll notice, that is in our
 3 proposed budget, it's actually slightly higher.
 4           So, our gap between revenue and expenses
 5 grew a little bit.  It's not a significant amount,
 6 and in comparison to where we've been the past
 7 years, we've made some significant improvements over
 8 the past couple of years.
 9           So, what did we look at?  So what staff
10 did in the their recommendations was they adjusted
11 service levels.
12           So, there's a grid on page 19 of the
13 packet that shows some of the service levels that
14 had been provided in the past and what had been a
15 business decision to discontinue.  So, to those
16 adjusted service levels brought some cost savings
17 into our budget.
18           Staff also looked at reducing staffing
19 budgets because of the reality of labor shortages,
20 and then they looked at how to review -- they
21 reviewed and decreased expense budgets.
22           And some of the details that they've
23 already done are on pages 32 or 33 in the packet,
24 but it is something that is still ongoing.  And
25 we'll talk more about this when we talk about the
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 1 Mountain Course as compared to Champ.
 2           So, the increase in revenue, the tee
 3 times -- the tee time increase in revenue was
 4 already incorporated into the projections.  Staff
 5 did a competitive market analysis of other courses,
 6 and determined that they felt comfortable that an
 7 eight-percent increase for Non-Picture Pass Card
 8 Holders still allowed a competitive, good-priced
 9 product.
10           What we had talked about was the board
11 gave direction to have the price of Picture Pass
12 Card Holders at 50 percent of the Non-Picture Pass
13 Card Holder.  However, when we look at the numbers,
14 staff's recommendation was to leave that at eight
15 percent also.
16           But what we did -- what we wanted to do
17 was first look at what increase in revenue, given
18 the play mix, would the increase in the Non-Picture
19 Pass Card Holder rates, how would that impact.  And
20 then what's left, what needs to be done for our
21 Picture Pass Card Holders.
22           Staff recommended getting rid of the
23 All-You-Can-Play passes.  Staff went and put
24 together this grid to show, in 2022, what the
25 revenue -- the total combined revenue per round and
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 1 the cost per round -- I'm sorry.  This is the play
 2 mix, compared to the revenue per round.
 3           The highest revenue per round in 2022,
 4 which is the bar chart furthest to the right, that
 5 large, orange box, is $66.54.  And you'll note at
 6 the bottom, in 2022 the cost per round, excluded
 7 depreciation, capital, and debt, was $98.58 per
 8 round.
 9           The reason why we're talking about
10 removing depreciation here and why we had it in the
11 other charts, the other charts were our financial
12 reports.  Now we're talking about what needs to
13 cover for Picture Pass Holders.
14           Since the facility fee pays the cash
15 outlay for our capital, we don't believe it's right
16 to then, in turn, have our Picture Pass Holders
17 having to cover depreciation.
18           So, when we're looking at rates and price
19 per rounds, and what's the rate we're looking at for
20 Picture Pass Holders, we're intentionally removing
21 depreciation because those Picture Pass Holders
22 expended money through the recreation fee to outlay
23 capital for the capital investment.  Does that make
24 sense?  Okay.
25           So, then the last chart is from a Picture
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 1 Pass Holder perspective.  So, this is using the same
 2 numbers as before, the only difference is
 3 depreciation was removed so that we can look at it
 4 from a Picture Pass Holder cost/revenue perspective.
 5           And you can see that the amounts of
 6 difference between the revenue and expenses are
 7 considerably close; they're within $30,000.
 8           So, then the chart at the bottom, which,
 9 again, was the difference, what this now includes is
10 now capital is brought into the equation.
11           So, the purple line at the bottom is
12 including -- it's the total funding needed to
13 operate the golf courses.  So, the total funding is
14 related to cash flow.
15           So that includes capital improvements,
16 actual, it includes the gap between revenues and
17 expenses, but then it removes depreciation.
18           So, as you can see here for the Champ
19 Course, the gap is virtual closed.
20           What I also wanted to point out is when
21 the numbers were put together -- staff's been really
22 working hard to tweak the revenue numbers and the
23 expense numbers for this budgeted year.  It just so
24 happened that $30,000 of capital reduction that
25 staff did is not reflected in these numbers.
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 1           So, that number at the bottom in the
 2 purple line would be reduced by $30,000.  I just
 3 didn't want to change the numbers because they all
 4 align with the other charts.
 5           So, then it relates to the Mountain
 6 Course, we took the same approach.  It was adjusting
 7 service levels, adjusting staffing levels, and
 8 reviewing how we might decrease some expenses.
 9           When we looked in more detail at the
10 revenue aspects of it, staff evaluated market
11 competitiveness of the Mountain Course and
12 determined that a 12-percent increase was reasonable
13 for Non-Picture Pass Holders.
14           Then staff looked at the gap, and then
15 staff brought forward their recommendation, and that
16 was to encourage or recommend an eight-percent
17 increase for the Mountain Course.
18           The thing that is really important for all
19 of the Trustees to recognize on this golf -- this,
20 again, in the net income.  It does not include the
21 facility fee, it does not include capital
22 improvement, is, again, the red line has been
23 decreasing.  That's the actual expenses.
24           That actual expenses have been decreasing;
25 however, the dashed red line has been increasing.
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 1           So, staff is still in the process of
 2 evaluating and determining where we go and do some
 3 additional reductions in expenses.
 4           The other thing worth noting is, while the
 5 green line has been relatively stable and the
 6 projected year end is a bit of an uptick, you can
 7 see it's below what our budgeted revenue numbers
 8 were expected to be.
 9           So, again, the purple line at the bottom
10 is nothing more than what is the gap between actual
11 revenue and actual expenses, with the exception of
12 the budgeted, which is the difference in the budget.
13           But staff is still in the process, because
14 it's about a $400,000 deferential between the
15 budgeted expenses and what it appears our actual
16 expenses have been.
17           So, that's an opportunity for improvement
18 there that hasn't yet been identified by staff.
19           Then, this is the analysis for Picture
20 Pass rates.  So, the spikes that you can see right
21 in the middle, that is a significant capital outlay.
22           So, capital outlay does cause our numbers
23 to fluctuate considerably from year to year, but if
24 you look at it, our revenues numbers are still
25 consistently below with this current projected year,
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 1 the gap is expected to be the smallest it's been in
 2 a number of years, but it does still include an
 3 increase in the gap in the budget; however, in the
 4 budget, this number does not include another
 5 $481,000 of capital improvement reduction that staff
 6 had proposed, but I didn't want to go and change the
 7 number because I was trying to leave these charts to
 8 all be consistent and tied together.
 9           So, you can see where we are with the
10 Mountain Course, and as we've talked in the past and
11 prior boards have talked, you know, perhaps, the
12 Mountain Course is one of the courses that we do
13 talk about that pyramid.
14           And I actually asked staff to do a
15 calculation of difference, and it was within that 33
16 percent, which is the top portion of the pyramid.
17           So, next steps would be to -- we need to
18 thoroughly understand why, over the past two years,
19 we've lost a significant amount.  It's almost
20 $300,000 in two seasons on food the beverage.
21           We need to monitor golf utilization, the
22 play mix, and we need to have more timely financial
23 reports so that if adjustments need to be made,
24 we're doing it sooner rather than looking in the
25 rearview mirror and realizing that we've been losing
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 1 money on food and beverage for two years.
 2           So, a takeaway -- so, that's a next step.
 3           Another thing that would be a next step,
 4 this was part of all of our discussion, was to,
 5 perhaps, request that board look at forming a group
 6 to have a collaborative effort to analyze the golf
 7 club situation, and to come up with some compromises
 8 and be creative.
 9           So, those were some things that are
10 identified in the board packet, and I just put them
11 up here as a closing comment on next steps.
12           So, this is, in a nutshell, what we've
13 been working on.  And I have to give thanks to
14 staff.  They've worked very, very hard, and this
15 would not have been accomplished if they wouldn't
16 have had all of this information.
17           But everything that's in the board packet
18 was worked on collaboratively, and the data either
19 came from our audited financial statements or it
20 came from Mr. Howard on the play mixes and the
21 reservations for tee times.
22           So, with that, I'm going to let the board
23 discuss, and I'm going to turn this back over to
24 Mr. Dent.
25           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Trustee Schmitz.
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 1 I will take that laptop too to communicate with
 2 anyone on Zoom.
 3           Any questions?  Trustee Tonking?
 4           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I just have a quick
 5 question how we're going to approach this.
 6           Are we going to go through each of those
 7 numbered items, and then, like, make motions off
 8 that?  I was wondering what our approach was so that
 9 I could make sure I was directed the right manner.
10           CHAIR DENT:  The easiest way to tackle
11 this would be go through the numbered items, and if
12 we can make a motion to go through 1 through 5, or 1
13 through 9 all at the same time and approve that, and
14 then we know which ones we have an issue with and
15 need to discuss a little bit further.
16           If there is a need to dive in, I mean, we
17 could just start with number 1, and see if anybody
18 has questions or wants further clarification and go
19 from there.
20           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I was going through the
21 presentation, and I had a note written down that I
22 wanted my fellow Trustees to be aware of.
23           So, the charts and the data that was put
24 together by Mr. Navazio, the Championship Course, it
25 was using the five-percent increase.
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 1           So, the number that I was displaying,
 2 where it had them virtual touching, that was not at
 3 the eight-percent increase; that was at the
 4 five-percent increase.
 5           Then, as it relates to the Mountain
 6 Course, they did actually update it to be the
 7 eight-percent.
 8           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  So, this chart that
 9 showed the $10,000 difference between, that's the
10 one you're talking about that was only at five
11 percent?
12           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Yes.  At the five
13 percent, yes.
14           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Okay.  Great.
15           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Thank you, Chair.
16           Are you suggesting that 1 A would be five
17 percent, is that what you're saying?
18           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I'm not suggesting it.
19 I just want to be clear that the charts that had the
20 points within $10,000 of each other, the data behind
21 this is the five percent, not the eight percent.
22           CHAIR DENT:  Any other questions for
23 number 1?
24           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Okay.  So first off, I
25 want to thank Trustee Schmitz, staff, and everybody
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 1 for being here.  It's been a long process.
 2           So, I think my mindset on this with my
 3 accounting background and looking at budgets all the
 4 time, I have been -- the areas that I was, my
 5 mindset is, A, making sure that we are making
 6 financial sound decisions and we are following our
 7 pricing policy, making sure that we are not setting
 8 rates that are greater than the operational costs, I
 9 appreciate the taking out of depreciation, because
10 that's that double charge.  Really helpful.
11           Also, understanding that each of these
12 decisions will have an impact on if people play on
13 the course or not.  So, that is the key that the
14 play mix is something we always need to consider as
15 we're having this.
16           And then, can we as a board, if we change
17 so much, measure successes and failures.
18           On this first one, I was good with the
19 Non-Picture Pass increase that was represented.
20           So, if it's five-percent, I think we
21 should stay at the five versus the eight.
22           I agree that the Picture Pass Holder rates
23 to be set at the 50 percent.  That's what we talked
24 about with Diamond Peak, similar idea.
25           And that the guest rates be set at the
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 1 midpoint.
 2           I'm good with all of those with that
 3 mindset for 1.
 4           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Tulloch?
 5           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you, Chair Dent.
 6 Actually, before we dive into each of them, I have a
 7 couple questions.  One is concerning depreciation.
 8           If I go to page 50 of the packet, our
 9 financial policies, pages 50 of 62, objective of
10 District's pricing policies to ensure that revenues
11 including charges for services and applicable rate
12 fees are sufficient to cover the full cost to
13 providing services to IVGID Picture Pass Holders,
14 guests of IVGID Picture Pass Holders, and others.
15           If then go down to definitions, full cost
16 is intended to represent the per unit cost of
17 providing access, and shall include operating costs
18 including overhead, capital depreciation and debt,
19 as reflected in the budget.
20           So while we're stripping our depreciation
21 there, I think that's incorrect to stop out the full
22 amount.
23           If I look at the play pass mix, on page
24 27, 46 percent of our revenues come from guests and
25 Non-Picture Pass Holders.
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 1           According to our pricing policy, we should
 2 be recovering depreciation and capital costs from
 3 that group as well.
 4           So, if I take 40 percent of (inaudible) we
 5 should not be writing off the full 700k of
 6 depreciation calculating these rates.  It should be
 7 46 -- should be having 54 percent of the
 8 depreciation costs.
 9           Sorry.  46 percent of the depreciation
10 costs, so it should be $320,000, approximately.
11           Is that correct?
12           MR. WINQUEST:  Your math sounds correct.
13 Yeah.
14           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Yes, these -- we're
15 not -- at the accounting basis, we would be
16 subsidizing Non-Picture Pass Holders and outsiders
17 from our facility fee, which I believe would be
18 incorrect.
19           CHAIR DENT:  What are you thoughts on item
20 1?
21           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  I'd assume that the
22 Non-Picture Pass Holder was the eight percent, given
23 what I've just stated in terms of depreciation, I
24 would prefer to see it at eight percent, as per the
25 proposal.
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 1           I think I'm okay with the other ones
 2 there.
 3           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  Trustee Noble?
 4           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I was going between the
 5 five and eight percent for 1 a.  I'm fine with the
 6 eight percent on this one, and I'm fine in the
 7 proposals in b and c, and number 1 as well.
 8           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  Trustee Schmitz?
 9           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Are we weighing in on
10 each one of those individually?
11           I'm fine with increasing the Championship
12 Course, but only the five percent.  Anything more
13 would be in violation of policies.  We'd be
14 over-collecting from the Picture Pass Holders.
15           CHAIR DENT:  Are you saying that for
16 Picture Pass Holders and non, do you say stay at
17 eight percent?
18           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Yes.
19           CHAIR DENT:  So 1 b would be five percent,
20 1 a would be eight percent?
21           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Yes.
22           CHAIR DENT:  Are you okay with the eight
23 percent for Non-Picture Pass Holders and five
24 percent for Picture Pass Holders?
25           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I agree with that.
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 1           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I'm okay eight percent.
 2 Does that make much difference in the 50 percent?
 3 I'm assuming we're using an approximate 50 percent
 4 here.
 5           CHAIR DENT:  Yes.  It's close enough.
 6           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  I'm okay with that.
 7           CHAIR DENT:  We're not passing it along.
 8 It would be a five percent.
 9           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Yep.
10           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Quick question:  Do you
11 think it's easier if we make motions to keep track
12 of it all or each one?
13           CHAIR DENT:  Let's get through this one,
14 and then look at the other items.
15           Let's just say, like, increase their range
16 fees at $1 per product, item 8, if no one has an
17 issue with that, we can look around the table really
18 quickly and we can bundle 1 and 8, because it sounds
19 like we're pretty much in agreement on 1 right now.
20           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Okay.  Great.
21           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Noble?
22           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  One point of
23 clarification.  I'm looking at page 41 of 62, and
24 the percentage increase from 2022, and when I look
25 at the Picture Pass Holders, there's various
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 1 percentages.
 2           So, is the proposal not to have a
 3 50-percent reduction from the Non-Picture Pass
 4 Holder rate, but just simply increase the rates by
 5 five percent from 2021 for Picture Pass Holders?
 6           And the reason why I asked is a few of
 7 those rates seem to be out of whack, for lack of a
 8 better term.
 9           We have, like, there's some corrections.
10 One is 49 percent.  Obviously, that's the
11 Non-Picture Pass Holder rate, but then there are, if
12 I look at -- there's an 18, 19, 23, 18 percent
13 various ones.
14           We're going to -- if we just do the five
15 percent, those deltas are going to get magnified.
16 I'm wondering if it would be more appropriate to do
17 the eight percent for Non-Picture Pass Holders, and
18 just do a 50-percent reduction, and then it's clean
19 for all time going forward.
20           Then when there are -- it'll be much
21 easier to make changes based on that based on a
22 percentage standpoint going forward, versus having
23 these -- if you do percentage increases going
24 forward without doing this correction, those deltas
25 will magnify over time?
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 1           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.
 2           Trustee Schmitz?
 3           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  We don't have an
 4 official policy that sets this rule.  And if we're
 5 able to capture enough revenues so that we can lower
 6 our Picture Pass Holder rate, we need to do that.
 7 That is the right thing to do.  It's according to
 8 our policy.
 9           So, I don't think we should be bound by
10 something that actually isn't even a policy.  It
11 might be that standard, but these are internal rates
12 for our internal customers.
13           As a board, we can look at the numbers and
14 make the decisions, but do so after we know what the
15 revenue, given the play mix and given the rates
16 increases are for the Non-Picture Pass Holders.
17           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I agree with Trustee
18 Noble.  We need to be consistent.  We put this into
19 practice in ski, and we had the same impact there.
20 We did talk at the time saying we should be
21 consistent about it.
22           I think it would be difficult after all
23 these larger percent increase than in ski when it's
24 actually still making money, and then start using
25 mixing and matching principles.
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 1           We're either consistent or not consistent.
 2           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Correct me if I'm wrong,
 3 but I actually think if we did the eight and then we
 4 did the five, we'd actually see these percents get
 5 magnified more, and would be outside of our pricing
 6 policy.
 7           So I think we're better off doing the 50
 8 percent and staying at rate.  Otherwise, it gets too
 9 big with the way that these percentages are
10 operating.
11           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  All I'm saying is that
12 we don't have a policy to tie anything to a
13 percentage, and we should just do what is right by
14 our Picture Pass Holders.
15           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Our Picture Pass Holders
16 would face higher charges if we did it the five
17 percent way, I think, based off these percentages.
18           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I'm just talking about
19 the big picture.
20           MR. HOWARD:  To clear some of this up,
21 when we went through and we were determining the
22 Picture Pass Holder rates going at the 50 percent of
23 whatever the Non-Picture Pass Holder rate was, that
24 did to go up considerably.
25           So, if you do it at the percent, it's
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 1 going to raise it a lot higher than we think it
 2 should be.
 3           So, my opinion would be if you do the
 4 Non-Picture Pass Holder rate at eight percent, you
 5 may want to go back to the chart that I had produced
 6 before of what the five percent of that looked like.
 7           CHAIR DENT:  I think that is what we're
 8 saying.  We're just trying to work through the
 9 language for when we do make a motion.
10           For item 1, it would be an eight-percent
11 increase for Non-Picture Pass Holders.
12           For item 1 b, it would 50 percent of a
13 five-percent increase for Non-Picture Pass Holders.
14 We're all on the same page?  All right.
15           I think we're good on that one.
16           Item 2.  Do we have questions on item 2?
17           So item 1 says -- item 1 a:  Increase
18 Non-Picture Pass Holders rates, Championship golf
19 Course by eight percent, right?  We're all in
20 alignment on that.
21           However, we don't believe that we should
22 be increasing Picture Pass Holders' rates by 50
23 percent of that eight-percent increase; we believe
24 we should be doing it by 5 percent or 50 percent of
25 the five percent increase.
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 1           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Instead of the 50-percent
 2 discount, it would be closer to a 53-percent
 3 discount.
 4           CHAIR DENT:  Whatever that equals out to.
 5           All right.  Are we done with item 1?
 6           Okay item 2, Mountain Course.  Increase
 7 Non-Picture Pass daily lay rates by 12 percent.
 8 Anyone have an issue with that?  2 a.  No.
 9           2 b.  Increase Picture Pass Holders's
10 guest daily rates at Mountain Course by eight
11 percent.  Everyone okay with that?  Okay.
12           Item 2 c.  Eliminate shoulder season rates
13 and replace with peak season rates from September
14 15th to closing.  Does anyone have an issue with 2
15 c?
16           TRUSTEE TONKING:  My concern is we might
17 run into this issue because we know that it's
18 usually fire season, there's other things going on,
19 there's not that many people in the basin during
20 that time that we might be able to fill tee times at
21 that higher rate.  Some revenue is better than none.
22           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Question for Mr. Howard.
23 Are we reducing play at Mountain Course to nine
24 holes only from September 15th any?
25           MR. HOWARD:  Yes, sir.  We are.
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 1           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  So, we're going to nine
 2 holes only, then we can to keep peak season rates.
 3 I agree with Trustee Tonking.
 4           I think the increment revenue in fact
 5 would be minimal.  I think it would be minimal.  I
 6 think given inconvenience of us going down to nine
 7 two for two weeks, it typically ends in the first
 8 week of October.  It doesn't make a lot of sense.
 9           CHAIR DENT:  You're saying keep those
10 shoulder season rates -- okay.
11           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  This was staff's
12 recommendation based on doing their competitive
13 analysis, and the others in the area didn't have the
14 fall season rate.  So, the thought process was is
15 for Non-Picture Pass Holders that we should maintain
16 that.
17           So, I'm going to supportive of staff's
18 recommendations.
19           MR. WINQUEST:  I was actually going to
20 recommend -- Trustee Tulloch's point is a good
21 point.  We will be doing the Mountain Course pathway
22 project.
23           Another reason why high staff recommended
24 this is the golf course is in phenomenal condition
25 at that point in the season.  I can see in the early
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 1 shoulder season where we're just trying to get the
 2 courses up and going, you know, you're not going to
 3 see it in that great of shape.
 4           I would recommend -- completely fine with
 5 that recommendation.  I would recommend that we
 6 revisit removing the shoulder season rates in the
 7 fall after this coming season, and after we have a
 8 chance to monitor the financial performance based on
 9 this.
10           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.  Thank you.
11           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I would like to eliminate
12 the shoulder season rates just to see the impact on
13 it.  It's going to be small this time, just sort of
14 a good test, even with just nine holes.  It would be
15 worth it.
16           There isn't a lot of downside risk with
17 regards to trying it out this season, given what's
18 going to be going on.
19           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.  I agree with you
20 on that, Trustee Noble.
21           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Trustee Schmitz has said
22 it was just for Non-Picture Pass Holders; is that
23 correct.  I didn't quite get that from the packet.
24           MR. WINQUEST:  That would be for all.
25           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Perfect thank you.
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 1           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  That was my question as
 2 well.  I thought we were discussing purely for
 3 Picture Pass Holders there.  I concur with Trustee
 4 Noble.  In that case, let's move forward and see the
 5 impact of it.
 6           CHAIR DENT:  Any further discussion on
 7 item 2?  No.  Okay.
 8           Do you guys want to discuss item 3?  Item
 9 4, do we need to have discussion?  Okay.
10           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Did you say we were
11 coming back to 3?
12           CHAIR DENT:  Yeah.  I just want to figure
13 out which ones we don't need to talk about.  We can
14 make a motion, get those off, and then we can talk
15 about the ones we need to talk about.
16           Item 5?
17           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Just for the record, on
18 prebook fees, my concern about that is how we
19 prevent abuse of it, particularly the 72-hour
20 cancellation window is pretty short for refilling
21 rounds.  I mean, it would be very easy to gain a
22 scenario where somebody could make a boat load of
23 bookings up front and keep consistently canceling
24 them.
25           I want to make sure we have some
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 1 consistent practices in place to avoid that.
 2           I would also like to see it moved to
 3 five-days' cancellation rather than three days to
 4 give more chance of people actually seeing the
 5 vacant tee times.
 6           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Tonking?
 7           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I concur with the
 8 concern.  I almost wondered if you do five days at a
 9 50 percent cancellation, and then three at a hundred
10 percent, something like that, where that fee
11 motivates you to cancel or also not book every time.
12 Some motivation.
13           Or we monitor it for a year and see what
14 happens, but I would be okay doing, like, 50 percent
15 at five days and a hundred percent at three days.
16           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.
17           Trustee Schmitz?
18           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I have the same concern.
19 And I think the suggestion is manageable and doable.
20 And I think, perhaps, we should ask staff to closely
21 monitor that.
22           And someone in public comment made a
23 statement about standby alerts.  Is that something
24 we have the ability to do and we send out emails
25 blasts to our Picture Pass Holders when we have
0106
 1 cancellations?
 2           MR. HOWARD:  At this point, we do not send
 3 out an email blast, but we have people calling in
 4 almost on a daily bases that get put in the log.
 5 Then we just go off the log.
 6           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Is to difficult or
 7 burdensome to, within five days of a tee time,
 8 actually send emails out to our golf community
 9 letting them know tee time availability to try to
10 make sure we've got maximum utilization?
11           MR. HOWARD:  I'm sure I can get with our
12 IT department and revenue office to see how that
13 could be implemented.
14           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  If we have higher
15 utilization, that, ultimately, helps our financial
16 situation.
17           And I like the idea of having a stepping
18 system in to the cancellation because I am also
19 concerned about people canceling bookings, and then
20 us ending up with time that are not filled.
21           CHAIR DENT:  Mr. Howard, how hard is it to
22 implement something like that where at five days,
23 there's a 50-percent charge, and so on?
24           MR. HOWARD:  That's the easier part,
25 change the rule within the system.  The harder part,
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 1 which we'll look at, would be how to get the email
 2 blast out for the time.  We'll work on that.
 3           CHAIR DENT:  Number 5.  No
 4 show/cancellation fee policy.  No change.  Are we
 5 good with number 5?
 6           All right.  Number 6.  Golf club
 7 reservations.  Do you want to talk about that one?
 8 Deep dive?  Any discussion?  Okay.  We'll come back
 9 to it.
10           Number 7.  Non-profit organization rates.
11 Is there a discussion there?
12           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I think we should be
13 consistent.  We should have a percentage increase on
14 these the same as everywhere else in the system.
15           We also need to look at -- I've expressed
16 my concerns before -- just because it's a
17 not-for-profit doesn't necessarily mean it's a
18 charitable organization.  I think that's -- I'm sure
19 that's something we monitor.
20           It's not like our costs have been down
21 over the five-percent increase and that would be
22 acceptable.
23           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I'm fine with keeping it
24 as is this year.  However, I'd like to see a
25 proposal next year where it said at least at the
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 1 Picture Pass Holder rates so they're not paying less
 2 than what the Picture Pass Holders pay.
 3           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.
 4           TRUSTEE TONKING:  This comes up a lot, all
 5 across the District.  I wonder if we have an agenda
 6 item that is solely about how we deal with
 7 non-profit organizations, and we just create some
 8 formal mechanism on it.
 9           I think we keep the same this year for all
10 the venues, and then we deep dive into.  I think
11 that would be helpful.
12           CHAIR DENT:  Good suggestion.
13           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I asked staff to get
14 some statistics for pages 19, where we have the grid
15 about service levels and reservations.
16           And staff provided me with a number that,
17 Championship Course, there are four non-profit
18 tournaments, and they are shotgun events, I believe
19 is what Mr. Howard had given me.
20           And I believe that there are two at
21 Mountain Course and those are not shotgun format,
22 they are regular set-up tournaments.
23           Those are some shotguns also?  Okay.
24           So, there's two at Mountain and four -- at
25 least you know the numbers we're talking about.
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 1           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  Thank you for that.
 2           Moving on to item 8, any discussion on
 3 item 8?  Okay.
 4           Then there will definitely be discussion
 5 on 9 and 10.
 6           Item 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are all items we
 7 don't -- necessarily need much more discussion on.
 8 If someone wants to make a motion, I'll entertain
 9 one.  Or we can have that discussion and try to
10 incorporate it all into one motion.
11           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Just point on process,
12 when it's been presented to you as a single item,
13 can we make separate motions?
14           CHAIR DENT:  Melissa, do you want to
15 weight in on that?
16           MELISSA:  Yeah.  You can.  We broke it up
17 that way to make it a little bit easier.  There's A
18 lot of different information here.
19           If you would like to make separate
20 motions, that's appropriate.
21           CHAIR DENT:  You're talking about ten
22 motions or a couple?
23           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I wasn't sure when it
24 was presented as a single item that we could
25 actually change it.
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 1           CHAIR DENT:  Yep.  Cool.  Thank you
 2 Melissa.
 3           I'll entertain a motion.
 4           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I'll read each of these
 5 to do a motion.
 6           I move that the board increase Non-Picture
 7 Pass Holder rates at the Championship Course by
 8 eight percent, and increase the Picture Pass Holder
 9 rates to be set at 50 percent of a five percent
10 increase on Non-Picture Pass Holder rates for the
11 2023 season.  That guest rates will be set at a
12 midpoint of Non-Picture Pass Holder and Picture Pass
13 Holder Rates consistent with industry standards.
14           Mountain Course, we increase Non-Picture
15 Pass daily rates by 12 percent based on market rates
16 for comparable courses, increase Picture Pass Holder
17 and guest daily rates by eight percent and eliminate
18 shoulder season rates and replace those with the
19 peak season rates.
20           I move that we eliminate prebook fees for
21 all Picture Pass Holders at both golf courses, and
22 retain prebook fees for Non-Picture Pass Holders,
23 and amend the no-show cancelation fee policy for a
24 50-percent cancellation fee within five days of tee
25 time and 100 percent within three days of tee time.
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 1           I move that we restrict golf club
 2 reservations during peak season Friday through
 3 Sundays to tee times starting at 11:00 A.M., and
 4 club will retain one weekend member guest event for
 5 the 2023 season.
 6           I will strike out that number 6.
 7           I move that we maintain non-profit
 8 organization rates as approved by the Board of
 9 Trustees for the 2022 golf season, and that we
10 increase range fee rates by $1 per product.
11           CHAIR DENT:  Motion's been made.  Is there
12 a second?
13           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Second.
14           MR. HOWARD:  Okay.  Just a point of
15 clarification, the Mountain Course was 12-plus
16 because there was some on one side of it and one on
17 the other.  I wanted to make sure we clarified that.
18           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I'm fine with it being
19 12-plus.
20           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  And I am as well.
21           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I have a question:  Is
22 it important to be 72 hours versus three days?
23           MR. HOWARD:  I think yes.
24           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  May we amend that?
25           TRUSTEE TONKING:  We can amend three days
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 1 to be 72 hours.  And five be 120 hours.
 2           CHAIR DENT:  Motion's been amended.
 3           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I second that.
 4           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  All right.  Any
 5 further discussion by the board on these items?
 6 Seeing none, call for the question, all those in
 7 favor, state aye.
 8           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Aye.
 9           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Aye.
10           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Aye.
11           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Aye.
12           CHAIR DENT:  Aye.
13           Opposed?  Motion passes 5/0.
14           All right let's move on to item 3 first.
15           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Thanks, Chair.
16           I'm going to present something as
17 exciting.  I think that we shouldn't element the
18 All-You-Can-Play Passes, and here is my thought on
19 it.
20           I think if we did our increase -- looking
21 at the average expenditure, there's a $40 difference
22 on average.  I was thinking we would do is have your
23 five-percent increase -- 50 percent on five percent.
24 Take that increase and then had additional five
25 percent to get us to almost be that same price per
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 1 round with a sight discount.
 2           It keeps us having our players who play
 3 all the time and we get that revenue early on and it
 4 helps eliminate that gap.
 5           So, I would say keep it with a five
 6 percent, like, additional fee on top of the one
 7 already increase.
 8           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Trustee Tonking.
 9           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I would actually ask
10 Mr. Howard his views on that.  Staff brought the
11 proposal to eliminate the All-You-Can-Play Pass.
12           I think we also -- my nervousness is this
13 with removal of prebooks fees and things as well.
14 It needs to be looked at in conjunction with that as
15 well to make sure there's no games being played on
16 it.
17           MR. HOWARD:  Can you ask that one more
18 time, please?
19           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Mr. Howard, do you
20 recommend the elimination of the All-You-Can-Play
21 Pass?  I see the rationale behind and the reasoning
22 for it.  Perhaps, you would like to give the Board
23 your thoughts on keeping it.
24           MR. HOWARD:  On keeping it or not keeping
25 it?
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 1           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Keeping it or not
 2 keeping it.
 3           MR. HOWARD:  This goes back to a couple of
 4 years ago to try to make sure what we knew what that
 5 bottom line was going to be so it's a lot easier to
 6 project.
 7           We don't necessarily know that with
 8 All-You-Can-Play Passes, so that was the rationale
 9 behind that, and it would increase revenue.
10           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Would it increase
11 revenue or decrease revenue?
12           MR. HOWARD:  By not having the
13 All-You-Can-Play or having it?
14           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Not having it.
15           MR. HOWARD:  Potentially it could because
16 you would have to buy some other if they wanted to
17 play as many rounds, or they might play somewhere
18 else.  I don't know.
19           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I like Mr. Noble 's
20 suggestion, 40-Plus.  I can fully understand,
21 All-You-Can-Play, you can jump out for a few holes,
22 but I think it's just, the recommendation is brought
23 forward.  I'm just trying to understand the
24 rationale behind it as Trustee Noble had 40-Plus
25 suggestion in play as well.
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 1           MR. HOWARD:  I think the 40-Plus is a good
 2 compromise between the two, because we do have a
 3 number of individuals that love to play a lot of
 4 golf and would love some type of pass like that.
 5           That is a good compromise with some good
 6 parameters in there.  If we can take care of some
 7 them to some degree, I think that would be fine.
 8           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Noble?
 9           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I had a conversation with
10 you just before this is meeting with regards to
11 implementation of the 40-Plus Play and how that
12 would work.
13           And if the board moved forward with that
14 proposal, is that something that you can make work
15 in the system, or are you unsure at this point?
16           If you're unsure, there's the another
17 proposal I was going to put out there if you can't
18 do that.
19           MR. WINQUEST:  After speaking to staff
20 today, there would definitely be challenges to
21 administering that type of product.  It doesn't mean
22 we can't do it, but we would need a little bit more
23 time to evaluate whether or not the system can
24 accommodate, because it's -- another question that
25 has been asked is do you have use up your 40 before
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 1 you could then be on standby, I would say, yeah,
 2 should have to.
 3           That's one thing that's come up.  We would
 4 have to discuss some parameters.
 5           If I may, I want to go back to the prior
 6 question about elimination of play passes.
 7           So, you know, for three or four years now,
 8 there's been a lot of discussion about bringing up
 9 that revenue around closing the gap and the cost per
10 round.
11           And so, if you remember, there was
12 initially a proposal on the table from Mr. Howard a
13 few years ago to raise the prices on play pass to
14 get them to that point where we're starting to close
15 that gap.
16           So the reason why we've been recommending
17 this is that expectation to close that gap, as well
18 as to be in compliance with the pricing policy.
19 That's why staff is making this recommendation.
20           So, if we're looking at raising prices at
21 All-You-Can-Play prices to shrink that the gap, then
22 we're completely comfortable with looking at how
23 that works for a season and whether or not it closes
24 the gap.
25           We do believe that it can eliminating the
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 1 All-You-Can-Play Passes, it could, potentially,
 2 bring up that total review per round.
 3           But we can't be a hundred percent sure
 4 because it could potentially go the other direction
 5 where we lose some of golfers, our core business,
 6 which is what we don't want.
 7           This is a very challenging discussion to
 8 be had.  I don't really know if there's a right or
 9 wrong answer.
10           So, I just wanted to point that out
11 history, some of the history on that.
12           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Question for Trustee
13 Tonking.  I want to explore a little bit more of the
14 five percent and then an additional five percent for
15 the season passes.
16           When I'm looking at those prices for last
17 year, we had, basically, boosted them ten percent.
18 They don't cover -- they don't hit, at least on some
19 of them, the cost for the 40-Play Pass, so that's a
20 concern for me there.
21           So, like, for example, the Mountain
22 Course, the rate for 2022, is 865.  But the 40-Plays
23 is proposed at 1364.  And so, even at ten percent,
24 you wouldn't get close to that 40-Play.
25           Before you made that proposal, I thought
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 1 about it, after talking with Mr. Howard,
 2 implementing the 40-Plus Play Pass may be an issue.
 3           I will throw this out there for
 4 consideration:  What if you bring back the
 5 All-You-Can-Play Pass, but base it off of a 50 --
 6 you would take the -- I'll take an example.
 7           Let's do the Championship Course P.M., 40
 8 plays at 1,798, based on average round of 4498.  If
 9 you do ten more rounds, you're at, essentially,
10 $450, so it brings it up to 2248.
11           So, you have an All-You-Can-Play Pass that
12 is based off of a 50-round calculation, and maybe do
13 that for the Championship Course after 2:00 P.M.,
14 Mountain Course, and then the Mountain Course nine
15 hole.
16           With regarding to the Championship Course,
17 everything that I keep hearing from everybody is --
18 listening to other board member and staff is that
19 the Championship Course prime time is what
20 everybody's going on after.
21           And so I would not propose an unlimited
22 All-You-Can-Play Champ Course; I would propose, in
23 place of that, the limited Champ Course, like we had
24 last year, that is anytime during the shoulder
25 seasons and during the high season, Monday through
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 1 Thursday, anytime and after 12:00 P.M. Friday
 2 through Sunday.
 3           And trying to price that, you know, that
 4 was 2596 last year.  So, there isn't a really --
 5 because there would be the 40-Play Pass at 2960, I
 6 would I think an All-You-Can-Play limited pass at
 7 3,200 would be in there.
 8           And then you have -- there was a couples
 9 discount last year; there was about a 35-percent
10 discount.  I'd rather see more of a 15- to
11 20-percent discount for couple.
12           That's another proposal out there for
13 consideration.
14           Yes, the 40-Plus Play, I proposed that.  I
15 still support that.  I would also support coming
16 with an All-You-Can-Play Pass in lieu of that, based
17 on those numbers and that reasoning.
18           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.
19           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  In working with Director
20 of Golf, he has been advocating to dissolve the
21 All-You-Can-Play Passes for a number of years due to
22 what it does to the delusion of the revenue per
23 round.
24           If we're going to have a discussion, I
25 personally don't want to sit here on the fly and try
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 1 to do reanalysis of what Mr. Howard has brought
 2 forward as his recommendation.
 3           If the board wants to have additional
 4 analysis and what not done, then I think we need to
 5 let staff go and do the financial analysis and come
 6 up with something that is before us to make a
 7 decision on.
 8           But staff has put a lot of time and effort
 9 into formulating a recommendation for our
10 consideration.  They've put together the information
11 on page 29 to show how the All-You-Can-Play for the
12 Championship Course has diluted the revenue per
13 round that we're receiving.  And 80 of these passes
14 do go to club members who are using them at the
15 prime times when they have the prebooking capability
16 that other people don't have.
17           I just feel that, as one board member, I'm
18 not going to sit here and start
19 on-the-back-of-napkin calculating and figuring.
20           I'm willing to either accept staff's
21 recommendation or ask staff to come back with an
22 alternative recommendation.
23           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.
24           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Mr. Howard, are you
25 completely -- do you feel confident that we need to
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 1 dissolve All-You-Can-Play Passes?
 2           MR. HOWARD:  Unless we can come up with a
 3 better rate to get that average up, that would be my
 4 recommendation.  And what that rate is, 10, 15
 5 percent above, to get the rates up, or the average
 6 dollar up, and to maybe use the 50 round, kind of,
 7 average in there for an All-You-Can-Play to figure
 8 that out.  Which is, I think, what two years ago,
 9 that's basically where we were on the
10 All-You-Can-Play.
11           So that's my thoughts.
12           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  I pulled up your
13 recommendations from two years ago when we first did
14 this, and that's exactly what you had said, you'd
15 put them off to 50 play.
16           I like this idea.  I like this idea
17 because I don't feel confident that we should be
18 getting rid of All-You-Can-Play right away.
19           Let's try what Mr. Howard had originally
20 recommended us to do as a board, and we failed to do
21 two years ago.
22           I also think that we've pushed this so
23 much, I'm not really down to push it again.
24           I also think that I like the idea of an
25 All-You-Can-Play Pass, especially in the afternoons
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 1 at the Mountain Course.  I feel like those are areas
 2 that we see a lot more free tee times.  Afternoon
 3 Champ and at the Mountain.
 4           And then I like the idea of eliminating
 5 it, so we've kind of fixed some of that issue where
 6 it's only a certain group of people who get all of
 7 the times, and we try to see.
 8           With that limited, we explicitly monitor
 9 who purchases it and how often its used, and, maybe,
10 that goes away next year altogether, and we can go
11 from there.
12           That's my thoughts.
13           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.
14           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you.
15           Yeah, I think -- I understand Trustee
16 Schmitz' position.  We've spent a lot of effort into
17 this.  We've done some calculations.  Everyone's --
18 we're hearing, oh, congratulations, we're actually
19 making money, even though if we disregard some of
20 the depreciation, it should be coming in.  We're
21 breaking even.
22           Now, we suddenly start making some changes
23 on the fly, we don't know what that does to the
24 overall numbers.
25           It's putting Mr. Howard in a position,
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 1 perhaps, he shouldn't be.  We're setting him targets
 2 based on different calculations and then a change
 3 there.
 4           To clarify, if it's based on the 40 Pass,
 5 the 50 Pass, or the All-You-Can-Play, we get 25
 6 increase over the 40 Pass.  So, basically, the
 7 All-You-Can-Play Pass would be the 40-Play Pass
 8 pricing here, with another 25 percent added to it.
 9           MR. HOWARD:  Fifteen percent added to it,
10 I think is what it was.
11           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I'm calculating it
12 assuming it's based off the 40.  We're already
13 giving pretty substantial per round discounts on the
14 40 Pass.  I'm not comfortable -- just, you know,
15 opening it up completely and then giving even
16 further discounts.
17           That's why -- my rough calculation would
18 be 25 percent of the 40 Pass.
19           CHAIR DENT:  Mr. Howard, so you brought us
20 the 40-Plus on standby rate that was discussed a
21 couple meetings back, but you said we can't
22 implement that in the system?
23           MR. HOWARD:  It will be tough to totally
24 calculate that.
25           One way we had looked at it is to use the
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 1 40 plays during the months -- or June 15th through
 2 September 15th, that's the prime season, which is 90
 3 days.  And then you could use the standby during the
 4 two shoulder seasons.
 5           It would be a little hard to administer
 6 because, after talking with the revenue office, we,
 7 basically, for that one play pass, would have to
 8 build three different products.  It's doable, but
 9 it's . . .
10           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.
11           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Mr. Howard, so then we
12 can't do that, these people would just have a 40 --
13 we would just cap it at 40?  Okay.  Okay.
14           MR. HOWARD:  And then they would just have
15 to -- if they played more than 40, come back and
16 either pay the daily rate or buy 10 or 20 or 33
17 more.
18           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.
19           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Okay.  So, I mean, I
20 understand the rationale people wanting
21 All-You-Can-Play.  I also understand the work that's
22 gone into this.
23           I agree, it's difficult to calculate
24 numbers on the fly.  I think the only easy way is to
25 make sure it's set at such a level that people think
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 1 (inaudible) in terms of that.
 2           If we do feel it's necessary to go a
 3 slight further discount over the 40 Pass rate, that
 4 would save 20 percent, and I think that should be
 5 sufficient to bring it up.
 6           But I'm very sensitive to the concerns
 7 that we've worked out.  We've worked out all the
 8 numbers.
 9           I'm also aware, we're now -- it's the
10 night before Christmas, people are waiting to buy
11 their passes, and it's difficult to carry over.
12           I'm on the fence about it in terms of
13 that, but if there is a suggestion, my threshold
14 would be 20 percent on top of the 40-Play Pass.
15           MR. WINQUEST:  So to be clear on that, we
16 have 2960 proposed price, so you're saying 20
17 percent on top of that 2960, which would be about
18 another $600.  It would be about 3,500?
19           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  3552.
20           MR. WINQUEST:  Is that correct?  Is that
21 what you're saying?
22           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Yeah.  I think that's
23 the range.
24           I think there's also -- Trustee Noble
25 mentioned a couples' pass.  I thought we eliminated
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 1 the couples' pass.  I think we need to . . .
 2           MR. HOWARD:  If I could clear that up,
 3 just to try to make sure we take care of as people
 4 as possible.
 5           I think what you're referring to is if you
 6 have a husband and wife, and they bought a 40 Play,
 7 they could share that.
 8           I was just giving the option that they
 9 could -- couples residing in the same household
10 could use that pass, together.  If they use 40, they
11 would have to come back and buy more, if they go
12 through that.
13           That was just trying to meet in the middle
14 somewhere.
15           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Does that share
16 capability exist for all of the play passes, not
17 just the 40 or is it just the 40?
18           MR. HOWARD:  No.  That would be for the
19 10, 20, 30, and 40.
20           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Yeah, I had read that,
21 seen that in the proposal, so that's why I had
22 underlined the small print.  I thought that was
23 something left over from a previous one.
24           I didn't see anywhere in the proposals
25 that we're going to allow people to share play
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 1 passes.
 2           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  With the 20 percent
 3 increase over the 40-Play for an All-You-Can-Play
 4 Pass, with regards to the Championship Course, would
 5 you have that as a limited play with the shoulder
 6 season, and then Monday through Thursday with the
 7 high season, and then only after 12:00 P.M. on
 8 Friday, Saturday, Sunday?
 9           And the reason why is -- that's why I was
10 trying to come up with -- one of the issues with --
11 I think we're trying to resolve -- is keep those
12 Friday, Saturday, Sunday, prime time, high season
13 open for others besides -- make them available for
14 more people.
15           That's why I'm questioning whether or not
16 you wanted to just -- unlimited All-You-Can-Play
17 Championship Course or just unlimited?
18           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Great point, Trustee
19 Noble.
20           I think I would actually defer to
21 Mr. Howard there.  My suspicion is, given we would
22 run into the same difficulties administering it as
23 we do with administering the 40-Play Pass, I think
24 might be the issue.
25           MR. HOWARD:  Yeah, I think it's going to
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 1 be a learning process for our entire staff on this,
 2 and it would take some education.
 3           But, you know, that's our job.  We would
 4 figure out a way to get it done.
 5           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Is that easier to do
 6 than the standby, like, to implement?
 7           MR. HOWARD:  The quick answer is yes.
 8           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Okay.  I'm okay with
 9 the 20 percent.  I'm fine with the limited.  But I'm
10 not making a motion about the limited, just FYI.
11           I was also thinking if we do the
12 All-You-Can-Play, I think you have to kind of get
13 rid of the couples, because I think, A, just the
14 equity issue that with couples and being a
15 government organization is something we need to
16 think about, and I just feel we're going to enter a
17 landmine that we don't need to be entering.
18           But if we stay with this play, like, I'm
19 fine keeping the couple, but the pass, that goes.
20           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Howard,
21 for the clarification.  If it can be done on that
22 basis, I'm okay with that.
23           And I agree with Trustee Tonking.
24           CHAIR DENT:  Any further discussion on
25 this item?
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 1           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  One question:  Where
 2 you're going, if this is an All-You-Can-Play, this
 3 is not something, back to the extent of the couples
 4 point, it is not something that is shareable?
 5           MR. WINQUEST:  I just want to clarify
 6 based on the couples discussion.
 7           So, did I just hear that we weren't going
 8 to allow folks to share a 40-Play?  I wanted to
 9 verify.
10           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I think what I had said
11 is if it's an All-You-Can-Play Passes, if we get rid
12 -- if we don't do this 40-Play situation, then it
13 would not be -- if it's a pass, it's not a shareable
14 pass.
15           MR. WINQUEST:  So if we continue forward
16 with an All-You-Can-Play Pass, the 10, 20, 30, 40
17 passes would not be able to be shareable by a couple
18 if living in the same household?
19           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I don't know how I feel
20 about that.
21           MR. WINQUEST:  For the record, that is on
22 page 44 of the packet.  It's the last bullet at the
23 end of page where that's referenced.
24           CHAIR DENT:  One name only per pass.
25 Yeah.  All passes are individual, except couples
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 1 living in the same household, and nontransferable.
 2           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Yeah, I understood they
 3 were nontransferable.  My previous discussion with
 4 Mr. Howard, he said it might be okay to use it
 5 toward the end of the season if one of the couple
 6 has some passes -- things left there, come
 7 September.
 8           I think I'm not -- I agree with Trustee
 9 Tonking that there becomes an equity issue, then, in
10 terms of if you start couples can share the pass but
11 others can't.  It's -- you've got to be very careful
12 in that.
13           To me, there's no sharing.  I can
14 understand -- I think it may be possible to use up
15 some passes at the end of the shoulder season, but I
16 don't think it should be a general, transferable
17 pass.
18           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Just back to the
19 fairness perspective, it sort of creates a situation
20 of unfairness, because what if someone doesn't have
21 a couple, then why can't they give their pass to
22 somebody else, what have you.
23           So, I think from a being-fair-to-everyone
24 perspective, I don't think that they should be
25 shared.
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 1           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I agree.  I think that's
 2 fine if it's something at the end of the shoulder
 3 season if, you know, you have a few left over.
 4           We can figure that out.  I don't know how
 5 we implement that.
 6           MR. WINQUEST:  It would be staff
 7 discretion.
 8           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Like, at the end, you
 9 know, if you have three left over, and your
10 significant other, whoever you live with, I guess,
11 can, maybe, use it.
12           I don't know.  I don't know how you'd
13 operationally do it.
14           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I guess, to me, a rule
15 is a rule, and it is a rule or it is guideline?
16           So, I guess, my feeling is let's just be
17 clear, and let's just stay with it.  And we can
18 adjust as we need to.
19           Hopefully this -- what you're talking
20 about adding is an All-You-Can-Play Pass that has
21 some limitations.
22           But I think that when you get into
23 situations where some are shared, some can't be
24 shared, it makes it hard on staff.  It really does.
25           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Yes, I would agree.
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 1 Otherwise, we run into situations we've seen with
 2 cancellations where there's all sorts of different
 3 claims made.  I think let's make it very simple.  I
 4 think it's a rule and that's straightforward, and
 5 lets people decide.
 6           But, yes, it does become an equity issue
 7 because does it mean a couple can play ten times
 8 each at 20-percent discount, but an individual can
 9 only play ten times at ten-percent discount?
10           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I'm fine with that.
11           I wanted to clarify, we would have a
12 limited All-You-Can-Play, and then we'd also have
13 the Mountain Course All-You-Can-Play, and then an
14 afternoon All-You-Can-Play as well at 20 percent.
15           But, yes, I think that makes sense.
16           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Did I hear somebody say
17 there's an unlimited nine course?  That would --
18           (Inaudible cross talk.)
19           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Okay.  So could I use my
20 unlimited pass to play nine holes in the morning and
21 then the other nine holes in the afternoon?
22           (Inaudible cross talk.)
23           CHAIR DENT:  Any other discussion on this
24 item?  Do we want to entertain a motion on this item
25 or do we want to -- go ahead, Trustee Noble.
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 1           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I would move that we adopt
 2 the 10-, 20-, and 30-Play proposals in appendix C,
 3 on pages 43 through 44, for the Championship Course,
 4 Championship Course after 2:00 P.M., Mountain Course
 5 and Mountain Course nine-hole pass rates, as well as
 6 All-You-Can-Play Passes, based on the 40-Play rate
 7 plus 20 percent, and those would apply to the
 8 Championship Course, which would be a limited
 9 All-You-Can-Play Pass open from open to June 11th
10 and September 25th through closing; that would be
11 unlimited play, any day, any time.  And June 12th
12 through September 24th, Monday through Thursday, any
13 day, any time, and Friday through Sunday after 12:00
14 P.M. only.
15           And then the other All-You-Can-Play Passes
16 would be Championship Course P.M., after 2:00 P.M.,
17 Mountain Course and Mountain Course nine hold.
18           CHAIR DENT:  A motion's been made.  Is
19 there a second?
20           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I second.
21           CHAIR DENT:  Discussion by the board?
22           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  10-, 20-, and 30-Plus
23 Play Pass.  You missed the 40-Play Pass.
24           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I would amend my motion to
25 add the 40-Play Pass.
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 1           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you.
 2           CHAIR DENT:  Motion's been amended.
 3           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I have a question:  I
 4 thought when we were discussing these
 5 All-You-Can-Play Passes would be limited and not be
 6 allowed on Friday -- on the weekends at all.
 7           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  That is for the
 8 Championship Course.
 9           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  (Inaudible).
10           CHAIR DENT:  Yep.
11           Any first discussion?
12           All right.  Seeing none, I'll call for the
13 question.  All those in favor, state aye.
14           Hold on.  Additional comments?
15           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Yeah.  I thought the
16 motion said after 12:00 on Friday through Sunday at
17 the Championship Course.
18           (Inaudible cross talk.)
19           CHAIR DENT:  Do you want to read that
20 motion again?
21           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  During the shoulder
22 season -- just for clarification, though.
23           During the high season, the restriction is
24 Friday through Sunday after 12:00 P.M. only.
25           And I'm taking this language from the
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 1 limited All-You-Can-Play season pass that was in
 2 effect at the Championship Course for 2022.
 3           CHAIR DENT:  Any further discussion?  No.
 4           All right.  I'll call for the question.
 5 All those in favor, please state aye.
 6           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Aye.
 7           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Aye.
 8           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Aye.
 9           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Aye.
10           CHAIR DENT:  Aye.
11           Opposed?  None.  Motion passes 5/0.  All
12 right.
13           The last item, item 6, golf club
14 reservations.  Who wants to tip that one off?
15           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I'm going to try and find
16 the pages that had -- pages 21 through 23 of the
17 board packet that show tee time availability after
18 club reservations.
19           So, looking at the proposal in 6 a,
20 restricting golf club reservations during peak
21 season, Fridays to Sunday to tee times starting at
22 11:00 A.M.
23           I just did a rough count, of the 40
24 possible days during the high season, in the
25 morning, only nine are either -- nine out of 40 are
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 1 in red or yellow.  And so that's less than 25
 2 percent, currently, are being taken up by the golf
 3 clubs.
 4           And so, at least at this point, I don't
 5 know if that restriction is necessary, given that
 6 what the number of golfers and the percentage of
 7 Picture Pass Holders that are golfers who are
 8 represented by the clubs, it doesn't seem to be a
 9 problem, at least from my observation.
10           And with regards to the member events and
11 stuff, I think this is good conversation to have,
12 but this -- what I'd like to do, though, is do this
13 in late fall or early winter.
14           Given that all these have already been
15 reserved at this point, I think the disruption that
16 it would cause would -- I don't know if it's worth
17 it, and -- but I do think it's worth having that
18 conversation.
19           Mr. Briggs did bring up moving all Friday
20 tee times to 11 A.M. or later.  I think that's a
21 good proposal, but I don't think that's necessary at
22 this point, given that less than 25 percent of those
23 morning tee times during the high season are
24 currently being occupied by the golf clubs.
25           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I agree.  When I look at
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 1 the charts, I couldn't come up with a reason why
 2 that was significant to make that change.
 3           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Do you think this is
 4 something we can have, maybe, go into that committee
 5 discussion that's later on and be something that's
 6 addressed at a later time and get everyone's input?
 7           CHAIR DENT:  That's fine.
 8           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Okay.  I think -- we've
 9 talked about equity in other areas, and I hear both
10 sides.  I hear the golf clubs, they've had this --
11 traditionally had this.  And I also hear the general
12 public that want to play.
13           Sometimes I also hear the comments that,
14 well, of course you can get tee times.
15           There's a difference between getting tee
16 times and getting tee times that actually work for
17 you.
18           I know, myself, one of the reasons I
19 stopped playing golf, and somebody in the public
20 comment made -- brought up the same issue, it takes
21 five-plus hours for a round, it's kind of hard, when
22 I'm when used to playing three hours, three-and- a
23 half hours range.  Which is the reason I play now, I
24 only play if I can get a first-in-the-morning tee
25 time.
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 1           There is obliviously issues about equity
 2 there.
 3           We've heard both sides from the public
 4 comment saying, we don't want government interfering
 5 in our golf clubs.  Fair enough.  But then the same
 6 golf clubs want to almost dictate the terms of when
 7 they get tee times, which is it?  I mean, it's
 8 hypocritical to want it both ways.  And I'll put my
 9 neck on the line in terms of that.  I'm happy to
10 back up my comments.
11           If we're going to pass it off, I think
12 Mr. Briggs made a very good offer, and I think it
13 would be very sensible to take up that offer of the
14 eleven o'clock -- restricting it to after eleven
15 o'clock on Fridays.
16           I think that would give us some data as
17 well going forward for the committee discussion.  I
18 think that would be a sensible compromise.
19           I think we've compromised in a lot of
20 other areas to try and see that we can address some
21 of concerns raised by the community.  And the golf
22 community is not just club members, it's also the
23 non-club members.
24           I'm very conscious and I'm trying to cater
25 for the whole community here.  So I would like -- I
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 1 suggest we take Mr. Briggs' suggestion, and we use
 2 that to start that as a pilot.
 3           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I think it's great that
 4 Mr. Briggs brought forward an idea for compromise
 5 and appreciate that.
 6           My concern is that if you look at an
 7 example, July 28th, if you go and make that rule,
 8 you suddenly will have to no tee times available
 9 because everyone in the morning gets shifted to the
10 afternoon.  And Friday afternoons are part of a
11 weekend for people who are coming up just on the
12 weekend.
13           So, my concern about doing that is that
14 could potentially make the afternoons completely
15 unavailable.  And we do need the revenue for people
16 who are coming up on the weekends.
17           So, I really -- I think it's a great offer
18 and appreciate the willingness to compromise, but
19 I'm concerned about Friday afternoons then suddenly
20 not, you know, being completely booked.  And if you
21 start looking at some of the numbers, that's a
22 potential risk.
23           And I think this is a great hopping off
24 point for some discussion on compromise, with a
25 subcommittee to look at big picture and potentially
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 1 identify additional ideas.
 2           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I was first going to
 3 support Trustee Tulloch, because he made very good
 4 points, then I heard Trustee Schmitz' points, and I
 5 think those are also very good.
 6           So, I think, between the two, I would
 7 support Trustee Schmitz on that.
 8           I think it's -- I understand the proposal
 9 by Mr. Briggs, and I think it's great that he
10 offered it; however, I think that it would be best
11 to table this to the fall, and we can look at it
12 holistically.
13           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I think it'll also be
14 interesting to see what happens since we waived the
15 prebook fee for residents.  So, to see if that has
16 incentivized people to be more willing to try to
17 book earlier, and maybe they are able to get the
18 times that they want or they're less likely to wait
19 for that two-week window.
20           We might see changes.  Or what we could
21 hear from them is, I went to go book, and I can't
22 get any tee time.
23           And then I think, okay, we've completely
24 opened for you, and it's still an issue, so we need
25 to address it.
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 1           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.
 2           MR. HOWARD:  I would just like to make a
 3 clarification that it was Mr. Briggs who called in,
 4 but I just wanted the board and the public to know
 5 that was all the clubs that got together to make
 6 that recommendation to show that they were willing
 7 to work with us and compromise and try to find
 8 solutions.
 9           I did want to make that clarification.
10           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you for clarifying
11 that.  We welcome that, just like we've brought up
12 several times about having an actual committee, and
13 all the clubs, a couple members of the public,
14 couple trustees so we're not in this situation in
15 the eleventh hour.
16           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you, trustees, for
17 the good input in terms of that.  I understand the
18 point Trustee Schmitz is making.
19           I think my concern is the genie is out of
20 bottle here.  There's no pont in removing booking
21 fees if we've got a significant portion of the
22 preferred tee times for golfers that prefer to play
23 in the mornings so it does destroy their whole day.
24           I think there will be blowback in terms of
25 that because we'll still run into exactly the same
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 1 problems.
 2           I think my other concern is that it's
 3 convenient to park it and we'll just ignore it again
 4 for another year and hope it disappears.  I think
 5 the genie's out of the bottle here.  I think we need
 6 to make sure that we are committed to addressing
 7 this.  There is huge issues around it.  I understand
 8 both sides of argument.  But it doesn't mean we can
 9 just ignore it.
10           It's nice and convenient just duck under
11 the table, it's all right, we'll get away with it
12 for another year.
13           I want to make sure it's on the agenda.
14           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.
15           So I think that closes out item 6 for
16 right now.
17           And then item 9 and 10.  Item 10 is a
18 board advisory committee.  We as a board have said
19 we want to have a board advisory committee.
20           In my opinion, we should have an item in
21 June, as soon as we're done with the budget, to
22 start this process.  And I don't want to be having
23 the recommendations brought to us next March.  I'd
24 like to have them in the fall.
25           That way, we can go into budget season and
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 1 look at these numbers, because I think it would
 2 important for us to take a deep dive into another
 3 venue next year, and not golf.
 4           We've spent a significant amount of time,
 5 take this model that we've built, and roll over it
 6 over into another venue.
 7           As far as item 9, do we need to have
 8 discussion as it relates to item 9 tonight, or we
 9 want to push all of these off to our June meeting
10 and dive in a little bit deeper?
11           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I'm fine pushing item 9
12 off.
13           I like the way that we've organized it
14 here versus the bullet points I saw on the slide.
15 So I feel these are better -- it felt like we were
16 trying to take over the clubs, and I like these one
17 better.
18           So, I think these are great bullets for us
19 to look at and put on the agenda.
20           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Question for Mr. Howard.
21 I mean, it's a slightly unfair question, but how is
22 it we've devolved -- we've got all these different
23 clubs.  I'm familiar with the golf model, whether
24 it's a private club or even a municipal course with
25 a club, it's a single club associated with it.
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 1           We've heard all these golfers talking
 2 sense of community, sure it would be much better
 3 community if it would be one large club with
 4 different sections.
 5           MR. HOWARD:  So, I really don't want to
 6 touch that one because these clubs were started
 7 50-plus years ago, and I think we would need a
 8 better understanding of how they are all created to
 9 go down that path.
10           You're right, in a private club, it's one
11 club, and then you have some spinoff groups of that.
12           But I don't know, in a community like
13 this, I would want to go that direction.
14           That's just my thoughts.
15           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Howard.
16 I'm just explaining the community.  I'm not throwing
17 surprises.  We did have this prior.
18           I think it does -- I don't think it's
19 something that should be completely off the table.
20 I think if we've -- at the end of the day, it's a
21 community course, and we should be looking of how it
22 can be best used by the community, rather than by
23 non-governmental organizations that don't want
24 government interference and things and still want
25 privileges.  I think it's something that should be
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 1 on the agenda, maybe, an item for the committee, in
 2 terms of that.
 3           I think I'm rasing it now so it's -- we
 4 need to throw out ideas and see how we can best use
 5 it.
 6           THE CLERK:  Mr. Howard, we heard in public
 7 comment that the golf members pay dues and IVGID
 8 receives substantial revenue from the dues they pay
 9 to their clubs.
10           Do we receive any revenues from the golf
11 clubs in the form of any dues, other than the tee
12 times?
13           MR. HOWARD:  Other than tee times, no.
14 And lunches and events, yes.
15           But, no, we do not.
16           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  Thank you.
17           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Well, I think one of the
18 things that came in public comment that was
19 concerning to me is the word "discrimination," and I
20 think that we need to spend some time with legal
21 counsel and review some of those concerns, because,
22 to be honest, staff did some research for me, and
23 there are no policies, there's never been board
24 discussion about the rules of administering a golf
25 club, and we are a government.
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 1           And I think that part of what we need to
 2 do is to understand, sort of, where we are, but also
 3 understand and make sure that we are within the law
 4 as it relates to governmental activities for these
 5 types of clubs.
 6           I found it really interesting that there's
 7 no board policy, there's no requirements, there's
 8 really nothing in writing that says this is what you
 9 have to do or not do to be a club.
10           And I think that that is something, as a
11 board, we should work with the various clubs, and we
12 should put forward something so that we do have it,
13 and we've got some parameters for which everyone is
14 aware of and everyone is playing by the same rules
15 because we don't have any rules.
16           It's been interesting to see how this has
17 just evolved over time, and suddenly this is all
18 what it is and understand that what we did was just
19 try to share openly and transparently the
20 information so that everyone is aware.
21           Because there's been too much divide on
22 the community about, well, the clubs can do this or
23 they can do that.
24           And it's been more of a rumor mill and
25 more of hearsay.
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 1           So, it was valuable to actually spend the
 2 time and to document where we are today so that we
 3 can make wise decisions on what we want to do going
 4 forward.
 5           CHAIR DENT:  I agree with you on that, and
 6 I think there are some areas that we need to address
 7 when it comes to liability and legality as it
 8 relates to our practice, and we do need the wrap
 9 some of this stuff into a policy.
10           I had some discussions with legal counsel
11 on that, and we can dive into it a little bit deeper
12 at a future meeting, but I definitely think there's
13 an area of concern there when it comes to legal
14 counsel's weigh-in on this.
15           Any further discussion?
16           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Again, a question for
17 Mr. Howard:  For the open play midweeks and things
18 for the club's non-tournaments, I noticed there that
19 staff transferred the names from Golf Genius then
20 into the tee sheet.
21           Is there some validation that all the
22 bookings are for members?
23           MR. HOWARD:  Yes, they are.
24           Occasionally, just once in a blue moon,
25 there might be a guest in there.  But, for the most
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 1 part, all resident.
 2           I assume the times you're talking about
 3 are the actual tee times for each club, the play
 4 days not the tournament days?
 5           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Correct.  Yeah.
 6           MR. HOWARD:  So, those are all Picture
 7 Pass Holders.  There may be, slightly, somebody that
 8 will bring a guest, especially if they have a spot
 9 open, but it's not that often.
10           CHAIR DENT:  Mr. Howard, did we verify
11 that they're all Picture Pass Holders?  Every single
12 person that plays in the club, they come to the
13 counter, they check-in, they show their card?
14           MR. HOWARD:  When -- as far as when
15 they're checked in, yes.
16           There could actually be a Non-Picture Pass
17 Holder that is a member of a club that I may not
18 know about, but, for the most part, yeah, they're
19 all Picture Pass Holders.  But I can't guarantee a
20 hundred percent.
21           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I'm going to back a
22 public comment that someone made a few weeks ago.
23           And since these tee times are being
24 reserved as being a community activity, that sort of
25 thing, I think we should have a requirement that
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 1 they are only Picture Pass Card Holders that are
 2 actually utilizing these reserved tee times, because
 3 in the essence of the clubs being community oriented
 4 and what have you, I think that's important, and in
 5 an element of fairness, I think it's important as
 6 well.
 7           So, my feeling is, unless it's a guest
 8 invitational, all of the tee times and all the of --
 9 even for shotguns, that those are being -- it's
10 being used solely by Picture Pass Card Holders.
11           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I agree.
12           I think one of the public comments claimed
13 that all the golf club members were Picture Pass
14 Holders, so, I mean, if that's the case, there's
15 nothing there, but we have no way of validating
16 that.
17           Just another follow-up.  Since this
18 community resource -- and this is really for General
19 Manager Winquest.
20           I'm familiar with your community
21 appreciation week or weekends for the Mountain
22 Course, for the Rec Center, for tennis, for pickle
23 ball.
24           In my 16 years, I can't ever remember a
25 community event for the Championship Course, but we
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 1 claim it's a community resort.
 2           MR. WINQUEST:  I believe several years
 3 ago, we were including the Champ Course during
 4 community appreciation, but I believe right around
 5 COVID, for sure, we weren't.  It might have been
 6 sooner than that.  I can't remember without going
 7 back and looking.
 8           Certainly, if the request is to ensure
 9 when we do golf community appreciation that we
10 include the Champ Course, and we're prepared to do
11 that.
12           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  That was the point.  It
13 goes well back before community -- I can never
14 remember it, and I've been here since 2007.
15           CHAIR DENT:  Any further discussion on
16 this item?
17           MR. WINQUEST:  A point of clarification on
18 number 10, because we will, I think, in my head, I'm
19 thinking June 28th, we'll put that on long range, as
20 far as that discussion.
21           Do you want us to tee up a general
22 discussion for you all?  Or do you want us to come
23 with recommendations on individuals for structuring
24 it or golf?  Do you want to tee up a discussion --
25           CHAIR DENT:  I think we're going to tee up
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 1 the discussion, and then that will lead into the
 2 following meeting or following month, we have the
 3 criteria, we're putting individuals forward, and --
 4           MR. WINQUEST:  Understood.
 5           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Do you think it may be
 6 also an agenda item where we just talk about the
 7 idea of committees as a whole?
 8           CHAIR DENT:  It might be in the -- we
 9 don't have the long-range calendar here.
10           It might be in the June meeting.  So,
11 maybe, we can piggyback on that one and define what
12 that is a little bit more, and then dive in for
13 golf.  Maybe it's a two-part item.
14           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Thank you.
15           CHAIR DENT:  All right.  Any further
16 discussion?
17           All right.  We will close out item E 1.
18 F.  FINAL PUBLIC COMMENTS
19           CHAIR DENT:  Moving on to item F, final
20 public comments.
21           MS. HITNER:  Hiedi Hitner (phonetic), 1401
22 Tirol.
23           In the interest of efficiency, my
24 recommendations would be don't waste time on an
25 email blast system, because the website is up to
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 1 date at any point, so any golfer can go in realtime
 2 and check to see availability.
 3           If you were blasting, hey, we have an open
 4 tee time, we would get email blasts all time.
 5           So, the current process of log and call
 6 and standby works just fine.  We shouldn't try to
 7 over-engineer that.
 8           The other, just listening to the
 9 discussion on the decision for the pack passes and
10 rate increase on the All-You-Can-Play format, while
11 I appreciate that the approach to try to do it to a
12 cost per round makes sense, the realty is it is a
13 massive increase from the current individual
14 All-You-Can-Play Pass using that methodology.
15           I would encourage you to think about at
16 least having parity on the play packs, so Grizzly
17 offers -- you can use four in one -- if you buy a
18 ten pack, you can use four in one round; Coyote
19 let's you do two.
20           And so I would just advise the board, you
21 are having, like, some step change, massive
22 increases to the rates people are paying today.
23           I get it backs into all the ways to make
24 money, but it is a massive increase to the rates
25 people pay today, and at least adding the ability to
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 1 using a play pack for more than person -- so I can
 2 appreciate not couple -- but that's parity on how
 3 other courses allow you to use play packs, gives
 4 some consolation and something that, while the
 5 methodology sounds fine, when someone goes to say,
 6 like, hey, I'd like to play a lot at the Mountain
 7 Course, the reality is that's going to cost them
 8 nearly twice as much as it does today.
 9           CHAIR DENT:  Any additional public comment
10 in the room?  None.  Anyone in the Zoom?
11           MATT:  It is empty.
12           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  All right.
13           That will close the item F.
14 G.  ADJOURNMENT
15           CHAIR DENT:  Moving on to item G,
16 adjournment.  We are adjourned.  It's 9:37 P.M.
17           Thank you all.
18           (Meeting adjourned at 9:37 P.M.)
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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 1 STATE OF NEVADA     )
                       )  ss.
 2 COUNTY OF WASHOE    )
 3
 4           I, BRANDI ANN VIANNEY SMITH, do hereby
 5 certify:
 6           That I was present on May 8, 2023 via
 7 Zoom, at the Public Meeting, Nevada, and took
 8 stenotype notes of the proceedings entitled herein,
 9 and thereafter transcribed the same into typewriting
10 as herein appears.
11           That the foregoing transcript is a full,
12 true, and correct transcription of my stenotype
13 notes of said proceedings consisting of 153 pages.
14           DATED:  At Reno, Nevada, this 17th day of
15 May, 2023.
16
17                         /s/ Brandi Ann Vianney Smith
18
                            ___________________________
19                          BRANDI ANN VIANNEY SMITH
20
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		181						LN		7		24		false		        24 generating hundreds of thousands of dollars of IVGID				false

		182						LN		7		25		false		        25 revenue, which allows for better staffing and				false

		183						PG		8		0		false		page 8				false

		184						LN		8		1		false		         1 coverage of overhead for the entire Chateau				false

		185						LN		8		2		false		         2 facility.				false

		186						LN		8		3		false		         3           Any seasoned business person would realize				false

		187						LN		8		4		false		         4 that these are groups that should be catered to, not				false

		188						LN		8		5		false		         5 restricted, blacked out, or regulated.				false

		189						LN		8		6		false		         6           In closing, I ask that you recognize the				false

		190						LN		8		7		false		         7 true value and huge contribution that our clubs				false

		191						LN		8		8		false		         8 bring to the golf course in our community.				false

		192						LN		8		9		false		         9           Thank you.				false

		193						LN		8		10		false		        10           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Hill.				false

		194						LN		8		11		false		        11           Next up, Mr. Able.				false

		195						LN		8		12		false		        12           MR. ABLE:  Michael Able, 900 Southwood.				false

		196						LN		8		13		false		        13           I came here this evening to ask the				false

		197						LN		8		14		false		        14 trustees to respect the concept of fairness when it				false

		198						LN		8		15		false		        15 comes to golf course access and rates.				false

		199						LN		8		16		false		        16           I'm not a member of any club, but myself,				false

		200						LN		8		17		false		        17 my friends, and neighbors love to play the two				false

		201						LN		8		18		false		        18 Incline courses, this, when we can get tee times.				false

		202						LN		8		19		false		        19           For too long IVGID management has bent				false

		203						LN		8		20		false		        20 over backwards to cater to the golf clubs, often				false

		204						LN		8		21		false		        21 going beyond what has been authorized by the				false

		205						LN		8		22		false		        22 trustees; this is to the detriment of non-member				false

		206						LN		8		23		false		        23 residents to who lose access to core play times and				false

		207						LN		8		24		false		        24 sometimes access to any play times.				false

		208						LN		8		25		false		        25           A multi-play pass at the Champ Course is a				false

		209						PG		9		0		false		page 9				false

		210						LN		9		1		false		         1 poor option when so many of the good tee times have				false

		211						LN		9		2		false		         2 been reserved by the golf clubs.				false

		212						LN		9		3		false		         3           I get particularly annoyed when I see a				false

		213						LN		9		4		false		         4 twosome or a threesome teeing off when I know the				false

		214						LN		9		5		false		         5 tee time was reserved and not played.				false

		215						LN		9		6		false		         6           Ninety-nine percent of the U.S. golf				false

		216						LN		9		7		false		         7 courses charge the full rate for no-shows.  I'm not				false

		217						LN		9		8		false		         8 sure about IVGID's policy on no-shows.  Maybe not so				false

		218						LN		9		9		false		         9 much.  The courses also seem to lack an alert system				false

		219						LN		9		10		false		        10 for standbys to play in place of no-shows.				false

		220						LN		9		11		false		        11           It is not my intent to drive the golf				false

		221						LN		9		12		false		        12 clubs out of Incline.  The clubs bring value and a				false

		222						LN		9		13		false		        13 lot of bonhomie to our community.				false

		223						LN		9		14		false		        14           But the other sometime golfers and				false

		224						LN		9		15		false		        15 non-golfers should not be an ATM machine for these				false

		225						LN		9		16		false		        16 golf clubs, nor should sometime-residents players be				false

		226						LN		9		17		false		        17 deprived of core tee times.				false

		227						LN		9		18		false		        18           If the courses need to be modestly				false

		228						LN		9		19		false		        19 subsidized, so be it.  They're a core part of our				false

		229						LN		9		20		false		        20 mountain environment, used by walkers, skiers, snow				false

		230						LN		9		21		false		        21 bunnies, and residents just driving by the				false

		231						LN		9		22		false		        22 beautiful, open spaces.				false

		232						LN		9		23		false		        23           I do not envy your job as trustees this				false

		233						LN		9		24		false		        24 evening.  I only ask that non-club members be given				false

		234						LN		9		25		false		        25 an equitable access to tee times and access to				false

		235						PG		10		0		false		page 10				false

		236						LN		10		1		false		         1 non-discriminatory rates.				false

		237						LN		10		2		false		         2           Thank you.				false

		238						LN		10		3		false		         3           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Able.				false

		239						LN		10		4		false		         4           Next up, Ms. Becker.				false

		240						LN		10		5		false		         5           MS. BECKER:  My name is Diane Becker, and				false

		241						LN		10		6		false		         6 I'm a full-time resident of --				false

		242						LN		10		7		false		         7           (Technical difficulties with timer.)				false

		243						LN		10		8		false		         8           MS. BECKER:  I'd like to see what my time				false

		244						LN		10		9		false		         9 is.				false

		245						LN		10		10		false		        10           CHAIR DENT:  Ms. Becker, I'll do three				false

		246						LN		10		11		false		        11 minutes, and then I'll give you a 30-second warning.				false

		247						LN		10		12		false		        12           MS. BECKER:  That would be great.				false

		248						LN		10		13		false		        13           My name is Diane Becker, and I'm a				false

		249						LN		10		14		false		        14 full-time resident of Incline Village.				false

		250						LN		10		15		false		        15           I sent each of you an email, and I've				false

		251						LN		10		16		false		        16 also -- and what I handed out, today I've given you				false

		252						LN		10		17		false		        17 an opinion of ethics committee of the Nevada				false

		253						LN		10		18		false		        18 Commission on Ethics, number 93-34, that was				false

		254						LN		10		19		false		        19 actually sent to Incline Village that says, among				false

		255						LN		10		20		false		        20 month other things:				false

		256						LN		10		21		false		        21               "The Nevada Revised Statutes prohibits the				false

		257						LN		10		22		false		        22               use of one's position in government to				false

		258						LN		10		23		false		        23               secure or grant unwarranted, privileges,				false

		259						LN		10		24		false		        24               preferences, exceptions, or advantages to				false

		260						LN		10		25		false		        25               any person or entity."				false

		261						PG		11		0		false		page 11				false

		262						LN		11		1		false		         1           And it goes through a discussion that I				false

		263						LN		11		2		false		         2 think you'll find useful to understand why I believe				false

		264						LN		11		3		false		         3 all Picture Pass Holders need to be treated equally				false

		265						LN		11		4		false		         4 with respect to access to the golf courses.				false

		266						LN		11		5		false		         5           I was very disappointed when I read in the				false

		267						LN		11		6		false		         6 materials that 43 percent of the preferred tee times				false

		268						LN		11		7		false		         7 have already been given out in February to the golf				false

		269						LN		11		8		false		         8 clubs, not to individuals, but to unnamed people at				false

		270						LN		11		9		false		         9 the golf clubs to allocate out.				false

		271						LN		11		10		false		        10           And that the people who are Picture Pass				false

		272						LN		11		11		false		        11 Holders who are not in golf clubs have not even been				false

		273						LN		11		12		false		        12 able to make reservations.				false

		274						LN		11		13		false		        13           And how can that be equal access, and how				false

		275						LN		11		14		false		        14 can the other venues be asked to somewhat subsidize				false

		276						LN		11		15		false		        15 the losses in golf?				false

		277						LN		11		16		false		        16           Although, with due respect, someone said				false

		278						LN		11		17		false		        17 that they're breaking even, the break-evens, I know				false

		279						LN		11		18		false		        18 don't include depreciation, debt, or some other				false

		280						LN		11		19		false		        19 items, I can't remember what the third one is, so,				false

		281						LN		11		20		false		        20 they are breaking even.				false

		282						LN		11		21		false		        21           But it's not a problem when one venue				false

		283						LN		11		22		false		        22 supports another venue, because, sometime, there may				false

		284						LN		11		23		false		        23 be no snow and ski will need support.				false

		285						LN		11		24		false		        24           But it is a problem when other people, who				false

		286						LN		11		25		false		        25 are not golfers, and who are not in golf clubs, are				false

		287						PG		12		0		false		page 12				false

		288						LN		12		1		false		         1 asked to support losses in the golf clubs.				false

		289						LN		12		2		false		         2           It's also a problem when people think,				false

		290						LN		12		3		false		         3 well, we're having of all these banquets, and we're				false

		291						LN		12		4		false		         4 doing so much for the clubs, when we see that $1,000				false

		292						LN		12		5		false		         5 a day is lost at the Champ Course, and when we see				false

		293						LN		12		6		false		         6 there's a loss on almost every event that is given.				false

		294						LN		12		7		false		         7           So there's a lot of things that need to be				false

		295						LN		12		8		false		         8 worked on by the trustees, and I do feel it's the				false

		296						LN		12		9		false		         9 trustees' responsibility to be sure that we do				false

		297						LN		12		10		false		        10 something about the losses.				false

		298						LN		12		11		false		        11           I'm not saying you have to cover				false

		299						LN		12		12		false		        12 everything, but I am saying you have to treat all				false

		300						LN		12		13		false		        13 Picture Pass Holders equally.				false

		301						LN		12		14		false		        14           It is also to me a disaster to decide,				false

		302						LN		12		15		false		        15 well, the golf clubs don't want to pay reservation				false

		303						LN		12		16		false		        16 fees, and, yeah, it's not fair to treat other				false

		304						LN		12		17		false		        17 Picture Pass Holders differently, and so we're just				false

		305						LN		12		18		false		        18 going to cut out reservation fees.  That's $11,000				false

		306						LN		12		19		false		        19 of fees that you're going to be cutting out, and you				false

		307						LN		12		20		false		        20 have a loss that you need to cover.				false

		308						LN		12		21		false		        21           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		309						LN		12		22		false		        22           MS. BECKER:  And worse yet, what is going				false

		310						LN		12		23		false		        23 to happen is you're going to have people no-showing,				false

		311						LN		12		24		false		        24 more no-shows with no reservation fees, and we're				false

		312						LN		12		25		false		        25 going to lose more money.  That's not the way to go.				false

		313						PG		13		0		false		page 13				false

		314						LN		13		1		false		         1           And, lastly, I will just say this:  I				false

		315						LN		13		2		false		         2 think IVGID is a wonderful place with wonderful				false

		316						LN		13		3		false		         3 venues, but everybody should get together and help				false

		317						LN		13		4		false		         4 support each other in the various venues.				false

		318						LN		13		5		false		         5           Thank you.				false

		319						LN		13		6		false		         6           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Becker.				false

		320						LN		13		7		false		         7           Next up, Mr. Hershberg (phonetic).				false

		321						LN		13		8		false		         8           MR. HERSHBERG:  My name's Stan Hershberg,				false

		322						LN		13		9		false		         9 and I'm a full-time resident here, and a Picture				false

		323						LN		13		10		false		        10 Pass Holder.				false

		324						LN		13		11		false		        11           First of all, I want to thank the trustees				false

		325						LN		13		12		false		        12 for all of their hard work and for taking a deep				false

		326						LN		13		13		false		        13 dive into this particular subject.				false

		327						LN		13		14		false		        14           I don't oppose having other venues				false

		328						LN		13		15		false		        15 subsidize the reasonable golf, on occasion, because				false

		329						LN		13		16		false		        16 golf is a benefit to IVGID and its property owners.				false

		330						LN		13		17		false		        17           But a $1.5- or $2 million or more subsidy				false

		331						LN		13		18		false		        18 has occurred in the past, is really out of line.				false

		332						LN		13		19		false		        19           I also oppose subsidizing golf work.  Any				false

		333						LN		13		20		false		        20 recreation venue which discriminates in any manner				false

		334						LN		13		21		false		        21 as to the benefits given to Picture Pass Holders at				false

		335						LN		13		22		false		        22 any particular venue.				false

		336						LN		13		23		false		        23           I ask that all Picture Pass Holders				false

		337						LN		13		24		false		        24 golfers be treated the same and that any and all				false

		338						LN		13		25		false		        25 different of special benefits that have been				false

		339						PG		14		0		false		page 14				false

		340						LN		14		1		false		         1 conferred, without or without board approval, upon				false

		341						LN		14		2		false		         2 golf clubs or Picture Pass Holders or members of				false

		342						LN		14		3		false		         3 golf clubs be immediately stopped.				false

		343						LN		14		4		false		         4           Every Picture Pass Holder who wants to				false

		344						LN		14		5		false		         5 golf at our golf venue should be entitled to the				false

		345						LN		14		6		false		         6 same benefits and charged identically, just as there				false

		346						LN		14		7		false		         7 are no special privileges given to select groups at				false

		347						LN		14		8		false		         8 any other IVGID venue.				false

		348						LN		14		9		false		         9           Golf clubs should have no special				false

		349						LN		14		10		false		        10 privileges or rights at all to reserved preferred				false

		350						LN		14		11		false		        11 tee times, including being able to reserve early or				false

		351						LN		14		12		false		        12 without reservation fees.  All reservations to be				false

		352						LN		14		13		false		        13 offered equally to Picture Pass Holders whether or				false

		353						LN		14		14		false		        14 not they are members of a golf club.				false

		354						LN		14		15		false		        15           Governmental entities and their governing				false

		355						LN		14		16		false		        16 boards cannot legally and should not give privileges				false

		356						LN		14		17		false		        17 to any individuals or groups.				false

		357						LN		14		18		false		        18           I do not understand how the discrimination				false

		358						LN		14		19		false		        19 demonstrated in tonight's board packet ever occurred				false

		359						LN		14		20		false		        20 or would be allowed to continue as this causes a				false

		360						LN		14		21		false		        21 loss of faith in government by those who are				false

		361						LN		14		22		false		        22 governed.				false

		362						LN		14		23		false		        23           I also have heard that some of the golf				false

		363						LN		14		24		false		        24 clubs are charging a markup on tee times and				false

		364						LN		14		25		false		        25 reservation, which, if true, must be stopped.				false

		365						PG		15		0		false		page 15				false

		366						LN		15		1		false		         1           I understand that golf club members have				false

		367						LN		15		2		false		         2 been -- who have been unfairly privileged would not				false

		368						LN		15		3		false		         3 want to loose their special privileges and preferred				false

		369						LN		15		4		false		         4 charges, but I hope that they will think about the				false

		370						LN		15		5		false		         5 unfairness of the current procedure to others and				false

		371						LN		15		6		false		         6 support policies that are fair and equitable to to				false

		372						LN		15		7		false		         7 all.  IVGID residents should not be subsidizing the				false

		373						LN		15		8		false		         8 golf club members.				false

		374						LN		15		9		false		         9           Thank you.				false

		375						LN		15		10		false		        10           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Hershberg.				false

		376						LN		15		11		false		        11           Next up, Mr. Tanner.				false

		377						LN		15		12		false		        12           MR. TANNER:  My name is Mark Tanner, 914				false

		378						LN		15		13		false		        13 Jennifer Street.  I live here all the time.				false

		379						LN		15		14		false		        14           I want to thank you for taking on a tough				false

		380						LN		15		15		false		        15 subject.  I guess when people get elected, that's				false

		381						LN		15		16		false		        16 what you have to do is take on the tough ones.				false

		382						LN		15		17		false		        17           I actually read all 62 pages of the study.				false

		383						LN		15		18		false		        18 I think it's very thorough.  I think it's done very				false

		384						LN		15		19		false		        19 well.				false

		385						LN		15		20		false		        20           What I like is to set out the guiding				false

		386						LN		15		21		false		        21 principles, because if you can agree on the guiding				false

		387						LN		15		22		false		        22 principles, then the recommendations will flow into				false

		388						LN		15		23		false		        23 that very nicely.				false

		389						LN		15		24		false		        24           If you don't have an agreement on the				false

		390						LN		15		25		false		        25 guiding principles, you'll just keep spinning your				false

		391						PG		16		0		false		page 16				false

		392						LN		16		1		false		         1 wheels.				false

		393						LN		16		2		false		         2           So, I'd guess I'd make four points:				false

		394						LN		16		3		false		         3           One is that I do believe we should reduce				false

		395						LN		16		4		false		         4 dependence on Diamond Peak.  I don't think any				false

		396						LN		16		5		false		         5 entity or any activity in the town should be				false

		397						LN		16		6		false		         6 over-subsidized by one or the others.  I think the				false

		398						LN		16		7		false		         7 beneficiary should bear more of the cost.  It seems				false

		399						LN		16		8		false		         8 to me, as I look at what you've proposed, you know,				false

		400						LN		16		9		false		         9 to go from $24 for a nine-hole round at Mountain				false

		401						LN		16		10		false		        10 Peak up to $55 at the Championship Course, I mean,				false

		402						LN		16		11		false		        11 those are great rates.  Those are great, great				false

		403						LN		16		12		false		        12 rates.  I don't know where else you can golf for $25				false

		404						LN		16		13		false		        13 to $55, especially at this kind of a venue.  So, I				false

		405						LN		16		14		false		        14 think that's great.				false

		406						LN		16		15		false		        15           I do -- I also question the logic of golf				false

		407						LN		16		16		false		        16 clubs getting special privileges.				false

		408						LN		16		17		false		        17           If I were to form a tennis club, would I				false

		409						LN		16		18		false		        18 be able to get me and my friends to be able to have				false

		410						LN		16		19		false		        19 other Picture Pass Holders put to the back of the				false

		411						LN		16		20		false		        20 line?  I don't think that would be fair.				false

		412						LN		16		21		false		        21           If I decided to have a beach volleyball				false

		413						LN		16		22		false		        22 club at Burnt Cedar, and I could reserve the				false

		414						LN		16		23		false		        23 volleyball court and other people couldn't, that				false

		415						LN		16		24		false		        24 wouldn't seem fair to me.				false

		416						LN		16		25		false		        25           So, I really do question the logic of a				false

		417						PG		17		0		false		page 17				false

		418						LN		17		1		false		         1 club having special benefits over the regular				false

		419						LN		17		2		false		         2 Picture Pass Holders.				false

		420						LN		17		3		false		         3           And, finally, I would encourage you do to				false

		421						LN		17		4		false		         4 anything you can to make it easier for the rising				false

		422						LN		17		5		false		         5 generation to both learn and love golf.  If we can				false

		423						LN		17		6		false		         6 help them be able do that, I think that would be				false

		424						LN		17		7		false		         7 great.  Not just wait until someone can afford to				false

		425						LN		17		8		false		         8 buy a home in Incline Village that they could learn				false

		426						LN		17		9		false		         9 to love golf before that.  Because, otherwise, it				false

		427						LN		17		10		false		        10 could be very expensive to even learn it.				false

		428						LN		17		11		false		        11           I thank you for your service.				false

		429						LN		17		12		false		        12           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Tanner.				false

		430						LN		17		13		false		        13           Next up, Ms. Wolf.				false

		431						LN		17		14		false		        14           MS. WOLF:  Polly Wolf, 515 Eagle Drive.				false

		432						LN		17		15		false		        15           You know, it amazes me when people move				false

		433						LN		17		16		false		        16 into town from somewhere else, and about 30 days				false

		434						LN		17		17		false		        17 later, they start telling us how we're doing it				false

		435						LN		17		18		false		        18 wrong, and yet we've managing to live here all these				false

		436						LN		17		19		false		        19 years just fine.				false

		437						LN		17		20		false		        20           I find it incredulous, Sara, that you have				false

		438						LN		17		21		false		        21 never played a round of golf, you don't know how to				false

		439						LN		17		22		false		        22 play golf, you've never played at the Champ Course,				false

		440						LN		17		23		false		        23 you've never bothered to join a women's league and				false

		441						LN		17		24		false		        24 learn anything about it, but here you are, telling				false

		442						LN		17		25		false		        25 us what you know about golf clubs.				false

		443						PG		18		0		false		page 18				false

		444						LN		18		1		false		         1           I find it incredulous that two CPAs have				false

		445						LN		18		2		false		         2 blown your numbers out of water.  And as far as how				false

		446						LN		18		3		false		         3 much money the golf clubs spend with tee times at				false

		447						LN		18		4		false		         4 the pro shop and food and beverage.  But you won't				false

		448						LN		18		5		false		         5 listen.  And one of them is on your committee.				false

		449						LN		18		6		false		         6           And I also find it incredulous that you				false

		450						LN		18		7		false		         7 will listen to the nine cave people who came here				false

		451						LN		18		8		false		         8 and do nothing but whine and complain about how				false

		452						LN		18		9		false		         9 awful it is here.  They just moan and they offer				false

		453						LN		18		10		false		        10 nothing to this town.  And yet you listen to them.				false

		454						LN		18		11		false		        11           So you're not a golfer, you're not a CPA,				false

		455						LN		18		12		false		        12 you didn't understand the word "unanimous" when it				false

		456						LN		18		13		false		        13 came to voting for the Rec Center.				false

		457						LN		18		14		false		        14           You need to go back and talk to people who				false

		458						LN		18		15		false		        15 actually are golfers and that know -- that knows				false

		459						LN		18		16		false		        16 some money.				false

		460						LN		18		17		false		        17           And just as side note, as Strother Martin				false

		461						LN		18		18		false		        18 said to Butch Cassidy in the Sundance Kid, "Morons.				false

		462						LN		18		19		false		        19 I've got morons on my team."  And I'm afraid we've				false

		463						LN		18		20		false		        20 got some of them on this board.				false

		464						LN		18		21		false		        21           Thank you.				false

		465						LN		18		22		false		        22           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Wolf.				false

		466						LN		18		23		false		        23           Next up, Mr. Holman (phonetic).				false

		467						LN		18		24		false		        24           MR. HOLMAN:  Hello.  Mick Holman, Incline				false

		468						LN		18		25		false		        25 resident.				false

		469						PG		19		0		false		page 19				false

		470						LN		19		1		false		         1           First, I want to say that I'm not going to				false

		471						LN		19		2		false		         2 apologize to certain trustees if you find the				false

		472						LN		19		3		false		         3 financial and other information I've compiled to be				false

		473						LN		19		4		false		         4 inconvenient.				false

		474						LN		19		5		false		         5           I've spent my entire professional career				false

		475						LN		19		6		false		         6 dedicated to the publication to accurate, unbiased				false

		476						LN		19		7		false		         7 financial information so leadership and investors				false

		477						LN		19		8		false		         8 can make informed decisions.				false

		478						LN		19		9		false		         9           So, when I see information that is				false

		479						LN		19		10		false		        10 incomplete or presented in a biased format in order				false

		480						LN		19		11		false		        11 to drive an agenda, I'm going to speak up.				false

		481						LN		19		12		false		        12           With that in mind, I sent a note to the				false

		482						LN		19		13		false		        13 trustees yesterday.  It included a set of financial				false

		483						LN		19		14		false		        14 projections that modeled the overall impact of				false

		484						LN		19		15		false		        15 various rate increase options.				false

		485						LN		19		16		false		        16           I want to highlight some points:				false

		486						LN		19		17		false		        17           First, the analysis showed that a				false

		487						LN		19		18		false		        18 combination of the reduced tee intervals and dynamic				false

		488						LN		19		19		false		        19 pricing discounts, along with an across-the-board				false

		489						LN		19		20		false		        20 increase of five to eight percent to give golf				false

		490						LN		19		21		false		        21 operations to break even or better in an operating				false

		491						LN		19		22		false		        22 cash flow basis.  This excludes capital.				false

		492						LN		19		23		false		        23           Per the board's pricing policy, capital				false

		493						LN		19		24		false		        24 costs, which does include depreciation, are covered				false

		494						LN		19		25		false		        25 by facility fees.				false

		495						PG		20		0		false		page 20				false

		496						LN		20		1		false		         1           Second, the analysis retained in				false

		497						LN		20		2		false		         2 All-You-Can-Play Passes the Champ Course have a $4				false

		498						LN		20		3		false		         3 average per round revenue difference between				false

		499						LN		20		4		false		         4 All-You-Can-Play passes at $66 and Picture Pass				false

		500						LN		20		5		false		         5 Holders at $70.				false

		501						LN		20		6		false		         6           All-You-Can-Play Pass Holders are our				false

		502						LN		20		7		false		         7 most-loyal customers.  They provided an upfront,				false

		503						LN		20		8		false		         8 guaranteed revenue of over $400,000 last year, they				false

		504						LN		20		9		false		         9 disproportionately fund the range, likely accounting				false

		505						LN		20		10		false		        10 for over $50,000 of the range revenue, and are the				false

		506						LN		20		11		false		        11 biggest spenders and the restaurant and pro shop.				false

		507						LN		20		12		false		        12           You're taking a significant risk that many				false

		508						LN		20		13		false		        13 of these residents will leave if you eliminate the				false

		509						LN		20		14		false		        14 passes.  And for what?  For a $4-per-round discount.				false

		510						LN		20		15		false		        15 Really?				false

		511						LN		20		16		false		        16           The staff's assuming they'll only fill				false

		512						LN		20		17		false		        17 about 65 percent of incremental tee times, so we				false

		513						LN		20		18		false		        18 know these members aren't displacing other golfers.				false

		514						LN		20		19		false		        19           The majority of that lost revenue from any				false

		515						LN		20		20		false		        20 departure will be a direct hit to the bottom line				false

		516						LN		20		21		false		        21 because costs are largely fixed and won't be				false

		517						LN		20		22		false		        22 reduced.				false

		518						LN		20		23		false		        23           Every other golf venue in the area has				false

		519						LN		20		24		false		        24 all-you-can-play options.  This makes this real.				false

		520						LN		20		25		false		        25 Why take the risk?				false

		521						PG		21		0		false		page 21				false

		522						LN		21		1		false		         1           I propose a better solution:  Let's just				false

		523						LN		21		2		false		         2 reduce the average gap.  Let's add a two-percent				false

		524						LN		21		3		false		         3 kicker to the all-you-can-play rate increase, so if				false

		525						LN		21		4		false		         4 you're increasing overall rates by five percent,				false

		526						LN		21		5		false		         5 then increase the all-you-can-play rate by seven or				false

		527						LN		21		6		false		         6 even eight percent versus last year's structure.				false

		528						LN		21		7		false		         7 It's a win/win.				false

		529						LN		21		8		false		         8           Third, I want to reiterate some points I				false

		530						LN		21		9		false		         9 made at an earlier meeting regarding the economics				false

		531						LN		21		10		false		        10 of a normal golf operation and how that relates to				false

		532						LN		21		11		false		        11 the unique situation at Incline.				false

		533						LN		21		12		false		        12           Let's pretend we're operating golf like a				false

		534						LN		21		13		false		        13 typical business.  We're not giving golf all the				false

		535						LN		21		14		false		        14 tools normal golf clubs have to make it financially				false

		536						LN		21		15		false		        15 viable.  We're not giving banquet events.  We're not				false

		537						LN		21		16		false		        16 providing the benefit of a year-around dinning				false

		538						LN		21		17		false		        17 experience benefiting the Chateau's location.				false

		539						LN		21		18		false		        18           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		540						LN		21		19		false		        19           MS. MURRY:  And we're not doing other				false

		541						LN		21		20		false		        20 things we could to optimize other revenue				false

		542						LN		21		21		false		        21 opportunities in the off season.				false

		543						LN		21		22		false		        22           So let's not pretend that with only four				false

		544						LN		21		23		false		        23 to five months of golf revenue, we can make the				false

		545						LN		21		24		false		        24 operations, as we choose to narrowly define it, work				false

		546						LN		21		25		false		        25 on its own financially.				false

		547						PG		22		0		false		page 22				false

		548						LN		22		1		false		         1           If we think we can, I think we're chasing				false

		549						LN		22		2		false		         2 unicorns.				false

		550						LN		22		3		false		         3           Thank you.				false

		551						LN		22		4		false		         4           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Holman.				false

		552						LN		22		5		false		         5           Next up, Ms. Murry.				false

		553						LN		22		6		false		         6           MS. MURRY:  Leslie Murry, 976 Fairway View				false

		554						LN		22		7		false		         7 Court, Incline Village.				false

		555						LN		22		8		false		         8           I first pointed out that the rec				false

		556						LN		22		9		false		         9 facilities in tennis and pickle ball do reserve				false

		557						LN		22		10		false		        10 courts for the entire season for clinics, for				false

		558						LN		22		11		false		        11 leagues, for lessons, for kids, and people of all				false

		559						LN		22		12		false		        12 ages.				false

		560						LN		22		13		false		        13           I'd also state that most people I've				false

		561						LN		22		14		false		        14 talked to regarding golf are not opposed to a				false

		562						LN		22		15		false		        15 reasonable increase in green fees.				false

		563						LN		22		16		false		        16           But it seems that all six golf clubs feel				false

		564						LN		22		17		false		        17 that the prebooking fee is a non-workable component				false

		565						LN		22		18		false		        18 for clubs, and part of the your job as trustees is				false

		566						LN		22		19		false		        19 fining a solution that addresses and preserves the				false

		567						LN		22		20		false		        20 ability for the Incline golf clubs to continue and				false

		568						LN		22		21		false		        21 to thrive.				false

		569						LN		22		22		false		        22           When a proposed idea upsets the majority				false

		570						LN		22		23		false		        23 of the golfing community, it is your responsibility				false

		571						LN		22		24		false		        24 to figure out how to work together with us for a				false

		572						LN		22		25		false		        25 workable solution.				false

		573						PG		23		0		false		page 23				false

		574						LN		23		1		false		         1           We want to trust you.  You are hearing us,				false

		575						LN		23		2		false		         2 and we want to trust that you want to work with us,				false

		576						LN		23		3		false		         3 not against us.				false

		577						LN		23		4		false		         4           Do you truly understand why your proposed				false

		578						LN		23		5		false		         5 prebooking fee is detriment to the golf clubs?  Have				false

		579						LN		23		6		false		         6 you taken the time to call someone and ask why that				false

		580						LN		23		7		false		         7 has not worked for a golf club?				false

		581						LN		23		8		false		         8           It is important that you understand why				false

		582						LN		23		9		false		         9 we're upset.  Show us some compassion.  Your				false

		583						LN		23		10		false		        10 responsibility is to listen and work toward a mutual				false

		584						LN		23		11		false		        11 solution.				false

		585						LN		23		12		false		        12           I am a member of the Mountain Niner's golf				false

		586						LN		23		13		false		        13 club, and if there was ever a golf course that				false

		587						LN		23		14		false		        14 really serves their community, the Mountain Course				false

		588						LN		23		15		false		        15 is it.				false

		589						LN		23		16		false		        16           We have 150 golfers, and some of them have				false

		590						LN		23		17		false		        17 become golfers here in the Village because of this				false

		591						LN		23		18		false		        18 incredible amenity.				false

		592						LN		23		19		false		        19           Did you know that we have a group of older				false

		593						LN		23		20		false		        20 senior women who only put, that are outside enjoying				false

		594						LN		23		21		false		        21 the fresh air and socializing with us?  The Mountain				false

		595						LN		23		22		false		        22 Course has been accessible and affordable, and the				false

		596						LN		23		23		false		        23 staffing is lean, but wonderful.				false

		597						LN		23		24		false		        24           And as a Mountain Niner, I can only				false

		598						LN		23		25		false		        25 reserve a tee time no more than two weeks in				false

		599						PG		24		0		false		page 24				false

		600						LN		24		1		false		         1 advance.				false

		601						LN		24		2		false		         2           I urge you not to be so quick to undo all				false

		602						LN		24		3		false		         3 that makes our golfing community special.				false

		603						LN		24		4		false		         4           As we enter the second week in May, I				false

		604						LN		24		5		false		         5 recommend that you table the prebooking fee				false

		605						LN		24		6		false		         6 component and learn what other venues do.				false

		606						LN		24		7		false		         7           You, as trustees, should not be in the				false

		607						LN		24		8		false		         8 business of shutting down programs, which we fear				false

		608						LN		24		9		false		         9 the prebooking fee will result in.				false

		609						LN		24		10		false		        10           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Murry.				false

		610						LN		24		11		false		        11           Next up, Mr. Hall.				false

		611						LN		24		12		false		        12           MR. HALL:  My name is Brad Hall.  I'm a				false

		612						LN		24		13		false		        13 30-year resident of Incline.  I'm at 656-14th Green				false

		613						LN		24		14		false		        14 Drive.				false

		614						LN		24		15		false		        15           I did not come to Incline because of the				false

		615						LN		24		16		false		        16 golf course or the ski area or the Rec Center or the				false

		616						LN		24		17		false		        17 tennis courts or the beaches or Preston Field or the				false

		617						LN		24		18		false		        18 skate park or the disc golf park or the bike park or				false

		618						LN		24		19		false		        19 Aspen Grove.  I came because off all of those				false

		619						LN		24		20		false		        20 things.				false

		620						LN		24		21		false		        21           And I believe most of the residents				false

		621						LN		24		22		false		        22 in Incline appreciate the fact that the whole is				false

		622						LN		24		23		false		        23 greater than each individual part.				false

		623						LN		24		24		false		        24           I think over the last 30 years that I've				false

		624						LN		24		25		false		        25 been here, the IVGID board has done an admirable job				false

		625						PG		25		0		false		page 25				false

		626						LN		25		1		false		         1 of maintaining and improving the facilities which we				false

		627						LN		25		2		false		         2 have.				false

		628						LN		25		3		false		         3           I noticed in the agenda items on page 32,				false

		629						LN		25		4		false		         4 there was a statement that said, quote, over the				false

		630						LN		25		5		false		         5 years, the golf courses have been successfully				false

		631						LN		25		6		false		         6 operated as a component of the overall community				false

		632						LN		25		7		false		         7 services, recreational venues, and amenities				false

		633						LN		25		8		false		         8 provided by the District.				false

		634						LN		25		9		false		         9           Please don't lose site of the value that				false

		635						LN		25		10		false		        10 Incline is more valuable in total than it is by any				false

		636						LN		25		11		false		        11 individual piece.				false

		637						LN		25		12		false		        12           With regards to the annual rec fee, I				false

		638						LN		25		13		false		        13 noticed also in the representation on page 8, it				false

		639						LN		25		14		false		        14 said that we have an excess community service fund,				false

		640						LN		25		15		false		        15 the amount was not identified, but it said that it				false

		641						LN		25		16		false		        16 said that this fund has gone up for years, and that,				false

		642						LN		25		17		false		        17 quote, it was developed due to over-collection of				false

		643						LN		25		18		false		        18 rec fees and delayed cap X.				false

		644						LN		25		19		false		        19           I'm not here to suggest the rec fees are				false

		645						LN		25		20		false		        20 too high.  I don't believe that's the case.  I think				false

		646						LN		25		21		false		        21 we buy property in Incline, we understand what the				false

		647						LN		25		22		false		        22 rec fees are for:  It's for all of the facilities				false

		648						LN		25		23		false		        23 that we have.				false

		649						LN		25		24		false		        24           I've view the rec fee as sort of				false

		650						LN		25		25		false		        25 synonymous to property taxes, which we all pay.  I				false

		651						PG		26		0		false		page 26				false

		652						LN		26		1		false		         1 would not argue that my property taxes should not be				false

		653						LN		26		2		false		         2 used for schools if I didn't have children in				false

		654						LN		26		3		false		         3 schools because the property taxes are for a common				false

		655						LN		26		4		false		         4 good.				false

		656						LN		26		5		false		         5           I view the rec fee which we pay in Incline				false

		657						LN		26		6		false		         6 for the common good, our local public common good				false

		658						LN		26		7		false		         7 for all the facilities for which we have.				false

		659						LN		26		8		false		         8           Thank you.				false

		660						LN		26		9		false		         9           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Hall.				false

		661						LN		26		10		false		        10           Next up, Mr. Wallwrach (phonetic).				false

		662						LN		26		11		false		        11           MR. WALLWRACH:  Yes, I'm Kent Wallwrach,				false

		663						LN		26		12		false		        12 260 Lakeview Avenue.				false

		664						LN		26		13		false		        13           I'd like to, first of all, thank the				false

		665						LN		26		14		false		        14 trustees for all the amount of work that went into				false

		666						LN		26		15		false		        15 preparing that 62-page report in advance of this				false

		667						LN		26		16		false		        16 meeting, because at our meeting in April, we were				false

		668						LN		26		17		false		        17 all over the board with where the numbers were at.				false

		669						LN		26		18		false		        18 So, to have such a thorough analysis of the actual				false

		670						LN		26		19		false		        19 situation we're facing here was fantastic to have.				false

		671						LN		26		20		false		        20           Some comments, having read all 62 pages				false

		672						LN		26		21		false		        21 like the other gentleman.				false

		673						LN		26		22		false		        22           First of all, I think the value of this				false

		674						LN		26		23		false		        23 golf course, which is a world-class golf course, is				false

		675						LN		26		24		false		        24 not being measured appropriately against the other				false

		676						LN		26		25		false		        25 golf courses.				false

		677						PG		27		0		false		page 27				false

		678						LN		27		1		false		         1           So when you look at Gray's Crossing, which				false

		679						LN		27		2		false		         2 we did compare ourselves against, Edgewood, you made				false

		680						LN		27		3		false		         3 statements in the report that you would not compare				false

		681						LN		27		4		false		         4 against them because of their Century Tournament				false

		682						LN		27		5		false		         5 that they have there and a few other things, I would				false

		683						LN		27		6		false		         6 disagree, one hundred percent, with that strategy				false

		684						LN		27		7		false		         7 with regards to setting your pricing.				false

		685						LN		27		8		false		         8           The facility that we have here, the golf				false

		686						LN		27		9		false		         9 course, the beauty, I think it's appropriate that				false

		687						LN		27		10		false		        10 we're having our meeting tonight here in the				false

		688						LN		27		11		false		        11 Chateau, when you can look out and see just the				false

		689						LN		27		12		false		        12 stunningness of this facility, there's no reason				false

		690						LN		27		13		false		        13 with 15 million visitors coming to Lake Tahoe every				false

		691						LN		27		14		false		        14 year, and we have 9,000 residents, but with those 15				false

		692						LN		27		15		false		        15 million residents, that we shouldn't be right at the				false

		693						LN		27		16		false		        16 top of the list with all three of those other golf				false

		694						LN		27		17		false		        17 courses.				false

		695						LN		27		18		false		        18           So, if just went and matched old Greenwood				false

		696						LN		27		19		false		        19 or Gray's Crossing or even up to Edgewood, we would				false

		697						LN		27		20		false		        20 raise another $150- to $300,000 in our golf revenue				false

		698						LN		27		21		false		        21 just by matching what these other courses, and I				false

		699						LN		27		22		false		        22 think we have a superior golf course and facility to				false

		700						LN		27		23		false		        23 our competitors.				false

		701						LN		27		24		false		        24           So, I think we should take that into				false

		702						LN		27		25		false		        25 consideration.				false

		703						PG		28		0		false		page 28				false

		704						LN		28		1		false		         1           Also in this inflationary period, I think				false

		705						LN		28		2		false		         2 your rule about the Picture Pass Holders' rates				false

		706						LN		28		3		false		         3 being 50 percent of the non-rate, an inflationary				false

		707						LN		28		4		false		         4 period like where we are right now where the visitor				false

		708						LN		28		5		false		         5 rates are so high, I think that that should be				false

		709						LN		28		6		false		         6 variable.  So, maybe, it should be 40, if you can				false

		710						LN		28		7		false		         7 get $300 a round from the 15 million visitors coming				false

		711						LN		28		8		false		         8 to Lake Tahoe every year.				false

		712						LN		28		9		false		         9           So I think you should take that into				false

		713						LN		28		10		false		        10 consideration.				false

		714						LN		28		11		false		        11           The second point I'd like to make is the				false

		715						LN		28		12		false		        12 food and beverage.  I see we lost $161,000 on				false

		716						LN		28		13		false		        13 $600,000 in revenue.  A facility like this, looking				false

		717						LN		28		14		false		        14 out here --				false

		718						LN		28		15		false		        15           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		719						LN		28		16		false		        16           MR. WALLWRACH:  -- this space that we're				false

		720						LN		28		17		false		        17 all sitting in right now should be generating $4				false

		721						LN		28		18		false		        18 million a year as a destination restaurant, cutting				false

		722						LN		28		19		false		        19 at least 10 percent of $400,000 a year, which would				false

		723						LN		28		20		false		        20 be a $560,00 turnaround on the books.				false

		724						LN		28		21		false		        21           So, if you'd like to have further				false

		725						LN		28		22		false		        22 discussion about that idea or strategy, I'd be happy				false

		726						LN		28		23		false		        23 to visit with you.				false

		727						LN		28		24		false		        24           Thank you.				false

		728						LN		28		25		false		        25           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Wallwrach.				false

		729						PG		29		0		false		page 29				false

		730						LN		29		1		false		         1           Next up, Ms. Hitner (phonetic).				false

		731						LN		29		2		false		         2           MS. HITNER:  Hi.  Hiedi Hitner, 1401				false

		732						LN		29		3		false		         3 Tirol.				false

		733						LN		29		4		false		         4           So, following the last golf board meeting,				false

		734						LN		29		5		false		         5 I know we were tasked for the deep type.  Sara, you				false

		735						LN		29		6		false		         6 were particularly tasked as the exclusive trustee to				false

		736						LN		29		7		false		         7 work on this with Darren.				false

		737						LN		29		8		false		         8           There's three good things, and three				false

		738						LN		29		9		false		         9 horrible things in the current recommendation.  And				false

		739						LN		29		10		false		        10 I looked at from the lens of what is it going to				false

		740						LN		29		11		false		        11 cost me to play golf.				false

		741						LN		29		12		false		        12           The first good thing, and noted at the				false

		742						LN		29		13		false		        13 bottom of the handout as well:  Couples living under				false

		743						LN		29		14		false		        14 the household can use the combined play pass.				false

		744						LN		29		15		false		        15           The second good thing is the removal of				false

		745						LN		29		16		false		        16 the prebooking fee.				false

		746						LN		29		17		false		        17           And the third good thing is actually with				false

		747						LN		29		18		false		        18 the proposed rate the couple's play pass at the				false

		748						LN		29		19		false		        19 Champ Course has a discount of 16 to 17 percent				false

		749						LN		29		20		false		        20 versus the current rates.  I'm not sure that was the				false

		750						LN		29		21		false		        21 intent, but it was sure a good outcome.				false

		751						LN		29		22		false		        22           The horrible:				false

		752						LN		29		23		false		        23           As an individual golfer at the Mountain				false

		753						LN		29		24		false		        24 Course, if I play more than twice a week, June,				false

		754						LN		29		25		false		        25 July, August, and September, I have an 81 percent				false

		755						PG		30		0		false		page 30				false

		756						LN		30		1		false		         1 increase my rate.  I'm going to from $865 to now				false

		757						LN		30		2		false		         2 $1,569.  Seems pretty punitive considering we're				false

		758						LN		30		3		false		         3 considering raising guest rates eight percent, yet				false

		759						LN		30		4		false		         4 we seem very comfortable to make an 81 percent				false

		760						LN		30		5		false		         5 increase for our Mountain individual golfers.				false

		761						LN		30		6		false		         6           At the Champ Course, we are increasing				false

		762						LN		30		7		false		         7 rates 31 percent from a current, limited				false

		763						LN		30		8		false		         8 All-You-Can-Play individual from 2596 to 3404.				false

		764						LN		30		9		false		         9           The Couple's Play Pass at the Mountain,				false

		765						LN		30		10		false		        10 because couples can share the same pass, has an 18				false

		766						LN		30		11		false		        11 percent increase.  All materially higher than we are				false

		767						LN		30		12		false		        12 charging any of our Non-Picture Pass Holder rates.				false

		768						LN		30		13		false		        13           So, I would thank you for the three good				false

		769						LN		30		14		false		        14 things, and I would encourage that the play pass				false

		770						LN		30		15		false		        15 rate is no more than an eight-percent increase off				false

		771						LN		30		16		false		        16 the current rate.				false

		772						LN		30		17		false		        17           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Hitner.				false

		773						LN		30		18		false		        18           Next up, Mr. Price.				false

		774						LN		30		19		false		        19           MR. PRICE:  Steve Price, 170 Village				false

		775						LN		30		20		false		        20 Boulevard, number 30.				false

		776						LN		30		21		false		        21           I'm not here to comment on golf.  Although				false

		777						LN		30		22		false		        22 I am a golfer, and I have many opinions.				false

		778						LN		30		23		false		        23           But I am here for a different reason,				false

		779						LN		30		24		false		        24 which is to invite all of you, including you all out				false

		780						LN		30		25		false		        25 there the audience, to our annual Memorial Day				false

		781						PG		31		0		false		page 31				false

		782						LN		31		1		false		         1 service at Burnt Cedar of Memorial Day, the 29th.				false

		783						LN		31		2		false		         2           The event begins at ten o'clock, but we				false

		784						LN		31		3		false		         3 ask that you arrive somewhere around 9:30, enjoy the				false

		785						LN		31		4		false		         4 preprogrammed music, and enjoy the ceremony itself.				false

		786						LN		31		5		false		         5           It's a salute to those people who have				false

		787						LN		31		6		false		         6 made the ultimate sacrifice in the defense of our				false

		788						LN		31		7		false		         7 nation.				false

		789						LN		31		8		false		         8           So, I hope to see you there.  I know				false

		790						LN		31		9		false		         9 members of the board have in the past attended, and				false

		791						LN		31		10		false		        10 I look forward the seeing, not only the board				false

		792						LN		31		11		false		        11 members, but also those of you that are in				false

		793						LN		31		12		false		        12 attendance today.				false

		794						LN		31		13		false		        13           Thank you.				false

		795						LN		31		14		false		        14           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Price.				false

		796						LN		31		15		false		        15           Next up, Mr. Watson.				false

		797						LN		31		16		false		        16           MR. WATSON:  My name's Rob Watson, and I'm				false

		798						LN		31		17		false		        17 at 361 Country Club Drive.				false

		799						LN		31		18		false		        18           My wife and I have been residents of				false

		800						LN		31		19		false		        19 Incline Village for almost 6 years.  I have a lot of				false

		801						LN		31		20		false		        20 experience in the golf industry, as I've run a				false

		802						LN		31		21		false		        21 private country club, I'm a member of other private				false

		803						LN		31		22		false		        22 clubs, one being in Tahoe, and I'm currently a board				false

		804						LN		31		23		false		        23 member of IVGC.				false

		805						LN		31		24		false		        24           We do not winter in the Tahoe area, but				false

		806						LN		31		25		false		        25 recognize Diamond Peak has value to other community				false

		807						PG		32		0		false		page 32				false

		808						LN		32		1		false		         1 members and our real estate.				false

		809						LN		32		2		false		         2           Unfortunately, I have not paid attention				false

		810						LN		32		3		false		         3 to the politics of this area.  That has changed as				false

		811						LN		32		4		false		         4 the research I've been conducting over the last 30				false

		812						LN		32		5		false		         5 days has revealed there is a minority fraction that				false

		813						LN		32		6		false		         6 is feeding misinformation to this board, maybe at				false

		814						LN		32		7		false		         7 the desire of some of the board trustees.				false

		815						LN		32		8		false		         8           I reviewed the 62 pages that are being				false

		816						LN		32		9		false		         9 presented tonight.  It appears to me this				false

		817						LN		32		10		false		        10 presentation was done by one board member and two				false

		818						LN		32		11		false		        11 employees, albeit at least one of these people have				false

		819						LN		32		12		false		        12 golf experience.				false

		820						LN		32		13		false		        13           I noticed it contained some				false

		821						LN		32		14		false		        14 recommendations from the 2021 golf committee report.				false

		822						LN		32		15		false		        15 I ask you, where's the golf committee report for				false

		823						LN		32		16		false		        16 2022?				false

		824						LN		32		17		false		        17           I guess the Board of Trustees decided to				false

		825						LN		32		18		false		        18 disband the committee and take the job on				false

		826						LN		32		19		false		        19 themselves.  I believe that is a big mistake, since				false

		827						LN		32		20		false		        20 we are in the first week of May, and no decision has				false

		828						LN		32		21		false		        21 been made on this year's golf guidance.				false

		829						LN		32		22		false		        22           You put undue pressure on our golf				false

		830						LN		32		23		false		        23 management team at a time when we've had the biggest				false

		831						LN		32		24		false		        24 winter in 40 years, which adds additional pressure				false

		832						LN		32		25		false		        25 to our team.				false

		833						PG		33		0		false		page 33				false

		834						LN		33		1		false		         1           I've reviewed many emails to the Board of				false

		835						LN		33		2		false		         2 Trustees from many community members, but due to				false

		836						LN		33		3		false		         3 tonight's time restraints, I will mention only the				false

		837						LN		33		4		false		         4 latest where several community-member CPAs,				false

		838						LN		33		5		false		         5 knowledgeable of golf, point out data that is				false

		839						LN		33		6		false		         6 lacking in tonight's 62-page report.				false

		840						LN		33		7		false		         7           Since this issue has not been handled				false

		841						LN		33		8		false		         8 properly by this Board of Trustees, I hope you will				false

		842						LN		33		9		false		         9 pause any effort to change guidance to our				false

		843						LN		33		10		false		        10 management until a proper community golf committee				false

		844						LN		33		11		false		        11 can be formed to investigate operations, golf				false

		845						LN		33		12		false		        12 competition in the area, and the entire community's				false

		846						LN		33		13		false		        13 feeling about our golf course.				false

		847						LN		33		14		false		        14           I hope you will consider these				false

		848						LN		33		15		false		        15 recommendations for the season:				false

		849						LN		33		16		false		        16           Raise golf rates, I would hope by no more				false

		850						LN		33		17		false		        17 than five to eight percent.  Do not change any of				false

		851						LN		33		18		false		        18 the passes this year.  How can you want to reduce				false

		852						LN		33		19		false		        19 the amount of moneys we receive before we even start				false

		853						LN		33		20		false		        20 the golf season?  That's just crazy.  Ask any				false

		854						LN		33		21		false		        21 competent, semi-private or public course GM.  It's				false

		855						LN		33		22		false		        22 just crazy.				false

		856						LN		33		23		false		        23           Get rid of the prebook fee for all Picture				false

		857						LN		33		24		false		        24 Pass Holders.  That was ridiculous.  I don't how				false

		858						LN		33		25		false		        25 that got implemented.  And keep it for the				false

		859						PG		34		0		false		page 34				false

		860						LN		34		1		false		         1 Non-Picture Pass Holders.				false

		861						LN		34		2		false		         2           CHAIR DENT:  30 seconds.				false

		862						LN		34		3		false		         3           MR. WATSON:  Go forward with the				false

		863						LN		34		4		false		         4 recommendation of management to reduce tee time				false

		864						LN		34		5		false		         5 intervals to ten minutes; this could clearly bring				false

		865						LN		34		6		false		         6 in more revenue.				false

		866						LN		34		7		false		         7           And, finally in closing, I have to ask:				false

		867						LN		34		8		false		         8 How did we manage to not generate a profit from				false

		868						LN		34		9		false		         9 weddings that are put on at this beautiful place at				false

		869						LN		34		10		false		        10 the Chateau?  It's incredible.  I'm putting on a				false

		870						LN		34		11		false		        11 wedding at the Hyatt this summer, and the only				false

		871						LN		34		12		false		        12 reason I'm doing it there is because nobody called				false

		872						LN		34		13		false		        13 me back and gave me pricing or anything when I asked				false

		873						LN		34		14		false		        14 about it.				false

		874						LN		34		15		false		        15           Thank you very much.				false

		875						LN		34		16		false		        16           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Watson.				false

		876						LN		34		17		false		        17           Next up, Mr. Hitner.				false

		877						LN		34		18		false		        18           MS. HITNER:  Hello all.  Who wold have				false

		878						LN		34		19		false		        19 thought we would have a board meeting when we				false

		879						LN		34		20		false		        20 weren't just screaming at Indra.  This is pretty				false

		880						LN		34		21		false		        21 good.				false

		881						LN		34		22		false		        22           CHAIR DENT:  State your name and address				false

		882						LN		34		23		false		        23 for the --				false

		883						LN		34		24		false		        24           MR. HITNER:  Joe Hitner, 1401 Tirol.				false

		884						LN		34		25		false		        25           Guys, I've been thinking a lot about the				false

		885						PG		35		0		false		page 35				false

		886						LN		35		1		false		         1 golf.  I've been thinking a lot about the last				false

		887						LN		35		2		false		         2 couple of years, how this has been managed.				false

		888						LN		35		3		false		         3           We used to have meetings in here.  It used				false

		889						LN		35		4		false		         4 to have a nice bar in the back.  We traded that for				false

		890						LN		35		5		false		         5 a sheriff because things get so out of hand, and				false

		891						LN		35		6		false		         6 it's because of the nine people who just stir up				false

		892						LN		35		7		false		         7 everything in this town.				false

		893						LN		35		8		false		         8           But the mission vision and values here is:				false

		894						LN		35		9		false		         9               "With a passion for quality of life in our				false

		895						LN		35		10		false		        10               environment, Incline Village General				false

		896						LN		35		11		false		        11               Improvement District will enhance the				false

		897						LN		35		12		false		        12               reputation of our community as an				false

		898						LN		35		13		false		        13               exceptional place to live, work, invest,				false

		899						LN		35		14		false		        14               and play."				false

		900						LN		35		15		false		        15           As the Wolf man said earlier, these				false

		901						LN		35		16		false		        16 include all the amenities for all of us, and I like				false

		902						LN		35		17		false		        17 the balanced approach by a lot of my neighbors here				false

		903						LN		35		18		false		        18 who talk about, while they may not use all the				false

		904						LN		35		19		false		        19 amenities, that's why we're all here.				false

		905						LN		35		20		false		        20           The mission is:				false

		906						LN		35		21		false		        21               "To improve and delivers exemplary				false

		907						LN		35		22		false		        22               recreational experiences, provide the				false

		908						LN		35		23		false		        23               highest level of water" --				false

		909						LN		35		24		false		        24               We got that.				false

		910						LN		35		25		false		        25               -- "Sewer, solid waste" --				false

		911						PG		36		0		false		page 36				false

		912						LN		36		1		false		         1               We hear a lot of solid waste here in these				false

		913						LN		36		2		false		         2               meetings.				false

		914						LN		36		3		false		         3               -- "while striving for fiscal and				false

		915						LN		36		4		false		         4               environmental stability.  We're dedicated				false

		916						LN		36		5		false		         5               people providing service for our community				false

		917						LN		36		6		false		         6               and environment with integrity and				false

		918						LN		36		7		false		         7               teamwork."				false

		919						LN		36		8		false		         8           The board's sadly lacking in that and the				false

		920						LN		36		9		false		         9 mantra:  One district, one team.				false

		921						LN		36		10		false		        10           You guys have been pitted against each				false

		922						LN		36		11		false		        11 other forever.				false

		923						LN		36		12		false		        12           Ray, you know, as a consultant, you worked				false

		924						LN		36		13		false		        13 with a lot of companies, most recently power				false

		925						LN		36		14		false		        14 companies in California, that doesn't seem to be				false

		926						LN		36		15		false		        15 going too well in California for those folks.				false

		927						LN		36		16		false		        16           But your first move here was being a swing				false

		928						LN		36		17		false		        17 vote on taking resources that we used to attract				false

		929						LN		36		18		false		        18 employees and retention, and taken away their				false

		930						LN		36		19		false		        19 ability to use our amenities.  Big hit.				false

		931						LN		36		20		false		        20           Mr. Dent, your most-recent accusations				false

		932						LN		36		21		false		        21 about financial incentives provided to you, that's a				false

		933						LN		36		22		false		        22 scary thing.				false

		934						LN		36		23		false		        23           Sara, somebody mentioned earlier the rec				false

		935						LN		36		24		false		        24 fee -- or the Rec Center losing $26 million on that				false

		936						LN		36		25		false		        25 because we didn't understand the vote, even comments				false

		937						PG		37		0		false		page 37				false

		938						LN		37		1		false		         1 on giving golf carts to external residents, not our				false

		939						LN		37		2		false		         2 own, with our new golf carts shows me how little you				false

		940						LN		37		3		false		         3 know about golf, and the fact we paid for those golf				false

		941						LN		37		4		false		         4 carts.				false

		942						LN		37		5		false		         5           Guys, you're supposed to represent us.				false

		943						LN		37		6		false		         6 You should be attempting to set the best example of				false

		944						LN		37		7		false		         7 all of us, but you continue your infighting and				false

		945						LN		37		8		false		         8 agendas at the cost of our employees -- we have				false

		946						LN		37		9		false		         9 insane turnover of good people -- and our community.				false

		947						LN		37		10		false		        10           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		948						LN		37		11		false		        11           MR. WATSON:  You go out of your way to				false

		949						LN		37		12		false		        12 acknowledge a support the smallest, angriest				false

		950						LN		37		13		false		        13 minority of our town instead of hiring another				false

		951						LN		37		14		false		        14 consultant.				false

		952						LN		37		15		false		        15           It might be time for guys to get together				false

		953						LN		37		16		false		        16 in a room and try and figure this out.  Try reading				false

		954						LN		37		17		false		        17 your mission vision and values.				false

		955						LN		37		18		false		        18           You've managed to take the fun and put it				false

		956						LN		37		19		false		        19 back in dysfunctional, and the trust out of trustee.				false

		957						LN		37		20		false		        20 We might need a reset.				false

		958						LN		37		21		false		        21           Thanks for your time.				false

		959						LN		37		22		false		        22           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Hitner.				false

		960						LN		37		23		false		        23           Next up, Mr. Zuck (phonetic).				false

		961						LN		37		24		false		        24           MR ZUCK:  Hello.  Dwight Zuck at 978				false

		962						LN		37		25		false		        25 Fairway View Court.  I've been in the Incline				false

		963						PG		38		0		false		page 38				false

		964						LN		38		1		false		         1 Village or about three years now.				false

		965						LN		38		2		false		         2           Having spent decades over on the west				false

		966						LN		38		3		false		         3 shore in Tahoe City with my wife's family's cabin,				false

		967						LN		38		4		false		         4 our desire to escape and have a place to -- we had				false

		968						LN		38		5		false		         5 to sell that property back in 2015/2017.				false

		969						LN		38		6		false		         6           Anyway, we love Tahoe, and I think				false

		970						LN		38		7		false		         7 everything here that's in this room is here because				false

		971						LN		38		8		false		         8 they love Tahoe too.				false

		972						LN		38		9		false		         9           A lot jewels, including Crystal Bay,				false

		973						LN		38		10		false		        10 Diamond Peak, Emerald Lakes, and everywhere.				false

		974						LN		38		11		false		        11           We settled here in Tahoe City, and we love				false

		975						LN		38		12		false		        12 it.  I had heard, oh, it's organized.  It's got				false

		976						LN		38		13		false		        13 planned activities for people, and I'm thinking,				false

		977						LN		38		14		false		        14 that's not for me.  That's for people who don't know				false

		978						LN		38		15		false		        15 how to arrange their own fun.				false

		979						LN		38		16		false		        16           Anyway, we've enjoyed it.  We've been				false

		980						LN		38		17		false		        17 skiing.  I've had ski instructors that are sitting				false

		981						LN		38		18		false		        18 in the table in front of me.  I love the golf.  I'm				false

		982						LN		38		19		false		        19 not a golfer, by the way, and that's the main				false

		983						LN		38		20		false		        20 premise here.				false

		984						LN		38		21		false		        21           I'm not a golfer, but I came here -- and				false

		985						LN		38		22		false		        22 where did I buy my house?  On the first tee box,				false

		986						LN		38		23		false		        23 right behind us over here.				false

		987						LN		38		24		false		        24           And I thought, honey, why are we doing				false

		988						LN		38		25		false		        25 this, were not golfers?  Well, we golf once, twice a				false

		989						PG		39		0		false		page 39				false

		990						LN		39		1		false		         1 year, maybe, when somebody else invites us.				false

		991						LN		39		2		false		         2           Since then, our first year, going into				false

		992						LN		39		3		false		         3 first summer, I said, "Honey, you need something to				false

		993						LN		39		4		false		         4 do."				false

		994						LN		39		5		false		         5           She says, "Well, I'll join the Mountain				false

		995						LN		39		6		false		         6 Niners."				false

		996						LN		39		7		false		         7           And, hallelujah, it's been a relief.  She				false

		997						LN		39		8		false		         8 loves it, and this is her third year coming up.				false

		998						LN		39		9		false		         9 She's on the social committee.				false

		999						LN		39		10		false		        10           And going into the winter, another				false

		1000						LN		39		11		false		        11 neighbor said that we met because of Mountain				false

		1001						LN		39		12		false		        12 Niners, and we started doing things with them.  It's				false

		1002						LN		39		13		false		        13 quite a big group there and I encourage all of you				false

		1003						LN		39		14		false		        14 to go see them when they launch on a Tuesday or				false

		1004						LN		39		15		false		        15 Thursday morning.				false

		1005						LN		39		16		false		        16           I was asked to join the TIGC.  I said, "Is				false

		1006						LN		39		17		false		        17 that the snobs or the slobs?"				false

		1007						LN		39		18		false		        18           They said, "The slobs."				false

		1008						LN		39		19		false		        19           I said, "Okay.  I can do that."				false

		1009						LN		39		20		false		        20           And as a result, I've playing golf,				false

		1010						LN		39		21		false		        21 probably in the year before only two times, but				false

		1011						LN		39		22		false		        22 the -- and had people come and I paid their				false

		1012						LN		39		23		false		        23 pre-advanced fees and everything.				false

		1013						LN		39		24		false		        24           Last year I did play golf, probably, eight				false

		1014						LN		39		25		false		        25 or ten times at the IGC.  That's revenue that I				false

		1015						PG		40		0		false		page 40				false

		1016						LN		40		1		false		         1 wouldn't have paid otherwise.				false

		1017						LN		40		2		false		         2           All my dues, I believe ended up in the				false

		1018						LN		40		3		false		         3 coffers of Incline Village.  I buy goods there for				false

		1019						LN		40		4		false		         4 my golf.  And I'm proud of being a member.				false

		1020						LN		40		5		false		         5           And then to hear all this stuff --				false

		1021						LN		40		6		false		         6           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		1022						LN		40		7		false		         7           MR ZUCK:  -- it's very frustrating that we				false

		1023						LN		40		8		false		         8 can't figure out a better way.  I think we can				false

		1024						LN		40		9		false		         9 figure it out, and I think we gotta work together.				false

		1025						LN		40		10		false		        10 I know we can continue to make golf a good thing				false

		1026						LN		40		11		false		        11 here at Incline Village, and keep the people -- the				false

		1027						LN		40		12		false		        12 local residents as priorities.				false

		1028						LN		40		13		false		        13           I don't know if you guys are getting				false

		1029						LN		40		14		false		        14 pressure from the new owners of the Hyatt or what it				false

		1030						LN		40		15		false		        15 is, but, certainly, it doesn't make sense that we				false

		1031						LN		40		16		false		        16 should be second-fiddled citizens.				false

		1032						LN		40		17		false		        17           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Zuck.				false

		1033						LN		40		18		false		        18           Next up, Mr. Wang.				false

		1034						LN		40		19		false		        19           MR. WANG:  Good evening.  My name is Mike				false

		1035						LN		40		20		false		        20 Wang.  Live at 780 Golfer's Pass.  I've been part a				false

		1036						LN		40		21		false		        21 part-time and full-time resident here since about				false

		1037						LN		40		22		false		        22 1994.				false

		1038						LN		40		23		false		        23           I am not a member of the golf club,				false

		1039						LN		40		24		false		        24 although.  I do try and play golf, which means I try				false

		1040						LN		40		25		false		        25 and address the ball, give it direction, and then				false

		1041						PG		41		0		false		page 41				false

		1042						LN		41		1		false		         1 chase it as it goes its own way, so I have				false

		1043						LN		41		2		false		         2 experienced in going through all around the golf				false

		1044						LN		41		3		false		         3 including the fairways and people's garages and				false

		1045						LN		41		4		false		         4 carports.				false

		1046						LN		41		5		false		         5           So I want to -- and I have made --				false

		1047						LN		41		6		false		         6 submitted previous comments to you as a result of				false

		1048						LN		41		7		false		         7 the April 5 meeting.  Some of them, you responded,				false

		1049						LN		41		8		false		         8 and some of them, you did not.  But I understand				false

		1050						LN		41		9		false		         9 that you had a tremendous amount of outpouring				false

		1051						LN		41		10		false		        10 comments.				false

		1052						LN		41		11		false		        11           Over the 34 years I've lived here, I can				false

		1053						LN		41		12		false		        12 tell you in all honesty, that the best way to get				false

		1054						LN		41		13		false		        13 people to attend an IVGID meeting is to change golf				false

		1055						LN		41		14		false		        14 prices and golf pass rates.  It is a highly				false

		1056						LN		41		15		false		        15 emotional subject, and it has been as long as I've				false

		1057						LN		41		16		false		        16 been here.				false

		1058						LN		41		17		false		        17           In my comments to you, one of the things I				false

		1059						LN		41		18		false		        18 said was that as a governing board, your job, your				false

		1060						LN		41		19		false		        19 objective is to set policy objectives and				false

		1061						LN		41		20		false		        20 strategies, and then have staff develop options to				false

		1062						LN		41		21		false		        21 implement those strategies.				false

		1063						LN		41		22		false		        22           And then governing board meetings, such as				false

		1064						LN		41		23		false		        23 the one here, you debate and discuss those amongst				false

		1065						LN		41		24		false		        24 the public, so that the public can offer their				false

		1066						LN		41		25		false		        25 opinions.				false

		1067						PG		42		0		false		page 42				false

		1068						LN		42		1		false		         1           What -- and so as a result of that, you				false

		1069						LN		42		2		false		         2 look at today's package which, I understand came up				false

		1070						LN		42		3		false		         3 late last week, and the package has some good points				false

		1071						LN		42		4		false		         4 associated with the strategy and the strategy and				false

		1072						LN		42		5		false		         5 the overall objectives of this policy.				false

		1073						LN		42		6		false		         6           But then there's a lot of detail, which is				false

		1074						LN		42		7		false		         7 virtually unreadable because the package, the				false

		1075						LN		42		8		false		         8 print's too small, the scale's too small, and it's				false

		1076						LN		42		9		false		         9 not information productive to the public.				false

		1077						LN		42		10		false		        10           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		1078						LN		42		11		false		        11           MR. WANG:  So, I would ask you to, in the				false

		1079						LN		42		12		false		        12 future, develop a policy and then have workshops so				false

		1080						LN		42		13		false		        13 individuals can work effectively, present their				false

		1081						LN		42		14		false		        14 findings, present their views, and get more for				false

		1082						LN		42		15		false		        15 clarity on what is clearly a very opaque topic.				false

		1083						LN		42		16		false		        16           And you're about to tell me that my time				false

		1084						LN		42		17		false		        17 has expired, and I just want to tell you that as an				false

		1085						LN		42		18		false		        18 old person, that is a very difficult thing to hear.				false

		1086						LN		42		19		false		        19           Thank you.				false

		1087						LN		42		20		false		        20           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Wang.				false

		1088						LN		42		21		false		        21           Next up, Mr. Ross.				false

		1089						LN		42		22		false		        22           MR. ROSS:  My name is Steven Ross.  I				false

		1090						LN		42		23		false		        23 reside at 933 Northwood.				false

		1091						LN		42		24		false		        24           I want to thank the members of the Board				false

		1092						LN		42		25		false		        25 of Trustees for their work on behalf of Incline				false

		1093						PG		43		0		false		page 43				false

		1094						LN		43		1		false		         1 residents.  All of you.  I know you do the hard work				false

		1095						LN		43		2		false		         2 of this community.				false

		1096						LN		43		3		false		         3           I really have had a chance to review the				false

		1097						LN		43		4		false		         4 agenda for tonight's meeting, as well at the				false

		1098						LN		43		5		false		         5 attached packets, but I was left with a few				false

		1099						LN		43		6		false		         6 questions.  And I hope you could answer them during				false

		1100						LN		43		7		false		         7 your deliberations.				false

		1101						LN		43		8		false		         8           I reviewed the cost recovery pyramid, and				false

		1102						LN		43		9		false		         9 was wondering your thought process on how you				false

		1103						LN		43		10		false		        10 assigned each recreational venue to a specific				false

		1104						LN		43		11		false		        11 category.				false

		1105						LN		43		12		false		        12           I went back as far as I could and found no				false

		1106						LN		43		13		false		        13 evidence of a board discussion on where the				false

		1107						LN		43		14		false		        14 Championship Course fit in on this pyramid.  I may				false

		1108						LN		43		15		false		        15 have missed it.				false

		1109						LN		43		16		false		        16           In spite of that, it appears during your				false

		1110						LN		43		17		false		        17 discussions, the golf course as been assigned as				false

		1111						LN		43		18		false		        18 having mostly individual benefit and minimal, if				false

		1112						LN		43		19		false		        19 any, community benefit.				false

		1113						LN		43		20		false		        20           The majority of year, the courses are used				false

		1114						LN		43		21		false		        21 by members of the community for walking, including				false

		1115						LN		43		22		false		        22 their dogs, sledding on the driving range,				false

		1116						LN		43		23		false		        23 cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, and other actives				false

		1117						LN		43		24		false		        24 with snow play.				false

		1118						LN		43		25		false		        25           When the courses are opened during their				false

		1119						PG		44		0		false		page 44				false

		1120						LN		44		1		false		         1 four- or five-month season, many community members				false

		1121						LN		44		2		false		         2 walk their dogs in the early mornings and evenings.				false

		1122						LN		44		3		false		         3           Open space is important, not just for the				false

		1123						LN		44		4		false		         4 hundreds of homeowners who live on the courses, but				false

		1124						LN		44		5		false		         5 also for those that walk and drive there.				false

		1125						LN		44		6		false		         6           I would have assigned golf, the Recreation				false

		1126						LN		44		7		false		         7 Center, and Diamond Peak to one of the middle				false

		1127						LN		44		8		false		         8 categories of both community and individual				false

		1128						LN		44		9		false		         9 benefits.				false

		1129						LN		44		10		false		        10           How did you decide which category to place				false

		1130						LN		44		11		false		        11 each venue?  Did members of the community have any				false

		1131						LN		44		12		false		        12 input into what seems to be a very important step in				false

		1132						LN		44		13		false		        13 determining the utilization charges for each of the				false

		1133						LN		44		14		false		        14 venues?				false

		1134						LN		44		15		false		        15           Next, by eliminating the golf				false

		1135						LN		44		16		false		        16 All-You-Can-Play Pass, you seem to be treating this				false

		1136						LN		44		17		false		        17 venue differently from the others.  Diamond Peak,				false

		1137						LN		44		18		false		        18 the Rec Center, the beaches, are all in a model of a				false

		1138						LN		44		19		false		        19 season, have a single cost, irrespective of				false

		1139						LN		44		20		false		        20 utilization.				false

		1140						LN		44		21		false		        21           Please tell me why it is important to				false

		1141						LN		44		22		false		        22 treat those that play golf differently than those				false

		1142						LN		44		23		false		        23 that utilize the other venues.				false

		1143						LN		44		24		false		        24           This is especially troublesome when the				false

		1144						LN		44		25		false		        25 financials show that just a five-percent increase				false

		1145						PG		45		0		false		page 45				false

		1146						LN		45		1		false		         1 for everyone while maintaining the All-You-Can-Play				false

		1147						LN		45		2		false		         2 Pass leads to a budget where the combined courses				false

		1148						LN		45		3		false		         3 break even for 2023.				false

		1149						LN		45		4		false		         4           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		1150						LN		45		5		false		         5           MR. ROSS:  Finally, I'm dismayed that the				false

		1151						LN		45		6		false		         6 packet was attached to today's agenda to have been				false

		1152						LN		45		7		false		         7 authorized primarily by a single trustee, in spite				false

		1153						LN		45		8		false		         8 of her pronouncement that it was staff-prepared.  I				false

		1154						LN		45		9		false		         9 don't believe that this is good governance.  This				false

		1155						LN		45		10		false		        10 promotes undue influence by a single trustee.				false

		1156						LN		45		11		false		        11           Thank you.				false

		1157						LN		45		12		false		        12           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Ross.				false

		1158						LN		45		13		false		        13           Next up, Ms. Miller.				false

		1159						LN		45		14		false		        14           MS. MILLER:  Good evening, Trustees,				false

		1160						LN		45		15		false		        15 Judith Miller.				false

		1161						LN		45		16		false		        16           I do want to thank the board for putting				false

		1162						LN		45		17		false		        17 together the materials of the golf courses.  I think				false

		1163						LN		45		18		false		        18 it's something that's been long overdue.  We've been				false

		1164						LN		45		19		false		        19 asking for it for decades to see, really, what is				false

		1165						LN		45		20		false		        20 the performance of our golf venue and all the other				false

		1166						LN		45		21		false		        21 venues, but it's been hidden for years.				false

		1167						LN		45		22		false		        22           I also want to express my opinion about				false

		1168						LN		45		23		false		        23 whether or not the venues should be at all				false

		1169						LN		45		24		false		        24 responsible for some of the capital costs.  Because				false

		1170						LN		45		25		false		        25 golf is a very capital-intensive business, as is				false

		1171						PG		46		0		false		page 46				false

		1172						LN		46		1		false		         1 ski.				false

		1173						LN		46		2		false		         2           Ski, actually throws off enough revenues				false

		1174						LN		46		3		false		         3 to cover many of its -- if not all of its capital				false

		1175						LN		46		4		false		         4 costs, at least recently, and I think golf has a				false

		1176						LN		46		5		false		         5 responsibility to do that.				false

		1177						LN		46		6		false		         6           The other thing I wanted to mention, IVGID				false

		1178						LN		46		7		false		         7 has the power of public recreation, even though we				false

		1179						LN		46		8		false		         8 have some of the trappings of a private beach, and				false

		1180						LN		46		9		false		         9 what appears in respects to be like a private golf				false

		1181						LN		46		10		false		        10 club, we are not.  This is government, and your job				false

		1182						LN		46		11		false		        11 is to make sure that the benefits of government are				false

		1183						LN		46		12		false		        12 equitable and that the resources are used in an				false

		1184						LN		46		13		false		        13 equitable manner.				false

		1185						LN		46		14		false		        14           And, unfortunately, golf, by its very				false

		1186						LN		46		15		false		        15 nature, or at least clubs, are not necessarily that				false

		1187						LN		46		16		false		        16 equitable, especially the ones that don't even put				false

		1188						LN		46		17		false		        17 their contact information on our website.  One of				false

		1189						LN		46		18		false		        18 the other ones, I think it was the polo club, their				false

		1190						LN		46		19		false		        19 representative came and said that he's not -- or				false

		1191						LN		46		20		false		        20 their club doesn't exist just to recreate, they are				false

		1192						LN		46		21		false		        21 in it for business.  They were here for				false

		1193						LN		46		22		false		        22 business/commercial reasons.				false

		1194						LN		46		23		false		        23           That's not what IVGID's about.  IVGID's				false

		1195						LN		46		24		false		        24 about public recreation.				false

		1196						LN		46		25		false		        25           So I really think you need to take a look				false

		1197						PG		47		0		false		page 47				false

		1198						LN		47		1		false		         1 at the clubs and how they're organized and whether				false

		1199						LN		47		2		false		         2 or not they're, in fact, open to the public.				false

		1200						LN		47		3		false		         3           Going on, let's see.				false

		1201						LN		47		4		false		         4           I know as a former member of Mountain				false

		1202						LN		47		5		false		         5 Niners, the Mountain Course, it's a wonderful venue				false

		1203						LN		47		6		false		         6 and opportunity for people to learn, and, you know,				false

		1204						LN		47		7		false		         7 I would like to keep that as an affordable venue.				false

		1205						LN		47		8		false		         8           So, I'm hoping that there's some way to,				false

		1206						LN		47		9		false		         9 at least through some minor subsidies, keep that				false

		1207						LN		47		10		false		        10 running at its present level.				false

		1208						LN		47		11		false		        11           But I really do have concerns about the				false

		1209						LN		47		12		false		        12 Championship Course.				false

		1210						LN		47		13		false		        13           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		1211						LN		47		14		false		        14           MS. MILLER:  You've heard some suggestions				false

		1212						LN		47		15		false		        15 on how to possibly to improve revenues, and I'm not				false

		1213						LN		47		16		false		        16 sure, but maybe the rates can be raised -- that's				false

		1214						LN		47		17		false		        17 what happened with ski, we raised the rates, we made				false

		1215						LN		47		18		false		        18 a ton of money -- but I think at the same time, the				false

		1216						LN		47		19		false		        19 club members have to give up some of their prime tee				false

		1217						LN		47		20		false		        20 times, make them go in the afternoons.  You know,				false

		1218						LN		47		21		false		        21 you can't have it both ways.				false

		1219						LN		47		22		false		        22           Thank you.				false

		1220						LN		47		23		false		        23           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Miller.				false

		1221						LN		47		24		false		        24           Next up, Mr. Katz (phonetic).				false

		1222						LN		47		25		false		        25           MR. KATZ:  Good evening.  I'm Arron Katz,				false

		1223						PG		48		0		false		page 48				false

		1224						LN		48		1		false		         1 16-year resident.				false

		1225						LN		48		2		false		         2           I have written statements.  I don't know				false

		1226						LN		48		3		false		         3 who to give them to.  I want them attached to the				false

		1227						LN		48		4		false		         4 minutes of meeting.				false

		1228						LN		48		5		false		         5           Let me quickly say, Joe Wolf said the				false

		1229						LN		48		6		false		         6 reason he came here, I guess Joe Wolf doesn't				false

		1230						LN		48		7		false		         7 remember when he was a trustee and I was at the				false

		1231						LN		48		8		false		         8 board meeting when he said, "The reason people come				false

		1232						LN		48		9		false		         9 here is the because of taxes, not facilities."				false

		1233						LN		48		10		false		        10           Well, you know, this is May, and it's				false

		1234						LN		48		11		false		        11 former President John F. Kennedy month.  You				false

		1235						LN		48		12		false		        12 remember President Kennedy, don't you?  He asked:				false

		1236						LN		48		13		false		        13 Not what our country can do for you, but what you				false

		1237						LN		48		14		false		        14 can do for our country.				false

		1238						LN		48		15		false		        15           So, I ask you people out there who are the				false

		1239						LN		48		16		false		        16 core golfers, what you're going to do for our				false

		1240						LN		48		17		false		        17 community, rather than coming here the asking what				false

		1241						LN		48		18		false		        18 IVGID can do for you?				false

		1242						LN		48		19		false		        19           I ask you people to listen to yourselves.				false

		1243						LN		48		20		false		        20 You're just like our democratic leaders in				false

		1244						LN		48		21		false		        21 Washington.  Everything they accuse Trump of,				false

		1245						LN		48		22		false		        22 they're guilty of.  And that's was what we have				false

		1246						LN		48		23		false		        23 here.  Everything you accuse the Nasty Nine of or				false

		1247						LN		48		24		false		        24 the detractors, you're guilty of.				false

		1248						LN		48		25		false		        25           And you need to look in the mirror and				false

		1249						PG		49		0		false		page 49				false

		1250						LN		49		1		false		         1 look at yourselves and maybe you'll understand what				false

		1251						LN		49		2		false		         2 rest of us do.				false

		1252						LN		49		3		false		         3           Some of us, including myself, I'm not				false

		1253						LN		49		4		false		         4 asking for anything more than fairness, equal				false

		1254						LN		49		5		false		         5 treatment.  But you people ask for the world.  You				false

		1255						LN		49		6		false		         6 want a 50-percent discount on your rounds of golf.				false

		1256						LN		49		7		false		         7 No, you want 75, so you can go get a 40-Play Pass.				false

		1257						LN		49		8		false		         8 Okay.  Give me 75 off at the Rec Center, and I'll go				false

		1258						LN		49		9		false		         9 there.  Give me 75 percent off at the Tennis Center,				false

		1259						LN		49		10		false		        10 I'll go there.				false

		1260						LN		49		11		false		        11           But you refuse to do it.  Is that your				false

		1261						LN		49		12		false		        12 idea of one division, one team?  Well, it's not my				false

		1262						LN		49		13		false		        13 idea of it.  I don't want part of a team like that.				false

		1263						LN		49		14		false		        14           One of the gentlemen hear spoke of why are				false

		1264						LN		49		15		false		        15 we any different than Diamond Peak?  Diamond Peak				false

		1265						LN		49		16		false		        16 gets a season pass.				false

		1266						LN		49		17		false		        17           I'll tell you why you're different,				false

		1267						LN		49		18		false		        18 because Diamond Peak has excess of capacity, golf				false

		1268						LN		49		19		false		        19 doesn't.  When you get excess capacity at golf, call				false

		1269						LN		49		20		false		        20 me.				false

		1270						LN		49		21		false		        21           Now, I'm not going to recount on the many				false

		1271						LN		49		22		false		        22 disproportionate benefits and unequal treatment that				false

		1272						LN		49		23		false		        23 the golfers at the Champ Course enjoy --				false

		1273						LN		49		24		false		        24           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		1274						LN		49		25		false		        25           MR. KATZ:  -- and it's wrong.  But at the				false

		1275						PG		50		0		false		page 50				false

		1276						LN		50		1		false		         1 end of the day, it's the board that is ultimately				false

		1277						LN		50		2		false		         2 responsible.				false

		1278						LN		50		3		false		         3           I look to you, members, to make things				false

		1279						LN		50		4		false		         4 right.  And as long as golf loses $2 million a year,				false

		1280						LN		50		5		false		         5 and you golfers ask the rest of us to subsidize your				false

		1281						LN		50		6		false		         6 rounds of golf, I've got a problem, and I'm not the				false

		1282						LN		50		7		false		         7 only one that does.  And for you people to let your				false

		1283						LN		50		8		false		         8 neighbors in a position like where you won't pay				false

		1284						LN		50		9		false		         9 your fair share --				false

		1285						LN		50		10		false		        10           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Katz.				false

		1286						LN		50		11		false		        11           MR. KATZ:  -- it's a disgusting				false

		1287						LN		50		12		false		        12 commentary.				false

		1288						LN		50		13		false		        13           Thank you very much.				false

		1289						LN		50		14		false		        14           CHAIR DENT:  Next up, Ms. Martini.				false

		1290						LN		50		15		false		        15           MS. MARTINI:  Good evening.  Margaret				false

		1291						LN		50		16		false		        16 Martini.				false

		1292						LN		50		17		false		        17           Well, I don't think that you have to play				false

		1293						LN		50		18		false		        18 golf to understand good and fair business practices.				false

		1294						LN		50		19		false		        19 It's not an asset to play golf to run the financials				false

		1295						LN		50		20		false		        20 on a venue that is clearly showing a definite				false

		1296						LN		50		21		false		        21 deficit.				false

		1297						LN		50		22		false		        22           Board members do not have to act as a CPA				false

		1298						LN		50		23		false		        23 to understand financing.  IVGID's own CFO is not a				false

		1299						LN		50		24		false		        24 CPA.				false

		1300						LN		50		25		false		        25           You just have to able to read financials,				false

		1301						PG		51		0		false		page 51				false

		1302						LN		51		1		false		         1 and I think that several members of this board have				false

		1303						LN		51		2		false		         2 been very successful in their chosen careers and				false

		1304						LN		51		3		false		         3 understand business practices.				false

		1305						LN		51		4		false		         4           And I hope to see you all at the Veteran's				false

		1306						LN		51		5		false		         5 Day celebration.				false

		1307						LN		51		6		false		         6           Ordnance 7, I think there's -- people just				false

		1308						LN		51		7		false		         7 can't get this through their head.  We had no choice				false

		1309						LN		51		8		false		         8 but to restrict the access.  The decision was made				false

		1310						LN		51		9		false		         9 at the inception of the deed, so this was not the				false

		1311						LN		51		10		false		        10 decision of this board to do that; it was the terms				false

		1312						LN		51		11		false		        11 of the deed.				false

		1313						LN		51		12		false		        12           All the people who keep yammering about				false

		1314						LN		51		13		false		        13 how we're losing employees and how we're doing this				false

		1315						LN		51		14		false		        14 and that should take a long look at the restrictions				false

		1316						LN		51		15		false		        15 of deed, and then, perhaps, they would understand				false

		1317						LN		51		16		false		        16 why that decision was made and quit yammering about				false

		1318						LN		51		17		false		        17 it.  It's ridiculous.				false

		1319						LN		51		18		false		        18           So, the golfers have stated, "We spend				false

		1320						LN		51		19		false		        19 hundreds of thousands of dollars at this golf				false

		1321						LN		51		20		false		        20 course."				false

		1322						LN		51		21		false		        21           Well, if you're spending so much money,				false

		1323						LN		51		22		false		        22 why are we losing money?  Why are losing money at				false

		1324						LN		51		23		false		        23 the pro shop?  Why are we loosing money at the				false

		1325						LN		51		24		false		        24 restaurant?  It's not because you're spending				false

		1326						LN		51		25		false		        25 hundreds of thousands of dollars; it's because				false

		1327						PG		52		0		false		page 52				false

		1328						LN		52		1		false		         1 you're not spending hundreds of thousands of dollars				false

		1329						LN		52		2		false		         2 or these -- parts of this golf thing would be making				false

		1330						LN		52		3		false		         3 money.				false

		1331						LN		52		4		false		         4           So, every time there's a golf course				false

		1332						LN		52		5		false		         5 meeting, man, this place just fills up.  And we want				false

		1333						LN		52		6		false		         6 this to be and we want that to be --				false

		1334						LN		52		7		false		         7           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		1335						LN		52		8		false		         8           MS. MARTINI:  -- and so, well, what about				false

		1336						LN		52		9		false		         9 the other venues?  They all say, "Oh, we care about				false

		1337						LN		52		10		false		        10 this, and golf is a part of the big picture."				false

		1338						LN		52		11		false		        11           Obviously, they don't believe that because				false

		1339						LN		52		12		false		        12 they come to none of the other meetings.				false

		1340						LN		52		13		false		        13           Thank you.				false

		1341						LN		52		14		false		        14           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Martini.				false

		1342						LN		52		15		false		        15           Next up, Mr. Wright.				false

		1343						LN		52		16		false		        16           MR. WRIGHT:  Frank Wright.  Crystal Bay.				false

		1344						LN		52		17		false		        17           I'd like everybody in the audience to				false

		1345						LN		52		18		false		        18 understand something, and understand it right now.				false

		1346						LN		52		19		false		        19 Everybody in this community, as a Picture Pass				false

		1347						LN		52		20		false		        20 Holder, is a member of our golf courses.  Equal				false

		1348						LN		52		21		false		        21 members.  To be treated equally as everything should				false

		1349						LN		52		22		false		        22 be.				false

		1350						LN		52		23		false		        23           You golf club members who have been up				false

		1351						LN		52		24		false		        24 here crying and screaming because you don't like				false

		1352						LN		52		25		false		        25 what's going on, seem to be addicted to the past of				false

		1353						PG		53		0		false		page 53				false

		1354						LN		53		1		false		         1 getting everything for free or at lower rates,				false

		1355						LN		53		2		false		         2 taking control of the golf course, all the preferred				false

		1356						LN		53		3		false		         3 tee times, while the rest of our equal citizens				false

		1357						LN		53		4		false		         4 cannot get tee times.				false

		1358						LN		53		5		false		         5           How many golfers that live in this				false

		1359						LN		53		6		false		         6 community are frustrated because they can't get a				false

		1360						LN		53		7		false		         7 good morning tee time, and they go over the hill and				false

		1361						LN		53		8		false		         8 spend their money in Reno, Carson City, Dayton.				false

		1362						LN		53		9		false		         9           I'm a scratch golfer.  I was.  Got too				false

		1363						LN		53		10		false		        10 old.  I played golf my whole life.  I understand				false

		1364						LN		53		11		false		        11 courses.  I understand golf.  I understand garbage,				false

		1365						LN		53		12		false		        12 and I'll tell you right now, Ms. Wolf, you're full				false

		1366						LN		53		13		false		        13 of garbage.				false

		1367						LN		53		14		false		        14           Ms. Schmitz doesn't have to play golf.				false

		1368						LN		53		15		false		        15 She is a Picture Pass Holder.  She has an equal				false

		1369						LN		53		16		false		        16 investment in this community, as does every one of				false

		1370						LN		53		17		false		        17 these board members.				false

		1371						LN		53		18		false		        18           To sit out there as a better-that-thou				false

		1372						LN		53		19		false		        19 person and to say that these people don't deserve				false

		1373						LN		53		20		false		        20 equal treatment is sick.				false

		1374						LN		53		21		false		        21           They have a golf club that you have to				false

		1375						LN		53		22		false		        22 apply and have to be screened and have to be looked				false

		1376						LN		53		23		false		        23 at before you can joint it, and then that golf club				false

		1377						LN		53		24		false		        24 gets preferred tee times all summer long, it's				false

		1378						LN		53		25		false		        25 discrimination in its worst forms.  It's horrible.				false

		1379						PG		54		0		false		page 54				false

		1380						LN		54		1		false		         1           There is so much that is wrong with this				false

		1381						LN		54		2		false		         2 community.  I filed a complaint with the Secretary				false

		1382						LN		54		3		false		         3 of State because the golf courses were being used as				false

		1383						LN		54		4		false		         4 a method and weaponization of election process.  It				false

		1384						LN		54		5		false		         5 has been.  You laugh if you want, but the facts are				false

		1385						LN		54		6		false		         6 out there.				false

		1386						LN		54		7		false		         7           Be it as it may --				false

		1387						LN		54		8		false		         8           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		1388						LN		54		9		false		         9           MR. WRIGHT:  -- preferred tee times have				false

		1389						LN		54		10		false		        10 got to go.  Giving them in February before the rest				false

		1390						LN		54		11		false		        11 of the community can even apply for them is not				false

		1391						LN		54		12		false		        12 right.				false

		1392						LN		54		13		false		        13           You golf club members, we can work it out				false

		1393						LN		54		14		false		        14 so you can get your tee times, you can play, and you				false

		1394						LN		54		15		false		        15 can be a member of a club.  That's fine.  But you				false

		1395						LN		54		16		false		        16 gotta to step back and take under consideration that				false

		1396						LN		54		17		false		        17 there are other people living in this community.				false

		1397						LN		54		18		false		        18           Thank you.				false

		1398						LN		54		19		false		        19           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Wright.				false

		1399						LN		54		20		false		        20           Next up, Mr. Jordan.				false

		1400						LN		54		21		false		        21           MR. JORDAN:  Hello.  William Jordan, 899				false

		1401						LN		54		22		false		        22 Southwood Boulevard, Unit 9, Incline Village,				false

		1402						LN		54		23		false		        23 Nevada.				false

		1403						LN		54		24		false		        24           I've been here since '97, part time, but				false

		1404						LN		54		25		false		        25 full time since 2020.				false

		1405						PG		55		0		false		page 55				false

		1406						LN		55		1		false		         1           Very quickly, remember last time we had				false

		1407						LN		55		2		false		         2 the meeting, I came in and said, you know, we're not				false

		1408						LN		55		3		false		         3 the enemy; we're really your best friends.  And it's				false

		1409						LN		55		4		false		         4 people that might talk about ski that ski a lot,				false

		1410						LN		55		5		false		         5 they're your best friends.  People that to go to the				false

		1411						LN		55		6		false		         6 beaches and go to the beaches a lot, they're your				false

		1412						LN		55		7		false		         7 best friends.  The ones that play golf and are				false

		1413						LN		55		8		false		         8 willing to come up here and talk to you about what				false

		1414						LN		55		9		false		         9 they think is right or wrong with whatever it is				false

		1415						LN		55		10		false		        10 you're trying to do, they're really your best				false

		1416						LN		55		11		false		        11 friends, because out there playing all the time.				false

		1417						LN		55		12		false		        12           I can remember when I first moved here, it				false

		1418						LN		55		13		false		        13 was a five-hour round to play on this course.  I				false

		1419						LN		55		14		false		        14 very quickly left and joined another club down on				false

		1420						LN		55		15		false		        15 the other side of the mountain.  I didn't like it.				false

		1421						LN		55		16		false		        16 I mean, I had to drive back and forth over the				false

		1422						LN		55		17		false		        17 mountain each day to play, but life's too short to				false

		1423						LN		55		18		false		        18 spend a five-hour round.				false

		1424						LN		55		19		false		        19           Now, you've talked about cutting the time				false

		1425						LN		55		20		false		        20 down to ten minutes, I think that's great, but if				false

		1426						LN		55		21		false		        21 you don't finish the planning on that, you don't				false

		1427						LN		55		22		false		        22 have a lot of people playing -- additional people				false

		1428						LN		55		23		false		        23 playing, everybody is pissed off, because				false

		1429						LN		55		24		false		        24 everybody's standing around playing a five- a				false

		1430						LN		55		25		false		        25 five-and-a-half-hour round.				false

		1431						PG		56		0		false		page 56				false

		1432						LN		56		1		false		         1           So, when you go to ten, ten minutes				false

		1433						LN		56		2		false		         2 between foursomes, you better have the end play,				false

		1434						LN		56		3		false		         3 which is that you're going to move them along or				false

		1435						LN		56		4		false		         4 move them out.				false

		1436						LN		56		5		false		         5           And you say, well, that's not fair.  How				false

		1437						LN		56		6		false		         6 can you throw somebody off of the course?				false

		1438						LN		56		7		false		         7           One foursome that runs at 20 minutes late,				false

		1439						LN		56		8		false		         8 slows everybody up 20 minutes.  And it doesn't just				false

		1440						LN		56		9		false		         9 stay at 20 minutes, it's 25, 30, 35, 40.  It goes				false

		1441						LN		56		10		false		        10 out.  And you have people leaving, and that's the				false

		1442						LN		56		11		false		        11 last thing you want.				false

		1443						LN		56		12		false		        12           The other thing I wanted to point out --				false

		1444						LN		56		13		false		        13           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		1445						LN		56		14		false		        14           MR. JORDAN:  -- is that a lot of times				false

		1446						LN		56		15		false		        15 when it's sounds like we're just complaining on the				false

		1447						LN		56		16		false		        16 pass to play, what I'm trying to say on the pass to				false

		1448						LN		56		17		false		        17 play is that you get your money up front, and if you				false

		1449						LN		56		18		false		        18 have a smoky month of September, you still have that				false

		1450						LN		56		19		false		        19 money.  Nobody's playing, but you've got the money.				false

		1451						LN		56		20		false		        20 You have a snow fall, you still have the money.				false

		1452						LN		56		21		false		        21           And believe me, when we go to these				false

		1453						LN		56		22		false		        22 passes, once that genie gets out of the bottle, it				false

		1454						LN		56		23		false		        23 doesn't come back because people say, we might as				false

		1455						LN		56		24		false		        24 well just buy ten plays --				false

		1456						LN		56		25		false		        25           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Jordan.				false

		1457						PG		57		0		false		page 57				false

		1458						LN		57		1		false		         1           MR. JORDAN:  -- that way, I can quit.				false

		1459						LN		57		2		false		         2           CHAIR DENT:  Any other public comment in				false

		1460						LN		57		3		false		         3 the room?				false

		1461						LN		57		4		false		         4           Matt, can we go to Zoom?				false

		1462						LN		57		5		false		         5           MATT:  We can.  We currently have seven				false

		1463						LN		57		6		false		         6 callers.  We can begin with caller 1574.				false

		1464						LN		57		7		false		         7           CALLER 1574:  Yes, this is Katherine				false

		1465						LN		57		8		false		         8 Collins, (inaudible) Road.				false

		1466						LN		57		9		false		         9           First of all, I'd like to say that I don't				false

		1467						LN		57		10		false		        10 know a single golfer, and I know a lot, that don't				false

		1468						LN		57		11		false		        11 believe that we're going to have increase in rates.				false

		1469						LN		57		12		false		        12 That, while nobody likes the costs to go up, we all				false

		1470						LN		57		13		false		        13 recognize that is just something that's just going				false

		1471						LN		57		14		false		        14 to have to happen; however, we're opposed to				false

		1472						LN		57		15		false		        15 excessive increases.				false

		1473						LN		57		16		false		        16           I have several points I'd like to make.				false

		1474						LN		57		17		false		        17           First of all, if you're looking for				false

		1475						LN		57		18		false		        18 full-cost recovery of golf, then to be fair and				false

		1476						LN		57		19		false		        19 equitable, it has to be equally applied to every				false

		1477						LN		57		20		false		        20 single venue in Incline, whether it's the Rec				false

		1478						LN		57		21		false		        21 Center, whether it's the racket sports, the ball				false

		1479						LN		57		22		false		        22 park, whatever.  You need to apply things				false

		1480						LN		57		23		false		        23 consistently, otherwise, you're going to continue to				false

		1481						LN		57		24		false		        24 have angry people.				false

		1482						LN		57		25		false		        25           Second of all, it would seem you're trying				false

		1483						PG		58		0		false		page 58				false

		1484						LN		58		1		false		         1 to turn the golf course into a profit center.  Well,				false

		1485						LN		58		2		false		         2 if that's the decision you make, then it has to be				false

		1486						LN		58		3		false		         3 applied equally to every other venue in the				false

		1487						LN		58		4		false		         4 community as well.				false

		1488						LN		58		5		false		         5           Next, I'd like to understand why you would				false

		1489						LN		58		6		false		         6 want to disenfranchise your most-frequent golf				false

		1490						LN		58		7		false		         7 residents by not only raising rates at a ridiculous				false

		1491						LN		58		8		false		         8 percent, eliminating the All-You-Can-Play Pass, and				false

		1492						LN		58		9		false		         9 then further penalizing them by restricting play --				false

		1493						LN		58		10		false		        10 by proposing to restrict play on Friday, Saturday,				false

		1494						LN		58		11		false		        11 and Sunday mornings when we'd all have to use one of				false

		1495						LN		58		12		false		        12 the more expensive proposed passes.  That's like				false

		1496						LN		58		13		false		        13 triple dipping.				false

		1497						LN		58		14		false		        14           Next, The Grill is clearly a golf amenity.				false

		1498						LN		58		15		false		        15 Why do I say that?  Because it's only opened during				false

		1499						LN		58		16		false		        16 golf season and golf hours.  And yet you refuse to				false

		1500						LN		58		17		false		        17 include revenues associated with The Grill and				false

		1501						LN		58		18		false		        18 revenues directly associated with golf member's use				false

		1502						LN		58		19		false		        19 of the Chateau into the golf financials.				false

		1503						LN		58		20		false		        20           If you want to make more money, then keep				false

		1504						LN		58		21		false		        21 The Grill open year round.  I've heard it				false

		1505						LN		58		22		false		        22 consistently said, "We don't want to do that because				false

		1506						LN		58		23		false		        23 we don't want to compete with local restaurants."				false

		1507						LN		58		24		false		        24           Well, you know what?  Your job is not to				false

		1508						LN		58		25		false		        25 support the restaurants; your job is to support the				false

		1509						PG		59		0		false		page 59				false

		1510						LN		59		1		false		         1 residents.				false

		1511						LN		59		2		false		         2           And by the way, you we aren't exactly full				false

		1512						LN		59		3		false		         3 of restaurants in this community.  We could use some				false

		1513						LN		59		4		false		         4 more.  We would all love to have The Grill opened				false

		1514						LN		59		5		false		         5 year round.				false

		1515						LN		59		6		false		         6           And, lastly, this meeting was supposed to				false

		1516						LN		59		7		false		         7 be about rates and financials, and yet we're getting				false

		1517						LN		59		8		false		         8 into a number of other topics --				false

		1518						LN		59		9		false		         9           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		1519						LN		59		10		false		        10           CALLER 1574:  -- in your 62-page packet				false

		1520						LN		59		11		false		        11 that I think needs to be eliminated.				false

		1521						LN		59		12		false		        12           Thank you.				false

		1522						LN		59		13		false		        13           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.				false

		1523						LN		59		14		false		        14           Next public comment, please.				false

		1524						LN		59		15		false		        15           CALLER 0232:  Yes, my name is Bob Quinn				false

		1525						LN		59		16		false		        16 (phonetic.)  Good evening.				false

		1526						LN		59		17		false		        17           I've lived in Incline Village for 23				false

		1527						LN		59		18		false		        18 years, and reside at 971 Fairway Boulevard.				false

		1528						LN		59		19		false		        19           I'm the current president of IVGC, which				false

		1529						LN		59		20		false		        20 has been in existence for the past 52 years.  I'm				false

		1530						LN		59		21		false		        21 making this statement to express my concerns over				false

		1531						LN		59		22		false		        22 the misguided path on which the Board of Trustees is				false

		1532						LN		59		23		false		        23 apparently heading.  The members of IVGC have had				false

		1533						LN		59		24		false		        24 the privilege of playing golf at the Incline Village				false

		1534						LN		59		25		false		        25 golf courses over the past five decades, engaging in				false

		1535						PG		60		0		false		page 60				false

		1536						LN		60		1		false		         1 men's and ladies' play days and tournaments, having				false

		1537						LN		60		2		false		         2 hosted event banquets at the Chateau, and a general				false

		1538						LN		60		3		false		         3 sharing in the camaraderie we enjoy with our fellow				false

		1539						LN		60		4		false		         4 members.				false

		1540						LN		60		5		false		         5           But all that seems to be threatened based				false

		1541						LN		60		6		false		         6 upon the vitreal being expressed by a very local				false

		1542						LN		60		7		false		         7 minority of our community.				false

		1543						LN		60		8		false		         8           Unfortunately, it seems the majority of				false

		1544						LN		60		9		false		         9 this board is responding more to the unfounded				false

		1545						LN		60		10		false		        10 statements being made by this local minority, rather				false

		1546						LN		60		11		false		        11 than to the 1,000-plus Incline Village members of				false

		1547						LN		60		12		false		        12 our golfing community who have consistently				false

		1548						LN		60		13		false		        13 supported our courses over the years.				false

		1549						LN		60		14		false		        14           Many IVGC members have historically				false

		1550						LN		60		15		false		        15 purchased All-You-Can-Play Passes, which have not				false

		1551						LN		60		16		false		        16 only been a positive for our members, but I would				false

		1552						LN		60		17		false		        17 argue for IVGID as well.				false

		1553						LN		60		18		false		        18           When individuals and couples purchase				false

		1554						LN		60		19		false		        19 All-You-Can-Play Passes, they do so at the beginning				false

		1555						LN		60		20		false		        20 of the season, which adds significant, positive cash				false

		1556						LN		60		21		false		        21 flow to IVGID's coffers.				false

		1557						LN		60		22		false		        22           Under the current recommendations being				false

		1558						LN		60		23		false		        23 considered, All-You-Can-Play Passes are being				false

		1559						LN		60		24		false		        24 completely discontinued.				false

		1560						LN		60		25		false		        25           Though play at courses in two of the past				false

		1561						PG		61		0		false		page 61				false

		1562						LN		61		1		false		         1 three years was reduced by the COVID pandemic and				false

		1563						LN		61		2		false		         2 excessive smoke of the California wildfires, none of				false

		1564						LN		61		3		false		         3 our members requested any sort of rebate or refund				false

		1565						LN		61		4		false		         4 of their passes.				false

		1566						LN		61		5		false		         5           In addition to the golf fees we pay, our				false

		1567						LN		61		6		false		         6 club typically spends well in excess of $100,000				false

		1568						LN		61		7		false		         7 with a host of banquets and luncheons we hold at the				false

		1569						LN		61		8		false		         8 Chateau.				false

		1570						LN		61		9		false		         9           Our members and our guests are also				false

		1571						LN		61		10		false		        10 regular customers of The Grill, buy significant				false

		1572						LN		61		11		false		        11 amounts of merchandise in the pro shop, take golf				false

		1573						LN		61		12		false		        12 lessons, and pay for range balls at the driving				false

		1574						LN		61		13		false		        13 range.				false

		1575						LN		61		14		false		        14           If the significant changes in pricing				false

		1576						LN		61		15		false		        15 structure, tee times allocations, and charging				false

		1577						LN		61		16		false		        16 additional fees in support of our events come to				false

		1578						LN		61		17		false		        17 fruition, many IVGC members have told me that they				false

		1579						LN		61		18		false		        18 will choose to take their business elsewhere or				false

		1580						LN		61		19		false		        19 simply play less golf.				false

		1581						LN		61		20		false		        20           If this vacuum should occur, the trustees				false

		1582						LN		61		21		false		        21 may be in for a rude awakening when unused tee times				false

		1583						LN		61		22		false		        22 are not filled by other Picture Pass Holders and				false

		1584						LN		61		23		false		        23 non-resident visitors.				false

		1585						LN		61		24		false		        24           What responsible business would				false

		1586						LN		61		25		false		        25 systemically take action on --				false

		1587						PG		62		0		false		page 62				false

		1588						LN		62		1		false		         1           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		1589						LN		62		2		false		         2           CALLER 0232:  -- (inaudible) supporters.				false

		1590						LN		62		3		false		         3 On the contrary, in the real world, businesses will				false

		1591						LN		62		4		false		         4 reward their most-loyal customers with programs that				false

		1592						LN		62		5		false		         5 acknowledge their contributions to the bottom line,				false

		1593						LN		62		6		false		         6 rather than taking punitive measures that would				false

		1594						LN		62		7		false		         7 ultimately destroy this relationship.				false

		1595						LN		62		8		false		         8           Why does this board seem to be intent on				false

		1596						LN		62		9		false		         9 considering actions that, by their very nature,				false

		1597						LN		62		10		false		        10 would have significant negative impact upon				false

		1598						LN		62		11		false		        11 revenues?				false

		1599						LN		62		12		false		        12           In closing, I would highly urge you to be				false

		1600						LN		62		13		false		        13 careful about taking actions that may result in the				false

		1601						LN		62		14		false		        14 total dismemberment of the Incline model.				false

		1602						LN		62		15		false		        15           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.				false

		1603						LN		62		16		false		        16           Next public comment, please.				false

		1604						LN		62		17		false		        17           CALLER 4577:  Cliff Dobler (phonetic),				false

		1605						LN		62		18		false		        18 9995 Fairway.				false

		1606						LN		62		19		false		        19           This written statement is to be made part				false

		1607						LN		62		20		false		        20 of the meeting minutes.				false

		1608						LN		62		21		false		        21           On March 22nd, 2023, I provided public				false

		1609						LN		62		22		false		        22 comment regarding that allocation of golf tee times				false

		1610						LN		62		23		false		        23 I stated:  Approximately 30 to 40 percent of all				false

		1611						LN		62		24		false		        24 rounds played a the Championship Course are by golf				false

		1612						LN		62		25		false		        25 club members and are mostly at the prime tee times				false

		1613						PG		63		0		false		page 63				false

		1614						LN		63		1		false		         1 of each day.				false

		1615						LN		63		2		false		         2           Apparently, certain golf club members				false

		1616						LN		63		3		false		         3 believe that statement was incorrect, so I withdraw				false

		1617						LN		63		4		false		         4 it.				false

		1618						LN		63		5		false		         5           I received the information from Darren				false

		1619						LN		63		6		false		         6 Howard that 30 to 40 of estimated tee times				false

		1620						LN		63		7		false		         7 dedicated to the clubs was a back-of-the-napkin				false

		1621						LN		63		8		false		         8 calculation based on 8,000 reserved for the golf				false

		1622						LN		63		9		false		         9 club out of the 24,000 rounds anticipated during the				false

		1623						LN		63		10		false		        10 upcoming season; however, prime tee times each day				false

		1624						LN		63		11		false		        11 needs more clarification.				false

		1625						LN		63		12		false		        12           I respectfully request that Darren Howard				false

		1626						LN		63		13		false		        13 provide a definition of prime tee times and give an				false

		1627						LN		63		14		false		        14 indication of what percent of the prime tee times				false

		1628						LN		63		15		false		        15 are dedicated to the golf clubs.				false

		1629						LN		63		16		false		        16           Now, according to the agenda, general				false

		1630						LN		63		17		false		        17 business item E 1, the first eight items are staff				false

		1631						LN		63		18		false		        18 recommendations on setting golf rates.				false

		1632						LN		63		19		false		        19           I believe over the past six weeks, Darren				false

		1633						LN		63		20		false		        20 and his team have vetted these items and decided				false

		1634						LN		63		21		false		        21 they are appropriate and, hopefully, comply with				false

		1635						LN		63		22		false		        22 Board policy.				false

		1636						LN		63		23		false		        23           The last two agenda items are				false

		1637						LN		63		24		false		        24 considerations to develop future decision points and				false

		1638						LN		63		25		false		        25 to consider creating a board advisory committee.				false

		1639						PG		64		0		false		page 64				false

		1640						LN		64		1		false		         1           Those two items should be discussed in				false

		1641						LN		64		2		false		         2 detail to determine what is the overall intent and				false

		1642						LN		64		3		false		         3 desired outcome.				false

		1643						LN		64		4		false		         4           I would like the board, without delay,				false

		1644						LN		64		5		false		         5 approve the first eight items and have a thorough				false

		1645						LN		64		6		false		         6 discussion on the last two items.				false

		1646						LN		64		7		false		         7           Since food and beverage and merchandise				false

		1647						LN		64		8		false		         8 sales are not part of the agenda, but according to				false

		1648						LN		64		9		false		         9 tentative budget, make up 32 percent of revenues at				false

		1649						LN		64		10		false		        10 the Champ Course and 25 percent of the revenues at				false

		1650						LN		64		11		false		        11 the Mountain Course, these departments should be				false

		1651						LN		64		12		false		        12 looked more closely in another meeting.				false

		1652						LN		64		13		false		        13           Apparently, the last two years of				false

		1653						LN		64		14		false		        14 operations have not faired well.				false

		1654						LN		64		15		false		        15           I also suggest that the accounting for the				false

		1655						LN		64		16		false		        16 golf courses be conducted on a fiscal year basis				false

		1656						LN		64		17		false		        17 rather than an seasonal basis.  There's too much				false

		1657						LN		64		18		false		        18 confusion with two sets of numbers.				false

		1658						LN		64		19		false		        19           Thank you very much.				false

		1659						LN		64		20		false		        20           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.				false

		1660						LN		64		21		false		        21           Next public comment, please.				false

		1661						LN		64		22		false		        22           CALLER 3426:  My name's John Jansen, 111				false

		1662						LN		64		23		false		        23 Alpine View Drive.				false

		1663						LN		64		24		false		        24           I have followed all of IVGID's Board's				false

		1664						LN		64		25		false		        25 golf discussions over the past few years.  Through				false

		1665						PG		65		0		false		page 65				false

		1666						LN		65		1		false		         1 these Board discussions it is clear that a majority				false

		1667						LN		65		2		false		         2 of Trustees do not view the golf courses as a				false

		1668						LN		65		3		false		         3 community benefit.				false

		1669						LN		65		4		false		         4           At the April 5th, IVGID Board meeting, Mr.				false

		1670						LN		65		5		false		         5 Navazio and Mr. Howard presented supplemental				false

		1671						LN		65		6		false		         6 information that was an easy-to-understand, seasonal				false

		1672						LN		65		7		false		         7 analysis of golf course finances.  The format for				false

		1673						LN		65		8		false		         8 this information was based on a template provided to				false

		1674						LN		65		9		false		         9 the Board of Trustees by a member of the public.				false

		1675						LN		65		10		false		        10           This seasonal financial analysis compared				false

		1676						LN		65		11		false		        11 the 2022 season actual finances with the 2023 season				false

		1677						LN		65		12		false		        12 projected financial income.				false

		1678						LN		65		13		false		        13           From this analysis it was clear that the				false

		1679						LN		65		14		false		        14 Championship Course finance situation coming out of				false

		1680						LN		65		15		false		        15 the COVID era in 2022, was not in too bad of shape				false

		1681						LN		65		16		false		        16 with only a $119,000 loss before capital costs, and				false

		1682						LN		65		17		false		        17 the projection for this season was nearly a				false

		1683						LN		65		18		false		        18 break-even before capital costs.				false

		1684						LN		65		19		false		        19           However, during the golf discussion at the				false

		1685						LN		65		20		false		        20 meeting, Trustee Schmitz said she didn't understand				false

		1686						LN		65		21		false		        21 the numbers.  She wanted more time to review the				false

		1687						LN		65		22		false		        22 presentation to make sense of the numbers.				false

		1688						LN		65		23		false		        23           It was obvious that she didn't like that				false

		1689						LN		65		24		false		        24 presentation because it didn't tell the story she				false

		1690						LN		65		25		false		        25 wanted to be told.				false

		1691						PG		66		0		false		page 66				false

		1692						LN		66		1		false		         1           The information that was presented was				false

		1693						LN		66		2		false		         2 contrary to the $2 million to $4 million losses she				false

		1694						LN		66		3		false		         3 and Trustee Tulloch had stated at a previous Board				false

		1695						LN		66		4		false		         4 meeting.				false

		1696						LN		66		5		false		         5           So, she moved to postpone the discussion				false

		1697						LN		66		6		false		         6 to another meeting under the guise she wanted more				false

		1698						LN		66		7		false		         7 time to understand the numbers, even though the				false

		1699						LN		66		8		false		         8 information that was being presented was very clear.				false

		1700						LN		66		9		false		         9           Trustee Tonking requested to participate				false

		1701						LN		66		10		false		        10 in this review, but was denied the chance to be				false

		1702						LN		66		11		false		        11 involved.  Rightfully, she should have been involved				false

		1703						LN		66		12		false		        12 in any Board review because of her work with the				false

		1704						LN		66		13		false		        13 golf liaison committee over the past few years.				false

		1705						LN		66		14		false		        14           Now, tonight, we see the outcome of				false

		1706						LN		66		15		false		        15 Trustee Schmitz's review of the numbers, what I				false

		1707						LN		66		16		false		        16 would characterize as staff reworking the				false

		1708						LN		66		17		false		        17 presentation to fit her narrative.				false

		1709						LN		66		18		false		        18           What was a clear and useful presentation				false

		1710						LN		66		19		false		        19 that staff made on April 5 has turned into a more				false

		1711						LN		66		20		false		        20 complicated and confusing presentation with				false

		1712						LN		66		21		false		        21 additional added --				false

		1713						LN		66		22		false		        22           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		1714						LN		66		23		false		        23           CALLER 3426:  -- divisive concept.  What				false

		1715						LN		66		24		false		        24 should have been an easy discussion on reasonable				false

		1716						LN		66		25		false		        25 rate increases has turned into divisive and				false

		1717						PG		67		0		false		page 67				false

		1718						LN		67		1		false		         1 aggressive assaults on the resident golf community.				false

		1719						LN		67		2		false		         2           It's very clear this Board has an agenda				false

		1720						LN		67		3		false		         3 to divide this community and generate hostility in a				false

		1721						LN		67		4		false		         4 bid to tear down what has worked well for this				false

		1722						LN		67		5		false		         5 community for over six decades.				false

		1723						LN		67		6		false		         6           I sincerely hope, at the very least, a				false

		1724						LN		67		7		false		         7 minority of trustees stand up for what's right and				false

		1725						LN		67		8		false		         8 fight this attempt to divide our community.				false

		1726						LN		67		9		false		         9           Thank you.				false

		1727						LN		67		10		false		        10           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.				false

		1728						LN		67		11		false		        11           Next public comment, please.				false

		1729						LN		67		12		false		        12           CALLER 8591:  Hello.  I am Michael Briggs.				false

		1730						LN		67		13		false		        13 I live at 582 Douglas Court.				false

		1731						LN		67		14		false		        14           I am represent the TIGC, a				false

		1732						LN		67		15		false		        15 community-minded golf club for 35 years, with over				false

		1733						LN		67		16		false		        16 100 members.  We accept all applicants as members of				false

		1734						LN		67		17		false		        17 our club.				false

		1735						LN		67		18		false		        18           I agree with Chairperson Dent's comments				false

		1736						LN		67		19		false		        19 from April 12th.  What this discussion needs is more				false

		1737						LN		67		20		false		        20 civility and a compromise proposal that the Trustees				false

		1738						LN		67		21		false		        21 can endorse.				false

		1739						LN		67		22		false		        22           I am primarily focused of allocation of				false

		1740						LN		67		23		false		        23 tee times.  Audit committee member Mick Homan's				false

		1741						LN		67		24		false		        24 (phonetic) thorough analysis showed that only 37				false

		1742						LN		67		25		false		        25 percent of morning tee times for 2023 were allocated				false

		1743						PG		68		0		false		page 68				false

		1744						LN		68		1		false		         1 to Incline golf groups.				false

		1745						LN		68		2		false		         2           Remember, more than half of resident				false

		1746						LN		68		3		false		         3 golfers are members of an Incline golf group.				false

		1747						LN		68		4		false		         4           Further, I showed that I personally				false

		1748						LN		68		5		false		         5 reserved 48 advanced tee times in 2022.  Where is				false

		1749						LN		68		6		false		         6 the evidence that residents cannot make				false

		1750						LN		68		7		false		         7 reservations?				false

		1751						LN		68		8		false		         8           Members of the golf groups love our golf				false

		1752						LN		68		9		false		         9 courses and take better care of them than				false

		1753						LN		68		10		false		        10 nonresident players.  We fix divots, ball marks, and				false

		1754						LN		68		11		false		        11 rake the sand traps.				false

		1755						LN		68		12		false		        12           Last Thursday, the Trustees were presented				false

		1756						LN		68		13		false		        13 with a long narrative and the tee time calendars				false

		1757						LN		68		14		false		        14 that show 43 percent of the morning tee times during				false

		1758						LN		68		15		false		        15 the peak season were allocated to the golf groups,				false

		1759						LN		68		16		false		        16 again, with more than half of the resident golfers				false

		1760						LN		68		17		false		        17 as members.				false

		1761						LN		68		18		false		        18           So the conclusion is still valid.  There				false

		1762						LN		68		19		false		        19 is no disproportionate allocation of tee times to				false

		1763						LN		68		20		false		        20 TIGC and the other Incline golf groups.				false

		1764						LN		68		21		false		        21           Getting back to Chairperson Dent's plea				false

		1765						LN		68		22		false		        22 for interested parties to offer a compromise, days				false

		1766						LN		68		23		false		        23 after this request, I conferred with Darren Howard				false

		1767						LN		68		24		false		        24 and Bob Quinn, the president of the other largest				false

		1768						LN		68		25		false		        25 men's club, we discussed Trustee Schmitz' proposal				false

		1769						PG		69		0		false		page 69				false

		1770						LN		69		1		false		         1 to bar us from having any tee times on Fridays,				false

		1771						LN		69		2		false		         2 Saturdays, and Sundays.				false

		1772						LN		69		3		false		         3           While the lack of morning tee times due to				false

		1773						LN		69		4		false		         4 Incline golf groups was based upon a false premise				false

		1774						LN		69		5		false		         5 and the punitive proposal contradicted rule number				false

		1775						LN		69		6		false		         6 one, that the golf courses are primarily for Incline				false

		1776						LN		69		7		false		         7 residents --				false

		1777						LN		69		8		false		         8           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		1778						LN		69		9		false		         9           CALLER 8591:  -- in the spirit of				false

		1779						LN		69		10		false		        10 Chairperson's Dent's, request we offered to move all				false

		1780						LN		69		11		false		        11 of our open play tee times on Fridays to 11:00 A.M.				false

		1781						LN		69		12		false		        12 and later, with the remainder of calendar kept as				false

		1782						LN		69		13		false		        13 scheduled.				false

		1783						LN		69		14		false		        14           Tonight I urge Chairperson Dent and the				false

		1784						LN		69		15		false		        15 trustees to endorse and approve or compromise				false

		1785						LN		69		16		false		        16 proposal.				false

		1786						LN		69		17		false		        17           Thank you very much.				false

		1787						LN		69		18		false		        18           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.				false

		1788						LN		69		19		false		        19           Next public comment, please.				false

		1789						LN		69		20		false		        20           CALLER 6210:  Thank you.  My name is Jim				false

		1790						LN		69		21		false		        21 Chapman, and I'm at 929 Northwood Boulevard.				false

		1791						LN		69		22		false		        22           On 4/13/2023, Chairman Dent offered the				false

		1792						LN		69		23		false		        23 following Board of Trustees perspective.  He				false

		1793						LN		69		24		false		        24 indicated:  We're a board to represent -- and in				false

		1794						LN		69		25		false		        25 capital letters -- entire community, not special				false

		1795						PG		70		0		false		page 70				false

		1796						LN		70		1		false		         1 interests.  We must make decisions that will sustain				false

		1797						LN		70		2		false		         2 our venues for years to come.  Compromise is				false

		1798						LN		70		3		false		         3 attained for the benefit of the entire community,				false

		1799						LN		70		4		false		         4 and moving forward, people need to find constructive				false

		1800						LN		70		5		false		         5 ways to discuss issues and seek compromise.  Emails				false

		1801						LN		70		6		false		         6 are not a substitute meaningful dialogue and human				false

		1802						LN		70		7		false		         7 interaction.				false

		1803						LN		70		8		false		         8           Having read Mr. Dent's, perspective I'd				false

		1804						LN		70		9		false		         9 like to offer a slightly different perspective.				false

		1805						LN		70		10		false		        10           One, three minutes to speak at a Board of				false

		1806						LN		70		11		false		        11 Trustees meeting is not a meaningful dialogue				false

		1807						LN		70		12		false		        12 between parties, let alone a significant human				false

		1808						LN		70		13		false		        13 interaction of shared understanding.  The				false

		1809						LN		70		14		false		        14 three-minute time limit process really eliminates				false

		1810						LN		70		15		false		        15 both.				false

		1811						LN		70		16		false		        16           Thus, emails are better than communication				false

		1812						LN		70		17		false		        17 from your voting constituents.				false

		1813						LN		70		18		false		        18           To property owners and their families,				false

		1814						LN		70		19		false		        19 whether their an individual or club golfers or club				false

		1815						LN		70		20		false		        20 and family skiers at Diamond Peak or club and family				false

		1816						LN		70		21		false		        21 members at the Rec Center or as swimmers or club and				false

		1817						LN		70		22		false		        22 family at the beaches in Aspen Groove using Incline				false

		1818						LN		70		23		false		        23 Village venues should not be viewed by the Board of				false

		1819						LN		70		24		false		        24 Trustees as a special interest group.				false

		1820						LN		70		25		false		        25           We are simply property owners families				false

		1821						PG		71		0		false		page 71				false

		1822						LN		71		1		false		         1 enjoying the collective venues of Incline Village.				false

		1823						LN		71		2		false		         2 Please don't ruin what we have bought into by moving				false

		1824						LN		71		3		false		         3 away 50-plus history of success in treating Incline				false

		1825						LN		71		4		false		         4 Village venues as a collective suite of assets with				false

		1826						LN		71		5		false		         5 all venues financially supporting the other in their				false

		1827						LN		71		6		false		         6 entirety.				false

		1828						LN		71		7		false		         7           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		1829						LN		71		8		false		         8           CALLER 6210:  It's important to remember				false

		1830						LN		71		9		false		         9 that the intrinsic financial values these collective				false

		1831						LN		71		10		false		        10 assets bring to our community, property values,				false

		1832						LN		71		11		false		        11 and quality of life.  All are primary attractions				false

		1833						LN		71		12		false		        12 drawing guests and non-residents to Incline Village.				false

		1834						LN		71		13		false		        13           Chair Dent also referred to the golf				false

		1835						LN		71		14		false		        14 club's compromise.  Well, the various Incline				false

		1836						LN		71		15		false		        15 Village golf clubs, together with our community				false

		1837						LN		71		16		false		        16 groups at Incline Village have lunches --				false

		1838						LN		71		17		false		        17           CHAIR DENT:  Next public comment, please.				false

		1839						LN		71		18		false		        18           CALLER 9925:  Good evening.  Tim Kalacrate				false

		1840						LN		71		19		false		        19 (phonetic), former member of the board, at 170				false

		1841						LN		71		20		false		        20 Mayhew Circle.				false

		1842						LN		71		21		false		        21           First off, I would like to commend the				false

		1843						LN		71		22		false		        22 prior -- my predecessor, he stated things very				false

		1844						LN		71		23		false		        23 eloquently.  We have a suite of assets that all of				false

		1845						LN		71		24		false		        24 us can either chose to participate in or not.				false

		1846						LN		71		25		false		        25           The solecistic argument that the golf				false

		1847						PG		72		0		false		page 72				false

		1848						LN		72		1		false		         1 clubs have an undue influence and have taken over,				false

		1849						LN		72		2		false		         2 while there may have been a shred of credibility to				false

		1850						LN		72		3		false		         3 that, say, 30 ago years when we had a different				false

		1851						LN		72		4		false		         4 environment, and that's really extrapolating out, I				false

		1852						LN		72		5		false		         5 would say that our Directer of Golf, Darren Howard,				false

		1853						LN		72		6		false		         6 who has done a tremendous job since he's been here.				false

		1854						LN		72		7		false		         7 He has reached out to not only the golf clubs, but				false

		1855						LN		72		8		false		         8 other members of our community who are avid golfers,				false

		1856						LN		72		9		false		         9 and has done a great job in interfacing with				false

		1857						LN		72		10		false		        10 community members.  He's the professional.  I don't				false

		1858						LN		72		11		false		        11 recall any member of the current board being a golf				false

		1859						LN		72		12		false		        12 professional.				false

		1860						LN		72		13		false		        13           That being said, we were well on our way				false

		1861						LN		72		14		false		        14 over the last three to four years since Mr. Howard				false

		1862						LN		72		15		false		        15 came here on really ironing out some slight				false

		1863						LN		72		16		false		        16 discrepancies or issues with the golf club				false

		1864						LN		72		17		false		        17 themselves.				false

		1865						LN		72		18		false		        18           We had a very amenable situation, and I,				false

		1866						LN		72		19		false		        19 again, commend Mr. Howard and the respective				false

		1867						LN		72		20		false		        20 presidents of each of the six golf clubs doing a				false

		1868						LN		72		21		false		        21 great job in ironing out to differences and making				false

		1869						LN		72		22		false		        22 things even more equitable than they have been.  So				false

		1870						LN		72		23		false		        23 keep up the great work.				false

		1871						LN		72		24		false		        24           To have one trustee, who is not the golf				false

		1872						LN		72		25		false		        25 liaison, conduct some situation I'm sure that has				false

		1873						PG		73		0		false		page 73				false

		1874						LN		73		1		false		         1 come from one of her biggest donors and supporters,				false

		1875						LN		73		2		false		         2 I take offense at that.  And he already spoke.  I				false

		1876						LN		73		3		false		         3 won't mention the names because it gives them too				false

		1877						LN		73		4		false		         4 much credibility.				false

		1878						LN		73		5		false		         5           This community is being driven apart by a				false

		1879						LN		73		6		false		         6 very small and small-minded group of perpetually				false

		1880						LN		73		7		false		         7 aggrieved malcontents.  One of them moved here 16				false

		1881						LN		73		8		false		         8 years ago, he stated this evening.				false

		1882						LN		73		9		false		         9           I would say to all those people who				false

		1883						LN		73		10		false		        10 complain, harangue, harass, bitch, moan, whatever				false

		1884						LN		73		11		false		        11 you want to call it, it's time for you all to either				false

		1885						LN		73		12		false		        12 come up with constructive ways to move forward or				false

		1886						LN		73		13		false		        13 you all need to put your homes on the market and get				false

		1887						LN		73		14		false		        14 the heck out of town, because we're sick and tired				false

		1888						LN		73		15		false		        15 of it.				false

		1889						LN		73		16		false		        16           I've lived here for 38 years, all year				false

		1890						LN		73		17		false		        17 around.				false

		1891						LN		73		18		false		        18           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.				false

		1892						LN		73		19		false		        19           CALLER 9925:  In conclusion, this is a				false

		1893						LN		73		20		false		        20 great community.  We own all of the assets.  Let's				false

		1894						LN		73		21		false		        21 make it work as a collective team.				false

		1895						LN		73		22		false		        22           I would recommend for the three of you who				false

		1896						LN		73		23		false		        23 are the current majority, you all need to take a				false

		1897						LN		73		24		false		        24 look in the mirror and realize who you work for, and				false

		1898						LN		73		25		false		        25 it's not the nine people that bitch and moan at				false

		1899						PG		74		0		false		page 74				false

		1900						LN		74		1		false		         1 every meeting.				false

		1901						LN		74		2		false		         2           Thank you and have a great evening.				false

		1902						LN		74		3		false		         3           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.				false

		1903						LN		74		4		false		         4           Next public comment, please.				false

		1904						LN		74		5		false		         5           CALLER 5427:  Hi.  This is Simone Smith,				false

		1905						LN		74		6		false		         6 residing at 711 Birdie Way, I'm the current				false

		1906						LN		74		7		false		         7 president of the Teamster's Golf Club, however, I'm				false

		1907						LN		74		8		false		         8 calling to voice my personal concern of the				false

		1908						LN		74		9		false		         9 direction that this board seems to be taking				false

		1909						LN		74		10		false		        10 regarding golf in general and the division in our				false

		1910						LN		74		11		false		        11 community created by a small and very vocal faction.				false

		1911						LN		74		12		false		        12           Golf has come under attack forcing the				false

		1912						LN		74		13		false		        13 board to take a deep dive into golf.				false

		1913						LN		74		14		false		        14           Unfortunately, the facts that are in any				false

		1914						LN		74		15		false		        15 financial report or analysis or projection are only				false

		1915						LN		74		16		false		        16 as true as the people presenting it.  The numbers				false

		1916						LN		74		17		false		        17 may be correct, but how they are plugged into				false

		1917						LN		74		18		false		        18 whatever agenda there is of those presenting.				false

		1918						LN		74		19		false		        19           I would suggest that the board take a step				false

		1919						LN		74		20		false		        20 back, hire a professional audit firm with experience				false

		1920						LN		74		21		false		        21 in general improvement district and golf who will				false

		1921						LN		74		22		false		        22 present the numbers in a straightforward, unbased				false

		1922						LN		74		23		false		        23 manner, given a set of criteria agreed on by an				false

		1923						LN		74		24		false		        24 advisory committee.				false

		1924						LN		74		25		false		        25           I would also suggest that the community is				false

		1925						PG		75		0		false		page 75				false

		1926						LN		75		1		false		         1 polled.  There are factions that would like to				false

		1927						LN		75		2		false		         2 remove the rec fees, there are those who don't want				false

		1928						LN		75		3		false		         3 to pay for anything except for what they use, and in				false

		1929						LN		75		4		false		         4 my estimation, a majority who are fine with the				false

		1930						LN		75		5		false		         5 things just the way they are.				false

		1931						LN		75		6		false		         6           As for the pyramid, it needs to be revised				false

		1932						LN		75		7		false		         7 given community feedback.  In the nine years we have				false

		1933						LN		75		8		false		         8 lived in Incline, I do not recall ever being asked				false

		1934						LN		75		9		false		         9 to be polled, vote, or otherwise which venues I				false

		1935						LN		75		10		false		        10 consider important to the community.  I'd like to				false

		1936						LN		75		11		false		        11 participate by voting in that process.				false

		1937						LN		75		12		false		        12           I would also suggest that the board take a				false

		1938						LN		75		13		false		        13 deep dive -- table the dive table and the road to				false

		1939						LN		75		14		false		        14 change this year while research is conducted.				false

		1940						LN		75		15		false		        15           In the meantime, leave the golf structure				false

		1941						LN		75		16		false		        16 the way it is, increase everything by a small				false

		1942						LN		75		17		false		        17 percentage.				false

		1943						LN		75		18		false		        18           The clubs are ready to work with the				false

		1944						LN		75		19		false		        19 community and give up a percentage of the morning				false

		1945						LN		75		20		false		        20 tee times.				false

		1946						LN		75		21		false		        21           I honestly don't think punching your best				false

		1947						LN		75		22		false		        22 customers in the backbone of the business is good				false

		1948						LN		75		23		false		        23 business, but who am I to say what you consider good				false

		1949						LN		75		24		false		        24 business.				false

		1950						LN		75		25		false		        25           Thank you for your time.				false

		1951						PG		76		0		false		page 76				false

		1952						LN		76		1		false		         1           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.				false

		1953						LN		76		2		false		         2           Next public comment, please.				false

		1954						LN		76		3		false		         3           MATT:  That concludes our public comments				false

		1955						LN		76		4		false		         4 on Zoom.				false

		1956						LN		76		5		false		         5           CHAIR DENT:  All right.  Thank you.				false

		1957						LN		76		6		false		         6           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I want to thank Trustee				false

		1958						LN		76		7		false		         7 Noble, because Trustee Noble responds to every email				false

		1959						LN		76		8		false		         8 that comes in.  I'm actually receiving emails that				false

		1960						LN		76		9		false		         9 I've never seen before.				false

		1961						LN		76		10		false		        10           So I don't know whether there's an issue				false

		1962						LN		76		11		false		        11 with the emails coming in.  It's something that I				false

		1963						LN		76		12		false		        12 thanked Trustee Noble on Sunday, because I'm seeing				false

		1964						LN		76		13		false		        13 things now that I didn't see.				false

		1965						LN		76		14		false		        14           So I think we need to investigate why us				false

		1966						LN		76		15		false		        15 trustees are not getting all of them, and just want				false

		1967						LN		76		16		false		        16 to acknowledge the effort and the time the he puts				false

		1968						LN		76		17		false		        17 in to do that, and let the community know that he is				false

		1969						LN		76		18		false		        18 helping us to get all of our emails.				false

		1970						LN		76		19		false		        19           CHAIR DENT:  I'll close out item C. Moving				false

		1971						LN		76		20		false		        20 on to item D.				false

		1972						LN		76		21		false		        21 D.  APPROVAL OF AGENDA				false

		1973						LN		76		22		false		        22           CHAIR DENT:  Any concerns with the agenda?				false

		1974						LN		76		23		false		        23 All right.  Seeing none, the agenda is approved.				false

		1975						LN		76		24		false		        24           We are going to take a nine-minute break,				false

		1976						LN		76		25		false		        25 and then we'll come back general business, item E 1.				false

		1977						PG		77		0		false		page 77				false

		1978						LN		77		1		false		         1 We will come back at 7:50.				false

		1979						LN		77		2		false		         2           (Break from 7:41 P.M. to 7:50 P.M.)				false

		1980						LN		77		3		false		         3           CHAIR DENT:  All right.  Welcome back to				false

		1981						LN		77		4		false		         4 item E 1, general business.  Quiet in the room,				false

		1982						LN		77		5		false		         5 please.				false

		1983						LN		77		6		false		         6 E.  GENERAL BUSINESS				false

		1984						LN		77		7		false		         7           CHAIR DENT:  Item E 1, general business.				false

		1985						LN		77		8		false		         8 Subject:  Golf course financials and proposed rates				false

		1986						LN		77		9		false		         9 for 2023 golf season.  Review and discuss historical				false

		1987						LN		77		10		false		        10 financial results of District-owned golf course, and				false

		1988						LN		77		11		false		        11 consider options and recommendations for updating				false

		1989						LN		77		12		false		        12 rate, rate structure, and course operations for the				false

		1990						LN		77		13		false		        13 2023 golf season.				false

		1991						LN		77		14		false		        14           Requesting staff member, Director of Golf				false

		1992						LN		77		15		false		        15 Darren Howard, Director of Finance Paul Navazio, and				false

		1993						LN		77		16		false		        16 Trustee Schmitz.				false

		1994						LN		77		17		false		        17           It can be found on pages 4 through 63 of				false

		1995						LN		77		18		false		        18 your board packet.				false

		1996						LN		77		19		false		        19           General Manager Winquest?				false

		1997						LN		77		20		false		        20           MR. WINQUEST:  For the record, Indra				false

		1998						LN		77		21		false		        21 Winquest, District General Manager.				false

		1999						LN		77		22		false		        22           I just want to start out by making sure				false

		2000						LN		77		23		false		        23 the everyone is aware, Ms. Sheila Leon in the back,				false

		2001						LN		77		24		false		        24 we provided supplemental material late this				false

		2002						LN		77		25		false		        25 afternoon, and she has handouts, if you haven't				false

		2003						PG		78		0		false		page 78				false

		2004						LN		78		1		false		         1 received one already.  It's also on the website				false

		2005						LN		78		2		false		         2 currently as well.				false

		2006						LN		78		3		false		         3           So, just to start out, in the 20 years				false

		2007						LN		78		4		false		         4 that I've been here with the District -- and I've				false

		2008						LN		78		5		false		         5 seen this conversation many times -- the one thing I				false

		2009						LN		78		6		false		         6 will say that is different this time is the amount				false

		2010						LN		78		7		false		         7 of material and extreme deep dive of golf, in				false

		2011						LN		78		8		false		         8 particular, financially.				false

		2012						LN		78		9		false		         9           So, I believe that, even though it was a				false

		2013						LN		78		10		false		        10 tremendous amount of work, it is very valuable work,				false

		2014						LN		78		11		false		        11 and I'm thankful that we worked through the process.				false

		2015						LN		78		12		false		        12           I want to thank, in particular, Mr.				false

		2016						LN		78		13		false		        13 Howard, our Director of Golf and Community Services,				false

		2017						LN		78		14		false		        14 as well as Mr. Navazio, our Director of Finance, and				false

		2018						LN		78		15		false		        15 Trustee Schmitz for putting in a tremendous amount				false

		2019						LN		78		16		false		        16 of time and effort into this material.				false

		2020						LN		78		17		false		        17           It's never perfect, but I believe it was				false

		2021						LN		78		18		false		        18 outstanding work that was done and should help guide				false

		2022						LN		78		19		false		        19 us through the process.				false

		2023						LN		78		20		false		        20           Staffs will be here to answer questions,				false

		2024						LN		78		21		false		        21 join in on the discussion, and, if needed, speak to				false

		2025						LN		78		22		false		        22 the staff's recommendations that are attached to				false

		2026						LN		78		23		false		        23 this agenda item.				false

		2027						LN		78		24		false		        24           So, I'm going to go ahead at this point				false

		2028						LN		78		25		false		        25 and pass it on to Trustee Schmitz, who has a brief				false

		2029						PG		79		0		false		page 79				false

		2030						LN		79		1		false		         1 power point, and we'll get started.				false

		2031						LN		79		2		false		         2           Thank you.				false

		2032						LN		79		3		false		         3           CHAIR DENT:  Reminder to the board,				false

		2033						LN		79		4		false		         4 because we do have a court reporter, please wait to				false

		2034						LN		79		5		false		         5 be called on so they know who is talking.				false

		2035						LN		79		6		false		         6           Trustee Schmitz, the floor's yours.				false

		2036						LN		79		7		false		         7           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Thank you.				false

		2037						LN		79		8		false		         8           We put together just a few slides				false

		2038						LN		79		9		false		         9 summarizing all of the work that we did throughout				false

		2039						LN		79		10		false		        10 this process.  And it was a very collaborative				false

		2040						LN		79		11		false		        11 process.				false

		2041						LN		79		12		false		        12           We first started off with talking about				false

		2042						LN		79		13		false		        13 what's our goal and what are we trying to get to.				false

		2043						LN		79		14		false		        14 And the board as really been focused on building				false

		2044						LN		79		15		false		        15 sustainable approaches to how we're making our				false

		2045						LN		79		16		false		        16 financial decisions.				false

		2046						LN		79		17		false		        17           We wanted specifically for the				false

		2047						LN		79		18		false		        18 Championship Course, the goal was to address the gap				false

		2048						LN		79		19		false		        19 between operational expenses and revenue, reducing				false

		2049						LN		79		20		false		        20 the budget, because what we had looked at and what's				false

		2050						LN		79		21		false		        21 in the board packet shows that we have pretty				false

		2051						LN		79		22		false		        22 consistently over-budgeted expenses.				false

		2052						LN		79		23		false		        23           So, the goal was to look at how do we				false

		2053						LN		79		24		false		        24 bring those budgets for expenses down to help reduce				false

		2054						LN		79		25		false		        25 the gap?  Look at different ways to increase the				false

		2055						PG		80		0		false		page 80				false

		2056						LN		80		1		false		         1 revenue, and recommendations from Darren Howard have				false

		2057						LN		80		2		false		         2 been to decrease the tee times intervals to -- first				false

		2058						LN		80		3		false		         3 of all, look at how do we evaluate Non-Picture Pass				false

		2059						LN		80		4		false		         4 Card Holder rates, and evaluate Picture Pass Card				false

		2060						LN		80		5		false		         5 Holder rates, and then monitor our results.				false

		2061						LN		80		6		false		         6           So this particular chart is from our --				false

		2062						LN		80		7		false		         7 it's a subset of what's in our packet, and it is				false

		2063						LN		80		8		false		         8 golf excluding food and the pro shop -- food and				false

		2064						LN		80		9		false		         9 beverage and the pro shop.				false

		2065						LN		80		10		false		        10           So, total golf operations does incorporate				false

		2066						LN		80		11		false		        11 The Grill and the carts and what have you.				false

		2067						LN		80		12		false		        12           So, when we did our analysis, we				false

		2068						LN		80		13		false		        13 discovered that food and beverage in the last couple				false

		2069						LN		80		14		false		        14 years has had some pretty significant loses.				false

		2070						LN		80		15		false		        15           So, we didn't want those losses to skew				false

		2071						LN		80		16		false		        16 the numbers as it relates to our discussion on golf				false

		2072						LN		80		17		false		        17 rates.				false

		2073						LN		80		18		false		        18           So, Mr. Navazio, Directer of Finance,				false

		2074						LN		80		19		false		        19 provided a breakdown.  So, this particular chart				false

		2075						LN		80		20		false		        20 shows the actual revenue versus expenses,				false

		2076						LN		80		21		false		        21 specifically from our financial statements, but				false

		2077						LN		80		22		false		        22 excluded food and beverage, and this board had				false

		2078						LN		80		23		false		        23 requested that we also exclude the facility fees so				false

		2079						LN		80		24		false		        24 that we can truly see the operational effectiveness				false

		2080						LN		80		25		false		        25 of golf operations.				false

		2081						PG		81		0		false		page 81				false

		2082						LN		81		1		false		         1           Understand, these numbers are from our				false

		2083						LN		81		2		false		         2 financial statements.  The data came directly from				false

		2084						LN		81		3		false		         3 the financial statements.  So, depreciation is a net				false

		2085						LN		81		4		false		         4 expense for enterprise accounting.				false

		2086						LN		81		5		false		         5           So, the solid green line is actual revenue				false

		2087						LN		81		6		false		         6 specific for golf operations, and the solid red line				false

		2088						LN		81		7		false		         7 is actual expenses.				false

		2089						LN		81		8		false		         8           And so this does not include any				false

		2090						LN		81		9		false		         9 investment and capital.  So, it is directly tied to				false

		2091						LN		81		10		false		        10 our financial statements.				false

		2092						LN		81		11		false		        11           And the line at the bottom, the purple				false

		2093						LN		81		12		false		        12 line, which is actually decreasing.  It goes from,				false

		2094						LN		81		13		false		        13 for those of you in the back, the left-hand side				false

		2095						LN		81		14		false		        14 starts out in 2017/2018, through the final number is				false

		2096						LN		81		15		false		        15 what our proposed budget is.				false

		2097						LN		81		16		false		        16           The purple line at the bottom shows the				false

		2098						LN		81		17		false		        17 gap between the expenses and the revenue.  That				false

		2099						LN		81		18		false		        18 particular gap does not include capital.  This is				false

		2100						LN		81		19		false		        19 including depreciation.  This is directly from our				false

		2101						LN		81		20		false		        20 financial statement.				false

		2102						LN		81		21		false		        21           The dashed lines are the budget.  So, as I				false

		2103						LN		81		22		false		        22 mentioned, the budget has always been running up				false

		2104						LN		81		23		false		        23 above what the actuals were.  So, we've asked staff				false

		2105						LN		81		24		false		        24 to address that particular issue.				false

		2106						LN		81		25		false		        25           So, with that, the one thing I want to				false

		2107						PG		82		0		false		page 82				false

		2108						LN		82		1		false		         1 point to everyone, including my fellow trustees, is				false

		2109						LN		82		2		false		         2 that purple line, you'll notice, that is in our				false

		2110						LN		82		3		false		         3 proposed budget, it's actually slightly higher.				false

		2111						LN		82		4		false		         4           So, our gap between revenue and expenses				false

		2112						LN		82		5		false		         5 grew a little bit.  It's not a significant amount,				false

		2113						LN		82		6		false		         6 and in comparison to where we've been the past				false

		2114						LN		82		7		false		         7 years, we've made some significant improvements over				false

		2115						LN		82		8		false		         8 the past couple of years.				false

		2116						LN		82		9		false		         9           So, what did we look at?  So what staff				false

		2117						LN		82		10		false		        10 did in the their recommendations was they adjusted				false

		2118						LN		82		11		false		        11 service levels.				false

		2119						LN		82		12		false		        12           So, there's a grid on page 19 of the				false

		2120						LN		82		13		false		        13 packet that shows some of the service levels that				false

		2121						LN		82		14		false		        14 had been provided in the past and what had been a				false

		2122						LN		82		15		false		        15 business decision to discontinue.  So, to those				false

		2123						LN		82		16		false		        16 adjusted service levels brought some cost savings				false

		2124						LN		82		17		false		        17 into our budget.				false

		2125						LN		82		18		false		        18           Staff also looked at reducing staffing				false

		2126						LN		82		19		false		        19 budgets because of the reality of labor shortages,				false

		2127						LN		82		20		false		        20 and then they looked at how to review -- they				false

		2128						LN		82		21		false		        21 reviewed and decreased expense budgets.				false

		2129						LN		82		22		false		        22           And some of the details that they've				false

		2130						LN		82		23		false		        23 already done are on pages 32 or 33 in the packet,				false

		2131						LN		82		24		false		        24 but it is something that is still ongoing.  And				false

		2132						LN		82		25		false		        25 we'll talk more about this when we talk about the				false

		2133						PG		83		0		false		page 83				false

		2134						LN		83		1		false		         1 Mountain Course as compared to Champ.				false

		2135						LN		83		2		false		         2           So, the increase in revenue, the tee				false

		2136						LN		83		3		false		         3 times -- the tee time increase in revenue was				false

		2137						LN		83		4		false		         4 already incorporated into the projections.  Staff				false

		2138						LN		83		5		false		         5 did a competitive market analysis of other courses,				false

		2139						LN		83		6		false		         6 and determined that they felt comfortable that an				false

		2140						LN		83		7		false		         7 eight-percent increase for Non-Picture Pass Card				false

		2141						LN		83		8		false		         8 Holders still allowed a competitive, good-priced				false

		2142						LN		83		9		false		         9 product.				false

		2143						LN		83		10		false		        10           What we had talked about was the board				false

		2144						LN		83		11		false		        11 gave direction to have the price of Picture Pass				false

		2145						LN		83		12		false		        12 Card Holders at 50 percent of the Non-Picture Pass				false

		2146						LN		83		13		false		        13 Card Holder.  However, when we look at the numbers,				false

		2147						LN		83		14		false		        14 staff's recommendation was to leave that at eight				false

		2148						LN		83		15		false		        15 percent also.				false

		2149						LN		83		16		false		        16           But what we did -- what we wanted to do				false

		2150						LN		83		17		false		        17 was first look at what increase in revenue, given				false

		2151						LN		83		18		false		        18 the play mix, would the increase in the Non-Picture				false

		2152						LN		83		19		false		        19 Pass Card Holder rates, how would that impact.  And				false

		2153						LN		83		20		false		        20 then what's left, what needs to be done for our				false

		2154						LN		83		21		false		        21 Picture Pass Card Holders.				false

		2155						LN		83		22		false		        22           Staff recommended getting rid of the				false

		2156						LN		83		23		false		        23 All-You-Can-Play passes.  Staff went and put				false

		2157						LN		83		24		false		        24 together this grid to show, in 2022, what the				false

		2158						LN		83		25		false		        25 revenue -- the total combined revenue per round and				false

		2159						PG		84		0		false		page 84				false

		2160						LN		84		1		false		         1 the cost per round -- I'm sorry.  This is the play				false

		2161						LN		84		2		false		         2 mix, compared to the revenue per round.				false

		2162						LN		84		3		false		         3           The highest revenue per round in 2022,				false

		2163						LN		84		4		false		         4 which is the bar chart furthest to the right, that				false

		2164						LN		84		5		false		         5 large, orange box, is $66.54.  And you'll note at				false

		2165						LN		84		6		false		         6 the bottom, in 2022 the cost per round, excluded				false

		2166						LN		84		7		false		         7 depreciation, capital, and debt, was $98.58 per				false

		2167						LN		84		8		false		         8 round.				false

		2168						LN		84		9		false		         9           The reason why we're talking about				false

		2169						LN		84		10		false		        10 removing depreciation here and why we had it in the				false

		2170						LN		84		11		false		        11 other charts, the other charts were our financial				false

		2171						LN		84		12		false		        12 reports.  Now we're talking about what needs to				false

		2172						LN		84		13		false		        13 cover for Picture Pass Holders.				false

		2173						LN		84		14		false		        14           Since the facility fee pays the cash				false

		2174						LN		84		15		false		        15 outlay for our capital, we don't believe it's right				false

		2175						LN		84		16		false		        16 to then, in turn, have our Picture Pass Holders				false

		2176						LN		84		17		false		        17 having to cover depreciation.				false

		2177						LN		84		18		false		        18           So, when we're looking at rates and price				false

		2178						LN		84		19		false		        19 per rounds, and what's the rate we're looking at for				false

		2179						LN		84		20		false		        20 Picture Pass Holders, we're intentionally removing				false

		2180						LN		84		21		false		        21 depreciation because those Picture Pass Holders				false

		2181						LN		84		22		false		        22 expended money through the recreation fee to outlay				false

		2182						LN		84		23		false		        23 capital for the capital investment.  Does that make				false

		2183						LN		84		24		false		        24 sense?  Okay.				false

		2184						LN		84		25		false		        25           So, then the last chart is from a Picture				false

		2185						PG		85		0		false		page 85				false

		2186						LN		85		1		false		         1 Pass Holder perspective.  So, this is using the same				false

		2187						LN		85		2		false		         2 numbers as before, the only difference is				false

		2188						LN		85		3		false		         3 depreciation was removed so that we can look at it				false

		2189						LN		85		4		false		         4 from a Picture Pass Holder cost/revenue perspective.				false

		2190						LN		85		5		false		         5           And you can see that the amounts of				false

		2191						LN		85		6		false		         6 difference between the revenue and expenses are				false

		2192						LN		85		7		false		         7 considerably close; they're within $30,000.				false

		2193						LN		85		8		false		         8           So, then the chart at the bottom, which,				false

		2194						LN		85		9		false		         9 again, was the difference, what this now includes is				false

		2195						LN		85		10		false		        10 now capital is brought into the equation.				false

		2196						LN		85		11		false		        11           So, the purple line at the bottom is				false

		2197						LN		85		12		false		        12 including -- it's the total funding needed to				false

		2198						LN		85		13		false		        13 operate the golf courses.  So, the total funding is				false

		2199						LN		85		14		false		        14 related to cash flow.				false

		2200						LN		85		15		false		        15           So that includes capital improvements,				false

		2201						LN		85		16		false		        16 actual, it includes the gap between revenues and				false

		2202						LN		85		17		false		        17 expenses, but then it removes depreciation.				false

		2203						LN		85		18		false		        18           So, as you can see here for the Champ				false

		2204						LN		85		19		false		        19 Course, the gap is virtual closed.				false

		2205						LN		85		20		false		        20           What I also wanted to point out is when				false

		2206						LN		85		21		false		        21 the numbers were put together -- staff's been really				false

		2207						LN		85		22		false		        22 working hard to tweak the revenue numbers and the				false

		2208						LN		85		23		false		        23 expense numbers for this budgeted year.  It just so				false

		2209						LN		85		24		false		        24 happened that $30,000 of capital reduction that				false

		2210						LN		85		25		false		        25 staff did is not reflected in these numbers.				false

		2211						PG		86		0		false		page 86				false

		2212						LN		86		1		false		         1           So, that number at the bottom in the				false

		2213						LN		86		2		false		         2 purple line would be reduced by $30,000.  I just				false

		2214						LN		86		3		false		         3 didn't want to change the numbers because they all				false

		2215						LN		86		4		false		         4 align with the other charts.				false

		2216						LN		86		5		false		         5           So, then it relates to the Mountain				false

		2217						LN		86		6		false		         6 Course, we took the same approach.  It was adjusting				false

		2218						LN		86		7		false		         7 service levels, adjusting staffing levels, and				false

		2219						LN		86		8		false		         8 reviewing how we might decrease some expenses.				false

		2220						LN		86		9		false		         9           When we looked in more detail at the				false

		2221						LN		86		10		false		        10 revenue aspects of it, staff evaluated market				false

		2222						LN		86		11		false		        11 competitiveness of the Mountain Course and				false

		2223						LN		86		12		false		        12 determined that a 12-percent increase was reasonable				false

		2224						LN		86		13		false		        13 for Non-Picture Pass Holders.				false

		2225						LN		86		14		false		        14           Then staff looked at the gap, and then				false

		2226						LN		86		15		false		        15 staff brought forward their recommendation, and that				false

		2227						LN		86		16		false		        16 was to encourage or recommend an eight-percent				false

		2228						LN		86		17		false		        17 increase for the Mountain Course.				false

		2229						LN		86		18		false		        18           The thing that is really important for all				false

		2230						LN		86		19		false		        19 of the Trustees to recognize on this golf -- this,				false

		2231						LN		86		20		false		        20 again, in the net income.  It does not include the				false

		2232						LN		86		21		false		        21 facility fee, it does not include capital				false

		2233						LN		86		22		false		        22 improvement, is, again, the red line has been				false

		2234						LN		86		23		false		        23 decreasing.  That's the actual expenses.				false

		2235						LN		86		24		false		        24           That actual expenses have been decreasing;				false

		2236						LN		86		25		false		        25 however, the dashed red line has been increasing.				false

		2237						PG		87		0		false		page 87				false

		2238						LN		87		1		false		         1           So, staff is still in the process of				false

		2239						LN		87		2		false		         2 evaluating and determining where we go and do some				false

		2240						LN		87		3		false		         3 additional reductions in expenses.				false

		2241						LN		87		4		false		         4           The other thing worth noting is, while the				false

		2242						LN		87		5		false		         5 green line has been relatively stable and the				false

		2243						LN		87		6		false		         6 projected year end is a bit of an uptick, you can				false

		2244						LN		87		7		false		         7 see it's below what our budgeted revenue numbers				false

		2245						LN		87		8		false		         8 were expected to be.				false

		2246						LN		87		9		false		         9           So, again, the purple line at the bottom				false

		2247						LN		87		10		false		        10 is nothing more than what is the gap between actual				false

		2248						LN		87		11		false		        11 revenue and actual expenses, with the exception of				false

		2249						LN		87		12		false		        12 the budgeted, which is the difference in the budget.				false

		2250						LN		87		13		false		        13           But staff is still in the process, because				false

		2251						LN		87		14		false		        14 it's about a $400,000 deferential between the				false

		2252						LN		87		15		false		        15 budgeted expenses and what it appears our actual				false

		2253						LN		87		16		false		        16 expenses have been.				false

		2254						LN		87		17		false		        17           So, that's an opportunity for improvement				false

		2255						LN		87		18		false		        18 there that hasn't yet been identified by staff.				false

		2256						LN		87		19		false		        19           Then, this is the analysis for Picture				false

		2257						LN		87		20		false		        20 Pass rates.  So, the spikes that you can see right				false

		2258						LN		87		21		false		        21 in the middle, that is a significant capital outlay.				false

		2259						LN		87		22		false		        22           So, capital outlay does cause our numbers				false

		2260						LN		87		23		false		        23 to fluctuate considerably from year to year, but if				false

		2261						LN		87		24		false		        24 you look at it, our revenues numbers are still				false

		2262						LN		87		25		false		        25 consistently below with this current projected year,				false
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		2264						LN		88		1		false		         1 the gap is expected to be the smallest it's been in				false

		2265						LN		88		2		false		         2 a number of years, but it does still include an				false

		2266						LN		88		3		false		         3 increase in the gap in the budget; however, in the				false

		2267						LN		88		4		false		         4 budget, this number does not include another				false

		2268						LN		88		5		false		         5 $481,000 of capital improvement reduction that staff				false

		2269						LN		88		6		false		         6 had proposed, but I didn't want to go and change the				false

		2270						LN		88		7		false		         7 number because I was trying to leave these charts to				false

		2271						LN		88		8		false		         8 all be consistent and tied together.				false

		2272						LN		88		9		false		         9           So, you can see where we are with the				false

		2273						LN		88		10		false		        10 Mountain Course, and as we've talked in the past and				false

		2274						LN		88		11		false		        11 prior boards have talked, you know, perhaps, the				false

		2275						LN		88		12		false		        12 Mountain Course is one of the courses that we do				false

		2276						LN		88		13		false		        13 talk about that pyramid.				false

		2277						LN		88		14		false		        14           And I actually asked staff to do a				false

		2278						LN		88		15		false		        15 calculation of difference, and it was within that 33				false

		2279						LN		88		16		false		        16 percent, which is the top portion of the pyramid.				false

		2280						LN		88		17		false		        17           So, next steps would be to -- we need to				false

		2281						LN		88		18		false		        18 thoroughly understand why, over the past two years,				false

		2282						LN		88		19		false		        19 we've lost a significant amount.  It's almost				false

		2283						LN		88		20		false		        20 $300,000 in two seasons on food the beverage.				false

		2284						LN		88		21		false		        21           We need to monitor golf utilization, the				false

		2285						LN		88		22		false		        22 play mix, and we need to have more timely financial				false

		2286						LN		88		23		false		        23 reports so that if adjustments need to be made,				false

		2287						LN		88		24		false		        24 we're doing it sooner rather than looking in the				false

		2288						LN		88		25		false		        25 rearview mirror and realizing that we've been losing				false
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		2290						LN		89		1		false		         1 money on food and beverage for two years.				false

		2291						LN		89		2		false		         2           So, a takeaway -- so, that's a next step.				false

		2292						LN		89		3		false		         3           Another thing that would be a next step,				false

		2293						LN		89		4		false		         4 this was part of all of our discussion, was to,				false

		2294						LN		89		5		false		         5 perhaps, request that board look at forming a group				false

		2295						LN		89		6		false		         6 to have a collaborative effort to analyze the golf				false

		2296						LN		89		7		false		         7 club situation, and to come up with some compromises				false

		2297						LN		89		8		false		         8 and be creative.				false

		2298						LN		89		9		false		         9           So, those were some things that are				false

		2299						LN		89		10		false		        10 identified in the board packet, and I just put them				false

		2300						LN		89		11		false		        11 up here as a closing comment on next steps.				false

		2301						LN		89		12		false		        12           So, this is, in a nutshell, what we've				false

		2302						LN		89		13		false		        13 been working on.  And I have to give thanks to				false

		2303						LN		89		14		false		        14 staff.  They've worked very, very hard, and this				false

		2304						LN		89		15		false		        15 would not have been accomplished if they wouldn't				false

		2305						LN		89		16		false		        16 have had all of this information.				false

		2306						LN		89		17		false		        17           But everything that's in the board packet				false

		2307						LN		89		18		false		        18 was worked on collaboratively, and the data either				false

		2308						LN		89		19		false		        19 came from our audited financial statements or it				false

		2309						LN		89		20		false		        20 came from Mr. Howard on the play mixes and the				false

		2310						LN		89		21		false		        21 reservations for tee times.				false

		2311						LN		89		22		false		        22           So, with that, I'm going to let the board				false

		2312						LN		89		23		false		        23 discuss, and I'm going to turn this back over to				false

		2313						LN		89		24		false		        24 Mr. Dent.				false

		2314						LN		89		25		false		        25           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Trustee Schmitz.				false
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		2316						LN		90		1		false		         1 I will take that laptop too to communicate with				false

		2317						LN		90		2		false		         2 anyone on Zoom.				false

		2318						LN		90		3		false		         3           Any questions?  Trustee Tonking?				false

		2319						LN		90		4		false		         4           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I just have a quick				false

		2320						LN		90		5		false		         5 question how we're going to approach this.				false

		2321						LN		90		6		false		         6           Are we going to go through each of those				false

		2322						LN		90		7		false		         7 numbered items, and then, like, make motions off				false

		2323						LN		90		8		false		         8 that?  I was wondering what our approach was so that				false

		2324						LN		90		9		false		         9 I could make sure I was directed the right manner.				false

		2325						LN		90		10		false		        10           CHAIR DENT:  The easiest way to tackle				false

		2326						LN		90		11		false		        11 this would be go through the numbered items, and if				false

		2327						LN		90		12		false		        12 we can make a motion to go through 1 through 5, or 1				false

		2328						LN		90		13		false		        13 through 9 all at the same time and approve that, and				false

		2329						LN		90		14		false		        14 then we know which ones we have an issue with and				false

		2330						LN		90		15		false		        15 need to discuss a little bit further.				false

		2331						LN		90		16		false		        16           If there is a need to dive in, I mean, we				false

		2332						LN		90		17		false		        17 could just start with number 1, and see if anybody				false

		2333						LN		90		18		false		        18 has questions or wants further clarification and go				false

		2334						LN		90		19		false		        19 from there.				false

		2335						LN		90		20		false		        20           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I was going through the				false

		2336						LN		90		21		false		        21 presentation, and I had a note written down that I				false

		2337						LN		90		22		false		        22 wanted my fellow Trustees to be aware of.				false

		2338						LN		90		23		false		        23           So, the charts and the data that was put				false

		2339						LN		90		24		false		        24 together by Mr. Navazio, the Championship Course, it				false

		2340						LN		90		25		false		        25 was using the five-percent increase.				false
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		2342						LN		91		1		false		         1           So, the number that I was displaying,				false

		2343						LN		91		2		false		         2 where it had them virtual touching, that was not at				false

		2344						LN		91		3		false		         3 the eight-percent increase; that was at the				false

		2345						LN		91		4		false		         4 five-percent increase.				false

		2346						LN		91		5		false		         5           Then, as it relates to the Mountain				false

		2347						LN		91		6		false		         6 Course, they did actually update it to be the				false

		2348						LN		91		7		false		         7 eight-percent.				false

		2349						LN		91		8		false		         8           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  So, this chart that				false

		2350						LN		91		9		false		         9 showed the $10,000 difference between, that's the				false

		2351						LN		91		10		false		        10 one you're talking about that was only at five				false

		2352						LN		91		11		false		        11 percent?				false

		2353						LN		91		12		false		        12           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Yes.  At the five				false

		2354						LN		91		13		false		        13 percent, yes.				false

		2355						LN		91		14		false		        14           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Okay.  Great.				false

		2356						LN		91		15		false		        15           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Thank you, Chair.				false

		2357						LN		91		16		false		        16           Are you suggesting that 1 A would be five				false

		2358						LN		91		17		false		        17 percent, is that what you're saying?				false

		2359						LN		91		18		false		        18           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I'm not suggesting it.				false

		2360						LN		91		19		false		        19 I just want to be clear that the charts that had the				false

		2361						LN		91		20		false		        20 points within $10,000 of each other, the data behind				false

		2362						LN		91		21		false		        21 this is the five percent, not the eight percent.				false

		2363						LN		91		22		false		        22           CHAIR DENT:  Any other questions for				false

		2364						LN		91		23		false		        23 number 1?				false

		2365						LN		91		24		false		        24           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Okay.  So first off, I				false

		2366						LN		91		25		false		        25 want to thank Trustee Schmitz, staff, and everybody				false
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		2368						LN		92		1		false		         1 for being here.  It's been a long process.				false

		2369						LN		92		2		false		         2           So, I think my mindset on this with my				false

		2370						LN		92		3		false		         3 accounting background and looking at budgets all the				false

		2371						LN		92		4		false		         4 time, I have been -- the areas that I was, my				false

		2372						LN		92		5		false		         5 mindset is, A, making sure that we are making				false

		2373						LN		92		6		false		         6 financial sound decisions and we are following our				false

		2374						LN		92		7		false		         7 pricing policy, making sure that we are not setting				false

		2375						LN		92		8		false		         8 rates that are greater than the operational costs, I				false

		2376						LN		92		9		false		         9 appreciate the taking out of depreciation, because				false

		2377						LN		92		10		false		        10 that's that double charge.  Really helpful.				false

		2378						LN		92		11		false		        11           Also, understanding that each of these				false

		2379						LN		92		12		false		        12 decisions will have an impact on if people play on				false

		2380						LN		92		13		false		        13 the course or not.  So, that is the key that the				false

		2381						LN		92		14		false		        14 play mix is something we always need to consider as				false

		2382						LN		92		15		false		        15 we're having this.				false

		2383						LN		92		16		false		        16           And then, can we as a board, if we change				false

		2384						LN		92		17		false		        17 so much, measure successes and failures.				false

		2385						LN		92		18		false		        18           On this first one, I was good with the				false

		2386						LN		92		19		false		        19 Non-Picture Pass increase that was represented.				false

		2387						LN		92		20		false		        20           So, if it's five-percent, I think we				false

		2388						LN		92		21		false		        21 should stay at the five versus the eight.				false

		2389						LN		92		22		false		        22           I agree that the Picture Pass Holder rates				false

		2390						LN		92		23		false		        23 to be set at the 50 percent.  That's what we talked				false

		2391						LN		92		24		false		        24 about with Diamond Peak, similar idea.				false

		2392						LN		92		25		false		        25           And that the guest rates be set at the				false
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		2394						LN		93		1		false		         1 midpoint.				false

		2395						LN		93		2		false		         2           I'm good with all of those with that				false

		2396						LN		93		3		false		         3 mindset for 1.				false

		2397						LN		93		4		false		         4           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Tulloch?				false

		2398						LN		93		5		false		         5           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you, Chair Dent.				false

		2399						LN		93		6		false		         6 Actually, before we dive into each of them, I have a				false

		2400						LN		93		7		false		         7 couple questions.  One is concerning depreciation.				false

		2401						LN		93		8		false		         8           If I go to page 50 of the packet, our				false

		2402						LN		93		9		false		         9 financial policies, pages 50 of 62, objective of				false

		2403						LN		93		10		false		        10 District's pricing policies to ensure that revenues				false

		2404						LN		93		11		false		        11 including charges for services and applicable rate				false

		2405						LN		93		12		false		        12 fees are sufficient to cover the full cost to				false

		2406						LN		93		13		false		        13 providing services to IVGID Picture Pass Holders,				false

		2407						LN		93		14		false		        14 guests of IVGID Picture Pass Holders, and others.				false

		2408						LN		93		15		false		        15           If then go down to definitions, full cost				false

		2409						LN		93		16		false		        16 is intended to represent the per unit cost of				false

		2410						LN		93		17		false		        17 providing access, and shall include operating costs				false

		2411						LN		93		18		false		        18 including overhead, capital depreciation and debt,				false

		2412						LN		93		19		false		        19 as reflected in the budget.				false

		2413						LN		93		20		false		        20           So while we're stripping our depreciation				false

		2414						LN		93		21		false		        21 there, I think that's incorrect to stop out the full				false

		2415						LN		93		22		false		        22 amount.				false

		2416						LN		93		23		false		        23           If I look at the play pass mix, on page				false

		2417						LN		93		24		false		        24 27, 46 percent of our revenues come from guests and				false

		2418						LN		93		25		false		        25 Non-Picture Pass Holders.				false
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		2420						LN		94		1		false		         1           According to our pricing policy, we should				false

		2421						LN		94		2		false		         2 be recovering depreciation and capital costs from				false

		2422						LN		94		3		false		         3 that group as well.				false

		2423						LN		94		4		false		         4           So, if I take 40 percent of (inaudible) we				false

		2424						LN		94		5		false		         5 should not be writing off the full 700k of				false

		2425						LN		94		6		false		         6 depreciation calculating these rates.  It should be				false

		2426						LN		94		7		false		         7 46 -- should be having 54 percent of the				false

		2427						LN		94		8		false		         8 depreciation costs.				false

		2428						LN		94		9		false		         9           Sorry.  46 percent of the depreciation				false

		2429						LN		94		10		false		        10 costs, so it should be $320,000, approximately.				false

		2430						LN		94		11		false		        11           Is that correct?				false

		2431						LN		94		12		false		        12           MR. WINQUEST:  Your math sounds correct.				false

		2432						LN		94		13		false		        13 Yeah.				false

		2433						LN		94		14		false		        14           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Yes, these -- we're				false

		2434						LN		94		15		false		        15 not -- at the accounting basis, we would be				false

		2435						LN		94		16		false		        16 subsidizing Non-Picture Pass Holders and outsiders				false

		2436						LN		94		17		false		        17 from our facility fee, which I believe would be				false

		2437						LN		94		18		false		        18 incorrect.				false

		2438						LN		94		19		false		        19           CHAIR DENT:  What are you thoughts on item				false

		2439						LN		94		20		false		        20 1?				false

		2440						LN		94		21		false		        21           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  I'd assume that the				false

		2441						LN		94		22		false		        22 Non-Picture Pass Holder was the eight percent, given				false

		2442						LN		94		23		false		        23 what I've just stated in terms of depreciation, I				false

		2443						LN		94		24		false		        24 would prefer to see it at eight percent, as per the				false

		2444						LN		94		25		false		        25 proposal.				false
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		2446						LN		95		1		false		         1           I think I'm okay with the other ones				false

		2447						LN		95		2		false		         2 there.				false

		2448						LN		95		3		false		         3           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  Trustee Noble?				false

		2449						LN		95		4		false		         4           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I was going between the				false

		2450						LN		95		5		false		         5 five and eight percent for 1 a.  I'm fine with the				false

		2451						LN		95		6		false		         6 eight percent on this one, and I'm fine in the				false

		2452						LN		95		7		false		         7 proposals in b and c, and number 1 as well.				false

		2453						LN		95		8		false		         8           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  Trustee Schmitz?				false

		2454						LN		95		9		false		         9           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Are we weighing in on				false

		2455						LN		95		10		false		        10 each one of those individually?				false

		2456						LN		95		11		false		        11           I'm fine with increasing the Championship				false

		2457						LN		95		12		false		        12 Course, but only the five percent.  Anything more				false

		2458						LN		95		13		false		        13 would be in violation of policies.  We'd be				false

		2459						LN		95		14		false		        14 over-collecting from the Picture Pass Holders.				false

		2460						LN		95		15		false		        15           CHAIR DENT:  Are you saying that for				false

		2461						LN		95		16		false		        16 Picture Pass Holders and non, do you say stay at				false

		2462						LN		95		17		false		        17 eight percent?				false

		2463						LN		95		18		false		        18           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Yes.				false

		2464						LN		95		19		false		        19           CHAIR DENT:  So 1 b would be five percent,				false

		2465						LN		95		20		false		        20 1 a would be eight percent?				false

		2466						LN		95		21		false		        21           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Yes.				false

		2467						LN		95		22		false		        22           CHAIR DENT:  Are you okay with the eight				false

		2468						LN		95		23		false		        23 percent for Non-Picture Pass Holders and five				false

		2469						LN		95		24		false		        24 percent for Picture Pass Holders?				false

		2470						LN		95		25		false		        25           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I agree with that.				false
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		2472						LN		96		1		false		         1           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I'm okay eight percent.				false

		2473						LN		96		2		false		         2 Does that make much difference in the 50 percent?				false

		2474						LN		96		3		false		         3 I'm assuming we're using an approximate 50 percent				false

		2475						LN		96		4		false		         4 here.				false

		2476						LN		96		5		false		         5           CHAIR DENT:  Yes.  It's close enough.				false

		2477						LN		96		6		false		         6           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  I'm okay with that.				false

		2478						LN		96		7		false		         7           CHAIR DENT:  We're not passing it along.				false

		2479						LN		96		8		false		         8 It would be a five percent.				false

		2480						LN		96		9		false		         9           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Yep.				false

		2481						LN		96		10		false		        10           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Quick question:  Do you				false

		2482						LN		96		11		false		        11 think it's easier if we make motions to keep track				false

		2483						LN		96		12		false		        12 of it all or each one?				false

		2484						LN		96		13		false		        13           CHAIR DENT:  Let's get through this one,				false

		2485						LN		96		14		false		        14 and then look at the other items.				false

		2486						LN		96		15		false		        15           Let's just say, like, increase their range				false

		2487						LN		96		16		false		        16 fees at $1 per product, item 8, if no one has an				false

		2488						LN		96		17		false		        17 issue with that, we can look around the table really				false

		2489						LN		96		18		false		        18 quickly and we can bundle 1 and 8, because it sounds				false

		2490						LN		96		19		false		        19 like we're pretty much in agreement on 1 right now.				false

		2491						LN		96		20		false		        20           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Okay.  Great.				false

		2492						LN		96		21		false		        21           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Noble?				false

		2493						LN		96		22		false		        22           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  One point of				false

		2494						LN		96		23		false		        23 clarification.  I'm looking at page 41 of 62, and				false

		2495						LN		96		24		false		        24 the percentage increase from 2022, and when I look				false

		2496						LN		96		25		false		        25 at the Picture Pass Holders, there's various				false

		2497						PG		97		0		false		page 97				false

		2498						LN		97		1		false		         1 percentages.				false

		2499						LN		97		2		false		         2           So, is the proposal not to have a				false

		2500						LN		97		3		false		         3 50-percent reduction from the Non-Picture Pass				false

		2501						LN		97		4		false		         4 Holder rate, but just simply increase the rates by				false

		2502						LN		97		5		false		         5 five percent from 2021 for Picture Pass Holders?				false

		2503						LN		97		6		false		         6           And the reason why I asked is a few of				false

		2504						LN		97		7		false		         7 those rates seem to be out of whack, for lack of a				false

		2505						LN		97		8		false		         8 better term.				false

		2506						LN		97		9		false		         9           We have, like, there's some corrections.				false

		2507						LN		97		10		false		        10 One is 49 percent.  Obviously, that's the				false

		2508						LN		97		11		false		        11 Non-Picture Pass Holder rate, but then there are, if				false

		2509						LN		97		12		false		        12 I look at -- there's an 18, 19, 23, 18 percent				false

		2510						LN		97		13		false		        13 various ones.				false

		2511						LN		97		14		false		        14           We're going to -- if we just do the five				false

		2512						LN		97		15		false		        15 percent, those deltas are going to get magnified.				false

		2513						LN		97		16		false		        16 I'm wondering if it would be more appropriate to do				false

		2514						LN		97		17		false		        17 the eight percent for Non-Picture Pass Holders, and				false

		2515						LN		97		18		false		        18 just do a 50-percent reduction, and then it's clean				false

		2516						LN		97		19		false		        19 for all time going forward.				false

		2517						LN		97		20		false		        20           Then when there are -- it'll be much				false

		2518						LN		97		21		false		        21 easier to make changes based on that based on a				false

		2519						LN		97		22		false		        22 percentage standpoint going forward, versus having				false

		2520						LN		97		23		false		        23 these -- if you do percentage increases going				false

		2521						LN		97		24		false		        24 forward without doing this correction, those deltas				false

		2522						LN		97		25		false		        25 will magnify over time?				false

		2523						PG		98		0		false		page 98				false

		2524						LN		98		1		false		         1           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.				false

		2525						LN		98		2		false		         2           Trustee Schmitz?				false

		2526						LN		98		3		false		         3           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  We don't have an				false

		2527						LN		98		4		false		         4 official policy that sets this rule.  And if we're				false

		2528						LN		98		5		false		         5 able to capture enough revenues so that we can lower				false

		2529						LN		98		6		false		         6 our Picture Pass Holder rate, we need to do that.				false

		2530						LN		98		7		false		         7 That is the right thing to do.  It's according to				false

		2531						LN		98		8		false		         8 our policy.				false

		2532						LN		98		9		false		         9           So, I don't think we should be bound by				false

		2533						LN		98		10		false		        10 something that actually isn't even a policy.  It				false

		2534						LN		98		11		false		        11 might be that standard, but these are internal rates				false

		2535						LN		98		12		false		        12 for our internal customers.				false

		2536						LN		98		13		false		        13           As a board, we can look at the numbers and				false

		2537						LN		98		14		false		        14 make the decisions, but do so after we know what the				false

		2538						LN		98		15		false		        15 revenue, given the play mix and given the rates				false

		2539						LN		98		16		false		        16 increases are for the Non-Picture Pass Holders.				false

		2540						LN		98		17		false		        17           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I agree with Trustee				false

		2541						LN		98		18		false		        18 Noble.  We need to be consistent.  We put this into				false

		2542						LN		98		19		false		        19 practice in ski, and we had the same impact there.				false

		2543						LN		98		20		false		        20 We did talk at the time saying we should be				false

		2544						LN		98		21		false		        21 consistent about it.				false

		2545						LN		98		22		false		        22           I think it would be difficult after all				false

		2546						LN		98		23		false		        23 these larger percent increase than in ski when it's				false

		2547						LN		98		24		false		        24 actually still making money, and then start using				false

		2548						LN		98		25		false		        25 mixing and matching principles.				false

		2549						PG		99		0		false		page 99				false

		2550						LN		99		1		false		         1           We're either consistent or not consistent.				false

		2551						LN		99		2		false		         2           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Correct me if I'm wrong,				false

		2552						LN		99		3		false		         3 but I actually think if we did the eight and then we				false

		2553						LN		99		4		false		         4 did the five, we'd actually see these percents get				false

		2554						LN		99		5		false		         5 magnified more, and would be outside of our pricing				false

		2555						LN		99		6		false		         6 policy.				false

		2556						LN		99		7		false		         7           So I think we're better off doing the 50				false

		2557						LN		99		8		false		         8 percent and staying at rate.  Otherwise, it gets too				false

		2558						LN		99		9		false		         9 big with the way that these percentages are				false

		2559						LN		99		10		false		        10 operating.				false

		2560						LN		99		11		false		        11           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  All I'm saying is that				false

		2561						LN		99		12		false		        12 we don't have a policy to tie anything to a				false

		2562						LN		99		13		false		        13 percentage, and we should just do what is right by				false

		2563						LN		99		14		false		        14 our Picture Pass Holders.				false

		2564						LN		99		15		false		        15           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Our Picture Pass Holders				false

		2565						LN		99		16		false		        16 would face higher charges if we did it the five				false

		2566						LN		99		17		false		        17 percent way, I think, based off these percentages.				false

		2567						LN		99		18		false		        18           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I'm just talking about				false

		2568						LN		99		19		false		        19 the big picture.				false

		2569						LN		99		20		false		        20           MR. HOWARD:  To clear some of this up,				false

		2570						LN		99		21		false		        21 when we went through and we were determining the				false

		2571						LN		99		22		false		        22 Picture Pass Holder rates going at the 50 percent of				false

		2572						LN		99		23		false		        23 whatever the Non-Picture Pass Holder rate was, that				false

		2573						LN		99		24		false		        24 did to go up considerably.				false

		2574						LN		99		25		false		        25           So, if you do it at the percent, it's				false

		2575						PG		100		0		false		page 100				false

		2576						LN		100		1		false		         1 going to raise it a lot higher than we think it				false

		2577						LN		100		2		false		         2 should be.				false

		2578						LN		100		3		false		         3           So, my opinion would be if you do the				false

		2579						LN		100		4		false		         4 Non-Picture Pass Holder rate at eight percent, you				false

		2580						LN		100		5		false		         5 may want to go back to the chart that I had produced				false

		2581						LN		100		6		false		         6 before of what the five percent of that looked like.				false

		2582						LN		100		7		false		         7           CHAIR DENT:  I think that is what we're				false

		2583						LN		100		8		false		         8 saying.  We're just trying to work through the				false

		2584						LN		100		9		false		         9 language for when we do make a motion.				false

		2585						LN		100		10		false		        10           For item 1, it would be an eight-percent				false

		2586						LN		100		11		false		        11 increase for Non-Picture Pass Holders.				false

		2587						LN		100		12		false		        12           For item 1 b, it would 50 percent of a				false

		2588						LN		100		13		false		        13 five-percent increase for Non-Picture Pass Holders.				false

		2589						LN		100		14		false		        14 We're all on the same page?  All right.				false

		2590						LN		100		15		false		        15           I think we're good on that one.				false

		2591						LN		100		16		false		        16           Item 2.  Do we have questions on item 2?				false

		2592						LN		100		17		false		        17           So item 1 says -- item 1 a:  Increase				false

		2593						LN		100		18		false		        18 Non-Picture Pass Holders rates, Championship golf				false

		2594						LN		100		19		false		        19 Course by eight percent, right?  We're all in				false

		2595						LN		100		20		false		        20 alignment on that.				false

		2596						LN		100		21		false		        21           However, we don't believe that we should				false

		2597						LN		100		22		false		        22 be increasing Picture Pass Holders' rates by 50				false

		2598						LN		100		23		false		        23 percent of that eight-percent increase; we believe				false

		2599						LN		100		24		false		        24 we should be doing it by 5 percent or 50 percent of				false

		2600						LN		100		25		false		        25 the five percent increase.				false

		2601						PG		101		0		false		page 101				false

		2602						LN		101		1		false		         1           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Instead of the 50-percent				false

		2603						LN		101		2		false		         2 discount, it would be closer to a 53-percent				false

		2604						LN		101		3		false		         3 discount.				false

		2605						LN		101		4		false		         4           CHAIR DENT:  Whatever that equals out to.				false

		2606						LN		101		5		false		         5           All right.  Are we done with item 1?				false

		2607						LN		101		6		false		         6           Okay item 2, Mountain Course.  Increase				false

		2608						LN		101		7		false		         7 Non-Picture Pass daily lay rates by 12 percent.				false

		2609						LN		101		8		false		         8 Anyone have an issue with that?  2 a.  No.				false

		2610						LN		101		9		false		         9           2 b.  Increase Picture Pass Holders's				false

		2611						LN		101		10		false		        10 guest daily rates at Mountain Course by eight				false

		2612						LN		101		11		false		        11 percent.  Everyone okay with that?  Okay.				false

		2613						LN		101		12		false		        12           Item 2 c.  Eliminate shoulder season rates				false

		2614						LN		101		13		false		        13 and replace with peak season rates from September				false

		2615						LN		101		14		false		        14 15th to closing.  Does anyone have an issue with 2				false

		2616						LN		101		15		false		        15 c?				false

		2617						LN		101		16		false		        16           TRUSTEE TONKING:  My concern is we might				false

		2618						LN		101		17		false		        17 run into this issue because we know that it's				false

		2619						LN		101		18		false		        18 usually fire season, there's other things going on,				false

		2620						LN		101		19		false		        19 there's not that many people in the basin during				false

		2621						LN		101		20		false		        20 that time that we might be able to fill tee times at				false

		2622						LN		101		21		false		        21 that higher rate.  Some revenue is better than none.				false

		2623						LN		101		22		false		        22           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Question for Mr. Howard.				false

		2624						LN		101		23		false		        23 Are we reducing play at Mountain Course to nine				false

		2625						LN		101		24		false		        24 holes only from September 15th any?				false

		2626						LN		101		25		false		        25           MR. HOWARD:  Yes, sir.  We are.				false

		2627						PG		102		0		false		page 102				false

		2628						LN		102		1		false		         1           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  So, we're going to nine				false

		2629						LN		102		2		false		         2 holes only, then we can to keep peak season rates.				false

		2630						LN		102		3		false		         3 I agree with Trustee Tonking.				false

		2631						LN		102		4		false		         4           I think the increment revenue in fact				false

		2632						LN		102		5		false		         5 would be minimal.  I think it would be minimal.  I				false

		2633						LN		102		6		false		         6 think given inconvenience of us going down to nine				false

		2634						LN		102		7		false		         7 two for two weeks, it typically ends in the first				false

		2635						LN		102		8		false		         8 week of October.  It doesn't make a lot of sense.				false

		2636						LN		102		9		false		         9           CHAIR DENT:  You're saying keep those				false

		2637						LN		102		10		false		        10 shoulder season rates -- okay.				false

		2638						LN		102		11		false		        11           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  This was staff's				false

		2639						LN		102		12		false		        12 recommendation based on doing their competitive				false

		2640						LN		102		13		false		        13 analysis, and the others in the area didn't have the				false

		2641						LN		102		14		false		        14 fall season rate.  So, the thought process was is				false

		2642						LN		102		15		false		        15 for Non-Picture Pass Holders that we should maintain				false

		2643						LN		102		16		false		        16 that.				false

		2644						LN		102		17		false		        17           So, I'm going to supportive of staff's				false

		2645						LN		102		18		false		        18 recommendations.				false

		2646						LN		102		19		false		        19           MR. WINQUEST:  I was actually going to				false

		2647						LN		102		20		false		        20 recommend -- Trustee Tulloch's point is a good				false

		2648						LN		102		21		false		        21 point.  We will be doing the Mountain Course pathway				false

		2649						LN		102		22		false		        22 project.				false

		2650						LN		102		23		false		        23           Another reason why high staff recommended				false

		2651						LN		102		24		false		        24 this is the golf course is in phenomenal condition				false

		2652						LN		102		25		false		        25 at that point in the season.  I can see in the early				false

		2653						PG		103		0		false		page 103				false

		2654						LN		103		1		false		         1 shoulder season where we're just trying to get the				false

		2655						LN		103		2		false		         2 courses up and going, you know, you're not going to				false

		2656						LN		103		3		false		         3 see it in that great of shape.				false

		2657						LN		103		4		false		         4           I would recommend -- completely fine with				false

		2658						LN		103		5		false		         5 that recommendation.  I would recommend that we				false

		2659						LN		103		6		false		         6 revisit removing the shoulder season rates in the				false

		2660						LN		103		7		false		         7 fall after this coming season, and after we have a				false

		2661						LN		103		8		false		         8 chance to monitor the financial performance based on				false

		2662						LN		103		9		false		         9 this.				false

		2663						LN		103		10		false		        10           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.  Thank you.				false

		2664						LN		103		11		false		        11           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I would like to eliminate				false

		2665						LN		103		12		false		        12 the shoulder season rates just to see the impact on				false

		2666						LN		103		13		false		        13 it.  It's going to be small this time, just sort of				false

		2667						LN		103		14		false		        14 a good test, even with just nine holes.  It would be				false

		2668						LN		103		15		false		        15 worth it.				false

		2669						LN		103		16		false		        16           There isn't a lot of downside risk with				false

		2670						LN		103		17		false		        17 regards to trying it out this season, given what's				false

		2671						LN		103		18		false		        18 going to be going on.				false

		2672						LN		103		19		false		        19           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.  I agree with you				false

		2673						LN		103		20		false		        20 on that, Trustee Noble.				false

		2674						LN		103		21		false		        21           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Trustee Schmitz has said				false

		2675						LN		103		22		false		        22 it was just for Non-Picture Pass Holders; is that				false

		2676						LN		103		23		false		        23 correct.  I didn't quite get that from the packet.				false

		2677						LN		103		24		false		        24           MR. WINQUEST:  That would be for all.				false

		2678						LN		103		25		false		        25           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Perfect thank you.				false

		2679						PG		104		0		false		page 104				false

		2680						LN		104		1		false		         1           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  That was my question as				false

		2681						LN		104		2		false		         2 well.  I thought we were discussing purely for				false

		2682						LN		104		3		false		         3 Picture Pass Holders there.  I concur with Trustee				false

		2683						LN		104		4		false		         4 Noble.  In that case, let's move forward and see the				false

		2684						LN		104		5		false		         5 impact of it.				false

		2685						LN		104		6		false		         6           CHAIR DENT:  Any further discussion on				false

		2686						LN		104		7		false		         7 item 2?  No.  Okay.				false

		2687						LN		104		8		false		         8           Do you guys want to discuss item 3?  Item				false

		2688						LN		104		9		false		         9 4, do we need to have discussion?  Okay.				false

		2689						LN		104		10		false		        10           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Did you say we were				false

		2690						LN		104		11		false		        11 coming back to 3?				false

		2691						LN		104		12		false		        12           CHAIR DENT:  Yeah.  I just want to figure				false

		2692						LN		104		13		false		        13 out which ones we don't need to talk about.  We can				false

		2693						LN		104		14		false		        14 make a motion, get those off, and then we can talk				false

		2694						LN		104		15		false		        15 about the ones we need to talk about.				false

		2695						LN		104		16		false		        16           Item 5?				false

		2696						LN		104		17		false		        17           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Just for the record, on				false

		2697						LN		104		18		false		        18 prebook fees, my concern about that is how we				false

		2698						LN		104		19		false		        19 prevent abuse of it, particularly the 72-hour				false

		2699						LN		104		20		false		        20 cancellation window is pretty short for refilling				false

		2700						LN		104		21		false		        21 rounds.  I mean, it would be very easy to gain a				false

		2701						LN		104		22		false		        22 scenario where somebody could make a boat load of				false

		2702						LN		104		23		false		        23 bookings up front and keep consistently canceling				false

		2703						LN		104		24		false		        24 them.				false

		2704						LN		104		25		false		        25           I want to make sure we have some				false

		2705						PG		105		0		false		page 105				false

		2706						LN		105		1		false		         1 consistent practices in place to avoid that.				false

		2707						LN		105		2		false		         2           I would also like to see it moved to				false

		2708						LN		105		3		false		         3 five-days' cancellation rather than three days to				false

		2709						LN		105		4		false		         4 give more chance of people actually seeing the				false

		2710						LN		105		5		false		         5 vacant tee times.				false

		2711						LN		105		6		false		         6           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Tonking?				false

		2712						LN		105		7		false		         7           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I concur with the				false

		2713						LN		105		8		false		         8 concern.  I almost wondered if you do five days at a				false

		2714						LN		105		9		false		         9 50 percent cancellation, and then three at a hundred				false

		2715						LN		105		10		false		        10 percent, something like that, where that fee				false

		2716						LN		105		11		false		        11 motivates you to cancel or also not book every time.				false

		2717						LN		105		12		false		        12 Some motivation.				false

		2718						LN		105		13		false		        13           Or we monitor it for a year and see what				false

		2719						LN		105		14		false		        14 happens, but I would be okay doing, like, 50 percent				false

		2720						LN		105		15		false		        15 at five days and a hundred percent at three days.				false

		2721						LN		105		16		false		        16           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.				false

		2722						LN		105		17		false		        17           Trustee Schmitz?				false

		2723						LN		105		18		false		        18           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I have the same concern.				false

		2724						LN		105		19		false		        19 And I think the suggestion is manageable and doable.				false

		2725						LN		105		20		false		        20 And I think, perhaps, we should ask staff to closely				false

		2726						LN		105		21		false		        21 monitor that.				false

		2727						LN		105		22		false		        22           And someone in public comment made a				false

		2728						LN		105		23		false		        23 statement about standby alerts.  Is that something				false

		2729						LN		105		24		false		        24 we have the ability to do and we send out emails				false

		2730						LN		105		25		false		        25 blasts to our Picture Pass Holders when we have				false

		2731						PG		106		0		false		page 106				false

		2732						LN		106		1		false		         1 cancellations?				false

		2733						LN		106		2		false		         2           MR. HOWARD:  At this point, we do not send				false

		2734						LN		106		3		false		         3 out an email blast, but we have people calling in				false

		2735						LN		106		4		false		         4 almost on a daily bases that get put in the log.				false

		2736						LN		106		5		false		         5 Then we just go off the log.				false

		2737						LN		106		6		false		         6           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Is to difficult or				false

		2738						LN		106		7		false		         7 burdensome to, within five days of a tee time,				false

		2739						LN		106		8		false		         8 actually send emails out to our golf community				false

		2740						LN		106		9		false		         9 letting them know tee time availability to try to				false

		2741						LN		106		10		false		        10 make sure we've got maximum utilization?				false

		2742						LN		106		11		false		        11           MR. HOWARD:  I'm sure I can get with our				false

		2743						LN		106		12		false		        12 IT department and revenue office to see how that				false

		2744						LN		106		13		false		        13 could be implemented.				false

		2745						LN		106		14		false		        14           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  If we have higher				false

		2746						LN		106		15		false		        15 utilization, that, ultimately, helps our financial				false

		2747						LN		106		16		false		        16 situation.				false

		2748						LN		106		17		false		        17           And I like the idea of having a stepping				false

		2749						LN		106		18		false		        18 system in to the cancellation because I am also				false

		2750						LN		106		19		false		        19 concerned about people canceling bookings, and then				false

		2751						LN		106		20		false		        20 us ending up with time that are not filled.				false

		2752						LN		106		21		false		        21           CHAIR DENT:  Mr. Howard, how hard is it to				false

		2753						LN		106		22		false		        22 implement something like that where at five days,				false

		2754						LN		106		23		false		        23 there's a 50-percent charge, and so on?				false

		2755						LN		106		24		false		        24           MR. HOWARD:  That's the easier part,				false

		2756						LN		106		25		false		        25 change the rule within the system.  The harder part,				false

		2757						PG		107		0		false		page 107				false

		2758						LN		107		1		false		         1 which we'll look at, would be how to get the email				false

		2759						LN		107		2		false		         2 blast out for the time.  We'll work on that.				false

		2760						LN		107		3		false		         3           CHAIR DENT:  Number 5.  No				false

		2761						LN		107		4		false		         4 show/cancellation fee policy.  No change.  Are we				false

		2762						LN		107		5		false		         5 good with number 5?				false

		2763						LN		107		6		false		         6           All right.  Number 6.  Golf club				false

		2764						LN		107		7		false		         7 reservations.  Do you want to talk about that one?				false

		2765						LN		107		8		false		         8 Deep dive?  Any discussion?  Okay.  We'll come back				false

		2766						LN		107		9		false		         9 to it.				false

		2767						LN		107		10		false		        10           Number 7.  Non-profit organization rates.				false

		2768						LN		107		11		false		        11 Is there a discussion there?				false

		2769						LN		107		12		false		        12           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I think we should be				false

		2770						LN		107		13		false		        13 consistent.  We should have a percentage increase on				false

		2771						LN		107		14		false		        14 these the same as everywhere else in the system.				false

		2772						LN		107		15		false		        15           We also need to look at -- I've expressed				false

		2773						LN		107		16		false		        16 my concerns before -- just because it's a				false

		2774						LN		107		17		false		        17 not-for-profit doesn't necessarily mean it's a				false

		2775						LN		107		18		false		        18 charitable organization.  I think that's -- I'm sure				false

		2776						LN		107		19		false		        19 that's something we monitor.				false

		2777						LN		107		20		false		        20           It's not like our costs have been down				false

		2778						LN		107		21		false		        21 over the five-percent increase and that would be				false

		2779						LN		107		22		false		        22 acceptable.				false

		2780						LN		107		23		false		        23           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I'm fine with keeping it				false

		2781						LN		107		24		false		        24 as is this year.  However, I'd like to see a				false

		2782						LN		107		25		false		        25 proposal next year where it said at least at the				false

		2783						PG		108		0		false		page 108				false

		2784						LN		108		1		false		         1 Picture Pass Holder rates so they're not paying less				false

		2785						LN		108		2		false		         2 than what the Picture Pass Holders pay.				false

		2786						LN		108		3		false		         3           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.				false

		2787						LN		108		4		false		         4           TRUSTEE TONKING:  This comes up a lot, all				false

		2788						LN		108		5		false		         5 across the District.  I wonder if we have an agenda				false

		2789						LN		108		6		false		         6 item that is solely about how we deal with				false

		2790						LN		108		7		false		         7 non-profit organizations, and we just create some				false

		2791						LN		108		8		false		         8 formal mechanism on it.				false

		2792						LN		108		9		false		         9           I think we keep the same this year for all				false

		2793						LN		108		10		false		        10 the venues, and then we deep dive into.  I think				false

		2794						LN		108		11		false		        11 that would be helpful.				false

		2795						LN		108		12		false		        12           CHAIR DENT:  Good suggestion.				false

		2796						LN		108		13		false		        13           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I asked staff to get				false

		2797						LN		108		14		false		        14 some statistics for pages 19, where we have the grid				false

		2798						LN		108		15		false		        15 about service levels and reservations.				false

		2799						LN		108		16		false		        16           And staff provided me with a number that,				false

		2800						LN		108		17		false		        17 Championship Course, there are four non-profit				false

		2801						LN		108		18		false		        18 tournaments, and they are shotgun events, I believe				false

		2802						LN		108		19		false		        19 is what Mr. Howard had given me.				false

		2803						LN		108		20		false		        20           And I believe that there are two at				false

		2804						LN		108		21		false		        21 Mountain Course and those are not shotgun format,				false

		2805						LN		108		22		false		        22 they are regular set-up tournaments.				false

		2806						LN		108		23		false		        23           Those are some shotguns also?  Okay.				false

		2807						LN		108		24		false		        24           So, there's two at Mountain and four -- at				false

		2808						LN		108		25		false		        25 least you know the numbers we're talking about.				false

		2809						PG		109		0		false		page 109				false

		2810						LN		109		1		false		         1           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  Thank you for that.				false

		2811						LN		109		2		false		         2           Moving on to item 8, any discussion on				false

		2812						LN		109		3		false		         3 item 8?  Okay.				false

		2813						LN		109		4		false		         4           Then there will definitely be discussion				false

		2814						LN		109		5		false		         5 on 9 and 10.				false

		2815						LN		109		6		false		         6           Item 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are all items we				false

		2816						LN		109		7		false		         7 don't -- necessarily need much more discussion on.				false

		2817						LN		109		8		false		         8 If someone wants to make a motion, I'll entertain				false

		2818						LN		109		9		false		         9 one.  Or we can have that discussion and try to				false

		2819						LN		109		10		false		        10 incorporate it all into one motion.				false

		2820						LN		109		11		false		        11           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Just point on process,				false

		2821						LN		109		12		false		        12 when it's been presented to you as a single item,				false

		2822						LN		109		13		false		        13 can we make separate motions?				false

		2823						LN		109		14		false		        14           CHAIR DENT:  Melissa, do you want to				false

		2824						LN		109		15		false		        15 weight in on that?				false

		2825						LN		109		16		false		        16           MELISSA:  Yeah.  You can.  We broke it up				false

		2826						LN		109		17		false		        17 that way to make it a little bit easier.  There's A				false

		2827						LN		109		18		false		        18 lot of different information here.				false

		2828						LN		109		19		false		        19           If you would like to make separate				false

		2829						LN		109		20		false		        20 motions, that's appropriate.				false

		2830						LN		109		21		false		        21           CHAIR DENT:  You're talking about ten				false

		2831						LN		109		22		false		        22 motions or a couple?				false

		2832						LN		109		23		false		        23           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I wasn't sure when it				false

		2833						LN		109		24		false		        24 was presented as a single item that we could				false

		2834						LN		109		25		false		        25 actually change it.				false

		2835						PG		110		0		false		page 110				false

		2836						LN		110		1		false		         1           CHAIR DENT:  Yep.  Cool.  Thank you				false

		2837						LN		110		2		false		         2 Melissa.				false

		2838						LN		110		3		false		         3           I'll entertain a motion.				false

		2839						LN		110		4		false		         4           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I'll read each of these				false

		2840						LN		110		5		false		         5 to do a motion.				false

		2841						LN		110		6		false		         6           I move that the board increase Non-Picture				false

		2842						LN		110		7		false		         7 Pass Holder rates at the Championship Course by				false

		2843						LN		110		8		false		         8 eight percent, and increase the Picture Pass Holder				false

		2844						LN		110		9		false		         9 rates to be set at 50 percent of a five percent				false

		2845						LN		110		10		false		        10 increase on Non-Picture Pass Holder rates for the				false

		2846						LN		110		11		false		        11 2023 season.  That guest rates will be set at a				false

		2847						LN		110		12		false		        12 midpoint of Non-Picture Pass Holder and Picture Pass				false

		2848						LN		110		13		false		        13 Holder Rates consistent with industry standards.				false

		2849						LN		110		14		false		        14           Mountain Course, we increase Non-Picture				false

		2850						LN		110		15		false		        15 Pass daily rates by 12 percent based on market rates				false

		2851						LN		110		16		false		        16 for comparable courses, increase Picture Pass Holder				false

		2852						LN		110		17		false		        17 and guest daily rates by eight percent and eliminate				false

		2853						LN		110		18		false		        18 shoulder season rates and replace those with the				false

		2854						LN		110		19		false		        19 peak season rates.				false

		2855						LN		110		20		false		        20           I move that we eliminate prebook fees for				false

		2856						LN		110		21		false		        21 all Picture Pass Holders at both golf courses, and				false

		2857						LN		110		22		false		        22 retain prebook fees for Non-Picture Pass Holders,				false

		2858						LN		110		23		false		        23 and amend the no-show cancelation fee policy for a				false

		2859						LN		110		24		false		        24 50-percent cancellation fee within five days of tee				false

		2860						LN		110		25		false		        25 time and 100 percent within three days of tee time.				false

		2861						PG		111		0		false		page 111				false

		2862						LN		111		1		false		         1           I move that we restrict golf club				false

		2863						LN		111		2		false		         2 reservations during peak season Friday through				false

		2864						LN		111		3		false		         3 Sundays to tee times starting at 11:00 A.M., and				false

		2865						LN		111		4		false		         4 club will retain one weekend member guest event for				false

		2866						LN		111		5		false		         5 the 2023 season.				false

		2867						LN		111		6		false		         6           I will strike out that number 6.				false

		2868						LN		111		7		false		         7           I move that we maintain non-profit				false

		2869						LN		111		8		false		         8 organization rates as approved by the Board of				false

		2870						LN		111		9		false		         9 Trustees for the 2022 golf season, and that we				false

		2871						LN		111		10		false		        10 increase range fee rates by $1 per product.				false

		2872						LN		111		11		false		        11           CHAIR DENT:  Motion's been made.  Is there				false

		2873						LN		111		12		false		        12 a second?				false

		2874						LN		111		13		false		        13           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Second.				false

		2875						LN		111		14		false		        14           MR. HOWARD:  Okay.  Just a point of				false

		2876						LN		111		15		false		        15 clarification, the Mountain Course was 12-plus				false

		2877						LN		111		16		false		        16 because there was some on one side of it and one on				false

		2878						LN		111		17		false		        17 the other.  I wanted to make sure we clarified that.				false

		2879						LN		111		18		false		        18           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I'm fine with it being				false

		2880						LN		111		19		false		        19 12-plus.				false

		2881						LN		111		20		false		        20           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  And I am as well.				false

		2882						LN		111		21		false		        21           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I have a question:  Is				false

		2883						LN		111		22		false		        22 it important to be 72 hours versus three days?				false

		2884						LN		111		23		false		        23           MR. HOWARD:  I think yes.				false

		2885						LN		111		24		false		        24           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  May we amend that?				false

		2886						LN		111		25		false		        25           TRUSTEE TONKING:  We can amend three days				false

		2887						PG		112		0		false		page 112				false

		2888						LN		112		1		false		         1 to be 72 hours.  And five be 120 hours.				false

		2889						LN		112		2		false		         2           CHAIR DENT:  Motion's been amended.				false

		2890						LN		112		3		false		         3           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I second that.				false

		2891						LN		112		4		false		         4           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  All right.  Any				false

		2892						LN		112		5		false		         5 further discussion by the board on these items?				false

		2893						LN		112		6		false		         6 Seeing none, call for the question, all those in				false

		2894						LN		112		7		false		         7 favor, state aye.				false

		2895						LN		112		8		false		         8           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Aye.				false

		2896						LN		112		9		false		         9           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Aye.				false

		2897						LN		112		10		false		        10           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Aye.				false

		2898						LN		112		11		false		        11           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Aye.				false

		2899						LN		112		12		false		        12           CHAIR DENT:  Aye.				false

		2900						LN		112		13		false		        13           Opposed?  Motion passes 5/0.				false

		2901						LN		112		14		false		        14           All right let's move on to item 3 first.				false

		2902						LN		112		15		false		        15           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Thanks, Chair.				false

		2903						LN		112		16		false		        16           I'm going to present something as				false

		2904						LN		112		17		false		        17 exciting.  I think that we shouldn't element the				false

		2905						LN		112		18		false		        18 All-You-Can-Play Passes, and here is my thought on				false

		2906						LN		112		19		false		        19 it.				false

		2907						LN		112		20		false		        20           I think if we did our increase -- looking				false

		2908						LN		112		21		false		        21 at the average expenditure, there's a $40 difference				false

		2909						LN		112		22		false		        22 on average.  I was thinking we would do is have your				false

		2910						LN		112		23		false		        23 five-percent increase -- 50 percent on five percent.				false

		2911						LN		112		24		false		        24 Take that increase and then had additional five				false

		2912						LN		112		25		false		        25 percent to get us to almost be that same price per				false

		2913						PG		113		0		false		page 113				false

		2914						LN		113		1		false		         1 round with a sight discount.				false

		2915						LN		113		2		false		         2           It keeps us having our players who play				false

		2916						LN		113		3		false		         3 all the time and we get that revenue early on and it				false

		2917						LN		113		4		false		         4 helps eliminate that gap.				false

		2918						LN		113		5		false		         5           So, I would say keep it with a five				false

		2919						LN		113		6		false		         6 percent, like, additional fee on top of the one				false

		2920						LN		113		7		false		         7 already increase.				false

		2921						LN		113		8		false		         8           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Trustee Tonking.				false

		2922						LN		113		9		false		         9           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I would actually ask				false

		2923						LN		113		10		false		        10 Mr. Howard his views on that.  Staff brought the				false

		2924						LN		113		11		false		        11 proposal to eliminate the All-You-Can-Play Pass.				false

		2925						LN		113		12		false		        12           I think we also -- my nervousness is this				false

		2926						LN		113		13		false		        13 with removal of prebooks fees and things as well.				false

		2927						LN		113		14		false		        14 It needs to be looked at in conjunction with that as				false

		2928						LN		113		15		false		        15 well to make sure there's no games being played on				false

		2929						LN		113		16		false		        16 it.				false

		2930						LN		113		17		false		        17           MR. HOWARD:  Can you ask that one more				false

		2931						LN		113		18		false		        18 time, please?				false

		2932						LN		113		19		false		        19           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Mr. Howard, do you				false

		2933						LN		113		20		false		        20 recommend the elimination of the All-You-Can-Play				false

		2934						LN		113		21		false		        21 Pass?  I see the rationale behind and the reasoning				false

		2935						LN		113		22		false		        22 for it.  Perhaps, you would like to give the Board				false

		2936						LN		113		23		false		        23 your thoughts on keeping it.				false

		2937						LN		113		24		false		        24           MR. HOWARD:  On keeping it or not keeping				false

		2938						LN		113		25		false		        25 it?				false

		2939						PG		114		0		false		page 114				false

		2940						LN		114		1		false		         1           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Keeping it or not				false

		2941						LN		114		2		false		         2 keeping it.				false

		2942						LN		114		3		false		         3           MR. HOWARD:  This goes back to a couple of				false

		2943						LN		114		4		false		         4 years ago to try to make sure what we knew what that				false

		2944						LN		114		5		false		         5 bottom line was going to be so it's a lot easier to				false

		2945						LN		114		6		false		         6 project.				false

		2946						LN		114		7		false		         7           We don't necessarily know that with				false

		2947						LN		114		8		false		         8 All-You-Can-Play Passes, so that was the rationale				false

		2948						LN		114		9		false		         9 behind that, and it would increase revenue.				false

		2949						LN		114		10		false		        10           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Would it increase				false

		2950						LN		114		11		false		        11 revenue or decrease revenue?				false

		2951						LN		114		12		false		        12           MR. HOWARD:  By not having the				false

		2952						LN		114		13		false		        13 All-You-Can-Play or having it?				false

		2953						LN		114		14		false		        14           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Not having it.				false

		2954						LN		114		15		false		        15           MR. HOWARD:  Potentially it could because				false

		2955						LN		114		16		false		        16 you would have to buy some other if they wanted to				false

		2956						LN		114		17		false		        17 play as many rounds, or they might play somewhere				false

		2957						LN		114		18		false		        18 else.  I don't know.				false

		2958						LN		114		19		false		        19           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I like Mr. Noble 's				false

		2959						LN		114		20		false		        20 suggestion, 40-Plus.  I can fully understand,				false

		2960						LN		114		21		false		        21 All-You-Can-Play, you can jump out for a few holes,				false

		2961						LN		114		22		false		        22 but I think it's just, the recommendation is brought				false

		2962						LN		114		23		false		        23 forward.  I'm just trying to understand the				false

		2963						LN		114		24		false		        24 rationale behind it as Trustee Noble had 40-Plus				false

		2964						LN		114		25		false		        25 suggestion in play as well.				false

		2965						PG		115		0		false		page 115				false

		2966						LN		115		1		false		         1           MR. HOWARD:  I think the 40-Plus is a good				false

		2967						LN		115		2		false		         2 compromise between the two, because we do have a				false

		2968						LN		115		3		false		         3 number of individuals that love to play a lot of				false

		2969						LN		115		4		false		         4 golf and would love some type of pass like that.				false

		2970						LN		115		5		false		         5           That is a good compromise with some good				false

		2971						LN		115		6		false		         6 parameters in there.  If we can take care of some				false

		2972						LN		115		7		false		         7 them to some degree, I think that would be fine.				false

		2973						LN		115		8		false		         8           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Noble?				false

		2974						LN		115		9		false		         9           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I had a conversation with				false

		2975						LN		115		10		false		        10 you just before this is meeting with regards to				false

		2976						LN		115		11		false		        11 implementation of the 40-Plus Play and how that				false

		2977						LN		115		12		false		        12 would work.				false

		2978						LN		115		13		false		        13           And if the board moved forward with that				false

		2979						LN		115		14		false		        14 proposal, is that something that you can make work				false

		2980						LN		115		15		false		        15 in the system, or are you unsure at this point?				false

		2981						LN		115		16		false		        16           If you're unsure, there's the another				false

		2982						LN		115		17		false		        17 proposal I was going to put out there if you can't				false

		2983						LN		115		18		false		        18 do that.				false

		2984						LN		115		19		false		        19           MR. WINQUEST:  After speaking to staff				false

		2985						LN		115		20		false		        20 today, there would definitely be challenges to				false

		2986						LN		115		21		false		        21 administering that type of product.  It doesn't mean				false

		2987						LN		115		22		false		        22 we can't do it, but we would need a little bit more				false

		2988						LN		115		23		false		        23 time to evaluate whether or not the system can				false

		2989						LN		115		24		false		        24 accommodate, because it's -- another question that				false

		2990						LN		115		25		false		        25 has been asked is do you have use up your 40 before				false

		2991						PG		116		0		false		page 116				false

		2992						LN		116		1		false		         1 you could then be on standby, I would say, yeah,				false

		2993						LN		116		2		false		         2 should have to.				false

		2994						LN		116		3		false		         3           That's one thing that's come up.  We would				false

		2995						LN		116		4		false		         4 have to discuss some parameters.				false

		2996						LN		116		5		false		         5           If I may, I want to go back to the prior				false

		2997						LN		116		6		false		         6 question about elimination of play passes.				false

		2998						LN		116		7		false		         7           So, you know, for three or four years now,				false

		2999						LN		116		8		false		         8 there's been a lot of discussion about bringing up				false

		3000						LN		116		9		false		         9 that revenue around closing the gap and the cost per				false

		3001						LN		116		10		false		        10 round.				false

		3002						LN		116		11		false		        11           And so, if you remember, there was				false

		3003						LN		116		12		false		        12 initially a proposal on the table from Mr. Howard a				false

		3004						LN		116		13		false		        13 few years ago to raise the prices on play pass to				false

		3005						LN		116		14		false		        14 get them to that point where we're starting to close				false

		3006						LN		116		15		false		        15 that gap.				false

		3007						LN		116		16		false		        16           So the reason why we've been recommending				false

		3008						LN		116		17		false		        17 this is that expectation to close that gap, as well				false

		3009						LN		116		18		false		        18 as to be in compliance with the pricing policy.				false

		3010						LN		116		19		false		        19 That's why staff is making this recommendation.				false

		3011						LN		116		20		false		        20           So, if we're looking at raising prices at				false

		3012						LN		116		21		false		        21 All-You-Can-Play prices to shrink that the gap, then				false

		3013						LN		116		22		false		        22 we're completely comfortable with looking at how				false

		3014						LN		116		23		false		        23 that works for a season and whether or not it closes				false

		3015						LN		116		24		false		        24 the gap.				false

		3016						LN		116		25		false		        25           We do believe that it can eliminating the				false

		3017						PG		117		0		false		page 117				false

		3018						LN		117		1		false		         1 All-You-Can-Play Passes, it could, potentially,				false

		3019						LN		117		2		false		         2 bring up that total review per round.				false

		3020						LN		117		3		false		         3           But we can't be a hundred percent sure				false

		3021						LN		117		4		false		         4 because it could potentially go the other direction				false

		3022						LN		117		5		false		         5 where we lose some of golfers, our core business,				false

		3023						LN		117		6		false		         6 which is what we don't want.				false

		3024						LN		117		7		false		         7           This is a very challenging discussion to				false

		3025						LN		117		8		false		         8 be had.  I don't really know if there's a right or				false

		3026						LN		117		9		false		         9 wrong answer.				false

		3027						LN		117		10		false		        10           So, I just wanted to point that out				false

		3028						LN		117		11		false		        11 history, some of the history on that.				false

		3029						LN		117		12		false		        12           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Question for Trustee				false

		3030						LN		117		13		false		        13 Tonking.  I want to explore a little bit more of the				false

		3031						LN		117		14		false		        14 five percent and then an additional five percent for				false

		3032						LN		117		15		false		        15 the season passes.				false

		3033						LN		117		16		false		        16           When I'm looking at those prices for last				false

		3034						LN		117		17		false		        17 year, we had, basically, boosted them ten percent.				false

		3035						LN		117		18		false		        18 They don't cover -- they don't hit, at least on some				false

		3036						LN		117		19		false		        19 of them, the cost for the 40-Play Pass, so that's a				false

		3037						LN		117		20		false		        20 concern for me there.				false

		3038						LN		117		21		false		        21           So, like, for example, the Mountain				false

		3039						LN		117		22		false		        22 Course, the rate for 2022, is 865.  But the 40-Plays				false

		3040						LN		117		23		false		        23 is proposed at 1364.  And so, even at ten percent,				false

		3041						LN		117		24		false		        24 you wouldn't get close to that 40-Play.				false

		3042						LN		117		25		false		        25           Before you made that proposal, I thought				false

		3043						PG		118		0		false		page 118				false

		3044						LN		118		1		false		         1 about it, after talking with Mr. Howard,				false

		3045						LN		118		2		false		         2 implementing the 40-Plus Play Pass may be an issue.				false

		3046						LN		118		3		false		         3           I will throw this out there for				false

		3047						LN		118		4		false		         4 consideration:  What if you bring back the				false

		3048						LN		118		5		false		         5 All-You-Can-Play Pass, but base it off of a 50 --				false

		3049						LN		118		6		false		         6 you would take the -- I'll take an example.				false

		3050						LN		118		7		false		         7           Let's do the Championship Course P.M., 40				false

		3051						LN		118		8		false		         8 plays at 1,798, based on average round of 4498.  If				false

		3052						LN		118		9		false		         9 you do ten more rounds, you're at, essentially,				false

		3053						LN		118		10		false		        10 $450, so it brings it up to 2248.				false

		3054						LN		118		11		false		        11           So, you have an All-You-Can-Play Pass that				false

		3055						LN		118		12		false		        12 is based off of a 50-round calculation, and maybe do				false

		3056						LN		118		13		false		        13 that for the Championship Course after 2:00 P.M.,				false

		3057						LN		118		14		false		        14 Mountain Course, and then the Mountain Course nine				false

		3058						LN		118		15		false		        15 hole.				false

		3059						LN		118		16		false		        16           With regarding to the Championship Course,				false

		3060						LN		118		17		false		        17 everything that I keep hearing from everybody is --				false

		3061						LN		118		18		false		        18 listening to other board member and staff is that				false

		3062						LN		118		19		false		        19 the Championship Course prime time is what				false

		3063						LN		118		20		false		        20 everybody's going on after.				false

		3064						LN		118		21		false		        21           And so I would not propose an unlimited				false

		3065						LN		118		22		false		        22 All-You-Can-Play Champ Course; I would propose, in				false

		3066						LN		118		23		false		        23 place of that, the limited Champ Course, like we had				false

		3067						LN		118		24		false		        24 last year, that is anytime during the shoulder				false

		3068						LN		118		25		false		        25 seasons and during the high season, Monday through				false

		3069						PG		119		0		false		page 119				false

		3070						LN		119		1		false		         1 Thursday, anytime and after 12:00 P.M. Friday				false

		3071						LN		119		2		false		         2 through Sunday.				false

		3072						LN		119		3		false		         3           And trying to price that, you know, that				false

		3073						LN		119		4		false		         4 was 2596 last year.  So, there isn't a really --				false

		3074						LN		119		5		false		         5 because there would be the 40-Play Pass at 2960, I				false

		3075						LN		119		6		false		         6 would I think an All-You-Can-Play limited pass at				false

		3076						LN		119		7		false		         7 3,200 would be in there.				false

		3077						LN		119		8		false		         8           And then you have -- there was a couples				false

		3078						LN		119		9		false		         9 discount last year; there was about a 35-percent				false

		3079						LN		119		10		false		        10 discount.  I'd rather see more of a 15- to				false

		3080						LN		119		11		false		        11 20-percent discount for couple.				false

		3081						LN		119		12		false		        12           That's another proposal out there for				false

		3082						LN		119		13		false		        13 consideration.				false

		3083						LN		119		14		false		        14           Yes, the 40-Plus Play, I proposed that.  I				false

		3084						LN		119		15		false		        15 still support that.  I would also support coming				false

		3085						LN		119		16		false		        16 with an All-You-Can-Play Pass in lieu of that, based				false

		3086						LN		119		17		false		        17 on those numbers and that reasoning.				false

		3087						LN		119		18		false		        18           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.				false

		3088						LN		119		19		false		        19           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  In working with Director				false

		3089						LN		119		20		false		        20 of Golf, he has been advocating to dissolve the				false

		3090						LN		119		21		false		        21 All-You-Can-Play Passes for a number of years due to				false

		3091						LN		119		22		false		        22 what it does to the delusion of the revenue per				false

		3092						LN		119		23		false		        23 round.				false

		3093						LN		119		24		false		        24           If we're going to have a discussion, I				false

		3094						LN		119		25		false		        25 personally don't want to sit here on the fly and try				false

		3095						PG		120		0		false		page 120				false

		3096						LN		120		1		false		         1 to do reanalysis of what Mr. Howard has brought				false

		3097						LN		120		2		false		         2 forward as his recommendation.				false

		3098						LN		120		3		false		         3           If the board wants to have additional				false

		3099						LN		120		4		false		         4 analysis and what not done, then I think we need to				false

		3100						LN		120		5		false		         5 let staff go and do the financial analysis and come				false

		3101						LN		120		6		false		         6 up with something that is before us to make a				false

		3102						LN		120		7		false		         7 decision on.				false

		3103						LN		120		8		false		         8           But staff has put a lot of time and effort				false

		3104						LN		120		9		false		         9 into formulating a recommendation for our				false

		3105						LN		120		10		false		        10 consideration.  They've put together the information				false

		3106						LN		120		11		false		        11 on page 29 to show how the All-You-Can-Play for the				false

		3107						LN		120		12		false		        12 Championship Course has diluted the revenue per				false

		3108						LN		120		13		false		        13 round that we're receiving.  And 80 of these passes				false

		3109						LN		120		14		false		        14 do go to club members who are using them at the				false

		3110						LN		120		15		false		        15 prime times when they have the prebooking capability				false

		3111						LN		120		16		false		        16 that other people don't have.				false

		3112						LN		120		17		false		        17           I just feel that, as one board member, I'm				false

		3113						LN		120		18		false		        18 not going to sit here and start				false

		3114						LN		120		19		false		        19 on-the-back-of-napkin calculating and figuring.				false

		3115						LN		120		20		false		        20           I'm willing to either accept staff's				false

		3116						LN		120		21		false		        21 recommendation or ask staff to come back with an				false

		3117						LN		120		22		false		        22 alternative recommendation.				false

		3118						LN		120		23		false		        23           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.				false

		3119						LN		120		24		false		        24           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Mr. Howard, are you				false

		3120						LN		120		25		false		        25 completely -- do you feel confident that we need to				false

		3121						PG		121		0		false		page 121				false

		3122						LN		121		1		false		         1 dissolve All-You-Can-Play Passes?				false

		3123						LN		121		2		false		         2           MR. HOWARD:  Unless we can come up with a				false

		3124						LN		121		3		false		         3 better rate to get that average up, that would be my				false

		3125						LN		121		4		false		         4 recommendation.  And what that rate is, 10, 15				false

		3126						LN		121		5		false		         5 percent above, to get the rates up, or the average				false

		3127						LN		121		6		false		         6 dollar up, and to maybe use the 50 round, kind of,				false

		3128						LN		121		7		false		         7 average in there for an All-You-Can-Play to figure				false

		3129						LN		121		8		false		         8 that out.  Which is, I think, what two years ago,				false

		3130						LN		121		9		false		         9 that's basically where we were on the				false

		3131						LN		121		10		false		        10 All-You-Can-Play.				false

		3132						LN		121		11		false		        11           So that's my thoughts.				false

		3133						LN		121		12		false		        12           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  I pulled up your				false

		3134						LN		121		13		false		        13 recommendations from two years ago when we first did				false

		3135						LN		121		14		false		        14 this, and that's exactly what you had said, you'd				false

		3136						LN		121		15		false		        15 put them off to 50 play.				false

		3137						LN		121		16		false		        16           I like this idea.  I like this idea				false

		3138						LN		121		17		false		        17 because I don't feel confident that we should be				false

		3139						LN		121		18		false		        18 getting rid of All-You-Can-Play right away.				false

		3140						LN		121		19		false		        19           Let's try what Mr. Howard had originally				false

		3141						LN		121		20		false		        20 recommended us to do as a board, and we failed to do				false

		3142						LN		121		21		false		        21 two years ago.				false

		3143						LN		121		22		false		        22           I also think that we've pushed this so				false

		3144						LN		121		23		false		        23 much, I'm not really down to push it again.				false

		3145						LN		121		24		false		        24           I also think that I like the idea of an				false

		3146						LN		121		25		false		        25 All-You-Can-Play Pass, especially in the afternoons				false

		3147						PG		122		0		false		page 122				false

		3148						LN		122		1		false		         1 at the Mountain Course.  I feel like those are areas				false

		3149						LN		122		2		false		         2 that we see a lot more free tee times.  Afternoon				false

		3150						LN		122		3		false		         3 Champ and at the Mountain.				false

		3151						LN		122		4		false		         4           And then I like the idea of eliminating				false

		3152						LN		122		5		false		         5 it, so we've kind of fixed some of that issue where				false

		3153						LN		122		6		false		         6 it's only a certain group of people who get all of				false

		3154						LN		122		7		false		         7 the times, and we try to see.				false

		3155						LN		122		8		false		         8           With that limited, we explicitly monitor				false

		3156						LN		122		9		false		         9 who purchases it and how often its used, and, maybe,				false

		3157						LN		122		10		false		        10 that goes away next year altogether, and we can go				false

		3158						LN		122		11		false		        11 from there.				false

		3159						LN		122		12		false		        12           That's my thoughts.				false

		3160						LN		122		13		false		        13           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.				false

		3161						LN		122		14		false		        14           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you.				false

		3162						LN		122		15		false		        15           Yeah, I think -- I understand Trustee				false

		3163						LN		122		16		false		        16 Schmitz' position.  We've spent a lot of effort into				false

		3164						LN		122		17		false		        17 this.  We've done some calculations.  Everyone's --				false

		3165						LN		122		18		false		        18 we're hearing, oh, congratulations, we're actually				false

		3166						LN		122		19		false		        19 making money, even though if we disregard some of				false

		3167						LN		122		20		false		        20 the depreciation, it should be coming in.  We're				false

		3168						LN		122		21		false		        21 breaking even.				false

		3169						LN		122		22		false		        22           Now, we suddenly start making some changes				false

		3170						LN		122		23		false		        23 on the fly, we don't know what that does to the				false

		3171						LN		122		24		false		        24 overall numbers.				false

		3172						LN		122		25		false		        25           It's putting Mr. Howard in a position,				false

		3173						PG		123		0		false		page 123				false

		3174						LN		123		1		false		         1 perhaps, he shouldn't be.  We're setting him targets				false

		3175						LN		123		2		false		         2 based on different calculations and then a change				false

		3176						LN		123		3		false		         3 there.				false

		3177						LN		123		4		false		         4           To clarify, if it's based on the 40 Pass,				false

		3178						LN		123		5		false		         5 the 50 Pass, or the All-You-Can-Play, we get 25				false

		3179						LN		123		6		false		         6 increase over the 40 Pass.  So, basically, the				false

		3180						LN		123		7		false		         7 All-You-Can-Play Pass would be the 40-Play Pass				false

		3181						LN		123		8		false		         8 pricing here, with another 25 percent added to it.				false

		3182						LN		123		9		false		         9           MR. HOWARD:  Fifteen percent added to it,				false

		3183						LN		123		10		false		        10 I think is what it was.				false

		3184						LN		123		11		false		        11           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I'm calculating it				false

		3185						LN		123		12		false		        12 assuming it's based off the 40.  We're already				false

		3186						LN		123		13		false		        13 giving pretty substantial per round discounts on the				false

		3187						LN		123		14		false		        14 40 Pass.  I'm not comfortable -- just, you know,				false

		3188						LN		123		15		false		        15 opening it up completely and then giving even				false

		3189						LN		123		16		false		        16 further discounts.				false

		3190						LN		123		17		false		        17           That's why -- my rough calculation would				false

		3191						LN		123		18		false		        18 be 25 percent of the 40 Pass.				false

		3192						LN		123		19		false		        19           CHAIR DENT:  Mr. Howard, so you brought us				false

		3193						LN		123		20		false		        20 the 40-Plus on standby rate that was discussed a				false

		3194						LN		123		21		false		        21 couple meetings back, but you said we can't				false

		3195						LN		123		22		false		        22 implement that in the system?				false

		3196						LN		123		23		false		        23           MR. HOWARD:  It will be tough to totally				false

		3197						LN		123		24		false		        24 calculate that.				false

		3198						LN		123		25		false		        25           One way we had looked at it is to use the				false

		3199						PG		124		0		false		page 124				false

		3200						LN		124		1		false		         1 40 plays during the months -- or June 15th through				false

		3201						LN		124		2		false		         2 September 15th, that's the prime season, which is 90				false

		3202						LN		124		3		false		         3 days.  And then you could use the standby during the				false

		3203						LN		124		4		false		         4 two shoulder seasons.				false

		3204						LN		124		5		false		         5           It would be a little hard to administer				false

		3205						LN		124		6		false		         6 because, after talking with the revenue office, we,				false

		3206						LN		124		7		false		         7 basically, for that one play pass, would have to				false

		3207						LN		124		8		false		         8 build three different products.  It's doable, but				false

		3208						LN		124		9		false		         9 it's . . .				false

		3209						LN		124		10		false		        10           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.				false

		3210						LN		124		11		false		        11           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Mr. Howard, so then we				false

		3211						LN		124		12		false		        12 can't do that, these people would just have a 40 --				false

		3212						LN		124		13		false		        13 we would just cap it at 40?  Okay.  Okay.				false

		3213						LN		124		14		false		        14           MR. HOWARD:  And then they would just have				false

		3214						LN		124		15		false		        15 to -- if they played more than 40, come back and				false

		3215						LN		124		16		false		        16 either pay the daily rate or buy 10 or 20 or 33				false

		3216						LN		124		17		false		        17 more.				false

		3217						LN		124		18		false		        18           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.				false

		3218						LN		124		19		false		        19           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Okay.  So, I mean, I				false

		3219						LN		124		20		false		        20 understand the rationale people wanting				false

		3220						LN		124		21		false		        21 All-You-Can-Play.  I also understand the work that's				false

		3221						LN		124		22		false		        22 gone into this.				false

		3222						LN		124		23		false		        23           I agree, it's difficult to calculate				false

		3223						LN		124		24		false		        24 numbers on the fly.  I think the only easy way is to				false

		3224						LN		124		25		false		        25 make sure it's set at such a level that people think				false

		3225						PG		125		0		false		page 125				false

		3226						LN		125		1		false		         1 (inaudible) in terms of that.				false

		3227						LN		125		2		false		         2           If we do feel it's necessary to go a				false

		3228						LN		125		3		false		         3 slight further discount over the 40 Pass rate, that				false

		3229						LN		125		4		false		         4 would save 20 percent, and I think that should be				false

		3230						LN		125		5		false		         5 sufficient to bring it up.				false

		3231						LN		125		6		false		         6           But I'm very sensitive to the concerns				false

		3232						LN		125		7		false		         7 that we've worked out.  We've worked out all the				false

		3233						LN		125		8		false		         8 numbers.				false

		3234						LN		125		9		false		         9           I'm also aware, we're now -- it's the				false

		3235						LN		125		10		false		        10 night before Christmas, people are waiting to buy				false

		3236						LN		125		11		false		        11 their passes, and it's difficult to carry over.				false

		3237						LN		125		12		false		        12           I'm on the fence about it in terms of				false

		3238						LN		125		13		false		        13 that, but if there is a suggestion, my threshold				false

		3239						LN		125		14		false		        14 would be 20 percent on top of the 40-Play Pass.				false

		3240						LN		125		15		false		        15           MR. WINQUEST:  So to be clear on that, we				false

		3241						LN		125		16		false		        16 have 2960 proposed price, so you're saying 20				false

		3242						LN		125		17		false		        17 percent on top of that 2960, which would be about				false

		3243						LN		125		18		false		        18 another $600.  It would be about 3,500?				false

		3244						LN		125		19		false		        19           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  3552.				false

		3245						LN		125		20		false		        20           MR. WINQUEST:  Is that correct?  Is that				false

		3246						LN		125		21		false		        21 what you're saying?				false

		3247						LN		125		22		false		        22           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Yeah.  I think that's				false

		3248						LN		125		23		false		        23 the range.				false

		3249						LN		125		24		false		        24           I think there's also -- Trustee Noble				false

		3250						LN		125		25		false		        25 mentioned a couples' pass.  I thought we eliminated				false

		3251						PG		126		0		false		page 126				false

		3252						LN		126		1		false		         1 the couples' pass.  I think we need to . . .				false

		3253						LN		126		2		false		         2           MR. HOWARD:  If I could clear that up,				false

		3254						LN		126		3		false		         3 just to try to make sure we take care of as people				false

		3255						LN		126		4		false		         4 as possible.				false

		3256						LN		126		5		false		         5           I think what you're referring to is if you				false

		3257						LN		126		6		false		         6 have a husband and wife, and they bought a 40 Play,				false

		3258						LN		126		7		false		         7 they could share that.				false

		3259						LN		126		8		false		         8           I was just giving the option that they				false

		3260						LN		126		9		false		         9 could -- couples residing in the same household				false

		3261						LN		126		10		false		        10 could use that pass, together.  If they use 40, they				false

		3262						LN		126		11		false		        11 would have to come back and buy more, if they go				false

		3263						LN		126		12		false		        12 through that.				false

		3264						LN		126		13		false		        13           That was just trying to meet in the middle				false

		3265						LN		126		14		false		        14 somewhere.				false

		3266						LN		126		15		false		        15           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Does that share				false

		3267						LN		126		16		false		        16 capability exist for all of the play passes, not				false

		3268						LN		126		17		false		        17 just the 40 or is it just the 40?				false

		3269						LN		126		18		false		        18           MR. HOWARD:  No.  That would be for the				false

		3270						LN		126		19		false		        19 10, 20, 30, and 40.				false

		3271						LN		126		20		false		        20           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Yeah, I had read that,				false

		3272						LN		126		21		false		        21 seen that in the proposal, so that's why I had				false

		3273						LN		126		22		false		        22 underlined the small print.  I thought that was				false

		3274						LN		126		23		false		        23 something left over from a previous one.				false

		3275						LN		126		24		false		        24           I didn't see anywhere in the proposals				false

		3276						LN		126		25		false		        25 that we're going to allow people to share play				false

		3277						PG		127		0		false		page 127				false

		3278						LN		127		1		false		         1 passes.				false

		3279						LN		127		2		false		         2           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  With the 20 percent				false

		3280						LN		127		3		false		         3 increase over the 40-Play for an All-You-Can-Play				false

		3281						LN		127		4		false		         4 Pass, with regards to the Championship Course, would				false

		3282						LN		127		5		false		         5 you have that as a limited play with the shoulder				false

		3283						LN		127		6		false		         6 season, and then Monday through Thursday with the				false

		3284						LN		127		7		false		         7 high season, and then only after 12:00 P.M. on				false

		3285						LN		127		8		false		         8 Friday, Saturday, Sunday?				false

		3286						LN		127		9		false		         9           And the reason why is -- that's why I was				false

		3287						LN		127		10		false		        10 trying to come up with -- one of the issues with --				false

		3288						LN		127		11		false		        11 I think we're trying to resolve -- is keep those				false

		3289						LN		127		12		false		        12 Friday, Saturday, Sunday, prime time, high season				false

		3290						LN		127		13		false		        13 open for others besides -- make them available for				false

		3291						LN		127		14		false		        14 more people.				false

		3292						LN		127		15		false		        15           That's why I'm questioning whether or not				false

		3293						LN		127		16		false		        16 you wanted to just -- unlimited All-You-Can-Play				false

		3294						LN		127		17		false		        17 Championship Course or just unlimited?				false

		3295						LN		127		18		false		        18           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Great point, Trustee				false

		3296						LN		127		19		false		        19 Noble.				false

		3297						LN		127		20		false		        20           I think I would actually defer to				false

		3298						LN		127		21		false		        21 Mr. Howard there.  My suspicion is, given we would				false

		3299						LN		127		22		false		        22 run into the same difficulties administering it as				false

		3300						LN		127		23		false		        23 we do with administering the 40-Play Pass, I think				false

		3301						LN		127		24		false		        24 might be the issue.				false

		3302						LN		127		25		false		        25           MR. HOWARD:  Yeah, I think it's going to				false

		3303						PG		128		0		false		page 128				false

		3304						LN		128		1		false		         1 be a learning process for our entire staff on this,				false

		3305						LN		128		2		false		         2 and it would take some education.				false

		3306						LN		128		3		false		         3           But, you know, that's our job.  We would				false

		3307						LN		128		4		false		         4 figure out a way to get it done.				false

		3308						LN		128		5		false		         5           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Is that easier to do				false

		3309						LN		128		6		false		         6 than the standby, like, to implement?				false

		3310						LN		128		7		false		         7           MR. HOWARD:  The quick answer is yes.				false

		3311						LN		128		8		false		         8           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Okay.  I'm okay with				false

		3312						LN		128		9		false		         9 the 20 percent.  I'm fine with the limited.  But I'm				false

		3313						LN		128		10		false		        10 not making a motion about the limited, just FYI.				false

		3314						LN		128		11		false		        11           I was also thinking if we do the				false

		3315						LN		128		12		false		        12 All-You-Can-Play, I think you have to kind of get				false

		3316						LN		128		13		false		        13 rid of the couples, because I think, A, just the				false

		3317						LN		128		14		false		        14 equity issue that with couples and being a				false

		3318						LN		128		15		false		        15 government organization is something we need to				false

		3319						LN		128		16		false		        16 think about, and I just feel we're going to enter a				false

		3320						LN		128		17		false		        17 landmine that we don't need to be entering.				false

		3321						LN		128		18		false		        18           But if we stay with this play, like, I'm				false

		3322						LN		128		19		false		        19 fine keeping the couple, but the pass, that goes.				false

		3323						LN		128		20		false		        20           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Howard,				false

		3324						LN		128		21		false		        21 for the clarification.  If it can be done on that				false

		3325						LN		128		22		false		        22 basis, I'm okay with that.				false

		3326						LN		128		23		false		        23           And I agree with Trustee Tonking.				false

		3327						LN		128		24		false		        24           CHAIR DENT:  Any further discussion on				false

		3328						LN		128		25		false		        25 this item?				false

		3329						PG		129		0		false		page 129				false

		3330						LN		129		1		false		         1           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  One question:  Where				false

		3331						LN		129		2		false		         2 you're going, if this is an All-You-Can-Play, this				false

		3332						LN		129		3		false		         3 is not something, back to the extent of the couples				false

		3333						LN		129		4		false		         4 point, it is not something that is shareable?				false

		3334						LN		129		5		false		         5           MR. WINQUEST:  I just want to clarify				false

		3335						LN		129		6		false		         6 based on the couples discussion.				false

		3336						LN		129		7		false		         7           So, did I just hear that we weren't going				false

		3337						LN		129		8		false		         8 to allow folks to share a 40-Play?  I wanted to				false

		3338						LN		129		9		false		         9 verify.				false

		3339						LN		129		10		false		        10           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I think what I had said				false

		3340						LN		129		11		false		        11 is if it's an All-You-Can-Play Passes, if we get rid				false

		3341						LN		129		12		false		        12 -- if we don't do this 40-Play situation, then it				false

		3342						LN		129		13		false		        13 would not be -- if it's a pass, it's not a shareable				false

		3343						LN		129		14		false		        14 pass.				false

		3344						LN		129		15		false		        15           MR. WINQUEST:  So if we continue forward				false

		3345						LN		129		16		false		        16 with an All-You-Can-Play Pass, the 10, 20, 30, 40				false

		3346						LN		129		17		false		        17 passes would not be able to be shareable by a couple				false

		3347						LN		129		18		false		        18 if living in the same household?				false

		3348						LN		129		19		false		        19           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I don't know how I feel				false

		3349						LN		129		20		false		        20 about that.				false

		3350						LN		129		21		false		        21           MR. WINQUEST:  For the record, that is on				false

		3351						LN		129		22		false		        22 page 44 of the packet.  It's the last bullet at the				false

		3352						LN		129		23		false		        23 end of page where that's referenced.				false

		3353						LN		129		24		false		        24           CHAIR DENT:  One name only per pass.				false

		3354						LN		129		25		false		        25 Yeah.  All passes are individual, except couples				false

		3355						PG		130		0		false		page 130				false

		3356						LN		130		1		false		         1 living in the same household, and nontransferable.				false

		3357						LN		130		2		false		         2           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Yeah, I understood they				false

		3358						LN		130		3		false		         3 were nontransferable.  My previous discussion with				false

		3359						LN		130		4		false		         4 Mr. Howard, he said it might be okay to use it				false

		3360						LN		130		5		false		         5 toward the end of the season if one of the couple				false

		3361						LN		130		6		false		         6 has some passes -- things left there, come				false

		3362						LN		130		7		false		         7 September.				false

		3363						LN		130		8		false		         8           I think I'm not -- I agree with Trustee				false

		3364						LN		130		9		false		         9 Tonking that there becomes an equity issue, then, in				false

		3365						LN		130		10		false		        10 terms of if you start couples can share the pass but				false

		3366						LN		130		11		false		        11 others can't.  It's -- you've got to be very careful				false

		3367						LN		130		12		false		        12 in that.				false

		3368						LN		130		13		false		        13           To me, there's no sharing.  I can				false

		3369						LN		130		14		false		        14 understand -- I think it may be possible to use up				false

		3370						LN		130		15		false		        15 some passes at the end of the shoulder season, but I				false

		3371						LN		130		16		false		        16 don't think it should be a general, transferable				false

		3372						LN		130		17		false		        17 pass.				false

		3373						LN		130		18		false		        18           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Just back to the				false

		3374						LN		130		19		false		        19 fairness perspective, it sort of creates a situation				false

		3375						LN		130		20		false		        20 of unfairness, because what if someone doesn't have				false

		3376						LN		130		21		false		        21 a couple, then why can't they give their pass to				false

		3377						LN		130		22		false		        22 somebody else, what have you.				false

		3378						LN		130		23		false		        23           So, I think from a being-fair-to-everyone				false

		3379						LN		130		24		false		        24 perspective, I don't think that they should be				false

		3380						LN		130		25		false		        25 shared.				false

		3381						PG		131		0		false		page 131				false

		3382						LN		131		1		false		         1           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I agree.  I think that's				false

		3383						LN		131		2		false		         2 fine if it's something at the end of the shoulder				false

		3384						LN		131		3		false		         3 season if, you know, you have a few left over.				false

		3385						LN		131		4		false		         4           We can figure that out.  I don't know how				false

		3386						LN		131		5		false		         5 we implement that.				false

		3387						LN		131		6		false		         6           MR. WINQUEST:  It would be staff				false

		3388						LN		131		7		false		         7 discretion.				false

		3389						LN		131		8		false		         8           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Like, at the end, you				false

		3390						LN		131		9		false		         9 know, if you have three left over, and your				false

		3391						LN		131		10		false		        10 significant other, whoever you live with, I guess,				false

		3392						LN		131		11		false		        11 can, maybe, use it.				false

		3393						LN		131		12		false		        12           I don't know.  I don't know how you'd				false

		3394						LN		131		13		false		        13 operationally do it.				false

		3395						LN		131		14		false		        14           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I guess, to me, a rule				false

		3396						LN		131		15		false		        15 is a rule, and it is a rule or it is guideline?				false

		3397						LN		131		16		false		        16           So, I guess, my feeling is let's just be				false

		3398						LN		131		17		false		        17 clear, and let's just stay with it.  And we can				false

		3399						LN		131		18		false		        18 adjust as we need to.				false

		3400						LN		131		19		false		        19           Hopefully this -- what you're talking				false

		3401						LN		131		20		false		        20 about adding is an All-You-Can-Play Pass that has				false

		3402						LN		131		21		false		        21 some limitations.				false

		3403						LN		131		22		false		        22           But I think that when you get into				false

		3404						LN		131		23		false		        23 situations where some are shared, some can't be				false

		3405						LN		131		24		false		        24 shared, it makes it hard on staff.  It really does.				false

		3406						LN		131		25		false		        25           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Yes, I would agree.				false

		3407						PG		132		0		false		page 132				false

		3408						LN		132		1		false		         1 Otherwise, we run into situations we've seen with				false

		3409						LN		132		2		false		         2 cancellations where there's all sorts of different				false

		3410						LN		132		3		false		         3 claims made.  I think let's make it very simple.  I				false

		3411						LN		132		4		false		         4 think it's a rule and that's straightforward, and				false

		3412						LN		132		5		false		         5 lets people decide.				false

		3413						LN		132		6		false		         6           But, yes, it does become an equity issue				false

		3414						LN		132		7		false		         7 because does it mean a couple can play ten times				false

		3415						LN		132		8		false		         8 each at 20-percent discount, but an individual can				false

		3416						LN		132		9		false		         9 only play ten times at ten-percent discount?				false

		3417						LN		132		10		false		        10           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I'm fine with that.				false

		3418						LN		132		11		false		        11           I wanted to clarify, we would have a				false

		3419						LN		132		12		false		        12 limited All-You-Can-Play, and then we'd also have				false

		3420						LN		132		13		false		        13 the Mountain Course All-You-Can-Play, and then an				false

		3421						LN		132		14		false		        14 afternoon All-You-Can-Play as well at 20 percent.				false

		3422						LN		132		15		false		        15           But, yes, I think that makes sense.				false

		3423						LN		132		16		false		        16           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Did I hear somebody say				false

		3424						LN		132		17		false		        17 there's an unlimited nine course?  That would --				false

		3425						LN		132		18		false		        18           (Inaudible cross talk.)				false

		3426						LN		132		19		false		        19           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Okay.  So could I use my				false

		3427						LN		132		20		false		        20 unlimited pass to play nine holes in the morning and				false

		3428						LN		132		21		false		        21 then the other nine holes in the afternoon?				false

		3429						LN		132		22		false		        22           (Inaudible cross talk.)				false

		3430						LN		132		23		false		        23           CHAIR DENT:  Any other discussion on this				false

		3431						LN		132		24		false		        24 item?  Do we want to entertain a motion on this item				false

		3432						LN		132		25		false		        25 or do we want to -- go ahead, Trustee Noble.				false

		3433						PG		133		0		false		page 133				false

		3434						LN		133		1		false		         1           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I would move that we adopt				false

		3435						LN		133		2		false		         2 the 10-, 20-, and 30-Play proposals in appendix C,				false

		3436						LN		133		3		false		         3 on pages 43 through 44, for the Championship Course,				false

		3437						LN		133		4		false		         4 Championship Course after 2:00 P.M., Mountain Course				false

		3438						LN		133		5		false		         5 and Mountain Course nine-hole pass rates, as well as				false

		3439						LN		133		6		false		         6 All-You-Can-Play Passes, based on the 40-Play rate				false

		3440						LN		133		7		false		         7 plus 20 percent, and those would apply to the				false

		3441						LN		133		8		false		         8 Championship Course, which would be a limited				false

		3442						LN		133		9		false		         9 All-You-Can-Play Pass open from open to June 11th				false

		3443						LN		133		10		false		        10 and September 25th through closing; that would be				false

		3444						LN		133		11		false		        11 unlimited play, any day, any time.  And June 12th				false

		3445						LN		133		12		false		        12 through September 24th, Monday through Thursday, any				false

		3446						LN		133		13		false		        13 day, any time, and Friday through Sunday after 12:00				false

		3447						LN		133		14		false		        14 P.M. only.				false

		3448						LN		133		15		false		        15           And then the other All-You-Can-Play Passes				false

		3449						LN		133		16		false		        16 would be Championship Course P.M., after 2:00 P.M.,				false

		3450						LN		133		17		false		        17 Mountain Course and Mountain Course nine hold.				false

		3451						LN		133		18		false		        18           CHAIR DENT:  A motion's been made.  Is				false

		3452						LN		133		19		false		        19 there a second?				false

		3453						LN		133		20		false		        20           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I second.				false

		3454						LN		133		21		false		        21           CHAIR DENT:  Discussion by the board?				false

		3455						LN		133		22		false		        22           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  10-, 20-, and 30-Plus				false

		3456						LN		133		23		false		        23 Play Pass.  You missed the 40-Play Pass.				false

		3457						LN		133		24		false		        24           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I would amend my motion to				false

		3458						LN		133		25		false		        25 add the 40-Play Pass.				false

		3459						PG		134		0		false		page 134				false

		3460						LN		134		1		false		         1           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you.				false

		3461						LN		134		2		false		         2           CHAIR DENT:  Motion's been amended.				false

		3462						LN		134		3		false		         3           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I have a question:  I				false

		3463						LN		134		4		false		         4 thought when we were discussing these				false

		3464						LN		134		5		false		         5 All-You-Can-Play Passes would be limited and not be				false

		3465						LN		134		6		false		         6 allowed on Friday -- on the weekends at all.				false

		3466						LN		134		7		false		         7           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  That is for the				false

		3467						LN		134		8		false		         8 Championship Course.				false

		3468						LN		134		9		false		         9           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  (Inaudible).				false

		3469						LN		134		10		false		        10           CHAIR DENT:  Yep.				false

		3470						LN		134		11		false		        11           Any first discussion?				false

		3471						LN		134		12		false		        12           All right.  Seeing none, I'll call for the				false

		3472						LN		134		13		false		        13 question.  All those in favor, state aye.				false

		3473						LN		134		14		false		        14           Hold on.  Additional comments?				false

		3474						LN		134		15		false		        15           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Yeah.  I thought the				false

		3475						LN		134		16		false		        16 motion said after 12:00 on Friday through Sunday at				false

		3476						LN		134		17		false		        17 the Championship Course.				false

		3477						LN		134		18		false		        18           (Inaudible cross talk.)				false

		3478						LN		134		19		false		        19           CHAIR DENT:  Do you want to read that				false

		3479						LN		134		20		false		        20 motion again?				false

		3480						LN		134		21		false		        21           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  During the shoulder				false

		3481						LN		134		22		false		        22 season -- just for clarification, though.				false

		3482						LN		134		23		false		        23           During the high season, the restriction is				false

		3483						LN		134		24		false		        24 Friday through Sunday after 12:00 P.M. only.				false

		3484						LN		134		25		false		        25           And I'm taking this language from the				false

		3485						PG		135		0		false		page 135				false

		3486						LN		135		1		false		         1 limited All-You-Can-Play season pass that was in				false

		3487						LN		135		2		false		         2 effect at the Championship Course for 2022.				false

		3488						LN		135		3		false		         3           CHAIR DENT:  Any further discussion?  No.				false

		3489						LN		135		4		false		         4           All right.  I'll call for the question.				false

		3490						LN		135		5		false		         5 All those in favor, please state aye.				false

		3491						LN		135		6		false		         6           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Aye.				false

		3492						LN		135		7		false		         7           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Aye.				false

		3493						LN		135		8		false		         8           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Aye.				false

		3494						LN		135		9		false		         9           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Aye.				false

		3495						LN		135		10		false		        10           CHAIR DENT:  Aye.				false

		3496						LN		135		11		false		        11           Opposed?  None.  Motion passes 5/0.  All				false

		3497						LN		135		12		false		        12 right.				false

		3498						LN		135		13		false		        13           The last item, item 6, golf club				false

		3499						LN		135		14		false		        14 reservations.  Who wants to tip that one off?				false

		3500						LN		135		15		false		        15           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I'm going to try and find				false

		3501						LN		135		16		false		        16 the pages that had -- pages 21 through 23 of the				false

		3502						LN		135		17		false		        17 board packet that show tee time availability after				false

		3503						LN		135		18		false		        18 club reservations.				false

		3504						LN		135		19		false		        19           So, looking at the proposal in 6 a,				false

		3505						LN		135		20		false		        20 restricting golf club reservations during peak				false

		3506						LN		135		21		false		        21 season, Fridays to Sunday to tee times starting at				false

		3507						LN		135		22		false		        22 11:00 A.M.				false

		3508						LN		135		23		false		        23           I just did a rough count, of the 40				false

		3509						LN		135		24		false		        24 possible days during the high season, in the				false

		3510						LN		135		25		false		        25 morning, only nine are either -- nine out of 40 are				false

		3511						PG		136		0		false		page 136				false

		3512						LN		136		1		false		         1 in red or yellow.  And so that's less than 25				false

		3513						LN		136		2		false		         2 percent, currently, are being taken up by the golf				false

		3514						LN		136		3		false		         3 clubs.				false

		3515						LN		136		4		false		         4           And so, at least at this point, I don't				false

		3516						LN		136		5		false		         5 know if that restriction is necessary, given that				false

		3517						LN		136		6		false		         6 what the number of golfers and the percentage of				false

		3518						LN		136		7		false		         7 Picture Pass Holders that are golfers who are				false

		3519						LN		136		8		false		         8 represented by the clubs, it doesn't seem to be a				false

		3520						LN		136		9		false		         9 problem, at least from my observation.				false

		3521						LN		136		10		false		        10           And with regards to the member events and				false

		3522						LN		136		11		false		        11 stuff, I think this is good conversation to have,				false

		3523						LN		136		12		false		        12 but this -- what I'd like to do, though, is do this				false

		3524						LN		136		13		false		        13 in late fall or early winter.				false

		3525						LN		136		14		false		        14           Given that all these have already been				false

		3526						LN		136		15		false		        15 reserved at this point, I think the disruption that				false

		3527						LN		136		16		false		        16 it would cause would -- I don't know if it's worth				false

		3528						LN		136		17		false		        17 it, and -- but I do think it's worth having that				false

		3529						LN		136		18		false		        18 conversation.				false

		3530						LN		136		19		false		        19           Mr. Briggs did bring up moving all Friday				false

		3531						LN		136		20		false		        20 tee times to 11 A.M. or later.  I think that's a				false

		3532						LN		136		21		false		        21 good proposal, but I don't think that's necessary at				false

		3533						LN		136		22		false		        22 this point, given that less than 25 percent of those				false

		3534						LN		136		23		false		        23 morning tee times during the high season are				false

		3535						LN		136		24		false		        24 currently being occupied by the golf clubs.				false

		3536						LN		136		25		false		        25           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I agree.  When I look at				false

		3537						PG		137		0		false		page 137				false

		3538						LN		137		1		false		         1 the charts, I couldn't come up with a reason why				false

		3539						LN		137		2		false		         2 that was significant to make that change.				false

		3540						LN		137		3		false		         3           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Do you think this is				false

		3541						LN		137		4		false		         4 something we can have, maybe, go into that committee				false

		3542						LN		137		5		false		         5 discussion that's later on and be something that's				false

		3543						LN		137		6		false		         6 addressed at a later time and get everyone's input?				false

		3544						LN		137		7		false		         7           CHAIR DENT:  That's fine.				false

		3545						LN		137		8		false		         8           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Okay.  I think -- we've				false

		3546						LN		137		9		false		         9 talked about equity in other areas, and I hear both				false

		3547						LN		137		10		false		        10 sides.  I hear the golf clubs, they've had this --				false

		3548						LN		137		11		false		        11 traditionally had this.  And I also hear the general				false

		3549						LN		137		12		false		        12 public that want to play.				false

		3550						LN		137		13		false		        13           Sometimes I also hear the comments that,				false

		3551						LN		137		14		false		        14 well, of course you can get tee times.				false

		3552						LN		137		15		false		        15           There's a difference between getting tee				false

		3553						LN		137		16		false		        16 times and getting tee times that actually work for				false

		3554						LN		137		17		false		        17 you.				false

		3555						LN		137		18		false		        18           I know, myself, one of the reasons I				false

		3556						LN		137		19		false		        19 stopped playing golf, and somebody in the public				false

		3557						LN		137		20		false		        20 comment made -- brought up the same issue, it takes				false

		3558						LN		137		21		false		        21 five-plus hours for a round, it's kind of hard, when				false

		3559						LN		137		22		false		        22 I'm when used to playing three hours, three-and- a				false

		3560						LN		137		23		false		        23 half hours range.  Which is the reason I play now, I				false

		3561						LN		137		24		false		        24 only play if I can get a first-in-the-morning tee				false

		3562						LN		137		25		false		        25 time.				false

		3563						PG		138		0		false		page 138				false

		3564						LN		138		1		false		         1           There is obliviously issues about equity				false

		3565						LN		138		2		false		         2 there.				false

		3566						LN		138		3		false		         3           We've heard both sides from the public				false

		3567						LN		138		4		false		         4 comment saying, we don't want government interfering				false

		3568						LN		138		5		false		         5 in our golf clubs.  Fair enough.  But then the same				false

		3569						LN		138		6		false		         6 golf clubs want to almost dictate the terms of when				false

		3570						LN		138		7		false		         7 they get tee times, which is it?  I mean, it's				false

		3571						LN		138		8		false		         8 hypocritical to want it both ways.  And I'll put my				false

		3572						LN		138		9		false		         9 neck on the line in terms of that.  I'm happy to				false

		3573						LN		138		10		false		        10 back up my comments.				false

		3574						LN		138		11		false		        11           If we're going to pass it off, I think				false

		3575						LN		138		12		false		        12 Mr. Briggs made a very good offer, and I think it				false

		3576						LN		138		13		false		        13 would be very sensible to take up that offer of the				false

		3577						LN		138		14		false		        14 eleven o'clock -- restricting it to after eleven				false

		3578						LN		138		15		false		        15 o'clock on Fridays.				false

		3579						LN		138		16		false		        16           I think that would give us some data as				false

		3580						LN		138		17		false		        17 well going forward for the committee discussion.  I				false

		3581						LN		138		18		false		        18 think that would be a sensible compromise.				false

		3582						LN		138		19		false		        19           I think we've compromised in a lot of				false

		3583						LN		138		20		false		        20 other areas to try and see that we can address some				false

		3584						LN		138		21		false		        21 of concerns raised by the community.  And the golf				false

		3585						LN		138		22		false		        22 community is not just club members, it's also the				false

		3586						LN		138		23		false		        23 non-club members.				false

		3587						LN		138		24		false		        24           I'm very conscious and I'm trying to cater				false

		3588						LN		138		25		false		        25 for the whole community here.  So I would like -- I				false

		3589						PG		139		0		false		page 139				false

		3590						LN		139		1		false		         1 suggest we take Mr. Briggs' suggestion, and we use				false

		3591						LN		139		2		false		         2 that to start that as a pilot.				false

		3592						LN		139		3		false		         3           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I think it's great that				false

		3593						LN		139		4		false		         4 Mr. Briggs brought forward an idea for compromise				false

		3594						LN		139		5		false		         5 and appreciate that.				false

		3595						LN		139		6		false		         6           My concern is that if you look at an				false

		3596						LN		139		7		false		         7 example, July 28th, if you go and make that rule,				false

		3597						LN		139		8		false		         8 you suddenly will have to no tee times available				false

		3598						LN		139		9		false		         9 because everyone in the morning gets shifted to the				false

		3599						LN		139		10		false		        10 afternoon.  And Friday afternoons are part of a				false

		3600						LN		139		11		false		        11 weekend for people who are coming up just on the				false

		3601						LN		139		12		false		        12 weekend.				false

		3602						LN		139		13		false		        13           So, my concern about doing that is that				false

		3603						LN		139		14		false		        14 could potentially make the afternoons completely				false

		3604						LN		139		15		false		        15 unavailable.  And we do need the revenue for people				false

		3605						LN		139		16		false		        16 who are coming up on the weekends.				false

		3606						LN		139		17		false		        17           So, I really -- I think it's a great offer				false

		3607						LN		139		18		false		        18 and appreciate the willingness to compromise, but				false

		3608						LN		139		19		false		        19 I'm concerned about Friday afternoons then suddenly				false

		3609						LN		139		20		false		        20 not, you know, being completely booked.  And if you				false

		3610						LN		139		21		false		        21 start looking at some of the numbers, that's a				false

		3611						LN		139		22		false		        22 potential risk.				false

		3612						LN		139		23		false		        23           And I think this is a great hopping off				false

		3613						LN		139		24		false		        24 point for some discussion on compromise, with a				false

		3614						LN		139		25		false		        25 subcommittee to look at big picture and potentially				false

		3615						PG		140		0		false		page 140				false

		3616						LN		140		1		false		         1 identify additional ideas.				false

		3617						LN		140		2		false		         2           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I was first going to				false

		3618						LN		140		3		false		         3 support Trustee Tulloch, because he made very good				false

		3619						LN		140		4		false		         4 points, then I heard Trustee Schmitz' points, and I				false

		3620						LN		140		5		false		         5 think those are also very good.				false

		3621						LN		140		6		false		         6           So, I think, between the two, I would				false

		3622						LN		140		7		false		         7 support Trustee Schmitz on that.				false

		3623						LN		140		8		false		         8           I think it's -- I understand the proposal				false

		3624						LN		140		9		false		         9 by Mr. Briggs, and I think it's great that he				false

		3625						LN		140		10		false		        10 offered it; however, I think that it would be best				false

		3626						LN		140		11		false		        11 to table this to the fall, and we can look at it				false

		3627						LN		140		12		false		        12 holistically.				false

		3628						LN		140		13		false		        13           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I think it'll also be				false

		3629						LN		140		14		false		        14 interesting to see what happens since we waived the				false

		3630						LN		140		15		false		        15 prebook fee for residents.  So, to see if that has				false

		3631						LN		140		16		false		        16 incentivized people to be more willing to try to				false

		3632						LN		140		17		false		        17 book earlier, and maybe they are able to get the				false

		3633						LN		140		18		false		        18 times that they want or they're less likely to wait				false

		3634						LN		140		19		false		        19 for that two-week window.				false

		3635						LN		140		20		false		        20           We might see changes.  Or what we could				false

		3636						LN		140		21		false		        21 hear from them is, I went to go book, and I can't				false

		3637						LN		140		22		false		        22 get any tee time.				false

		3638						LN		140		23		false		        23           And then I think, okay, we've completely				false

		3639						LN		140		24		false		        24 opened for you, and it's still an issue, so we need				false

		3640						LN		140		25		false		        25 to address it.				false

		3641						PG		141		0		false		page 141				false

		3642						LN		141		1		false		         1           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.				false

		3643						LN		141		2		false		         2           MR. HOWARD:  I would just like to make a				false

		3644						LN		141		3		false		         3 clarification that it was Mr. Briggs who called in,				false

		3645						LN		141		4		false		         4 but I just wanted the board and the public to know				false

		3646						LN		141		5		false		         5 that was all the clubs that got together to make				false

		3647						LN		141		6		false		         6 that recommendation to show that they were willing				false

		3648						LN		141		7		false		         7 to work with us and compromise and try to find				false

		3649						LN		141		8		false		         8 solutions.				false

		3650						LN		141		9		false		         9           I did want to make that clarification.				false

		3651						LN		141		10		false		        10           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you for clarifying				false

		3652						LN		141		11		false		        11 that.  We welcome that, just like we've brought up				false

		3653						LN		141		12		false		        12 several times about having an actual committee, and				false

		3654						LN		141		13		false		        13 all the clubs, a couple members of the public,				false

		3655						LN		141		14		false		        14 couple trustees so we're not in this situation in				false

		3656						LN		141		15		false		        15 the eleventh hour.				false

		3657						LN		141		16		false		        16           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you, trustees, for				false

		3658						LN		141		17		false		        17 the good input in terms of that.  I understand the				false

		3659						LN		141		18		false		        18 point Trustee Schmitz is making.				false

		3660						LN		141		19		false		        19           I think my concern is the genie is out of				false

		3661						LN		141		20		false		        20 bottle here.  There's no pont in removing booking				false

		3662						LN		141		21		false		        21 fees if we've got a significant portion of the				false

		3663						LN		141		22		false		        22 preferred tee times for golfers that prefer to play				false

		3664						LN		141		23		false		        23 in the mornings so it does destroy their whole day.				false

		3665						LN		141		24		false		        24           I think there will be blowback in terms of				false

		3666						LN		141		25		false		        25 that because we'll still run into exactly the same				false

		3667						PG		142		0		false		page 142				false

		3668						LN		142		1		false		         1 problems.				false

		3669						LN		142		2		false		         2           I think my other concern is that it's				false

		3670						LN		142		3		false		         3 convenient to park it and we'll just ignore it again				false

		3671						LN		142		4		false		         4 for another year and hope it disappears.  I think				false

		3672						LN		142		5		false		         5 the genie's out of the bottle here.  I think we need				false

		3673						LN		142		6		false		         6 to make sure that we are committed to addressing				false

		3674						LN		142		7		false		         7 this.  There is huge issues around it.  I understand				false

		3675						LN		142		8		false		         8 both sides of argument.  But it doesn't mean we can				false

		3676						LN		142		9		false		         9 just ignore it.				false

		3677						LN		142		10		false		        10           It's nice and convenient just duck under				false

		3678						LN		142		11		false		        11 the table, it's all right, we'll get away with it				false

		3679						LN		142		12		false		        12 for another year.				false

		3680						LN		142		13		false		        13           I want to make sure it's on the agenda.				false

		3681						LN		142		14		false		        14           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.				false

		3682						LN		142		15		false		        15           So I think that closes out item 6 for				false

		3683						LN		142		16		false		        16 right now.				false

		3684						LN		142		17		false		        17           And then item 9 and 10.  Item 10 is a				false

		3685						LN		142		18		false		        18 board advisory committee.  We as a board have said				false

		3686						LN		142		19		false		        19 we want to have a board advisory committee.				false

		3687						LN		142		20		false		        20           In my opinion, we should have an item in				false

		3688						LN		142		21		false		        21 June, as soon as we're done with the budget, to				false

		3689						LN		142		22		false		        22 start this process.  And I don't want to be having				false

		3690						LN		142		23		false		        23 the recommendations brought to us next March.  I'd				false

		3691						LN		142		24		false		        24 like to have them in the fall.				false

		3692						LN		142		25		false		        25           That way, we can go into budget season and				false

		3693						PG		143		0		false		page 143				false

		3694						LN		143		1		false		         1 look at these numbers, because I think it would				false

		3695						LN		143		2		false		         2 important for us to take a deep dive into another				false

		3696						LN		143		3		false		         3 venue next year, and not golf.				false

		3697						LN		143		4		false		         4           We've spent a significant amount of time,				false

		3698						LN		143		5		false		         5 take this model that we've built, and roll over it				false

		3699						LN		143		6		false		         6 over into another venue.				false

		3700						LN		143		7		false		         7           As far as item 9, do we need to have				false

		3701						LN		143		8		false		         8 discussion as it relates to item 9 tonight, or we				false

		3702						LN		143		9		false		         9 want to push all of these off to our June meeting				false

		3703						LN		143		10		false		        10 and dive in a little bit deeper?				false

		3704						LN		143		11		false		        11           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I'm fine pushing item 9				false

		3705						LN		143		12		false		        12 off.				false

		3706						LN		143		13		false		        13           I like the way that we've organized it				false

		3707						LN		143		14		false		        14 here versus the bullet points I saw on the slide.				false

		3708						LN		143		15		false		        15 So I feel these are better -- it felt like we were				false

		3709						LN		143		16		false		        16 trying to take over the clubs, and I like these one				false

		3710						LN		143		17		false		        17 better.				false

		3711						LN		143		18		false		        18           So, I think these are great bullets for us				false

		3712						LN		143		19		false		        19 to look at and put on the agenda.				false

		3713						LN		143		20		false		        20           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Question for Mr. Howard.				false

		3714						LN		143		21		false		        21 I mean, it's a slightly unfair question, but how is				false

		3715						LN		143		22		false		        22 it we've devolved -- we've got all these different				false

		3716						LN		143		23		false		        23 clubs.  I'm familiar with the golf model, whether				false

		3717						LN		143		24		false		        24 it's a private club or even a municipal course with				false

		3718						LN		143		25		false		        25 a club, it's a single club associated with it.				false

		3719						PG		144		0		false		page 144				false

		3720						LN		144		1		false		         1           We've heard all these golfers talking				false

		3721						LN		144		2		false		         2 sense of community, sure it would be much better				false

		3722						LN		144		3		false		         3 community if it would be one large club with				false

		3723						LN		144		4		false		         4 different sections.				false

		3724						LN		144		5		false		         5           MR. HOWARD:  So, I really don't want to				false

		3725						LN		144		6		false		         6 touch that one because these clubs were started				false

		3726						LN		144		7		false		         7 50-plus years ago, and I think we would need a				false

		3727						LN		144		8		false		         8 better understanding of how they are all created to				false

		3728						LN		144		9		false		         9 go down that path.				false

		3729						LN		144		10		false		        10           You're right, in a private club, it's one				false

		3730						LN		144		11		false		        11 club, and then you have some spinoff groups of that.				false

		3731						LN		144		12		false		        12           But I don't know, in a community like				false

		3732						LN		144		13		false		        13 this, I would want to go that direction.				false

		3733						LN		144		14		false		        14           That's just my thoughts.				false

		3734						LN		144		15		false		        15           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Howard.				false

		3735						LN		144		16		false		        16 I'm just explaining the community.  I'm not throwing				false

		3736						LN		144		17		false		        17 surprises.  We did have this prior.				false

		3737						LN		144		18		false		        18           I think it does -- I don't think it's				false

		3738						LN		144		19		false		        19 something that should be completely off the table.				false

		3739						LN		144		20		false		        20 I think if we've -- at the end of the day, it's a				false

		3740						LN		144		21		false		        21 community course, and we should be looking of how it				false

		3741						LN		144		22		false		        22 can be best used by the community, rather than by				false

		3742						LN		144		23		false		        23 non-governmental organizations that don't want				false

		3743						LN		144		24		false		        24 government interference and things and still want				false

		3744						LN		144		25		false		        25 privileges.  I think it's something that should be				false

		3745						PG		145		0		false		page 145				false

		3746						LN		145		1		false		         1 on the agenda, maybe, an item for the committee, in				false

		3747						LN		145		2		false		         2 terms of that.				false

		3748						LN		145		3		false		         3           I think I'm rasing it now so it's -- we				false

		3749						LN		145		4		false		         4 need to throw out ideas and see how we can best use				false

		3750						LN		145		5		false		         5 it.				false

		3751						LN		145		6		false		         6           THE CLERK:  Mr. Howard, we heard in public				false

		3752						LN		145		7		false		         7 comment that the golf members pay dues and IVGID				false

		3753						LN		145		8		false		         8 receives substantial revenue from the dues they pay				false

		3754						LN		145		9		false		         9 to their clubs.				false

		3755						LN		145		10		false		        10           Do we receive any revenues from the golf				false

		3756						LN		145		11		false		        11 clubs in the form of any dues, other than the tee				false

		3757						LN		145		12		false		        12 times?				false

		3758						LN		145		13		false		        13           MR. HOWARD:  Other than tee times, no.				false

		3759						LN		145		14		false		        14 And lunches and events, yes.				false

		3760						LN		145		15		false		        15           But, no, we do not.				false

		3761						LN		145		16		false		        16           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  Thank you.				false

		3762						LN		145		17		false		        17           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Well, I think one of the				false

		3763						LN		145		18		false		        18 things that came in public comment that was				false

		3764						LN		145		19		false		        19 concerning to me is the word "discrimination," and I				false

		3765						LN		145		20		false		        20 think that we need to spend some time with legal				false

		3766						LN		145		21		false		        21 counsel and review some of those concerns, because,				false

		3767						LN		145		22		false		        22 to be honest, staff did some research for me, and				false

		3768						LN		145		23		false		        23 there are no policies, there's never been board				false

		3769						LN		145		24		false		        24 discussion about the rules of administering a golf				false

		3770						LN		145		25		false		        25 club, and we are a government.				false

		3771						PG		146		0		false		page 146				false

		3772						LN		146		1		false		         1           And I think that part of what we need to				false

		3773						LN		146		2		false		         2 do is to understand, sort of, where we are, but also				false

		3774						LN		146		3		false		         3 understand and make sure that we are within the law				false

		3775						LN		146		4		false		         4 as it relates to governmental activities for these				false

		3776						LN		146		5		false		         5 types of clubs.				false

		3777						LN		146		6		false		         6           I found it really interesting that there's				false

		3778						LN		146		7		false		         7 no board policy, there's no requirements, there's				false

		3779						LN		146		8		false		         8 really nothing in writing that says this is what you				false

		3780						LN		146		9		false		         9 have to do or not do to be a club.				false

		3781						LN		146		10		false		        10           And I think that that is something, as a				false

		3782						LN		146		11		false		        11 board, we should work with the various clubs, and we				false

		3783						LN		146		12		false		        12 should put forward something so that we do have it,				false

		3784						LN		146		13		false		        13 and we've got some parameters for which everyone is				false

		3785						LN		146		14		false		        14 aware of and everyone is playing by the same rules				false

		3786						LN		146		15		false		        15 because we don't have any rules.				false

		3787						LN		146		16		false		        16           It's been interesting to see how this has				false

		3788						LN		146		17		false		        17 just evolved over time, and suddenly this is all				false

		3789						LN		146		18		false		        18 what it is and understand that what we did was just				false

		3790						LN		146		19		false		        19 try to share openly and transparently the				false

		3791						LN		146		20		false		        20 information so that everyone is aware.				false

		3792						LN		146		21		false		        21           Because there's been too much divide on				false

		3793						LN		146		22		false		        22 the community about, well, the clubs can do this or				false

		3794						LN		146		23		false		        23 they can do that.				false

		3795						LN		146		24		false		        24           And it's been more of a rumor mill and				false

		3796						LN		146		25		false		        25 more of hearsay.				false

		3797						PG		147		0		false		page 147				false

		3798						LN		147		1		false		         1           So, it was valuable to actually spend the				false

		3799						LN		147		2		false		         2 time and to document where we are today so that we				false

		3800						LN		147		3		false		         3 can make wise decisions on what we want to do going				false

		3801						LN		147		4		false		         4 forward.				false

		3802						LN		147		5		false		         5           CHAIR DENT:  I agree with you on that, and				false

		3803						LN		147		6		false		         6 I think there are some areas that we need to address				false

		3804						LN		147		7		false		         7 when it comes to liability and legality as it				false

		3805						LN		147		8		false		         8 relates to our practice, and we do need the wrap				false

		3806						LN		147		9		false		         9 some of this stuff into a policy.				false

		3807						LN		147		10		false		        10           I had some discussions with legal counsel				false

		3808						LN		147		11		false		        11 on that, and we can dive into it a little bit deeper				false

		3809						LN		147		12		false		        12 at a future meeting, but I definitely think there's				false

		3810						LN		147		13		false		        13 an area of concern there when it comes to legal				false

		3811						LN		147		14		false		        14 counsel's weigh-in on this.				false

		3812						LN		147		15		false		        15           Any further discussion?				false

		3813						LN		147		16		false		        16           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Again, a question for				false

		3814						LN		147		17		false		        17 Mr. Howard:  For the open play midweeks and things				false

		3815						LN		147		18		false		        18 for the club's non-tournaments, I noticed there that				false

		3816						LN		147		19		false		        19 staff transferred the names from Golf Genius then				false

		3817						LN		147		20		false		        20 into the tee sheet.				false

		3818						LN		147		21		false		        21           Is there some validation that all the				false

		3819						LN		147		22		false		        22 bookings are for members?				false

		3820						LN		147		23		false		        23           MR. HOWARD:  Yes, they are.				false

		3821						LN		147		24		false		        24           Occasionally, just once in a blue moon,				false

		3822						LN		147		25		false		        25 there might be a guest in there.  But, for the most				false

		3823						PG		148		0		false		page 148				false

		3824						LN		148		1		false		         1 part, all resident.				false

		3825						LN		148		2		false		         2           I assume the times you're talking about				false

		3826						LN		148		3		false		         3 are the actual tee times for each club, the play				false

		3827						LN		148		4		false		         4 days not the tournament days?				false

		3828						LN		148		5		false		         5           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Correct.  Yeah.				false

		3829						LN		148		6		false		         6           MR. HOWARD:  So, those are all Picture				false

		3830						LN		148		7		false		         7 Pass Holders.  There may be, slightly, somebody that				false

		3831						LN		148		8		false		         8 will bring a guest, especially if they have a spot				false

		3832						LN		148		9		false		         9 open, but it's not that often.				false

		3833						LN		148		10		false		        10           CHAIR DENT:  Mr. Howard, did we verify				false

		3834						LN		148		11		false		        11 that they're all Picture Pass Holders?  Every single				false

		3835						LN		148		12		false		        12 person that plays in the club, they come to the				false

		3836						LN		148		13		false		        13 counter, they check-in, they show their card?				false

		3837						LN		148		14		false		        14           MR. HOWARD:  When -- as far as when				false

		3838						LN		148		15		false		        15 they're checked in, yes.				false

		3839						LN		148		16		false		        16           There could actually be a Non-Picture Pass				false

		3840						LN		148		17		false		        17 Holder that is a member of a club that I may not				false

		3841						LN		148		18		false		        18 know about, but, for the most part, yeah, they're				false

		3842						LN		148		19		false		        19 all Picture Pass Holders.  But I can't guarantee a				false

		3843						LN		148		20		false		        20 hundred percent.				false

		3844						LN		148		21		false		        21           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I'm going to back a				false

		3845						LN		148		22		false		        22 public comment that someone made a few weeks ago.				false

		3846						LN		148		23		false		        23           And since these tee times are being				false

		3847						LN		148		24		false		        24 reserved as being a community activity, that sort of				false

		3848						LN		148		25		false		        25 thing, I think we should have a requirement that				false

		3849						PG		149		0		false		page 149				false

		3850						LN		149		1		false		         1 they are only Picture Pass Card Holders that are				false

		3851						LN		149		2		false		         2 actually utilizing these reserved tee times, because				false

		3852						LN		149		3		false		         3 in the essence of the clubs being community oriented				false

		3853						LN		149		4		false		         4 and what have you, I think that's important, and in				false

		3854						LN		149		5		false		         5 an element of fairness, I think it's important as				false

		3855						LN		149		6		false		         6 well.				false

		3856						LN		149		7		false		         7           So, my feeling is, unless it's a guest				false

		3857						LN		149		8		false		         8 invitational, all of the tee times and all the of --				false

		3858						LN		149		9		false		         9 even for shotguns, that those are being -- it's				false

		3859						LN		149		10		false		        10 being used solely by Picture Pass Card Holders.				false

		3860						LN		149		11		false		        11           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I agree.				false

		3861						LN		149		12		false		        12           I think one of the public comments claimed				false

		3862						LN		149		13		false		        13 that all the golf club members were Picture Pass				false

		3863						LN		149		14		false		        14 Holders, so, I mean, if that's the case, there's				false

		3864						LN		149		15		false		        15 nothing there, but we have no way of validating				false

		3865						LN		149		16		false		        16 that.				false

		3866						LN		149		17		false		        17           Just another follow-up.  Since this				false

		3867						LN		149		18		false		        18 community resource -- and this is really for General				false

		3868						LN		149		19		false		        19 Manager Winquest.				false

		3869						LN		149		20		false		        20           I'm familiar with your community				false

		3870						LN		149		21		false		        21 appreciation week or weekends for the Mountain				false

		3871						LN		149		22		false		        22 Course, for the Rec Center, for tennis, for pickle				false

		3872						LN		149		23		false		        23 ball.				false

		3873						LN		149		24		false		        24           In my 16 years, I can't ever remember a				false

		3874						LN		149		25		false		        25 community event for the Championship Course, but we				false

		3875						PG		150		0		false		page 150				false

		3876						LN		150		1		false		         1 claim it's a community resort.				false

		3877						LN		150		2		false		         2           MR. WINQUEST:  I believe several years				false

		3878						LN		150		3		false		         3 ago, we were including the Champ Course during				false

		3879						LN		150		4		false		         4 community appreciation, but I believe right around				false

		3880						LN		150		5		false		         5 COVID, for sure, we weren't.  It might have been				false

		3881						LN		150		6		false		         6 sooner than that.  I can't remember without going				false

		3882						LN		150		7		false		         7 back and looking.				false

		3883						LN		150		8		false		         8           Certainly, if the request is to ensure				false

		3884						LN		150		9		false		         9 when we do golf community appreciation that we				false

		3885						LN		150		10		false		        10 include the Champ Course, and we're prepared to do				false

		3886						LN		150		11		false		        11 that.				false

		3887						LN		150		12		false		        12           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  That was the point.  It				false

		3888						LN		150		13		false		        13 goes well back before community -- I can never				false

		3889						LN		150		14		false		        14 remember it, and I've been here since 2007.				false

		3890						LN		150		15		false		        15           CHAIR DENT:  Any further discussion on				false

		3891						LN		150		16		false		        16 this item?				false

		3892						LN		150		17		false		        17           MR. WINQUEST:  A point of clarification on				false

		3893						LN		150		18		false		        18 number 10, because we will, I think, in my head, I'm				false

		3894						LN		150		19		false		        19 thinking June 28th, we'll put that on long range, as				false

		3895						LN		150		20		false		        20 far as that discussion.				false

		3896						LN		150		21		false		        21           Do you want us to tee up a general				false

		3897						LN		150		22		false		        22 discussion for you all?  Or do you want us to come				false

		3898						LN		150		23		false		        23 with recommendations on individuals for structuring				false

		3899						LN		150		24		false		        24 it or golf?  Do you want to tee up a discussion --				false

		3900						LN		150		25		false		        25           CHAIR DENT:  I think we're going to tee up				false

		3901						PG		151		0		false		page 151				false

		3902						LN		151		1		false		         1 the discussion, and then that will lead into the				false

		3903						LN		151		2		false		         2 following meeting or following month, we have the				false

		3904						LN		151		3		false		         3 criteria, we're putting individuals forward, and --				false

		3905						LN		151		4		false		         4           MR. WINQUEST:  Understood.				false

		3906						LN		151		5		false		         5           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Do you think it may be				false

		3907						LN		151		6		false		         6 also an agenda item where we just talk about the				false

		3908						LN		151		7		false		         7 idea of committees as a whole?				false

		3909						LN		151		8		false		         8           CHAIR DENT:  It might be in the -- we				false

		3910						LN		151		9		false		         9 don't have the long-range calendar here.				false

		3911						LN		151		10		false		        10           It might be in the June meeting.  So,				false

		3912						LN		151		11		false		        11 maybe, we can piggyback on that one and define what				false

		3913						LN		151		12		false		        12 that is a little bit more, and then dive in for				false

		3914						LN		151		13		false		        13 golf.  Maybe it's a two-part item.				false

		3915						LN		151		14		false		        14           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Thank you.				false

		3916						LN		151		15		false		        15           CHAIR DENT:  All right.  Any further				false

		3917						LN		151		16		false		        16 discussion?				false

		3918						LN		151		17		false		        17           All right.  We will close out item E 1.				false

		3919						LN		151		18		false		        18 F.  FINAL PUBLIC COMMENTS				false

		3920						LN		151		19		false		        19           CHAIR DENT:  Moving on to item F, final				false

		3921						LN		151		20		false		        20 public comments.				false

		3922						LN		151		21		false		        21           MS. HITNER:  Hiedi Hitner (phonetic), 1401				false

		3923						LN		151		22		false		        22 Tirol.				false

		3924						LN		151		23		false		        23           In the interest of efficiency, my				false

		3925						LN		151		24		false		        24 recommendations would be don't waste time on an				false

		3926						LN		151		25		false		        25 email blast system, because the website is up to				false

		3927						PG		152		0		false		page 152				false

		3928						LN		152		1		false		         1 date at any point, so any golfer can go in realtime				false

		3929						LN		152		2		false		         2 and check to see availability.				false

		3930						LN		152		3		false		         3           If you were blasting, hey, we have an open				false

		3931						LN		152		4		false		         4 tee time, we would get email blasts all time.				false

		3932						LN		152		5		false		         5           So, the current process of log and call				false

		3933						LN		152		6		false		         6 and standby works just fine.  We shouldn't try to				false

		3934						LN		152		7		false		         7 over-engineer that.				false

		3935						LN		152		8		false		         8           The other, just listening to the				false

		3936						LN		152		9		false		         9 discussion on the decision for the pack passes and				false

		3937						LN		152		10		false		        10 rate increase on the All-You-Can-Play format, while				false

		3938						LN		152		11		false		        11 I appreciate that the approach to try to do it to a				false

		3939						LN		152		12		false		        12 cost per round makes sense, the realty is it is a				false

		3940						LN		152		13		false		        13 massive increase from the current individual				false

		3941						LN		152		14		false		        14 All-You-Can-Play Pass using that methodology.				false

		3942						LN		152		15		false		        15           I would encourage you to think about at				false

		3943						LN		152		16		false		        16 least having parity on the play packs, so Grizzly				false

		3944						LN		152		17		false		        17 offers -- you can use four in one -- if you buy a				false

		3945						LN		152		18		false		        18 ten pack, you can use four in one round; Coyote				false

		3946						LN		152		19		false		        19 let's you do two.				false

		3947						LN		152		20		false		        20           And so I would just advise the board, you				false

		3948						LN		152		21		false		        21 are having, like, some step change, massive				false

		3949						LN		152		22		false		        22 increases to the rates people are paying today.				false

		3950						LN		152		23		false		        23           I get it backs into all the ways to make				false

		3951						LN		152		24		false		        24 money, but it is a massive increase to the rates				false

		3952						LN		152		25		false		        25 people pay today, and at least adding the ability to				false

		3953						PG		153		0		false		page 153				false

		3954						LN		153		1		false		         1 using a play pack for more than person -- so I can				false

		3955						LN		153		2		false		         2 appreciate not couple -- but that's parity on how				false

		3956						LN		153		3		false		         3 other courses allow you to use play packs, gives				false

		3957						LN		153		4		false		         4 some consolation and something that, while the				false

		3958						LN		153		5		false		         5 methodology sounds fine, when someone goes to say,				false

		3959						LN		153		6		false		         6 like, hey, I'd like to play a lot at the Mountain				false

		3960						LN		153		7		false		         7 Course, the reality is that's going to cost them				false

		3961						LN		153		8		false		         8 nearly twice as much as it does today.				false

		3962						LN		153		9		false		         9           CHAIR DENT:  Any additional public comment				false

		3963						LN		153		10		false		        10 in the room?  None.  Anyone in the Zoom?				false

		3964						LN		153		11		false		        11           MATT:  It is empty.				false

		3965						LN		153		12		false		        12           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  All right.				false

		3966						LN		153		13		false		        13           That will close the item F.				false

		3967						LN		153		14		false		        14 G.  ADJOURNMENT				false

		3968						LN		153		15		false		        15           CHAIR DENT:  Moving on to item G,				false

		3969						LN		153		16		false		        16 adjournment.  We are adjourned.  It's 9:37 P.M.				false

		3970						LN		153		17		false		        17           Thank you all.				false

		3971						LN		153		18		false		        18           (Meeting adjourned at 9:37 P.M.)				false
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         1 INCLINE VILLAGE, NEVADA -- MAY 8, 2023 -- 6:00 P.M.

         2                        -o0o-

         3

         4           MATT:  Mr. Chairman, we are now live and

         5 on the record.

         6           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.

         7           All right.  I'd like to call the regular

         8 meeting of Incline Village General Improvement

         9 District Board of Trustees to order.  It's 6:00

        10 P.M., May 8th, 2023.  We are located at the Chateau

        11 at 955 Fairway Boulevard, Incline Village, Nevada,

        12 and via Zoom.

        13           Item A is the Pledge of Allegiance.

        14 A.  PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

        15           (Pledge of Allegiance.)

        16           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.

        17           Item B is the roll call of trustees.

        18 B.  ROLL CALL OF TRUSTEES

        19           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Schmitz?

        20           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Here.

        21           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Tonking?

        22           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Here.

        23           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Noble?

        24           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Here.

        25           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Tulloch?
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         1           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Here.

         2           CHAIR DENT:  And I'm Trustee Dent.  We do

         3 have a quorum.  All five trustees are present.

         4           Moving on to item C, Initial Public

         5 Comment.

         6 C.  INITIAL PUBLIC COMMENTS

         7           CHAIR DENT:  I will just remind everyone

         8 to please state your names slowly and give your

         9 address.

        10           We do not have a district clerk present

        11 for tonight's meeting, and we're using a court

        12 reporter.  So that person does not know you, so if

        13 you could say your name slowly and your address,

        14 that will help in the process.

        15           The first up will be Joe Wolf.

        16           MR. WOLF:  My name is Joe Wolf, 515 Eagle

        17 Drive, Incline Village, Nevada.

        18           It has come to my attention in the last

        19 half an hour that posted to the IVGID Board of

        20 Trustee website, about an hour ago, using the own

        21 numbers from this very Board of Trustees, shows that

        22 the Incline Village Championship Course is going to

        23 break even or actually make money this year.  It's

        24 your own numbers doing that.  Here it is -- this is

        25 going to be entered into the minutes, and I suppose
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         1 none of you have seen it because you didn't have

         2 access to the website.  But I'm pretty sure Michaela

         3 has seen it.  And I don't know if Mr. Turlloch or

         4 anyone else has seen it, but Michaela's seen it,

         5 showing an $85- to $86,000 profit this coming year

         6 without the increases you're all talking about of

         7 raising the fees.

         8           And it also includes -- oh, that's right,

         9 the cart driving around so that people can enjoy an

        10 adult beverage on the golf course or a refreshment

        11 of some kind.

        12           You guys need to wake up and smell the

        13 coffee.  Come to your senses.  People moved here

        14 because of the amenities, i.e., golf, the ski

        15 mountain, that beaches, and you're going to try and

        16 screw it all up.

        17           It's been nice up until this point in

        18 time, until this board came together and said, we

        19 need to increase things by 28 and 29 percent.

        20           Stop it, grow up, and get real.

        21           Who do I give this to?  Who's the

        22 secretary?

        23           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Wolf.

        24           Moving on to Ms. Hill.

        25           MS. HILL:  Hi.  My name is Monica Hill,
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         1 1093 Tiller.

         2           And I would like to make a few comments on

         3 the surprisingly controversial topic of our Incline

         4 Village golf clubs getting advanced tee times.

         5           I first want to point out that the

         6 facilities that have valuable fixed assets and

         7 especially those that have limited capacity, like

         8 our golf courses, need a foundation of financial

         9 support to be successful.

        10           That's why private gyms, our Rec Center,

        11 also ski areas, including ours, sell all you-can-use

        12 passes getting a full year of fees in advance.

        13           That's why bowling alleys have leagues

        14 playing in their prime time, after-work slots, at a

        15 discount.

        16           Every public and semipublic golf course in

        17 American actively markets themselves to clubs and

        18 group events, and allows those groups to prebook.

        19           Now our board is considering limited club

        20 advanced tee times, in addition, threatening to

        21 apply some newly created government regulation

        22 relating the club's open membership to determine

        23 which clubs qualify to receive advance tee times.

        24           So, our clubs could be restricted from

        25 making advanced tee times, but outside, non-resident
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         1 groups will continue to be able to book in advance.

         2 How does that make sense?

         3           Our clubs are all unique with their own

         4 bylaws, elected officers, membership criteria, some

         5 are women only, some are men only, one is for those

         6 to play skins games, several have caps on membership

         7 to make it easier for them to manage their events,

         8 one plays only at the Mountain Course, two play only

         9 on Fridays, at least two were formed 52 years ago,

        10 and most of them have been around for over 30 years.

        11           The clubs' golfers are all Picture Pass

        12 Holders.  Not one club is currently managed or

        13 controlled or regulated in any way by IVGID.  Do we

        14 really want the government involved in dictating how

        15 to manage our clubs?

        16           The clubs' members pay for play all season

        17 long, and not just in the prime summer months.  But

        18 at least one trustee has suggested that club play

        19 should be limited in the prime season,

        20 notwithstanding that the clubs are the foundation of

        21 support for the courses in the shoulder seasons.

        22           Plus, the clubs have a huge number of

        23 luncheons and banquets, primarily on weekdays,

        24 generating hundreds of thousands of dollars of IVGID

        25 revenue, which allows for better staffing and
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         1 coverage of overhead for the entire Chateau

         2 facility.

         3           Any seasoned business person would realize

         4 that these are groups that should be catered to, not

         5 restricted, blacked out, or regulated.

         6           In closing, I ask that you recognize the

         7 true value and huge contribution that our clubs

         8 bring to the golf course in our community.

         9           Thank you.

        10           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Hill.

        11           Next up, Mr. Able.

        12           MR. ABLE:  Michael Able, 900 Southwood.

        13           I came here this evening to ask the

        14 trustees to respect the concept of fairness when it

        15 comes to golf course access and rates.

        16           I'm not a member of any club, but myself,

        17 my friends, and neighbors love to play the two

        18 Incline courses, this, when we can get tee times.

        19           For too long IVGID management has bent

        20 over backwards to cater to the golf clubs, often

        21 going beyond what has been authorized by the

        22 trustees; this is to the detriment of non-member

        23 residents to who lose access to core play times and

        24 sometimes access to any play times.

        25           A multi-play pass at the Champ Course is a
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         1 poor option when so many of the good tee times have

         2 been reserved by the golf clubs.

         3           I get particularly annoyed when I see a

         4 twosome or a threesome teeing off when I know the

         5 tee time was reserved and not played.

         6           Ninety-nine percent of the U.S. golf

         7 courses charge the full rate for no-shows.  I'm not

         8 sure about IVGID's policy on no-shows.  Maybe not so

         9 much.  The courses also seem to lack an alert system

        10 for standbys to play in place of no-shows.

        11           It is not my intent to drive the golf

        12 clubs out of Incline.  The clubs bring value and a

        13 lot of bonhomie to our community.

        14           But the other sometime golfers and

        15 non-golfers should not be an ATM machine for these

        16 golf clubs, nor should sometime-residents players be

        17 deprived of core tee times.

        18           If the courses need to be modestly

        19 subsidized, so be it.  They're a core part of our

        20 mountain environment, used by walkers, skiers, snow

        21 bunnies, and residents just driving by the

        22 beautiful, open spaces.

        23           I do not envy your job as trustees this

        24 evening.  I only ask that non-club members be given

        25 an equitable access to tee times and access to
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         1 non-discriminatory rates.

         2           Thank you.

         3           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Able.

         4           Next up, Ms. Becker.

         5           MS. BECKER:  My name is Diane Becker, and

         6 I'm a full-time resident of --

         7           (Technical difficulties with timer.)

         8           MS. BECKER:  I'd like to see what my time

         9 is.

        10           CHAIR DENT:  Ms. Becker, I'll do three

        11 minutes, and then I'll give you a 30-second warning.

        12           MS. BECKER:  That would be great.

        13           My name is Diane Becker, and I'm a

        14 full-time resident of Incline Village.

        15           I sent each of you an email, and I've

        16 also -- and what I handed out, today I've given you

        17 an opinion of ethics committee of the Nevada

        18 Commission on Ethics, number 93-34, that was

        19 actually sent to Incline Village that says, among

        20 month other things:

        21               "The Nevada Revised Statutes prohibits the

        22               use of one's position in government to

        23               secure or grant unwarranted, privileges,

        24               preferences, exceptions, or advantages to

        25               any person or entity."
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         1           And it goes through a discussion that I

         2 think you'll find useful to understand why I believe

         3 all Picture Pass Holders need to be treated equally

         4 with respect to access to the golf courses.

         5           I was very disappointed when I read in the

         6 materials that 43 percent of the preferred tee times

         7 have already been given out in February to the golf

         8 clubs, not to individuals, but to unnamed people at

         9 the golf clubs to allocate out.

        10           And that the people who are Picture Pass

        11 Holders who are not in golf clubs have not even been

        12 able to make reservations.

        13           And how can that be equal access, and how

        14 can the other venues be asked to somewhat subsidize

        15 the losses in golf?

        16           Although, with due respect, someone said

        17 that they're breaking even, the break-evens, I know

        18 don't include depreciation, debt, or some other

        19 items, I can't remember what the third one is, so,

        20 they are breaking even.

        21           But it's not a problem when one venue

        22 supports another venue, because, sometime, there may

        23 be no snow and ski will need support.

        24           But it is a problem when other people, who

        25 are not golfers, and who are not in golf clubs, are
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         1 asked to support losses in the golf clubs.

         2           It's also a problem when people think,

         3 well, we're having of all these banquets, and we're

         4 doing so much for the clubs, when we see that $1,000

         5 a day is lost at the Champ Course, and when we see

         6 there's a loss on almost every event that is given.

         7           So there's a lot of things that need to be

         8 worked on by the trustees, and I do feel it's the

         9 trustees' responsibility to be sure that we do

        10 something about the losses.

        11           I'm not saying you have to cover

        12 everything, but I am saying you have to treat all

        13 Picture Pass Holders equally.

        14           It is also to me a disaster to decide,

        15 well, the golf clubs don't want to pay reservation

        16 fees, and, yeah, it's not fair to treat other

        17 Picture Pass Holders differently, and so we're just

        18 going to cut out reservation fees.  That's $11,000

        19 of fees that you're going to be cutting out, and you

        20 have a loss that you need to cover.

        21           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

        22           MS. BECKER:  And worse yet, what is going

        23 to happen is you're going to have people no-showing,

        24 more no-shows with no reservation fees, and we're

        25 going to lose more money.  That's not the way to go.
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         1           And, lastly, I will just say this:  I

         2 think IVGID is a wonderful place with wonderful

         3 venues, but everybody should get together and help

         4 support each other in the various venues.

         5           Thank you.

         6           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Becker.

         7           Next up, Mr. Hershberg (phonetic).

         8           MR. HERSHBERG:  My name's Stan Hershberg,

         9 and I'm a full-time resident here, and a Picture

        10 Pass Holder.

        11           First of all, I want to thank the trustees

        12 for all of their hard work and for taking a deep

        13 dive into this particular subject.

        14           I don't oppose having other venues

        15 subsidize the reasonable golf, on occasion, because

        16 golf is a benefit to IVGID and its property owners.

        17           But a $1.5- or $2 million or more subsidy

        18 has occurred in the past, is really out of line.

        19           I also oppose subsidizing golf work.  Any

        20 recreation venue which discriminates in any manner

        21 as to the benefits given to Picture Pass Holders at

        22 any particular venue.

        23           I ask that all Picture Pass Holders

        24 golfers be treated the same and that any and all

        25 different of special benefits that have been
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         1 conferred, without or without board approval, upon

         2 golf clubs or Picture Pass Holders or members of

         3 golf clubs be immediately stopped.

         4           Every Picture Pass Holder who wants to

         5 golf at our golf venue should be entitled to the

         6 same benefits and charged identically, just as there

         7 are no special privileges given to select groups at

         8 any other IVGID venue.

         9           Golf clubs should have no special

        10 privileges or rights at all to reserved preferred

        11 tee times, including being able to reserve early or

        12 without reservation fees.  All reservations to be

        13 offered equally to Picture Pass Holders whether or

        14 not they are members of a golf club.

        15           Governmental entities and their governing

        16 boards cannot legally and should not give privileges

        17 to any individuals or groups.

        18           I do not understand how the discrimination

        19 demonstrated in tonight's board packet ever occurred

        20 or would be allowed to continue as this causes a

        21 loss of faith in government by those who are

        22 governed.

        23           I also have heard that some of the golf

        24 clubs are charging a markup on tee times and

        25 reservation, which, if true, must be stopped.
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         1           I understand that golf club members have

         2 been -- who have been unfairly privileged would not

         3 want to loose their special privileges and preferred

         4 charges, but I hope that they will think about the

         5 unfairness of the current procedure to others and

         6 support policies that are fair and equitable to to

         7 all.  IVGID residents should not be subsidizing the

         8 golf club members.

         9           Thank you.

        10           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Hershberg.

        11           Next up, Mr. Tanner.

        12           MR. TANNER:  My name is Mark Tanner, 914

        13 Jennifer Street.  I live here all the time.

        14           I want to thank you for taking on a tough

        15 subject.  I guess when people get elected, that's

        16 what you have to do is take on the tough ones.

        17           I actually read all 62 pages of the study.

        18 I think it's very thorough.  I think it's done very

        19 well.

        20           What I like is to set out the guiding

        21 principles, because if you can agree on the guiding

        22 principles, then the recommendations will flow into

        23 that very nicely.

        24           If you don't have an agreement on the

        25 guiding principles, you'll just keep spinning your
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         1 wheels.

         2           So, I'd guess I'd make four points:

         3           One is that I do believe we should reduce

         4 dependence on Diamond Peak.  I don't think any

         5 entity or any activity in the town should be

         6 over-subsidized by one or the others.  I think the

         7 beneficiary should bear more of the cost.  It seems

         8 to me, as I look at what you've proposed, you know,

         9 to go from $24 for a nine-hole round at Mountain

        10 Peak up to $55 at the Championship Course, I mean,

        11 those are great rates.  Those are great, great

        12 rates.  I don't know where else you can golf for $25

        13 to $55, especially at this kind of a venue.  So, I

        14 think that's great.

        15           I do -- I also question the logic of golf

        16 clubs getting special privileges.

        17           If I were to form a tennis club, would I

        18 be able to get me and my friends to be able to have

        19 other Picture Pass Holders put to the back of the

        20 line?  I don't think that would be fair.

        21           If I decided to have a beach volleyball

        22 club at Burnt Cedar, and I could reserve the

        23 volleyball court and other people couldn't, that

        24 wouldn't seem fair to me.

        25           So, I really do question the logic of a
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         1 club having special benefits over the regular

         2 Picture Pass Holders.

         3           And, finally, I would encourage you do to

         4 anything you can to make it easier for the rising

         5 generation to both learn and love golf.  If we can

         6 help them be able do that, I think that would be

         7 great.  Not just wait until someone can afford to

         8 buy a home in Incline Village that they could learn

         9 to love golf before that.  Because, otherwise, it

        10 could be very expensive to even learn it.

        11           I thank you for your service.

        12           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Tanner.

        13           Next up, Ms. Wolf.

        14           MS. WOLF:  Polly Wolf, 515 Eagle Drive.

        15           You know, it amazes me when people move

        16 into town from somewhere else, and about 30 days

        17 later, they start telling us how we're doing it

        18 wrong, and yet we've managing to live here all these

        19 years just fine.

        20           I find it incredulous, Sara, that you have

        21 never played a round of golf, you don't know how to

        22 play golf, you've never played at the Champ Course,

        23 you've never bothered to join a women's league and

        24 learn anything about it, but here you are, telling

        25 us what you know about golf clubs.
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         1           I find it incredulous that two CPAs have

         2 blown your numbers out of water.  And as far as how

         3 much money the golf clubs spend with tee times at

         4 the pro shop and food and beverage.  But you won't

         5 listen.  And one of them is on your committee.

         6           And I also find it incredulous that you

         7 will listen to the nine cave people who came here

         8 and do nothing but whine and complain about how

         9 awful it is here.  They just moan and they offer

        10 nothing to this town.  And yet you listen to them.

        11           So you're not a golfer, you're not a CPA,

        12 you didn't understand the word "unanimous" when it

        13 came to voting for the Rec Center.

        14           You need to go back and talk to people who

        15 actually are golfers and that know -- that knows

        16 some money.

        17           And just as side note, as Strother Martin

        18 said to Butch Cassidy in the Sundance Kid, "Morons.

        19 I've got morons on my team."  And I'm afraid we've

        20 got some of them on this board.

        21           Thank you.

        22           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Wolf.

        23           Next up, Mr. Holman (phonetic).

        24           MR. HOLMAN:  Hello.  Mick Holman, Incline

        25 resident.
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         1           First, I want to say that I'm not going to

         2 apologize to certain trustees if you find the

         3 financial and other information I've compiled to be

         4 inconvenient.

         5           I've spent my entire professional career

         6 dedicated to the publication to accurate, unbiased

         7 financial information so leadership and investors

         8 can make informed decisions.

         9           So, when I see information that is

        10 incomplete or presented in a biased format in order

        11 to drive an agenda, I'm going to speak up.

        12           With that in mind, I sent a note to the

        13 trustees yesterday.  It included a set of financial

        14 projections that modeled the overall impact of

        15 various rate increase options.

        16           I want to highlight some points:

        17           First, the analysis showed that a

        18 combination of the reduced tee intervals and dynamic

        19 pricing discounts, along with an across-the-board

        20 increase of five to eight percent to give golf

        21 operations to break even or better in an operating

        22 cash flow basis.  This excludes capital.

        23           Per the board's pricing policy, capital

        24 costs, which does include depreciation, are covered

        25 by facility fees.
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         1           Second, the analysis retained in

         2 All-You-Can-Play Passes the Champ Course have a $4

         3 average per round revenue difference between

         4 All-You-Can-Play passes at $66 and Picture Pass

         5 Holders at $70.

         6           All-You-Can-Play Pass Holders are our

         7 most-loyal customers.  They provided an upfront,

         8 guaranteed revenue of over $400,000 last year, they

         9 disproportionately fund the range, likely accounting

        10 for over $50,000 of the range revenue, and are the

        11 biggest spenders and the restaurant and pro shop.

        12           You're taking a significant risk that many

        13 of these residents will leave if you eliminate the

        14 passes.  And for what?  For a $4-per-round discount.

        15 Really?

        16           The staff's assuming they'll only fill

        17 about 65 percent of incremental tee times, so we

        18 know these members aren't displacing other golfers.

        19           The majority of that lost revenue from any

        20 departure will be a direct hit to the bottom line

        21 because costs are largely fixed and won't be

        22 reduced.

        23           Every other golf venue in the area has

        24 all-you-can-play options.  This makes this real.

        25 Why take the risk?
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         1           I propose a better solution:  Let's just

         2 reduce the average gap.  Let's add a two-percent

         3 kicker to the all-you-can-play rate increase, so if

         4 you're increasing overall rates by five percent,

         5 then increase the all-you-can-play rate by seven or

         6 even eight percent versus last year's structure.

         7 It's a win/win.

         8           Third, I want to reiterate some points I

         9 made at an earlier meeting regarding the economics

        10 of a normal golf operation and how that relates to

        11 the unique situation at Incline.

        12           Let's pretend we're operating golf like a

        13 typical business.  We're not giving golf all the

        14 tools normal golf clubs have to make it financially

        15 viable.  We're not giving banquet events.  We're not

        16 providing the benefit of a year-around dinning

        17 experience benefiting the Chateau's location.

        18           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

        19           MS. MURRY:  And we're not doing other

        20 things we could to optimize other revenue

        21 opportunities in the off season.

        22           So let's not pretend that with only four

        23 to five months of golf revenue, we can make the

        24 operations, as we choose to narrowly define it, work

        25 on its own financially.
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         1           If we think we can, I think we're chasing

         2 unicorns.

         3           Thank you.

         4           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Holman.

         5           Next up, Ms. Murry.

         6           MS. MURRY:  Leslie Murry, 976 Fairway View

         7 Court, Incline Village.

         8           I first pointed out that the rec

         9 facilities in tennis and pickle ball do reserve

        10 courts for the entire season for clinics, for

        11 leagues, for lessons, for kids, and people of all

        12 ages.

        13           I'd also state that most people I've

        14 talked to regarding golf are not opposed to a

        15 reasonable increase in green fees.

        16           But it seems that all six golf clubs feel

        17 that the prebooking fee is a non-workable component

        18 for clubs, and part of the your job as trustees is

        19 fining a solution that addresses and preserves the

        20 ability for the Incline golf clubs to continue and

        21 to thrive.

        22           When a proposed idea upsets the majority

        23 of the golfing community, it is your responsibility

        24 to figure out how to work together with us for a

        25 workable solution.
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         1           We want to trust you.  You are hearing us,

         2 and we want to trust that you want to work with us,

         3 not against us.

         4           Do you truly understand why your proposed

         5 prebooking fee is detriment to the golf clubs?  Have

         6 you taken the time to call someone and ask why that

         7 has not worked for a golf club?

         8           It is important that you understand why

         9 we're upset.  Show us some compassion.  Your

        10 responsibility is to listen and work toward a mutual

        11 solution.

        12           I am a member of the Mountain Niner's golf

        13 club, and if there was ever a golf course that

        14 really serves their community, the Mountain Course

        15 is it.

        16           We have 150 golfers, and some of them have

        17 become golfers here in the Village because of this

        18 incredible amenity.

        19           Did you know that we have a group of older

        20 senior women who only put, that are outside enjoying

        21 the fresh air and socializing with us?  The Mountain

        22 Course has been accessible and affordable, and the

        23 staffing is lean, but wonderful.

        24           And as a Mountain Niner, I can only

        25 reserve a tee time no more than two weeks in
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         1 advance.

         2           I urge you not to be so quick to undo all

         3 that makes our golfing community special.

         4           As we enter the second week in May, I

         5 recommend that you table the prebooking fee

         6 component and learn what other venues do.

         7           You, as trustees, should not be in the

         8 business of shutting down programs, which we fear

         9 the prebooking fee will result in.

        10           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Murry.

        11           Next up, Mr. Hall.

        12           MR. HALL:  My name is Brad Hall.  I'm a

        13 30-year resident of Incline.  I'm at 656-14th Green

        14 Drive.

        15           I did not come to Incline because of the

        16 golf course or the ski area or the Rec Center or the

        17 tennis courts or the beaches or Preston Field or the

        18 skate park or the disc golf park or the bike park or

        19 Aspen Grove.  I came because off all of those

        20 things.

        21           And I believe most of the residents

        22 in Incline appreciate the fact that the whole is

        23 greater than each individual part.

        24           I think over the last 30 years that I've

        25 been here, the IVGID board has done an admirable job
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         1 of maintaining and improving the facilities which we

         2 have.

         3           I noticed in the agenda items on page 32,

         4 there was a statement that said, quote, over the

         5 years, the golf courses have been successfully

         6 operated as a component of the overall community

         7 services, recreational venues, and amenities

         8 provided by the District.

         9           Please don't lose site of the value that

        10 Incline is more valuable in total than it is by any

        11 individual piece.

        12           With regards to the annual rec fee, I

        13 noticed also in the representation on page 8, it

        14 said that we have an excess community service fund,

        15 the amount was not identified, but it said that it

        16 said that this fund has gone up for years, and that,

        17 quote, it was developed due to over-collection of

        18 rec fees and delayed cap X.

        19           I'm not here to suggest the rec fees are

        20 too high.  I don't believe that's the case.  I think

        21 we buy property in Incline, we understand what the

        22 rec fees are for:  It's for all of the facilities

        23 that we have.

        24           I've view the rec fee as sort of

        25 synonymous to property taxes, which we all pay.  I
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         1 would not argue that my property taxes should not be

         2 used for schools if I didn't have children in

         3 schools because the property taxes are for a common

         4 good.

         5           I view the rec fee which we pay in Incline

         6 for the common good, our local public common good

         7 for all the facilities for which we have.

         8           Thank you.

         9           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Hall.

        10           Next up, Mr. Wallwrach (phonetic).

        11           MR. WALLWRACH:  Yes, I'm Kent Wallwrach,

        12 260 Lakeview Avenue.

        13           I'd like to, first of all, thank the

        14 trustees for all the amount of work that went into

        15 preparing that 62-page report in advance of this

        16 meeting, because at our meeting in April, we were

        17 all over the board with where the numbers were at.

        18 So, to have such a thorough analysis of the actual

        19 situation we're facing here was fantastic to have.

        20           Some comments, having read all 62 pages

        21 like the other gentleman.

        22           First of all, I think the value of this

        23 golf course, which is a world-class golf course, is

        24 not being measured appropriately against the other

        25 golf courses.
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         1           So when you look at Gray's Crossing, which

         2 we did compare ourselves against, Edgewood, you made

         3 statements in the report that you would not compare

         4 against them because of their Century Tournament

         5 that they have there and a few other things, I would

         6 disagree, one hundred percent, with that strategy

         7 with regards to setting your pricing.

         8           The facility that we have here, the golf

         9 course, the beauty, I think it's appropriate that

        10 we're having our meeting tonight here in the

        11 Chateau, when you can look out and see just the

        12 stunningness of this facility, there's no reason

        13 with 15 million visitors coming to Lake Tahoe every

        14 year, and we have 9,000 residents, but with those 15

        15 million residents, that we shouldn't be right at the

        16 top of the list with all three of those other golf

        17 courses.

        18           So, if just went and matched old Greenwood

        19 or Gray's Crossing or even up to Edgewood, we would

        20 raise another $150- to $300,000 in our golf revenue

        21 just by matching what these other courses, and I

        22 think we have a superior golf course and facility to

        23 our competitors.

        24           So, I think we should take that into

        25 consideration.
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         1           Also in this inflationary period, I think

         2 your rule about the Picture Pass Holders' rates

         3 being 50 percent of the non-rate, an inflationary

         4 period like where we are right now where the visitor

         5 rates are so high, I think that that should be

         6 variable.  So, maybe, it should be 40, if you can

         7 get $300 a round from the 15 million visitors coming

         8 to Lake Tahoe every year.

         9           So I think you should take that into

        10 consideration.

        11           The second point I'd like to make is the

        12 food and beverage.  I see we lost $161,000 on

        13 $600,000 in revenue.  A facility like this, looking

        14 out here --

        15           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

        16           MR. WALLWRACH:  -- this space that we're

        17 all sitting in right now should be generating $4

        18 million a year as a destination restaurant, cutting

        19 at least 10 percent of $400,000 a year, which would

        20 be a $560,00 turnaround on the books.

        21           So, if you'd like to have further

        22 discussion about that idea or strategy, I'd be happy

        23 to visit with you.

        24           Thank you.

        25           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Wallwrach.
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         1           Next up, Ms. Hitner (phonetic).

         2           MS. HITNER:  Hi.  Hiedi Hitner, 1401

         3 Tirol.

         4           So, following the last golf board meeting,

         5 I know we were tasked for the deep type.  Sara, you

         6 were particularly tasked as the exclusive trustee to

         7 work on this with Darren.

         8           There's three good things, and three

         9 horrible things in the current recommendation.  And

        10 I looked at from the lens of what is it going to

        11 cost me to play golf.

        12           The first good thing, and noted at the

        13 bottom of the handout as well:  Couples living under

        14 the household can use the combined play pass.

        15           The second good thing is the removal of

        16 the prebooking fee.

        17           And the third good thing is actually with

        18 the proposed rate the couple's play pass at the

        19 Champ Course has a discount of 16 to 17 percent

        20 versus the current rates.  I'm not sure that was the

        21 intent, but it was sure a good outcome.

        22           The horrible:

        23           As an individual golfer at the Mountain

        24 Course, if I play more than twice a week, June,

        25 July, August, and September, I have an 81 percent
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         1 increase my rate.  I'm going to from $865 to now

         2 $1,569.  Seems pretty punitive considering we're

         3 considering raising guest rates eight percent, yet

         4 we seem very comfortable to make an 81 percent

         5 increase for our Mountain individual golfers.

         6           At the Champ Course, we are increasing

         7 rates 31 percent from a current, limited

         8 All-You-Can-Play individual from 2596 to 3404.

         9           The Couple's Play Pass at the Mountain,

        10 because couples can share the same pass, has an 18

        11 percent increase.  All materially higher than we are

        12 charging any of our Non-Picture Pass Holder rates.

        13           So, I would thank you for the three good

        14 things, and I would encourage that the play pass

        15 rate is no more than an eight-percent increase off

        16 the current rate.

        17           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Hitner.

        18           Next up, Mr. Price.

        19           MR. PRICE:  Steve Price, 170 Village

        20 Boulevard, number 30.

        21           I'm not here to comment on golf.  Although

        22 I am a golfer, and I have many opinions.

        23           But I am here for a different reason,

        24 which is to invite all of you, including you all out

        25 there the audience, to our annual Memorial Day
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         1 service at Burnt Cedar of Memorial Day, the 29th.

         2           The event begins at ten o'clock, but we

         3 ask that you arrive somewhere around 9:30, enjoy the

         4 preprogrammed music, and enjoy the ceremony itself.

         5           It's a salute to those people who have

         6 made the ultimate sacrifice in the defense of our

         7 nation.

         8           So, I hope to see you there.  I know

         9 members of the board have in the past attended, and

        10 I look forward the seeing, not only the board

        11 members, but also those of you that are in

        12 attendance today.

        13           Thank you.

        14           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Price.

        15           Next up, Mr. Watson.

        16           MR. WATSON:  My name's Rob Watson, and I'm

        17 at 361 Country Club Drive.

        18           My wife and I have been residents of

        19 Incline Village for almost 6 years.  I have a lot of

        20 experience in the golf industry, as I've run a

        21 private country club, I'm a member of other private

        22 clubs, one being in Tahoe, and I'm currently a board

        23 member of IVGC.

        24           We do not winter in the Tahoe area, but

        25 recognize Diamond Peak has value to other community
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         1 members and our real estate.

         2           Unfortunately, I have not paid attention

         3 to the politics of this area.  That has changed as

         4 the research I've been conducting over the last 30

         5 days has revealed there is a minority fraction that

         6 is feeding misinformation to this board, maybe at

         7 the desire of some of the board trustees.

         8           I reviewed the 62 pages that are being

         9 presented tonight.  It appears to me this

        10 presentation was done by one board member and two

        11 employees, albeit at least one of these people have

        12 golf experience.

        13           I noticed it contained some

        14 recommendations from the 2021 golf committee report.

        15 I ask you, where's the golf committee report for

        16 2022?

        17           I guess the Board of Trustees decided to

        18 disband the committee and take the job on

        19 themselves.  I believe that is a big mistake, since

        20 we are in the first week of May, and no decision has

        21 been made on this year's golf guidance.

        22           You put undue pressure on our golf

        23 management team at a time when we've had the biggest

        24 winter in 40 years, which adds additional pressure

        25 to our team.
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         1           I've reviewed many emails to the Board of

         2 Trustees from many community members, but due to

         3 tonight's time restraints, I will mention only the

         4 latest where several community-member CPAs,

         5 knowledgeable of golf, point out data that is

         6 lacking in tonight's 62-page report.

         7           Since this issue has not been handled

         8 properly by this Board of Trustees, I hope you will

         9 pause any effort to change guidance to our

        10 management until a proper community golf committee

        11 can be formed to investigate operations, golf

        12 competition in the area, and the entire community's

        13 feeling about our golf course.

        14           I hope you will consider these

        15 recommendations for the season:

        16           Raise golf rates, I would hope by no more

        17 than five to eight percent.  Do not change any of

        18 the passes this year.  How can you want to reduce

        19 the amount of moneys we receive before we even start

        20 the golf season?  That's just crazy.  Ask any

        21 competent, semi-private or public course GM.  It's

        22 just crazy.

        23           Get rid of the prebook fee for all Picture

        24 Pass Holders.  That was ridiculous.  I don't how

        25 that got implemented.  And keep it for the
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         1 Non-Picture Pass Holders.

         2           CHAIR DENT:  30 seconds.

         3           MR. WATSON:  Go forward with the

         4 recommendation of management to reduce tee time

         5 intervals to ten minutes; this could clearly bring

         6 in more revenue.

         7           And, finally in closing, I have to ask:

         8 How did we manage to not generate a profit from

         9 weddings that are put on at this beautiful place at

        10 the Chateau?  It's incredible.  I'm putting on a

        11 wedding at the Hyatt this summer, and the only

        12 reason I'm doing it there is because nobody called

        13 me back and gave me pricing or anything when I asked

        14 about it.

        15           Thank you very much.

        16           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Watson.

        17           Next up, Mr. Hitner.

        18           MS. HITNER:  Hello all.  Who wold have

        19 thought we would have a board meeting when we

        20 weren't just screaming at Indra.  This is pretty

        21 good.

        22           CHAIR DENT:  State your name and address

        23 for the --

        24           MR. HITNER:  Joe Hitner, 1401 Tirol.

        25           Guys, I've been thinking a lot about the
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         1 golf.  I've been thinking a lot about the last

         2 couple of years, how this has been managed.

         3           We used to have meetings in here.  It used

         4 to have a nice bar in the back.  We traded that for

         5 a sheriff because things get so out of hand, and

         6 it's because of the nine people who just stir up

         7 everything in this town.

         8           But the mission vision and values here is:

         9               "With a passion for quality of life in our

        10               environment, Incline Village General

        11               Improvement District will enhance the

        12               reputation of our community as an

        13               exceptional place to live, work, invest,

        14               and play."

        15           As the Wolf man said earlier, these

        16 include all the amenities for all of us, and I like

        17 the balanced approach by a lot of my neighbors here

        18 who talk about, while they may not use all the

        19 amenities, that's why we're all here.

        20           The mission is:

        21               "To improve and delivers exemplary

        22               recreational experiences, provide the

        23               highest level of water" --

        24               We got that.

        25               -- "Sewer, solid waste" --
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         1               We hear a lot of solid waste here in these

         2               meetings.

         3               -- "while striving for fiscal and

         4               environmental stability.  We're dedicated

         5               people providing service for our community

         6               and environment with integrity and

         7               teamwork."

         8           The board's sadly lacking in that and the

         9 mantra:  One district, one team.

        10           You guys have been pitted against each

        11 other forever.

        12           Ray, you know, as a consultant, you worked

        13 with a lot of companies, most recently power

        14 companies in California, that doesn't seem to be

        15 going too well in California for those folks.

        16           But your first move here was being a swing

        17 vote on taking resources that we used to attract

        18 employees and retention, and taken away their

        19 ability to use our amenities.  Big hit.

        20           Mr. Dent, your most-recent accusations

        21 about financial incentives provided to you, that's a

        22 scary thing.

        23           Sara, somebody mentioned earlier the rec

        24 fee -- or the Rec Center losing $26 million on that

        25 because we didn't understand the vote, even comments
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         1 on giving golf carts to external residents, not our

         2 own, with our new golf carts shows me how little you

         3 know about golf, and the fact we paid for those golf

         4 carts.

         5           Guys, you're supposed to represent us.

         6 You should be attempting to set the best example of

         7 all of us, but you continue your infighting and

         8 agendas at the cost of our employees -- we have

         9 insane turnover of good people -- and our community.

        10           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

        11           MR. WATSON:  You go out of your way to

        12 acknowledge a support the smallest, angriest

        13 minority of our town instead of hiring another

        14 consultant.

        15           It might be time for guys to get together

        16 in a room and try and figure this out.  Try reading

        17 your mission vision and values.

        18           You've managed to take the fun and put it

        19 back in dysfunctional, and the trust out of trustee.

        20 We might need a reset.

        21           Thanks for your time.

        22           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Hitner.

        23           Next up, Mr. Zuck (phonetic).

        24           MR ZUCK:  Hello.  Dwight Zuck at 978

        25 Fairway View Court.  I've been in the Incline
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         1 Village or about three years now.

         2           Having spent decades over on the west

         3 shore in Tahoe City with my wife's family's cabin,

         4 our desire to escape and have a place to -- we had

         5 to sell that property back in 2015/2017.

         6           Anyway, we love Tahoe, and I think

         7 everything here that's in this room is here because

         8 they love Tahoe too.

         9           A lot jewels, including Crystal Bay,

        10 Diamond Peak, Emerald Lakes, and everywhere.

        11           We settled here in Tahoe City, and we love

        12 it.  I had heard, oh, it's organized.  It's got

        13 planned activities for people, and I'm thinking,

        14 that's not for me.  That's for people who don't know

        15 how to arrange their own fun.

        16           Anyway, we've enjoyed it.  We've been

        17 skiing.  I've had ski instructors that are sitting

        18 in the table in front of me.  I love the golf.  I'm

        19 not a golfer, by the way, and that's the main

        20 premise here.

        21           I'm not a golfer, but I came here -- and

        22 where did I buy my house?  On the first tee box,

        23 right behind us over here.

        24           And I thought, honey, why are we doing

        25 this, were not golfers?  Well, we golf once, twice a
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         1 year, maybe, when somebody else invites us.

         2           Since then, our first year, going into

         3 first summer, I said, "Honey, you need something to

         4 do."

         5           She says, "Well, I'll join the Mountain

         6 Niners."

         7           And, hallelujah, it's been a relief.  She

         8 loves it, and this is her third year coming up.

         9 She's on the social committee.

        10           And going into the winter, another

        11 neighbor said that we met because of Mountain

        12 Niners, and we started doing things with them.  It's

        13 quite a big group there and I encourage all of you

        14 to go see them when they launch on a Tuesday or

        15 Thursday morning.

        16           I was asked to join the TIGC.  I said, "Is

        17 that the snobs or the slobs?"

        18           They said, "The slobs."

        19           I said, "Okay.  I can do that."

        20           And as a result, I've playing golf,

        21 probably in the year before only two times, but

        22 the -- and had people come and I paid their

        23 pre-advanced fees and everything.

        24           Last year I did play golf, probably, eight

        25 or ten times at the IGC.  That's revenue that I
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         1 wouldn't have paid otherwise.

         2           All my dues, I believe ended up in the

         3 coffers of Incline Village.  I buy goods there for

         4 my golf.  And I'm proud of being a member.

         5           And then to hear all this stuff --

         6           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

         7           MR ZUCK:  -- it's very frustrating that we

         8 can't figure out a better way.  I think we can

         9 figure it out, and I think we gotta work together.

        10 I know we can continue to make golf a good thing

        11 here at Incline Village, and keep the people -- the

        12 local residents as priorities.

        13           I don't know if you guys are getting

        14 pressure from the new owners of the Hyatt or what it

        15 is, but, certainly, it doesn't make sense that we

        16 should be second-fiddled citizens.

        17           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Zuck.

        18           Next up, Mr. Wang.

        19           MR. WANG:  Good evening.  My name is Mike

        20 Wang.  Live at 780 Golfer's Pass.  I've been part a

        21 part-time and full-time resident here since about

        22 1994.

        23           I am not a member of the golf club,

        24 although.  I do try and play golf, which means I try

        25 and address the ball, give it direction, and then
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         1 chase it as it goes its own way, so I have

         2 experienced in going through all around the golf

         3 including the fairways and people's garages and

         4 carports.

         5           So I want to -- and I have made --

         6 submitted previous comments to you as a result of

         7 the April 5 meeting.  Some of them, you responded,

         8 and some of them, you did not.  But I understand

         9 that you had a tremendous amount of outpouring

        10 comments.

        11           Over the 34 years I've lived here, I can

        12 tell you in all honesty, that the best way to get

        13 people to attend an IVGID meeting is to change golf

        14 prices and golf pass rates.  It is a highly

        15 emotional subject, and it has been as long as I've

        16 been here.

        17           In my comments to you, one of the things I

        18 said was that as a governing board, your job, your

        19 objective is to set policy objectives and

        20 strategies, and then have staff develop options to

        21 implement those strategies.

        22           And then governing board meetings, such as

        23 the one here, you debate and discuss those amongst

        24 the public, so that the public can offer their

        25 opinions.
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         1           What -- and so as a result of that, you

         2 look at today's package which, I understand came up

         3 late last week, and the package has some good points

         4 associated with the strategy and the strategy and

         5 the overall objectives of this policy.

         6           But then there's a lot of detail, which is

         7 virtually unreadable because the package, the

         8 print's too small, the scale's too small, and it's

         9 not information productive to the public.

        10           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

        11           MR. WANG:  So, I would ask you to, in the

        12 future, develop a policy and then have workshops so

        13 individuals can work effectively, present their

        14 findings, present their views, and get more for

        15 clarity on what is clearly a very opaque topic.

        16           And you're about to tell me that my time

        17 has expired, and I just want to tell you that as an

        18 old person, that is a very difficult thing to hear.

        19           Thank you.

        20           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Wang.

        21           Next up, Mr. Ross.

        22           MR. ROSS:  My name is Steven Ross.  I

        23 reside at 933 Northwood.

        24           I want to thank the members of the Board

        25 of Trustees for their work on behalf of Incline
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         1 residents.  All of you.  I know you do the hard work

         2 of this community.

         3           I really have had a chance to review the

         4 agenda for tonight's meeting, as well at the

         5 attached packets, but I was left with a few

         6 questions.  And I hope you could answer them during

         7 your deliberations.

         8           I reviewed the cost recovery pyramid, and

         9 was wondering your thought process on how you

        10 assigned each recreational venue to a specific

        11 category.

        12           I went back as far as I could and found no

        13 evidence of a board discussion on where the

        14 Championship Course fit in on this pyramid.  I may

        15 have missed it.

        16           In spite of that, it appears during your

        17 discussions, the golf course as been assigned as

        18 having mostly individual benefit and minimal, if

        19 any, community benefit.

        20           The majority of year, the courses are used

        21 by members of the community for walking, including

        22 their dogs, sledding on the driving range,

        23 cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, and other actives

        24 with snow play.

        25           When the courses are opened during their
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         1 four- or five-month season, many community members

         2 walk their dogs in the early mornings and evenings.

         3           Open space is important, not just for the

         4 hundreds of homeowners who live on the courses, but

         5 also for those that walk and drive there.

         6           I would have assigned golf, the Recreation

         7 Center, and Diamond Peak to one of the middle

         8 categories of both community and individual

         9 benefits.

        10           How did you decide which category to place

        11 each venue?  Did members of the community have any

        12 input into what seems to be a very important step in

        13 determining the utilization charges for each of the

        14 venues?

        15           Next, by eliminating the golf

        16 All-You-Can-Play Pass, you seem to be treating this

        17 venue differently from the others.  Diamond Peak,

        18 the Rec Center, the beaches, are all in a model of a

        19 season, have a single cost, irrespective of

        20 utilization.

        21           Please tell me why it is important to

        22 treat those that play golf differently than those

        23 that utilize the other venues.

        24           This is especially troublesome when the

        25 financials show that just a five-percent increase
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         1 for everyone while maintaining the All-You-Can-Play

         2 Pass leads to a budget where the combined courses

         3 break even for 2023.

         4           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

         5           MR. ROSS:  Finally, I'm dismayed that the

         6 packet was attached to today's agenda to have been

         7 authorized primarily by a single trustee, in spite

         8 of her pronouncement that it was staff-prepared.  I

         9 don't believe that this is good governance.  This

        10 promotes undue influence by a single trustee.

        11           Thank you.

        12           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Ross.

        13           Next up, Ms. Miller.

        14           MS. MILLER:  Good evening, Trustees,

        15 Judith Miller.

        16           I do want to thank the board for putting

        17 together the materials of the golf courses.  I think

        18 it's something that's been long overdue.  We've been

        19 asking for it for decades to see, really, what is

        20 the performance of our golf venue and all the other

        21 venues, but it's been hidden for years.

        22           I also want to express my opinion about

        23 whether or not the venues should be at all

        24 responsible for some of the capital costs.  Because

        25 golf is a very capital-intensive business, as is
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         1 ski.

         2           Ski, actually throws off enough revenues

         3 to cover many of its -- if not all of its capital

         4 costs, at least recently, and I think golf has a

         5 responsibility to do that.

         6           The other thing I wanted to mention, IVGID

         7 has the power of public recreation, even though we

         8 have some of the trappings of a private beach, and

         9 what appears in respects to be like a private golf

        10 club, we are not.  This is government, and your job

        11 is to make sure that the benefits of government are

        12 equitable and that the resources are used in an

        13 equitable manner.

        14           And, unfortunately, golf, by its very

        15 nature, or at least clubs, are not necessarily that

        16 equitable, especially the ones that don't even put

        17 their contact information on our website.  One of

        18 the other ones, I think it was the polo club, their

        19 representative came and said that he's not -- or

        20 their club doesn't exist just to recreate, they are

        21 in it for business.  They were here for

        22 business/commercial reasons.

        23           That's not what IVGID's about.  IVGID's

        24 about public recreation.

        25           So I really think you need to take a look
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         1 at the clubs and how they're organized and whether

         2 or not they're, in fact, open to the public.

         3           Going on, let's see.

         4           I know as a former member of Mountain

         5 Niners, the Mountain Course, it's a wonderful venue

         6 and opportunity for people to learn, and, you know,

         7 I would like to keep that as an affordable venue.

         8           So, I'm hoping that there's some way to,

         9 at least through some minor subsidies, keep that

        10 running at its present level.

        11           But I really do have concerns about the

        12 Championship Course.

        13           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

        14           MS. MILLER:  You've heard some suggestions

        15 on how to possibly to improve revenues, and I'm not

        16 sure, but maybe the rates can be raised -- that's

        17 what happened with ski, we raised the rates, we made

        18 a ton of money -- but I think at the same time, the

        19 club members have to give up some of their prime tee

        20 times, make them go in the afternoons.  You know,

        21 you can't have it both ways.

        22           Thank you.

        23           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Miller.

        24           Next up, Mr. Katz (phonetic).

        25           MR. KATZ:  Good evening.  I'm Arron Katz,
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         1 16-year resident.

         2           I have written statements.  I don't know

         3 who to give them to.  I want them attached to the

         4 minutes of meeting.

         5           Let me quickly say, Joe Wolf said the

         6 reason he came here, I guess Joe Wolf doesn't

         7 remember when he was a trustee and I was at the

         8 board meeting when he said, "The reason people come

         9 here is the because of taxes, not facilities."

        10           Well, you know, this is May, and it's

        11 former President John F. Kennedy month.  You

        12 remember President Kennedy, don't you?  He asked:

        13 Not what our country can do for you, but what you

        14 can do for our country.

        15           So, I ask you people out there who are the

        16 core golfers, what you're going to do for our

        17 community, rather than coming here the asking what

        18 IVGID can do for you?

        19           I ask you people to listen to yourselves.

        20 You're just like our democratic leaders in

        21 Washington.  Everything they accuse Trump of,

        22 they're guilty of.  And that's was what we have

        23 here.  Everything you accuse the Nasty Nine of or

        24 the detractors, you're guilty of.

        25           And you need to look in the mirror and
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         1 look at yourselves and maybe you'll understand what

         2 rest of us do.

         3           Some of us, including myself, I'm not

         4 asking for anything more than fairness, equal

         5 treatment.  But you people ask for the world.  You

         6 want a 50-percent discount on your rounds of golf.

         7 No, you want 75, so you can go get a 40-Play Pass.

         8 Okay.  Give me 75 off at the Rec Center, and I'll go

         9 there.  Give me 75 percent off at the Tennis Center,

        10 I'll go there.

        11           But you refuse to do it.  Is that your

        12 idea of one division, one team?  Well, it's not my

        13 idea of it.  I don't want part of a team like that.

        14           One of the gentlemen hear spoke of why are

        15 we any different than Diamond Peak?  Diamond Peak

        16 gets a season pass.

        17           I'll tell you why you're different,

        18 because Diamond Peak has excess of capacity, golf

        19 doesn't.  When you get excess capacity at golf, call

        20 me.

        21           Now, I'm not going to recount on the many

        22 disproportionate benefits and unequal treatment that

        23 the golfers at the Champ Course enjoy --

        24           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

        25           MR. KATZ:  -- and it's wrong.  But at the
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         1 end of the day, it's the board that is ultimately

         2 responsible.

         3           I look to you, members, to make things

         4 right.  And as long as golf loses $2 million a year,

         5 and you golfers ask the rest of us to subsidize your

         6 rounds of golf, I've got a problem, and I'm not the

         7 only one that does.  And for you people to let your

         8 neighbors in a position like where you won't pay

         9 your fair share --

        10           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Katz.

        11           MR. KATZ:  -- it's a disgusting

        12 commentary.

        13           Thank you very much.

        14           CHAIR DENT:  Next up, Ms. Martini.

        15           MS. MARTINI:  Good evening.  Margaret

        16 Martini.

        17           Well, I don't think that you have to play

        18 golf to understand good and fair business practices.

        19 It's not an asset to play golf to run the financials

        20 on a venue that is clearly showing a definite

        21 deficit.

        22           Board members do not have to act as a CPA

        23 to understand financing.  IVGID's own CFO is not a

        24 CPA.

        25           You just have to able to read financials,
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         1 and I think that several members of this board have

         2 been very successful in their chosen careers and

         3 understand business practices.

         4           And I hope to see you all at the Veteran's

         5 Day celebration.

         6           Ordnance 7, I think there's -- people just

         7 can't get this through their head.  We had no choice

         8 but to restrict the access.  The decision was made

         9 at the inception of the deed, so this was not the

        10 decision of this board to do that; it was the terms

        11 of the deed.

        12           All the people who keep yammering about

        13 how we're losing employees and how we're doing this

        14 and that should take a long look at the restrictions

        15 of deed, and then, perhaps, they would understand

        16 why that decision was made and quit yammering about

        17 it.  It's ridiculous.

        18           So, the golfers have stated, "We spend

        19 hundreds of thousands of dollars at this golf

        20 course."

        21           Well, if you're spending so much money,

        22 why are we losing money?  Why are losing money at

        23 the pro shop?  Why are we loosing money at the

        24 restaurant?  It's not because you're spending

        25 hundreds of thousands of dollars; it's because
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         1 you're not spending hundreds of thousands of dollars

         2 or these -- parts of this golf thing would be making

         3 money.

         4           So, every time there's a golf course

         5 meeting, man, this place just fills up.  And we want

         6 this to be and we want that to be --

         7           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

         8           MS. MARTINI:  -- and so, well, what about

         9 the other venues?  They all say, "Oh, we care about

        10 this, and golf is a part of the big picture."

        11           Obviously, they don't believe that because

        12 they come to none of the other meetings.

        13           Thank you.

        14           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Ms. Martini.

        15           Next up, Mr. Wright.

        16           MR. WRIGHT:  Frank Wright.  Crystal Bay.

        17           I'd like everybody in the audience to

        18 understand something, and understand it right now.

        19 Everybody in this community, as a Picture Pass

        20 Holder, is a member of our golf courses.  Equal

        21 members.  To be treated equally as everything should

        22 be.

        23           You golf club members who have been up

        24 here crying and screaming because you don't like

        25 what's going on, seem to be addicted to the past of
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         1 getting everything for free or at lower rates,

         2 taking control of the golf course, all the preferred

         3 tee times, while the rest of our equal citizens

         4 cannot get tee times.

         5           How many golfers that live in this

         6 community are frustrated because they can't get a

         7 good morning tee time, and they go over the hill and

         8 spend their money in Reno, Carson City, Dayton.

         9           I'm a scratch golfer.  I was.  Got too

        10 old.  I played golf my whole life.  I understand

        11 courses.  I understand golf.  I understand garbage,

        12 and I'll tell you right now, Ms. Wolf, you're full

        13 of garbage.

        14           Ms. Schmitz doesn't have to play golf.

        15 She is a Picture Pass Holder.  She has an equal

        16 investment in this community, as does every one of

        17 these board members.

        18           To sit out there as a better-that-thou

        19 person and to say that these people don't deserve

        20 equal treatment is sick.

        21           They have a golf club that you have to

        22 apply and have to be screened and have to be looked

        23 at before you can joint it, and then that golf club

        24 gets preferred tee times all summer long, it's

        25 discrimination in its worst forms.  It's horrible.
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         1           There is so much that is wrong with this

         2 community.  I filed a complaint with the Secretary

         3 of State because the golf courses were being used as

         4 a method and weaponization of election process.  It

         5 has been.  You laugh if you want, but the facts are

         6 out there.

         7           Be it as it may --

         8           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

         9           MR. WRIGHT:  -- preferred tee times have

        10 got to go.  Giving them in February before the rest

        11 of the community can even apply for them is not

        12 right.

        13           You golf club members, we can work it out

        14 so you can get your tee times, you can play, and you

        15 can be a member of a club.  That's fine.  But you

        16 gotta to step back and take under consideration that

        17 there are other people living in this community.

        18           Thank you.

        19           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Wright.

        20           Next up, Mr. Jordan.

        21           MR. JORDAN:  Hello.  William Jordan, 899

        22 Southwood Boulevard, Unit 9, Incline Village,

        23 Nevada.

        24           I've been here since '97, part time, but

        25 full time since 2020.
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         1           Very quickly, remember last time we had

         2 the meeting, I came in and said, you know, we're not

         3 the enemy; we're really your best friends.  And it's

         4 people that might talk about ski that ski a lot,

         5 they're your best friends.  People that to go to the

         6 beaches and go to the beaches a lot, they're your

         7 best friends.  The ones that play golf and are

         8 willing to come up here and talk to you about what

         9 they think is right or wrong with whatever it is

        10 you're trying to do, they're really your best

        11 friends, because out there playing all the time.

        12           I can remember when I first moved here, it

        13 was a five-hour round to play on this course.  I

        14 very quickly left and joined another club down on

        15 the other side of the mountain.  I didn't like it.

        16 I mean, I had to drive back and forth over the

        17 mountain each day to play, but life's too short to

        18 spend a five-hour round.

        19           Now, you've talked about cutting the time

        20 down to ten minutes, I think that's great, but if

        21 you don't finish the planning on that, you don't

        22 have a lot of people playing -- additional people

        23 playing, everybody is pissed off, because

        24 everybody's standing around playing a five- a

        25 five-and-a-half-hour round.
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         1           So, when you go to ten, ten minutes

         2 between foursomes, you better have the end play,

         3 which is that you're going to move them along or

         4 move them out.

         5           And you say, well, that's not fair.  How

         6 can you throw somebody off of the course?

         7           One foursome that runs at 20 minutes late,

         8 slows everybody up 20 minutes.  And it doesn't just

         9 stay at 20 minutes, it's 25, 30, 35, 40.  It goes

        10 out.  And you have people leaving, and that's the

        11 last thing you want.

        12           The other thing I wanted to point out --

        13           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

        14           MR. JORDAN:  -- is that a lot of times

        15 when it's sounds like we're just complaining on the

        16 pass to play, what I'm trying to say on the pass to

        17 play is that you get your money up front, and if you

        18 have a smoky month of September, you still have that

        19 money.  Nobody's playing, but you've got the money.

        20 You have a snow fall, you still have the money.

        21           And believe me, when we go to these

        22 passes, once that genie gets out of the bottle, it

        23 doesn't come back because people say, we might as

        24 well just buy ten plays --

        25           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Mr. Jordan.
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         1           MR. JORDAN:  -- that way, I can quit.

         2           CHAIR DENT:  Any other public comment in

         3 the room?

         4           Matt, can we go to Zoom?

         5           MATT:  We can.  We currently have seven

         6 callers.  We can begin with caller 1574.

         7           CALLER 1574:  Yes, this is Katherine

         8 Collins, (inaudible) Road.

         9           First of all, I'd like to say that I don't

        10 know a single golfer, and I know a lot, that don't

        11 believe that we're going to have increase in rates.

        12 That, while nobody likes the costs to go up, we all

        13 recognize that is just something that's just going

        14 to have to happen; however, we're opposed to

        15 excessive increases.

        16           I have several points I'd like to make.

        17           First of all, if you're looking for

        18 full-cost recovery of golf, then to be fair and

        19 equitable, it has to be equally applied to every

        20 single venue in Incline, whether it's the Rec

        21 Center, whether it's the racket sports, the ball

        22 park, whatever.  You need to apply things

        23 consistently, otherwise, you're going to continue to

        24 have angry people.

        25           Second of all, it would seem you're trying
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         1 to turn the golf course into a profit center.  Well,

         2 if that's the decision you make, then it has to be

         3 applied equally to every other venue in the

         4 community as well.

         5           Next, I'd like to understand why you would

         6 want to disenfranchise your most-frequent golf

         7 residents by not only raising rates at a ridiculous

         8 percent, eliminating the All-You-Can-Play Pass, and

         9 then further penalizing them by restricting play --

        10 by proposing to restrict play on Friday, Saturday,

        11 and Sunday mornings when we'd all have to use one of

        12 the more expensive proposed passes.  That's like

        13 triple dipping.

        14           Next, The Grill is clearly a golf amenity.

        15 Why do I say that?  Because it's only opened during

        16 golf season and golf hours.  And yet you refuse to

        17 include revenues associated with The Grill and

        18 revenues directly associated with golf member's use

        19 of the Chateau into the golf financials.

        20           If you want to make more money, then keep

        21 The Grill open year round.  I've heard it

        22 consistently said, "We don't want to do that because

        23 we don't want to compete with local restaurants."

        24           Well, you know what?  Your job is not to

        25 support the restaurants; your job is to support the
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         1 residents.

         2           And by the way, you we aren't exactly full

         3 of restaurants in this community.  We could use some

         4 more.  We would all love to have The Grill opened

         5 year round.

         6           And, lastly, this meeting was supposed to

         7 be about rates and financials, and yet we're getting

         8 into a number of other topics --

         9           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

        10           CALLER 1574:  -- in your 62-page packet

        11 that I think needs to be eliminated.

        12           Thank you.

        13           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.

        14           Next public comment, please.

        15           CALLER 0232:  Yes, my name is Bob Quinn

        16 (phonetic.)  Good evening.

        17           I've lived in Incline Village for 23

        18 years, and reside at 971 Fairway Boulevard.

        19           I'm the current president of IVGC, which

        20 has been in existence for the past 52 years.  I'm

        21 making this statement to express my concerns over

        22 the misguided path on which the Board of Trustees is

        23 apparently heading.  The members of IVGC have had

        24 the privilege of playing golf at the Incline Village

        25 golf courses over the past five decades, engaging in
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         1 men's and ladies' play days and tournaments, having

         2 hosted event banquets at the Chateau, and a general

         3 sharing in the camaraderie we enjoy with our fellow

         4 members.

         5           But all that seems to be threatened based

         6 upon the vitreal being expressed by a very local

         7 minority of our community.

         8           Unfortunately, it seems the majority of

         9 this board is responding more to the unfounded

        10 statements being made by this local minority, rather

        11 than to the 1,000-plus Incline Village members of

        12 our golfing community who have consistently

        13 supported our courses over the years.

        14           Many IVGC members have historically

        15 purchased All-You-Can-Play Passes, which have not

        16 only been a positive for our members, but I would

        17 argue for IVGID as well.

        18           When individuals and couples purchase

        19 All-You-Can-Play Passes, they do so at the beginning

        20 of the season, which adds significant, positive cash

        21 flow to IVGID's coffers.

        22           Under the current recommendations being

        23 considered, All-You-Can-Play Passes are being

        24 completely discontinued.

        25           Though play at courses in two of the past
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         1 three years was reduced by the COVID pandemic and

         2 excessive smoke of the California wildfires, none of

         3 our members requested any sort of rebate or refund

         4 of their passes.

         5           In addition to the golf fees we pay, our

         6 club typically spends well in excess of $100,000

         7 with a host of banquets and luncheons we hold at the

         8 Chateau.

         9           Our members and our guests are also

        10 regular customers of The Grill, buy significant

        11 amounts of merchandise in the pro shop, take golf

        12 lessons, and pay for range balls at the driving

        13 range.

        14           If the significant changes in pricing

        15 structure, tee times allocations, and charging

        16 additional fees in support of our events come to

        17 fruition, many IVGC members have told me that they

        18 will choose to take their business elsewhere or

        19 simply play less golf.

        20           If this vacuum should occur, the trustees

        21 may be in for a rude awakening when unused tee times

        22 are not filled by other Picture Pass Holders and

        23 non-resident visitors.

        24           What responsible business would

        25 systemically take action on --
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         1           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

         2           CALLER 0232:  -- (inaudible) supporters.

         3 On the contrary, in the real world, businesses will

         4 reward their most-loyal customers with programs that

         5 acknowledge their contributions to the bottom line,

         6 rather than taking punitive measures that would

         7 ultimately destroy this relationship.

         8           Why does this board seem to be intent on

         9 considering actions that, by their very nature,

        10 would have significant negative impact upon

        11 revenues?

        12           In closing, I would highly urge you to be

        13 careful about taking actions that may result in the

        14 total dismemberment of the Incline model.

        15           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.

        16           Next public comment, please.

        17           CALLER 4577:  Cliff Dobler (phonetic),

        18 9995 Fairway.

        19           This written statement is to be made part

        20 of the meeting minutes.

        21           On March 22nd, 2023, I provided public

        22 comment regarding that allocation of golf tee times

        23 I stated:  Approximately 30 to 40 percent of all

        24 rounds played a the Championship Course are by golf

        25 club members and are mostly at the prime tee times
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         1 of each day.

         2           Apparently, certain golf club members

         3 believe that statement was incorrect, so I withdraw

         4 it.

         5           I received the information from Darren

         6 Howard that 30 to 40 of estimated tee times

         7 dedicated to the clubs was a back-of-the-napkin

         8 calculation based on 8,000 reserved for the golf

         9 club out of the 24,000 rounds anticipated during the

        10 upcoming season; however, prime tee times each day

        11 needs more clarification.

        12           I respectfully request that Darren Howard

        13 provide a definition of prime tee times and give an

        14 indication of what percent of the prime tee times

        15 are dedicated to the golf clubs.

        16           Now, according to the agenda, general

        17 business item E 1, the first eight items are staff

        18 recommendations on setting golf rates.

        19           I believe over the past six weeks, Darren

        20 and his team have vetted these items and decided

        21 they are appropriate and, hopefully, comply with

        22 Board policy.

        23           The last two agenda items are

        24 considerations to develop future decision points and

        25 to consider creating a board advisory committee.
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         1           Those two items should be discussed in

         2 detail to determine what is the overall intent and

         3 desired outcome.

         4           I would like the board, without delay,

         5 approve the first eight items and have a thorough

         6 discussion on the last two items.

         7           Since food and beverage and merchandise

         8 sales are not part of the agenda, but according to

         9 tentative budget, make up 32 percent of revenues at

        10 the Champ Course and 25 percent of the revenues at

        11 the Mountain Course, these departments should be

        12 looked more closely in another meeting.

        13           Apparently, the last two years of

        14 operations have not faired well.

        15           I also suggest that the accounting for the

        16 golf courses be conducted on a fiscal year basis

        17 rather than an seasonal basis.  There's too much

        18 confusion with two sets of numbers.

        19           Thank you very much.

        20           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.

        21           Next public comment, please.

        22           CALLER 3426:  My name's John Jansen, 111

        23 Alpine View Drive.

        24           I have followed all of IVGID's Board's

        25 golf discussions over the past few years.  Through
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         1 these Board discussions it is clear that a majority

         2 of Trustees do not view the golf courses as a

         3 community benefit.

         4           At the April 5th, IVGID Board meeting, Mr.

         5 Navazio and Mr. Howard presented supplemental

         6 information that was an easy-to-understand, seasonal

         7 analysis of golf course finances.  The format for

         8 this information was based on a template provided to

         9 the Board of Trustees by a member of the public.

        10           This seasonal financial analysis compared

        11 the 2022 season actual finances with the 2023 season

        12 projected financial income.

        13           From this analysis it was clear that the

        14 Championship Course finance situation coming out of

        15 the COVID era in 2022, was not in too bad of shape

        16 with only a $119,000 loss before capital costs, and

        17 the projection for this season was nearly a

        18 break-even before capital costs.

        19           However, during the golf discussion at the

        20 meeting, Trustee Schmitz said she didn't understand

        21 the numbers.  She wanted more time to review the

        22 presentation to make sense of the numbers.

        23           It was obvious that she didn't like that

        24 presentation because it didn't tell the story she

        25 wanted to be told.
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         1           The information that was presented was

         2 contrary to the $2 million to $4 million losses she

         3 and Trustee Tulloch had stated at a previous Board

         4 meeting.

         5           So, she moved to postpone the discussion

         6 to another meeting under the guise she wanted more

         7 time to understand the numbers, even though the

         8 information that was being presented was very clear.

         9           Trustee Tonking requested to participate

        10 in this review, but was denied the chance to be

        11 involved.  Rightfully, she should have been involved

        12 in any Board review because of her work with the

        13 golf liaison committee over the past few years.

        14           Now, tonight, we see the outcome of

        15 Trustee Schmitz's review of the numbers, what I

        16 would characterize as staff reworking the

        17 presentation to fit her narrative.

        18           What was a clear and useful presentation

        19 that staff made on April 5 has turned into a more

        20 complicated and confusing presentation with

        21 additional added --

        22           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

        23           CALLER 3426:  -- divisive concept.  What

        24 should have been an easy discussion on reasonable

        25 rate increases has turned into divisive and
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         1 aggressive assaults on the resident golf community.

         2           It's very clear this Board has an agenda

         3 to divide this community and generate hostility in a

         4 bid to tear down what has worked well for this

         5 community for over six decades.

         6           I sincerely hope, at the very least, a

         7 minority of trustees stand up for what's right and

         8 fight this attempt to divide our community.

         9           Thank you.

        10           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.

        11           Next public comment, please.

        12           CALLER 8591:  Hello.  I am Michael Briggs.

        13 I live at 582 Douglas Court.

        14           I am represent the TIGC, a

        15 community-minded golf club for 35 years, with over

        16 100 members.  We accept all applicants as members of

        17 our club.

        18           I agree with Chairperson Dent's comments

        19 from April 12th.  What this discussion needs is more

        20 civility and a compromise proposal that the Trustees

        21 can endorse.

        22           I am primarily focused of allocation of

        23 tee times.  Audit committee member Mick Homan's

        24 (phonetic) thorough analysis showed that only 37

        25 percent of morning tee times for 2023 were allocated
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         1 to Incline golf groups.

         2           Remember, more than half of resident

         3 golfers are members of an Incline golf group.

         4           Further, I showed that I personally

         5 reserved 48 advanced tee times in 2022.  Where is

         6 the evidence that residents cannot make

         7 reservations?

         8           Members of the golf groups love our golf

         9 courses and take better care of them than

        10 nonresident players.  We fix divots, ball marks, and

        11 rake the sand traps.

        12           Last Thursday, the Trustees were presented

        13 with a long narrative and the tee time calendars

        14 that show 43 percent of the morning tee times during

        15 the peak season were allocated to the golf groups,

        16 again, with more than half of the resident golfers

        17 as members.

        18           So the conclusion is still valid.  There

        19 is no disproportionate allocation of tee times to

        20 TIGC and the other Incline golf groups.

        21           Getting back to Chairperson Dent's plea

        22 for interested parties to offer a compromise, days

        23 after this request, I conferred with Darren Howard

        24 and Bob Quinn, the president of the other largest

        25 men's club, we discussed Trustee Schmitz' proposal
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         1 to bar us from having any tee times on Fridays,

         2 Saturdays, and Sundays.

         3           While the lack of morning tee times due to

         4 Incline golf groups was based upon a false premise

         5 and the punitive proposal contradicted rule number

         6 one, that the golf courses are primarily for Incline

         7 residents --

         8           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

         9           CALLER 8591:  -- in the spirit of

        10 Chairperson's Dent's, request we offered to move all

        11 of our open play tee times on Fridays to 11:00 A.M.

        12 and later, with the remainder of calendar kept as

        13 scheduled.

        14           Tonight I urge Chairperson Dent and the

        15 trustees to endorse and approve or compromise

        16 proposal.

        17           Thank you very much.

        18           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.

        19           Next public comment, please.

        20           CALLER 6210:  Thank you.  My name is Jim

        21 Chapman, and I'm at 929 Northwood Boulevard.

        22           On 4/13/2023, Chairman Dent offered the

        23 following Board of Trustees perspective.  He

        24 indicated:  We're a board to represent -- and in

        25 capital letters -- entire community, not special
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         1 interests.  We must make decisions that will sustain

         2 our venues for years to come.  Compromise is

         3 attained for the benefit of the entire community,

         4 and moving forward, people need to find constructive

         5 ways to discuss issues and seek compromise.  Emails

         6 are not a substitute meaningful dialogue and human

         7 interaction.

         8           Having read Mr. Dent's, perspective I'd

         9 like to offer a slightly different perspective.

        10           One, three minutes to speak at a Board of

        11 Trustees meeting is not a meaningful dialogue

        12 between parties, let alone a significant human

        13 interaction of shared understanding.  The

        14 three-minute time limit process really eliminates

        15 both.

        16           Thus, emails are better than communication

        17 from your voting constituents.

        18           To property owners and their families,

        19 whether their an individual or club golfers or club

        20 and family skiers at Diamond Peak or club and family

        21 members at the Rec Center or as swimmers or club and

        22 family at the beaches in Aspen Groove using Incline

        23 Village venues should not be viewed by the Board of

        24 Trustees as a special interest group.

        25           We are simply property owners families
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         1 enjoying the collective venues of Incline Village.

         2 Please don't ruin what we have bought into by moving

         3 away 50-plus history of success in treating Incline

         4 Village venues as a collective suite of assets with

         5 all venues financially supporting the other in their

         6 entirety.

         7           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

         8           CALLER 6210:  It's important to remember

         9 that the intrinsic financial values these collective

        10 assets bring to our community, property values,

        11 and quality of life.  All are primary attractions

        12 drawing guests and non-residents to Incline Village.

        13           Chair Dent also referred to the golf

        14 club's compromise.  Well, the various Incline

        15 Village golf clubs, together with our community

        16 groups at Incline Village have lunches --

        17           CHAIR DENT:  Next public comment, please.

        18           CALLER 9925:  Good evening.  Tim Kalacrate

        19 (phonetic), former member of the board, at 170

        20 Mayhew Circle.

        21           First off, I would like to commend the

        22 prior -- my predecessor, he stated things very

        23 eloquently.  We have a suite of assets that all of

        24 us can either chose to participate in or not.

        25           The solecistic argument that the golf
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         1 clubs have an undue influence and have taken over,

         2 while there may have been a shred of credibility to

         3 that, say, 30 ago years when we had a different

         4 environment, and that's really extrapolating out, I

         5 would say that our Directer of Golf, Darren Howard,

         6 who has done a tremendous job since he's been here.

         7 He has reached out to not only the golf clubs, but

         8 other members of our community who are avid golfers,

         9 and has done a great job in interfacing with

        10 community members.  He's the professional.  I don't

        11 recall any member of the current board being a golf

        12 professional.

        13           That being said, we were well on our way

        14 over the last three to four years since Mr. Howard

        15 came here on really ironing out some slight

        16 discrepancies or issues with the golf club

        17 themselves.

        18           We had a very amenable situation, and I,

        19 again, commend Mr. Howard and the respective

        20 presidents of each of the six golf clubs doing a

        21 great job in ironing out to differences and making

        22 things even more equitable than they have been.  So

        23 keep up the great work.

        24           To have one trustee, who is not the golf

        25 liaison, conduct some situation I'm sure that has
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         1 come from one of her biggest donors and supporters,

         2 I take offense at that.  And he already spoke.  I

         3 won't mention the names because it gives them too

         4 much credibility.

         5           This community is being driven apart by a

         6 very small and small-minded group of perpetually

         7 aggrieved malcontents.  One of them moved here 16

         8 years ago, he stated this evening.

         9           I would say to all those people who

        10 complain, harangue, harass, bitch, moan, whatever

        11 you want to call it, it's time for you all to either

        12 come up with constructive ways to move forward or

        13 you all need to put your homes on the market and get

        14 the heck out of town, because we're sick and tired

        15 of it.

        16           I've lived here for 38 years, all year

        17 around.

        18           CHAIR DENT:  Thirty seconds.

        19           CALLER 9925:  In conclusion, this is a

        20 great community.  We own all of the assets.  Let's

        21 make it work as a collective team.

        22           I would recommend for the three of you who

        23 are the current majority, you all need to take a

        24 look in the mirror and realize who you work for, and

        25 it's not the nine people that bitch and moan at
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         1 every meeting.

         2           Thank you and have a great evening.

         3           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.

         4           Next public comment, please.

         5           CALLER 5427:  Hi.  This is Simone Smith,

         6 residing at 711 Birdie Way, I'm the current

         7 president of the Teamster's Golf Club, however, I'm

         8 calling to voice my personal concern of the

         9 direction that this board seems to be taking

        10 regarding golf in general and the division in our

        11 community created by a small and very vocal faction.

        12           Golf has come under attack forcing the

        13 board to take a deep dive into golf.

        14           Unfortunately, the facts that are in any

        15 financial report or analysis or projection are only

        16 as true as the people presenting it.  The numbers

        17 may be correct, but how they are plugged into

        18 whatever agenda there is of those presenting.

        19           I would suggest that the board take a step

        20 back, hire a professional audit firm with experience

        21 in general improvement district and golf who will

        22 present the numbers in a straightforward, unbased

        23 manner, given a set of criteria agreed on by an

        24 advisory committee.

        25           I would also suggest that the community is
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         1 polled.  There are factions that would like to

         2 remove the rec fees, there are those who don't want

         3 to pay for anything except for what they use, and in

         4 my estimation, a majority who are fine with the

         5 things just the way they are.

         6           As for the pyramid, it needs to be revised

         7 given community feedback.  In the nine years we have

         8 lived in Incline, I do not recall ever being asked

         9 to be polled, vote, or otherwise which venues I

        10 consider important to the community.  I'd like to

        11 participate by voting in that process.

        12           I would also suggest that the board take a

        13 deep dive -- table the dive table and the road to

        14 change this year while research is conducted.

        15           In the meantime, leave the golf structure

        16 the way it is, increase everything by a small

        17 percentage.

        18           The clubs are ready to work with the

        19 community and give up a percentage of the morning

        20 tee times.

        21           I honestly don't think punching your best

        22 customers in the backbone of the business is good

        23 business, but who am I to say what you consider good

        24 business.

        25           Thank you for your time.
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         1           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.

         2           Next public comment, please.

         3           MATT:  That concludes our public comments

         4 on Zoom.

         5           CHAIR DENT:  All right.  Thank you.

         6           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I want to thank Trustee

         7 Noble, because Trustee Noble responds to every email

         8 that comes in.  I'm actually receiving emails that

         9 I've never seen before.

        10           So I don't know whether there's an issue

        11 with the emails coming in.  It's something that I

        12 thanked Trustee Noble on Sunday, because I'm seeing

        13 things now that I didn't see.

        14           So I think we need to investigate why us

        15 trustees are not getting all of them, and just want

        16 to acknowledge the effort and the time the he puts

        17 in to do that, and let the community know that he is

        18 helping us to get all of our emails.

        19           CHAIR DENT:  I'll close out item C. Moving

        20 on to item D.

        21 D.  APPROVAL OF AGENDA

        22           CHAIR DENT:  Any concerns with the agenda?

        23 All right.  Seeing none, the agenda is approved.

        24           We are going to take a nine-minute break,

        25 and then we'll come back general business, item E 1.
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         1 We will come back at 7:50.

         2           (Break from 7:41 P.M. to 7:50 P.M.)

         3           CHAIR DENT:  All right.  Welcome back to

         4 item E 1, general business.  Quiet in the room,

         5 please.

         6 E.  GENERAL BUSINESS

         7           CHAIR DENT:  Item E 1, general business.

         8 Subject:  Golf course financials and proposed rates

         9 for 2023 golf season.  Review and discuss historical

        10 financial results of District-owned golf course, and

        11 consider options and recommendations for updating

        12 rate, rate structure, and course operations for the

        13 2023 golf season.

        14           Requesting staff member, Director of Golf

        15 Darren Howard, Director of Finance Paul Navazio, and

        16 Trustee Schmitz.

        17           It can be found on pages 4 through 63 of

        18 your board packet.

        19           General Manager Winquest?

        20           MR. WINQUEST:  For the record, Indra

        21 Winquest, District General Manager.

        22           I just want to start out by making sure

        23 the everyone is aware, Ms. Sheila Leon in the back,

        24 we provided supplemental material late this

        25 afternoon, and she has handouts, if you haven't
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         1 received one already.  It's also on the website

         2 currently as well.

         3           So, just to start out, in the 20 years

         4 that I've been here with the District -- and I've

         5 seen this conversation many times -- the one thing I

         6 will say that is different this time is the amount

         7 of material and extreme deep dive of golf, in

         8 particular, financially.

         9           So, I believe that, even though it was a

        10 tremendous amount of work, it is very valuable work,

        11 and I'm thankful that we worked through the process.

        12           I want to thank, in particular, Mr.

        13 Howard, our Director of Golf and Community Services,

        14 as well as Mr. Navazio, our Director of Finance, and

        15 Trustee Schmitz for putting in a tremendous amount

        16 of time and effort into this material.

        17           It's never perfect, but I believe it was

        18 outstanding work that was done and should help guide

        19 us through the process.

        20           Staffs will be here to answer questions,

        21 join in on the discussion, and, if needed, speak to

        22 the staff's recommendations that are attached to

        23 this agenda item.

        24           So, I'm going to go ahead at this point

        25 and pass it on to Trustee Schmitz, who has a brief
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         1 power point, and we'll get started.

         2           Thank you.

         3           CHAIR DENT:  Reminder to the board,

         4 because we do have a court reporter, please wait to

         5 be called on so they know who is talking.

         6           Trustee Schmitz, the floor's yours.

         7           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Thank you.

         8           We put together just a few slides

         9 summarizing all of the work that we did throughout

        10 this process.  And it was a very collaborative

        11 process.

        12           We first started off with talking about

        13 what's our goal and what are we trying to get to.

        14 And the board as really been focused on building

        15 sustainable approaches to how we're making our

        16 financial decisions.

        17           We wanted specifically for the

        18 Championship Course, the goal was to address the gap

        19 between operational expenses and revenue, reducing

        20 the budget, because what we had looked at and what's

        21 in the board packet shows that we have pretty

        22 consistently over-budgeted expenses.

        23           So, the goal was to look at how do we

        24 bring those budgets for expenses down to help reduce

        25 the gap?  Look at different ways to increase the
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         1 revenue, and recommendations from Darren Howard have

         2 been to decrease the tee times intervals to -- first

         3 of all, look at how do we evaluate Non-Picture Pass

         4 Card Holder rates, and evaluate Picture Pass Card

         5 Holder rates, and then monitor our results.

         6           So this particular chart is from our --

         7 it's a subset of what's in our packet, and it is

         8 golf excluding food and the pro shop -- food and

         9 beverage and the pro shop.

        10           So, total golf operations does incorporate

        11 The Grill and the carts and what have you.

        12           So, when we did our analysis, we

        13 discovered that food and beverage in the last couple

        14 years has had some pretty significant loses.

        15           So, we didn't want those losses to skew

        16 the numbers as it relates to our discussion on golf

        17 rates.

        18           So, Mr. Navazio, Directer of Finance,

        19 provided a breakdown.  So, this particular chart

        20 shows the actual revenue versus expenses,

        21 specifically from our financial statements, but

        22 excluded food and beverage, and this board had

        23 requested that we also exclude the facility fees so

        24 that we can truly see the operational effectiveness

        25 of golf operations.
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         1           Understand, these numbers are from our

         2 financial statements.  The data came directly from

         3 the financial statements.  So, depreciation is a net

         4 expense for enterprise accounting.

         5           So, the solid green line is actual revenue

         6 specific for golf operations, and the solid red line

         7 is actual expenses.

         8           And so this does not include any

         9 investment and capital.  So, it is directly tied to

        10 our financial statements.

        11           And the line at the bottom, the purple

        12 line, which is actually decreasing.  It goes from,

        13 for those of you in the back, the left-hand side

        14 starts out in 2017/2018, through the final number is

        15 what our proposed budget is.

        16           The purple line at the bottom shows the

        17 gap between the expenses and the revenue.  That

        18 particular gap does not include capital.  This is

        19 including depreciation.  This is directly from our

        20 financial statement.

        21           The dashed lines are the budget.  So, as I

        22 mentioned, the budget has always been running up

        23 above what the actuals were.  So, we've asked staff

        24 to address that particular issue.

        25           So, with that, the one thing I want to
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         1 point to everyone, including my fellow trustees, is

         2 that purple line, you'll notice, that is in our

         3 proposed budget, it's actually slightly higher.

         4           So, our gap between revenue and expenses

         5 grew a little bit.  It's not a significant amount,

         6 and in comparison to where we've been the past

         7 years, we've made some significant improvements over

         8 the past couple of years.

         9           So, what did we look at?  So what staff

        10 did in the their recommendations was they adjusted

        11 service levels.

        12           So, there's a grid on page 19 of the

        13 packet that shows some of the service levels that

        14 had been provided in the past and what had been a

        15 business decision to discontinue.  So, to those

        16 adjusted service levels brought some cost savings

        17 into our budget.

        18           Staff also looked at reducing staffing

        19 budgets because of the reality of labor shortages,

        20 and then they looked at how to review -- they

        21 reviewed and decreased expense budgets.

        22           And some of the details that they've

        23 already done are on pages 32 or 33 in the packet,

        24 but it is something that is still ongoing.  And

        25 we'll talk more about this when we talk about the
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         1 Mountain Course as compared to Champ.

         2           So, the increase in revenue, the tee

         3 times -- the tee time increase in revenue was

         4 already incorporated into the projections.  Staff

         5 did a competitive market analysis of other courses,

         6 and determined that they felt comfortable that an

         7 eight-percent increase for Non-Picture Pass Card

         8 Holders still allowed a competitive, good-priced

         9 product.

        10           What we had talked about was the board

        11 gave direction to have the price of Picture Pass

        12 Card Holders at 50 percent of the Non-Picture Pass

        13 Card Holder.  However, when we look at the numbers,

        14 staff's recommendation was to leave that at eight

        15 percent also.

        16           But what we did -- what we wanted to do

        17 was first look at what increase in revenue, given

        18 the play mix, would the increase in the Non-Picture

        19 Pass Card Holder rates, how would that impact.  And

        20 then what's left, what needs to be done for our

        21 Picture Pass Card Holders.

        22           Staff recommended getting rid of the

        23 All-You-Can-Play passes.  Staff went and put

        24 together this grid to show, in 2022, what the

        25 revenue -- the total combined revenue per round and
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         1 the cost per round -- I'm sorry.  This is the play

         2 mix, compared to the revenue per round.

         3           The highest revenue per round in 2022,

         4 which is the bar chart furthest to the right, that

         5 large, orange box, is $66.54.  And you'll note at

         6 the bottom, in 2022 the cost per round, excluded

         7 depreciation, capital, and debt, was $98.58 per

         8 round.

         9           The reason why we're talking about

        10 removing depreciation here and why we had it in the

        11 other charts, the other charts were our financial

        12 reports.  Now we're talking about what needs to

        13 cover for Picture Pass Holders.

        14           Since the facility fee pays the cash

        15 outlay for our capital, we don't believe it's right

        16 to then, in turn, have our Picture Pass Holders

        17 having to cover depreciation.

        18           So, when we're looking at rates and price

        19 per rounds, and what's the rate we're looking at for

        20 Picture Pass Holders, we're intentionally removing

        21 depreciation because those Picture Pass Holders

        22 expended money through the recreation fee to outlay

        23 capital for the capital investment.  Does that make

        24 sense?  Okay.

        25           So, then the last chart is from a Picture
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         1 Pass Holder perspective.  So, this is using the same

         2 numbers as before, the only difference is

         3 depreciation was removed so that we can look at it

         4 from a Picture Pass Holder cost/revenue perspective.

         5           And you can see that the amounts of

         6 difference between the revenue and expenses are

         7 considerably close; they're within $30,000.

         8           So, then the chart at the bottom, which,

         9 again, was the difference, what this now includes is

        10 now capital is brought into the equation.

        11           So, the purple line at the bottom is

        12 including -- it's the total funding needed to

        13 operate the golf courses.  So, the total funding is

        14 related to cash flow.

        15           So that includes capital improvements,

        16 actual, it includes the gap between revenues and

        17 expenses, but then it removes depreciation.

        18           So, as you can see here for the Champ

        19 Course, the gap is virtual closed.

        20           What I also wanted to point out is when

        21 the numbers were put together -- staff's been really

        22 working hard to tweak the revenue numbers and the

        23 expense numbers for this budgeted year.  It just so

        24 happened that $30,000 of capital reduction that

        25 staff did is not reflected in these numbers.
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         1           So, that number at the bottom in the

         2 purple line would be reduced by $30,000.  I just

         3 didn't want to change the numbers because they all

         4 align with the other charts.

         5           So, then it relates to the Mountain

         6 Course, we took the same approach.  It was adjusting

         7 service levels, adjusting staffing levels, and

         8 reviewing how we might decrease some expenses.

         9           When we looked in more detail at the

        10 revenue aspects of it, staff evaluated market

        11 competitiveness of the Mountain Course and

        12 determined that a 12-percent increase was reasonable

        13 for Non-Picture Pass Holders.

        14           Then staff looked at the gap, and then

        15 staff brought forward their recommendation, and that

        16 was to encourage or recommend an eight-percent

        17 increase for the Mountain Course.

        18           The thing that is really important for all

        19 of the Trustees to recognize on this golf -- this,

        20 again, in the net income.  It does not include the

        21 facility fee, it does not include capital

        22 improvement, is, again, the red line has been

        23 decreasing.  That's the actual expenses.

        24           That actual expenses have been decreasing;

        25 however, the dashed red line has been increasing.
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         1           So, staff is still in the process of

         2 evaluating and determining where we go and do some

         3 additional reductions in expenses.

         4           The other thing worth noting is, while the

         5 green line has been relatively stable and the

         6 projected year end is a bit of an uptick, you can

         7 see it's below what our budgeted revenue numbers

         8 were expected to be.

         9           So, again, the purple line at the bottom

        10 is nothing more than what is the gap between actual

        11 revenue and actual expenses, with the exception of

        12 the budgeted, which is the difference in the budget.

        13           But staff is still in the process, because

        14 it's about a $400,000 deferential between the

        15 budgeted expenses and what it appears our actual

        16 expenses have been.

        17           So, that's an opportunity for improvement

        18 there that hasn't yet been identified by staff.

        19           Then, this is the analysis for Picture

        20 Pass rates.  So, the spikes that you can see right

        21 in the middle, that is a significant capital outlay.

        22           So, capital outlay does cause our numbers

        23 to fluctuate considerably from year to year, but if

        24 you look at it, our revenues numbers are still

        25 consistently below with this current projected year,
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         1 the gap is expected to be the smallest it's been in

         2 a number of years, but it does still include an

         3 increase in the gap in the budget; however, in the

         4 budget, this number does not include another

         5 $481,000 of capital improvement reduction that staff

         6 had proposed, but I didn't want to go and change the

         7 number because I was trying to leave these charts to

         8 all be consistent and tied together.

         9           So, you can see where we are with the

        10 Mountain Course, and as we've talked in the past and

        11 prior boards have talked, you know, perhaps, the

        12 Mountain Course is one of the courses that we do

        13 talk about that pyramid.

        14           And I actually asked staff to do a

        15 calculation of difference, and it was within that 33

        16 percent, which is the top portion of the pyramid.

        17           So, next steps would be to -- we need to

        18 thoroughly understand why, over the past two years,

        19 we've lost a significant amount.  It's almost

        20 $300,000 in two seasons on food the beverage.

        21           We need to monitor golf utilization, the

        22 play mix, and we need to have more timely financial

        23 reports so that if adjustments need to be made,

        24 we're doing it sooner rather than looking in the

        25 rearview mirror and realizing that we've been losing
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         1 money on food and beverage for two years.

         2           So, a takeaway -- so, that's a next step.

         3           Another thing that would be a next step,

         4 this was part of all of our discussion, was to,

         5 perhaps, request that board look at forming a group

         6 to have a collaborative effort to analyze the golf

         7 club situation, and to come up with some compromises

         8 and be creative.

         9           So, those were some things that are

        10 identified in the board packet, and I just put them

        11 up here as a closing comment on next steps.

        12           So, this is, in a nutshell, what we've

        13 been working on.  And I have to give thanks to

        14 staff.  They've worked very, very hard, and this

        15 would not have been accomplished if they wouldn't

        16 have had all of this information.

        17           But everything that's in the board packet

        18 was worked on collaboratively, and the data either

        19 came from our audited financial statements or it

        20 came from Mr. Howard on the play mixes and the

        21 reservations for tee times.

        22           So, with that, I'm going to let the board

        23 discuss, and I'm going to turn this back over to

        24 Mr. Dent.

        25           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Trustee Schmitz.
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         1 I will take that laptop too to communicate with

         2 anyone on Zoom.

         3           Any questions?  Trustee Tonking?

         4           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I just have a quick

         5 question how we're going to approach this.

         6           Are we going to go through each of those

         7 numbered items, and then, like, make motions off

         8 that?  I was wondering what our approach was so that

         9 I could make sure I was directed the right manner.

        10           CHAIR DENT:  The easiest way to tackle

        11 this would be go through the numbered items, and if

        12 we can make a motion to go through 1 through 5, or 1

        13 through 9 all at the same time and approve that, and

        14 then we know which ones we have an issue with and

        15 need to discuss a little bit further.

        16           If there is a need to dive in, I mean, we

        17 could just start with number 1, and see if anybody

        18 has questions or wants further clarification and go

        19 from there.

        20           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I was going through the

        21 presentation, and I had a note written down that I

        22 wanted my fellow Trustees to be aware of.

        23           So, the charts and the data that was put

        24 together by Mr. Navazio, the Championship Course, it

        25 was using the five-percent increase.
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         1           So, the number that I was displaying,

         2 where it had them virtual touching, that was not at

         3 the eight-percent increase; that was at the

         4 five-percent increase.

         5           Then, as it relates to the Mountain

         6 Course, they did actually update it to be the

         7 eight-percent.

         8           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  So, this chart that

         9 showed the $10,000 difference between, that's the

        10 one you're talking about that was only at five

        11 percent?

        12           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Yes.  At the five

        13 percent, yes.

        14           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Okay.  Great.

        15           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Thank you, Chair.

        16           Are you suggesting that 1 A would be five

        17 percent, is that what you're saying?

        18           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I'm not suggesting it.

        19 I just want to be clear that the charts that had the

        20 points within $10,000 of each other, the data behind

        21 this is the five percent, not the eight percent.

        22           CHAIR DENT:  Any other questions for

        23 number 1?

        24           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Okay.  So first off, I

        25 want to thank Trustee Schmitz, staff, and everybody
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         1 for being here.  It's been a long process.

         2           So, I think my mindset on this with my

         3 accounting background and looking at budgets all the

         4 time, I have been -- the areas that I was, my

         5 mindset is, A, making sure that we are making

         6 financial sound decisions and we are following our

         7 pricing policy, making sure that we are not setting

         8 rates that are greater than the operational costs, I

         9 appreciate the taking out of depreciation, because

        10 that's that double charge.  Really helpful.

        11           Also, understanding that each of these

        12 decisions will have an impact on if people play on

        13 the course or not.  So, that is the key that the

        14 play mix is something we always need to consider as

        15 we're having this.

        16           And then, can we as a board, if we change

        17 so much, measure successes and failures.

        18           On this first one, I was good with the

        19 Non-Picture Pass increase that was represented.

        20           So, if it's five-percent, I think we

        21 should stay at the five versus the eight.

        22           I agree that the Picture Pass Holder rates

        23 to be set at the 50 percent.  That's what we talked

        24 about with Diamond Peak, similar idea.

        25           And that the guest rates be set at the
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         1 midpoint.

         2           I'm good with all of those with that

         3 mindset for 1.

         4           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Tulloch?

         5           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you, Chair Dent.

         6 Actually, before we dive into each of them, I have a

         7 couple questions.  One is concerning depreciation.

         8           If I go to page 50 of the packet, our

         9 financial policies, pages 50 of 62, objective of

        10 District's pricing policies to ensure that revenues

        11 including charges for services and applicable rate

        12 fees are sufficient to cover the full cost to

        13 providing services to IVGID Picture Pass Holders,

        14 guests of IVGID Picture Pass Holders, and others.

        15           If then go down to definitions, full cost

        16 is intended to represent the per unit cost of

        17 providing access, and shall include operating costs

        18 including overhead, capital depreciation and debt,

        19 as reflected in the budget.

        20           So while we're stripping our depreciation

        21 there, I think that's incorrect to stop out the full

        22 amount.

        23           If I look at the play pass mix, on page

        24 27, 46 percent of our revenues come from guests and

        25 Non-Picture Pass Holders.
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         1           According to our pricing policy, we should

         2 be recovering depreciation and capital costs from

         3 that group as well.

         4           So, if I take 40 percent of (inaudible) we

         5 should not be writing off the full 700k of

         6 depreciation calculating these rates.  It should be

         7 46 -- should be having 54 percent of the

         8 depreciation costs.

         9           Sorry.  46 percent of the depreciation

        10 costs, so it should be $320,000, approximately.

        11           Is that correct?

        12           MR. WINQUEST:  Your math sounds correct.

        13 Yeah.

        14           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Yes, these -- we're

        15 not -- at the accounting basis, we would be

        16 subsidizing Non-Picture Pass Holders and outsiders

        17 from our facility fee, which I believe would be

        18 incorrect.

        19           CHAIR DENT:  What are you thoughts on item

        20 1?

        21           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  I'd assume that the

        22 Non-Picture Pass Holder was the eight percent, given

        23 what I've just stated in terms of depreciation, I

        24 would prefer to see it at eight percent, as per the

        25 proposal.
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         1           I think I'm okay with the other ones

         2 there.

         3           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  Trustee Noble?

         4           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I was going between the

         5 five and eight percent for 1 a.  I'm fine with the

         6 eight percent on this one, and I'm fine in the

         7 proposals in b and c, and number 1 as well.

         8           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  Trustee Schmitz?

         9           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Are we weighing in on

        10 each one of those individually?

        11           I'm fine with increasing the Championship

        12 Course, but only the five percent.  Anything more

        13 would be in violation of policies.  We'd be

        14 over-collecting from the Picture Pass Holders.

        15           CHAIR DENT:  Are you saying that for

        16 Picture Pass Holders and non, do you say stay at

        17 eight percent?

        18           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Yes.

        19           CHAIR DENT:  So 1 b would be five percent,

        20 1 a would be eight percent?

        21           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Yes.

        22           CHAIR DENT:  Are you okay with the eight

        23 percent for Non-Picture Pass Holders and five

        24 percent for Picture Pass Holders?

        25           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I agree with that.
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         1           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I'm okay eight percent.

         2 Does that make much difference in the 50 percent?

         3 I'm assuming we're using an approximate 50 percent

         4 here.

         5           CHAIR DENT:  Yes.  It's close enough.

         6           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  I'm okay with that.

         7           CHAIR DENT:  We're not passing it along.

         8 It would be a five percent.

         9           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Yep.

        10           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Quick question:  Do you

        11 think it's easier if we make motions to keep track

        12 of it all or each one?

        13           CHAIR DENT:  Let's get through this one,

        14 and then look at the other items.

        15           Let's just say, like, increase their range

        16 fees at $1 per product, item 8, if no one has an

        17 issue with that, we can look around the table really

        18 quickly and we can bundle 1 and 8, because it sounds

        19 like we're pretty much in agreement on 1 right now.

        20           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Okay.  Great.

        21           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Noble?

        22           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  One point of

        23 clarification.  I'm looking at page 41 of 62, and

        24 the percentage increase from 2022, and when I look

        25 at the Picture Pass Holders, there's various
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         1 percentages.

         2           So, is the proposal not to have a

         3 50-percent reduction from the Non-Picture Pass

         4 Holder rate, but just simply increase the rates by

         5 five percent from 2021 for Picture Pass Holders?

         6           And the reason why I asked is a few of

         7 those rates seem to be out of whack, for lack of a

         8 better term.

         9           We have, like, there's some corrections.

        10 One is 49 percent.  Obviously, that's the

        11 Non-Picture Pass Holder rate, but then there are, if

        12 I look at -- there's an 18, 19, 23, 18 percent

        13 various ones.

        14           We're going to -- if we just do the five

        15 percent, those deltas are going to get magnified.

        16 I'm wondering if it would be more appropriate to do

        17 the eight percent for Non-Picture Pass Holders, and

        18 just do a 50-percent reduction, and then it's clean

        19 for all time going forward.

        20           Then when there are -- it'll be much

        21 easier to make changes based on that based on a

        22 percentage standpoint going forward, versus having

        23 these -- if you do percentage increases going

        24 forward without doing this correction, those deltas

        25 will magnify over time?
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         1           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.

         2           Trustee Schmitz?

         3           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  We don't have an

         4 official policy that sets this rule.  And if we're

         5 able to capture enough revenues so that we can lower

         6 our Picture Pass Holder rate, we need to do that.

         7 That is the right thing to do.  It's according to

         8 our policy.

         9           So, I don't think we should be bound by

        10 something that actually isn't even a policy.  It

        11 might be that standard, but these are internal rates

        12 for our internal customers.

        13           As a board, we can look at the numbers and

        14 make the decisions, but do so after we know what the

        15 revenue, given the play mix and given the rates

        16 increases are for the Non-Picture Pass Holders.

        17           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I agree with Trustee

        18 Noble.  We need to be consistent.  We put this into

        19 practice in ski, and we had the same impact there.

        20 We did talk at the time saying we should be

        21 consistent about it.

        22           I think it would be difficult after all

        23 these larger percent increase than in ski when it's

        24 actually still making money, and then start using

        25 mixing and matching principles.
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         1           We're either consistent or not consistent.

         2           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Correct me if I'm wrong,

         3 but I actually think if we did the eight and then we

         4 did the five, we'd actually see these percents get

         5 magnified more, and would be outside of our pricing

         6 policy.

         7           So I think we're better off doing the 50

         8 percent and staying at rate.  Otherwise, it gets too

         9 big with the way that these percentages are

        10 operating.

        11           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  All I'm saying is that

        12 we don't have a policy to tie anything to a

        13 percentage, and we should just do what is right by

        14 our Picture Pass Holders.

        15           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Our Picture Pass Holders

        16 would face higher charges if we did it the five

        17 percent way, I think, based off these percentages.

        18           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I'm just talking about

        19 the big picture.

        20           MR. HOWARD:  To clear some of this up,

        21 when we went through and we were determining the

        22 Picture Pass Holder rates going at the 50 percent of

        23 whatever the Non-Picture Pass Holder rate was, that

        24 did to go up considerably.

        25           So, if you do it at the percent, it's
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         1 going to raise it a lot higher than we think it

         2 should be.

         3           So, my opinion would be if you do the

         4 Non-Picture Pass Holder rate at eight percent, you

         5 may want to go back to the chart that I had produced

         6 before of what the five percent of that looked like.

         7           CHAIR DENT:  I think that is what we're

         8 saying.  We're just trying to work through the

         9 language for when we do make a motion.

        10           For item 1, it would be an eight-percent

        11 increase for Non-Picture Pass Holders.

        12           For item 1 b, it would 50 percent of a

        13 five-percent increase for Non-Picture Pass Holders.

        14 We're all on the same page?  All right.

        15           I think we're good on that one.

        16           Item 2.  Do we have questions on item 2?

        17           So item 1 says -- item 1 a:  Increase

        18 Non-Picture Pass Holders rates, Championship golf

        19 Course by eight percent, right?  We're all in

        20 alignment on that.

        21           However, we don't believe that we should

        22 be increasing Picture Pass Holders' rates by 50

        23 percent of that eight-percent increase; we believe

        24 we should be doing it by 5 percent or 50 percent of

        25 the five percent increase.
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         1           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Instead of the 50-percent

         2 discount, it would be closer to a 53-percent

         3 discount.

         4           CHAIR DENT:  Whatever that equals out to.

         5           All right.  Are we done with item 1?

         6           Okay item 2, Mountain Course.  Increase

         7 Non-Picture Pass daily lay rates by 12 percent.

         8 Anyone have an issue with that?  2 a.  No.

         9           2 b.  Increase Picture Pass Holders's

        10 guest daily rates at Mountain Course by eight

        11 percent.  Everyone okay with that?  Okay.

        12           Item 2 c.  Eliminate shoulder season rates

        13 and replace with peak season rates from September

        14 15th to closing.  Does anyone have an issue with 2

        15 c?

        16           TRUSTEE TONKING:  My concern is we might

        17 run into this issue because we know that it's

        18 usually fire season, there's other things going on,

        19 there's not that many people in the basin during

        20 that time that we might be able to fill tee times at

        21 that higher rate.  Some revenue is better than none.

        22           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Question for Mr. Howard.

        23 Are we reducing play at Mountain Course to nine

        24 holes only from September 15th any?

        25           MR. HOWARD:  Yes, sir.  We are.
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         1           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  So, we're going to nine

         2 holes only, then we can to keep peak season rates.

         3 I agree with Trustee Tonking.

         4           I think the increment revenue in fact

         5 would be minimal.  I think it would be minimal.  I

         6 think given inconvenience of us going down to nine

         7 two for two weeks, it typically ends in the first

         8 week of October.  It doesn't make a lot of sense.

         9           CHAIR DENT:  You're saying keep those

        10 shoulder season rates -- okay.

        11           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  This was staff's

        12 recommendation based on doing their competitive

        13 analysis, and the others in the area didn't have the

        14 fall season rate.  So, the thought process was is

        15 for Non-Picture Pass Holders that we should maintain

        16 that.

        17           So, I'm going to supportive of staff's

        18 recommendations.

        19           MR. WINQUEST:  I was actually going to

        20 recommend -- Trustee Tulloch's point is a good

        21 point.  We will be doing the Mountain Course pathway

        22 project.

        23           Another reason why high staff recommended

        24 this is the golf course is in phenomenal condition

        25 at that point in the season.  I can see in the early
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         1 shoulder season where we're just trying to get the

         2 courses up and going, you know, you're not going to

         3 see it in that great of shape.

         4           I would recommend -- completely fine with

         5 that recommendation.  I would recommend that we

         6 revisit removing the shoulder season rates in the

         7 fall after this coming season, and after we have a

         8 chance to monitor the financial performance based on

         9 this.

        10           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.  Thank you.

        11           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I would like to eliminate

        12 the shoulder season rates just to see the impact on

        13 it.  It's going to be small this time, just sort of

        14 a good test, even with just nine holes.  It would be

        15 worth it.

        16           There isn't a lot of downside risk with

        17 regards to trying it out this season, given what's

        18 going to be going on.

        19           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.  I agree with you

        20 on that, Trustee Noble.

        21           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Trustee Schmitz has said

        22 it was just for Non-Picture Pass Holders; is that

        23 correct.  I didn't quite get that from the packet.

        24           MR. WINQUEST:  That would be for all.

        25           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Perfect thank you.
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         1           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  That was my question as

         2 well.  I thought we were discussing purely for

         3 Picture Pass Holders there.  I concur with Trustee

         4 Noble.  In that case, let's move forward and see the

         5 impact of it.

         6           CHAIR DENT:  Any further discussion on

         7 item 2?  No.  Okay.

         8           Do you guys want to discuss item 3?  Item

         9 4, do we need to have discussion?  Okay.

        10           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Did you say we were

        11 coming back to 3?

        12           CHAIR DENT:  Yeah.  I just want to figure

        13 out which ones we don't need to talk about.  We can

        14 make a motion, get those off, and then we can talk

        15 about the ones we need to talk about.

        16           Item 5?

        17           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Just for the record, on

        18 prebook fees, my concern about that is how we

        19 prevent abuse of it, particularly the 72-hour

        20 cancellation window is pretty short for refilling

        21 rounds.  I mean, it would be very easy to gain a

        22 scenario where somebody could make a boat load of

        23 bookings up front and keep consistently canceling

        24 them.

        25           I want to make sure we have some
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         1 consistent practices in place to avoid that.

         2           I would also like to see it moved to

         3 five-days' cancellation rather than three days to

         4 give more chance of people actually seeing the

         5 vacant tee times.

         6           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Tonking?

         7           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I concur with the

         8 concern.  I almost wondered if you do five days at a

         9 50 percent cancellation, and then three at a hundred

        10 percent, something like that, where that fee

        11 motivates you to cancel or also not book every time.

        12 Some motivation.

        13           Or we monitor it for a year and see what

        14 happens, but I would be okay doing, like, 50 percent

        15 at five days and a hundred percent at three days.

        16           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.

        17           Trustee Schmitz?

        18           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I have the same concern.

        19 And I think the suggestion is manageable and doable.

        20 And I think, perhaps, we should ask staff to closely

        21 monitor that.

        22           And someone in public comment made a

        23 statement about standby alerts.  Is that something

        24 we have the ability to do and we send out emails

        25 blasts to our Picture Pass Holders when we have
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         1 cancellations?

         2           MR. HOWARD:  At this point, we do not send

         3 out an email blast, but we have people calling in

         4 almost on a daily bases that get put in the log.

         5 Then we just go off the log.

         6           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Is to difficult or

         7 burdensome to, within five days of a tee time,

         8 actually send emails out to our golf community

         9 letting them know tee time availability to try to

        10 make sure we've got maximum utilization?

        11           MR. HOWARD:  I'm sure I can get with our

        12 IT department and revenue office to see how that

        13 could be implemented.

        14           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  If we have higher

        15 utilization, that, ultimately, helps our financial

        16 situation.

        17           And I like the idea of having a stepping

        18 system in to the cancellation because I am also

        19 concerned about people canceling bookings, and then

        20 us ending up with time that are not filled.

        21           CHAIR DENT:  Mr. Howard, how hard is it to

        22 implement something like that where at five days,

        23 there's a 50-percent charge, and so on?

        24           MR. HOWARD:  That's the easier part,

        25 change the rule within the system.  The harder part,
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         1 which we'll look at, would be how to get the email

         2 blast out for the time.  We'll work on that.

         3           CHAIR DENT:  Number 5.  No

         4 show/cancellation fee policy.  No change.  Are we

         5 good with number 5?

         6           All right.  Number 6.  Golf club

         7 reservations.  Do you want to talk about that one?

         8 Deep dive?  Any discussion?  Okay.  We'll come back

         9 to it.

        10           Number 7.  Non-profit organization rates.

        11 Is there a discussion there?

        12           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I think we should be

        13 consistent.  We should have a percentage increase on

        14 these the same as everywhere else in the system.

        15           We also need to look at -- I've expressed

        16 my concerns before -- just because it's a

        17 not-for-profit doesn't necessarily mean it's a

        18 charitable organization.  I think that's -- I'm sure

        19 that's something we monitor.

        20           It's not like our costs have been down

        21 over the five-percent increase and that would be

        22 acceptable.

        23           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I'm fine with keeping it

        24 as is this year.  However, I'd like to see a

        25 proposal next year where it said at least at the
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         1 Picture Pass Holder rates so they're not paying less

         2 than what the Picture Pass Holders pay.

         3           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.

         4           TRUSTEE TONKING:  This comes up a lot, all

         5 across the District.  I wonder if we have an agenda

         6 item that is solely about how we deal with

         7 non-profit organizations, and we just create some

         8 formal mechanism on it.

         9           I think we keep the same this year for all

        10 the venues, and then we deep dive into.  I think

        11 that would be helpful.

        12           CHAIR DENT:  Good suggestion.

        13           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I asked staff to get

        14 some statistics for pages 19, where we have the grid

        15 about service levels and reservations.

        16           And staff provided me with a number that,

        17 Championship Course, there are four non-profit

        18 tournaments, and they are shotgun events, I believe

        19 is what Mr. Howard had given me.

        20           And I believe that there are two at

        21 Mountain Course and those are not shotgun format,

        22 they are regular set-up tournaments.

        23           Those are some shotguns also?  Okay.

        24           So, there's two at Mountain and four -- at

        25 least you know the numbers we're talking about.
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         1           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  Thank you for that.

         2           Moving on to item 8, any discussion on

         3 item 8?  Okay.

         4           Then there will definitely be discussion

         5 on 9 and 10.

         6           Item 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are all items we

         7 don't -- necessarily need much more discussion on.

         8 If someone wants to make a motion, I'll entertain

         9 one.  Or we can have that discussion and try to

        10 incorporate it all into one motion.

        11           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Just point on process,

        12 when it's been presented to you as a single item,

        13 can we make separate motions?

        14           CHAIR DENT:  Melissa, do you want to

        15 weight in on that?

        16           MELISSA:  Yeah.  You can.  We broke it up

        17 that way to make it a little bit easier.  There's A

        18 lot of different information here.

        19           If you would like to make separate

        20 motions, that's appropriate.

        21           CHAIR DENT:  You're talking about ten

        22 motions or a couple?

        23           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I wasn't sure when it

        24 was presented as a single item that we could

        25 actually change it.
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         1           CHAIR DENT:  Yep.  Cool.  Thank you

         2 Melissa.

         3           I'll entertain a motion.

         4           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I'll read each of these

         5 to do a motion.

         6           I move that the board increase Non-Picture

         7 Pass Holder rates at the Championship Course by

         8 eight percent, and increase the Picture Pass Holder

         9 rates to be set at 50 percent of a five percent

        10 increase on Non-Picture Pass Holder rates for the

        11 2023 season.  That guest rates will be set at a

        12 midpoint of Non-Picture Pass Holder and Picture Pass

        13 Holder Rates consistent with industry standards.

        14           Mountain Course, we increase Non-Picture

        15 Pass daily rates by 12 percent based on market rates

        16 for comparable courses, increase Picture Pass Holder

        17 and guest daily rates by eight percent and eliminate

        18 shoulder season rates and replace those with the

        19 peak season rates.

        20           I move that we eliminate prebook fees for

        21 all Picture Pass Holders at both golf courses, and

        22 retain prebook fees for Non-Picture Pass Holders,

        23 and amend the no-show cancelation fee policy for a

        24 50-percent cancellation fee within five days of tee

        25 time and 100 percent within three days of tee time.
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         1           I move that we restrict golf club

         2 reservations during peak season Friday through

         3 Sundays to tee times starting at 11:00 A.M., and

         4 club will retain one weekend member guest event for

         5 the 2023 season.

         6           I will strike out that number 6.

         7           I move that we maintain non-profit

         8 organization rates as approved by the Board of

         9 Trustees for the 2022 golf season, and that we

        10 increase range fee rates by $1 per product.

        11           CHAIR DENT:  Motion's been made.  Is there

        12 a second?

        13           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Second.

        14           MR. HOWARD:  Okay.  Just a point of

        15 clarification, the Mountain Course was 12-plus

        16 because there was some on one side of it and one on

        17 the other.  I wanted to make sure we clarified that.

        18           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I'm fine with it being

        19 12-plus.

        20           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  And I am as well.

        21           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I have a question:  Is

        22 it important to be 72 hours versus three days?

        23           MR. HOWARD:  I think yes.

        24           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  May we amend that?

        25           TRUSTEE TONKING:  We can amend three days
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         1 to be 72 hours.  And five be 120 hours.

         2           CHAIR DENT:  Motion's been amended.

         3           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I second that.

         4           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  All right.  Any

         5 further discussion by the board on these items?

         6 Seeing none, call for the question, all those in

         7 favor, state aye.

         8           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Aye.

         9           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Aye.

        10           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Aye.

        11           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Aye.

        12           CHAIR DENT:  Aye.

        13           Opposed?  Motion passes 5/0.

        14           All right let's move on to item 3 first.

        15           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Thanks, Chair.

        16           I'm going to present something as

        17 exciting.  I think that we shouldn't element the

        18 All-You-Can-Play Passes, and here is my thought on

        19 it.

        20           I think if we did our increase -- looking

        21 at the average expenditure, there's a $40 difference

        22 on average.  I was thinking we would do is have your

        23 five-percent increase -- 50 percent on five percent.

        24 Take that increase and then had additional five

        25 percent to get us to almost be that same price per
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         1 round with a sight discount.

         2           It keeps us having our players who play

         3 all the time and we get that revenue early on and it

         4 helps eliminate that gap.

         5           So, I would say keep it with a five

         6 percent, like, additional fee on top of the one

         7 already increase.

         8           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you, Trustee Tonking.

         9           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I would actually ask

        10 Mr. Howard his views on that.  Staff brought the

        11 proposal to eliminate the All-You-Can-Play Pass.

        12           I think we also -- my nervousness is this

        13 with removal of prebooks fees and things as well.

        14 It needs to be looked at in conjunction with that as

        15 well to make sure there's no games being played on

        16 it.

        17           MR. HOWARD:  Can you ask that one more

        18 time, please?

        19           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Mr. Howard, do you

        20 recommend the elimination of the All-You-Can-Play

        21 Pass?  I see the rationale behind and the reasoning

        22 for it.  Perhaps, you would like to give the Board

        23 your thoughts on keeping it.

        24           MR. HOWARD:  On keeping it or not keeping

        25 it?
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         1           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Keeping it or not

         2 keeping it.

         3           MR. HOWARD:  This goes back to a couple of

         4 years ago to try to make sure what we knew what that

         5 bottom line was going to be so it's a lot easier to

         6 project.

         7           We don't necessarily know that with

         8 All-You-Can-Play Passes, so that was the rationale

         9 behind that, and it would increase revenue.

        10           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Would it increase

        11 revenue or decrease revenue?

        12           MR. HOWARD:  By not having the

        13 All-You-Can-Play or having it?

        14           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Not having it.

        15           MR. HOWARD:  Potentially it could because

        16 you would have to buy some other if they wanted to

        17 play as many rounds, or they might play somewhere

        18 else.  I don't know.

        19           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I like Mr. Noble 's

        20 suggestion, 40-Plus.  I can fully understand,

        21 All-You-Can-Play, you can jump out for a few holes,

        22 but I think it's just, the recommendation is brought

        23 forward.  I'm just trying to understand the

        24 rationale behind it as Trustee Noble had 40-Plus

        25 suggestion in play as well.
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         1           MR. HOWARD:  I think the 40-Plus is a good

         2 compromise between the two, because we do have a

         3 number of individuals that love to play a lot of

         4 golf and would love some type of pass like that.

         5           That is a good compromise with some good

         6 parameters in there.  If we can take care of some

         7 them to some degree, I think that would be fine.

         8           CHAIR DENT:  Trustee Noble?

         9           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I had a conversation with

        10 you just before this is meeting with regards to

        11 implementation of the 40-Plus Play and how that

        12 would work.

        13           And if the board moved forward with that

        14 proposal, is that something that you can make work

        15 in the system, or are you unsure at this point?

        16           If you're unsure, there's the another

        17 proposal I was going to put out there if you can't

        18 do that.

        19           MR. WINQUEST:  After speaking to staff

        20 today, there would definitely be challenges to

        21 administering that type of product.  It doesn't mean

        22 we can't do it, but we would need a little bit more

        23 time to evaluate whether or not the system can

        24 accommodate, because it's -- another question that

        25 has been asked is do you have use up your 40 before
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         1 you could then be on standby, I would say, yeah,

         2 should have to.

         3           That's one thing that's come up.  We would

         4 have to discuss some parameters.

         5           If I may, I want to go back to the prior

         6 question about elimination of play passes.

         7           So, you know, for three or four years now,

         8 there's been a lot of discussion about bringing up

         9 that revenue around closing the gap and the cost per

        10 round.

        11           And so, if you remember, there was

        12 initially a proposal on the table from Mr. Howard a

        13 few years ago to raise the prices on play pass to

        14 get them to that point where we're starting to close

        15 that gap.

        16           So the reason why we've been recommending

        17 this is that expectation to close that gap, as well

        18 as to be in compliance with the pricing policy.

        19 That's why staff is making this recommendation.

        20           So, if we're looking at raising prices at

        21 All-You-Can-Play prices to shrink that the gap, then

        22 we're completely comfortable with looking at how

        23 that works for a season and whether or not it closes

        24 the gap.

        25           We do believe that it can eliminating the
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         1 All-You-Can-Play Passes, it could, potentially,

         2 bring up that total review per round.

         3           But we can't be a hundred percent sure

         4 because it could potentially go the other direction

         5 where we lose some of golfers, our core business,

         6 which is what we don't want.

         7           This is a very challenging discussion to

         8 be had.  I don't really know if there's a right or

         9 wrong answer.

        10           So, I just wanted to point that out

        11 history, some of the history on that.

        12           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Question for Trustee

        13 Tonking.  I want to explore a little bit more of the

        14 five percent and then an additional five percent for

        15 the season passes.

        16           When I'm looking at those prices for last

        17 year, we had, basically, boosted them ten percent.

        18 They don't cover -- they don't hit, at least on some

        19 of them, the cost for the 40-Play Pass, so that's a

        20 concern for me there.

        21           So, like, for example, the Mountain

        22 Course, the rate for 2022, is 865.  But the 40-Plays

        23 is proposed at 1364.  And so, even at ten percent,

        24 you wouldn't get close to that 40-Play.

        25           Before you made that proposal, I thought
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         1 about it, after talking with Mr. Howard,

         2 implementing the 40-Plus Play Pass may be an issue.

         3           I will throw this out there for

         4 consideration:  What if you bring back the

         5 All-You-Can-Play Pass, but base it off of a 50 --

         6 you would take the -- I'll take an example.

         7           Let's do the Championship Course P.M., 40

         8 plays at 1,798, based on average round of 4498.  If

         9 you do ten more rounds, you're at, essentially,

        10 $450, so it brings it up to 2248.

        11           So, you have an All-You-Can-Play Pass that

        12 is based off of a 50-round calculation, and maybe do

        13 that for the Championship Course after 2:00 P.M.,

        14 Mountain Course, and then the Mountain Course nine

        15 hole.

        16           With regarding to the Championship Course,

        17 everything that I keep hearing from everybody is --

        18 listening to other board member and staff is that

        19 the Championship Course prime time is what

        20 everybody's going on after.

        21           And so I would not propose an unlimited

        22 All-You-Can-Play Champ Course; I would propose, in

        23 place of that, the limited Champ Course, like we had

        24 last year, that is anytime during the shoulder

        25 seasons and during the high season, Monday through
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         1 Thursday, anytime and after 12:00 P.M. Friday

         2 through Sunday.

         3           And trying to price that, you know, that

         4 was 2596 last year.  So, there isn't a really --

         5 because there would be the 40-Play Pass at 2960, I

         6 would I think an All-You-Can-Play limited pass at

         7 3,200 would be in there.

         8           And then you have -- there was a couples

         9 discount last year; there was about a 35-percent

        10 discount.  I'd rather see more of a 15- to

        11 20-percent discount for couple.

        12           That's another proposal out there for

        13 consideration.

        14           Yes, the 40-Plus Play, I proposed that.  I

        15 still support that.  I would also support coming

        16 with an All-You-Can-Play Pass in lieu of that, based

        17 on those numbers and that reasoning.

        18           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.

        19           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  In working with Director

        20 of Golf, he has been advocating to dissolve the

        21 All-You-Can-Play Passes for a number of years due to

        22 what it does to the delusion of the revenue per

        23 round.

        24           If we're going to have a discussion, I

        25 personally don't want to sit here on the fly and try
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         1 to do reanalysis of what Mr. Howard has brought

         2 forward as his recommendation.

         3           If the board wants to have additional

         4 analysis and what not done, then I think we need to

         5 let staff go and do the financial analysis and come

         6 up with something that is before us to make a

         7 decision on.

         8           But staff has put a lot of time and effort

         9 into formulating a recommendation for our

        10 consideration.  They've put together the information

        11 on page 29 to show how the All-You-Can-Play for the

        12 Championship Course has diluted the revenue per

        13 round that we're receiving.  And 80 of these passes

        14 do go to club members who are using them at the

        15 prime times when they have the prebooking capability

        16 that other people don't have.

        17           I just feel that, as one board member, I'm

        18 not going to sit here and start

        19 on-the-back-of-napkin calculating and figuring.

        20           I'm willing to either accept staff's

        21 recommendation or ask staff to come back with an

        22 alternative recommendation.

        23           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.

        24           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Mr. Howard, are you

        25 completely -- do you feel confident that we need to
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         1 dissolve All-You-Can-Play Passes?

         2           MR. HOWARD:  Unless we can come up with a

         3 better rate to get that average up, that would be my

         4 recommendation.  And what that rate is, 10, 15

         5 percent above, to get the rates up, or the average

         6 dollar up, and to maybe use the 50 round, kind of,

         7 average in there for an All-You-Can-Play to figure

         8 that out.  Which is, I think, what two years ago,

         9 that's basically where we were on the

        10 All-You-Can-Play.

        11           So that's my thoughts.

        12           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  I pulled up your

        13 recommendations from two years ago when we first did

        14 this, and that's exactly what you had said, you'd

        15 put them off to 50 play.

        16           I like this idea.  I like this idea

        17 because I don't feel confident that we should be

        18 getting rid of All-You-Can-Play right away.

        19           Let's try what Mr. Howard had originally

        20 recommended us to do as a board, and we failed to do

        21 two years ago.

        22           I also think that we've pushed this so

        23 much, I'm not really down to push it again.

        24           I also think that I like the idea of an

        25 All-You-Can-Play Pass, especially in the afternoons
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         1 at the Mountain Course.  I feel like those are areas

         2 that we see a lot more free tee times.  Afternoon

         3 Champ and at the Mountain.

         4           And then I like the idea of eliminating

         5 it, so we've kind of fixed some of that issue where

         6 it's only a certain group of people who get all of

         7 the times, and we try to see.

         8           With that limited, we explicitly monitor

         9 who purchases it and how often its used, and, maybe,

        10 that goes away next year altogether, and we can go

        11 from there.

        12           That's my thoughts.

        13           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you.

        14           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you.

        15           Yeah, I think -- I understand Trustee

        16 Schmitz' position.  We've spent a lot of effort into

        17 this.  We've done some calculations.  Everyone's --

        18 we're hearing, oh, congratulations, we're actually

        19 making money, even though if we disregard some of

        20 the depreciation, it should be coming in.  We're

        21 breaking even.

        22           Now, we suddenly start making some changes

        23 on the fly, we don't know what that does to the

        24 overall numbers.

        25           It's putting Mr. Howard in a position,
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         1 perhaps, he shouldn't be.  We're setting him targets

         2 based on different calculations and then a change

         3 there.

         4           To clarify, if it's based on the 40 Pass,

         5 the 50 Pass, or the All-You-Can-Play, we get 25

         6 increase over the 40 Pass.  So, basically, the

         7 All-You-Can-Play Pass would be the 40-Play Pass

         8 pricing here, with another 25 percent added to it.

         9           MR. HOWARD:  Fifteen percent added to it,

        10 I think is what it was.

        11           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I'm calculating it

        12 assuming it's based off the 40.  We're already

        13 giving pretty substantial per round discounts on the

        14 40 Pass.  I'm not comfortable -- just, you know,

        15 opening it up completely and then giving even

        16 further discounts.

        17           That's why -- my rough calculation would

        18 be 25 percent of the 40 Pass.

        19           CHAIR DENT:  Mr. Howard, so you brought us

        20 the 40-Plus on standby rate that was discussed a

        21 couple meetings back, but you said we can't

        22 implement that in the system?

        23           MR. HOWARD:  It will be tough to totally

        24 calculate that.

        25           One way we had looked at it is to use the
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         1 40 plays during the months -- or June 15th through

         2 September 15th, that's the prime season, which is 90

         3 days.  And then you could use the standby during the

         4 two shoulder seasons.

         5           It would be a little hard to administer

         6 because, after talking with the revenue office, we,

         7 basically, for that one play pass, would have to

         8 build three different products.  It's doable, but

         9 it's . . .

        10           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.

        11           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Mr. Howard, so then we

        12 can't do that, these people would just have a 40 --

        13 we would just cap it at 40?  Okay.  Okay.

        14           MR. HOWARD:  And then they would just have

        15 to -- if they played more than 40, come back and

        16 either pay the daily rate or buy 10 or 20 or 33

        17 more.

        18           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.

        19           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Okay.  So, I mean, I

        20 understand the rationale people wanting

        21 All-You-Can-Play.  I also understand the work that's

        22 gone into this.

        23           I agree, it's difficult to calculate

        24 numbers on the fly.  I think the only easy way is to

        25 make sure it's set at such a level that people think
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         1 (inaudible) in terms of that.

         2           If we do feel it's necessary to go a

         3 slight further discount over the 40 Pass rate, that

         4 would save 20 percent, and I think that should be

         5 sufficient to bring it up.

         6           But I'm very sensitive to the concerns

         7 that we've worked out.  We've worked out all the

         8 numbers.

         9           I'm also aware, we're now -- it's the

        10 night before Christmas, people are waiting to buy

        11 their passes, and it's difficult to carry over.

        12           I'm on the fence about it in terms of

        13 that, but if there is a suggestion, my threshold

        14 would be 20 percent on top of the 40-Play Pass.

        15           MR. WINQUEST:  So to be clear on that, we

        16 have 2960 proposed price, so you're saying 20

        17 percent on top of that 2960, which would be about

        18 another $600.  It would be about 3,500?

        19           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  3552.

        20           MR. WINQUEST:  Is that correct?  Is that

        21 what you're saying?

        22           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Yeah.  I think that's

        23 the range.

        24           I think there's also -- Trustee Noble

        25 mentioned a couples' pass.  I thought we eliminated
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         1 the couples' pass.  I think we need to . . .

         2           MR. HOWARD:  If I could clear that up,

         3 just to try to make sure we take care of as people

         4 as possible.

         5           I think what you're referring to is if you

         6 have a husband and wife, and they bought a 40 Play,

         7 they could share that.

         8           I was just giving the option that they

         9 could -- couples residing in the same household

        10 could use that pass, together.  If they use 40, they

        11 would have to come back and buy more, if they go

        12 through that.

        13           That was just trying to meet in the middle

        14 somewhere.

        15           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Does that share

        16 capability exist for all of the play passes, not

        17 just the 40 or is it just the 40?

        18           MR. HOWARD:  No.  That would be for the

        19 10, 20, 30, and 40.

        20           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Yeah, I had read that,

        21 seen that in the proposal, so that's why I had

        22 underlined the small print.  I thought that was

        23 something left over from a previous one.

        24           I didn't see anywhere in the proposals

        25 that we're going to allow people to share play
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         1 passes.

         2           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  With the 20 percent

         3 increase over the 40-Play for an All-You-Can-Play

         4 Pass, with regards to the Championship Course, would

         5 you have that as a limited play with the shoulder

         6 season, and then Monday through Thursday with the

         7 high season, and then only after 12:00 P.M. on

         8 Friday, Saturday, Sunday?

         9           And the reason why is -- that's why I was

        10 trying to come up with -- one of the issues with --

        11 I think we're trying to resolve -- is keep those

        12 Friday, Saturday, Sunday, prime time, high season

        13 open for others besides -- make them available for

        14 more people.

        15           That's why I'm questioning whether or not

        16 you wanted to just -- unlimited All-You-Can-Play

        17 Championship Course or just unlimited?

        18           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Great point, Trustee

        19 Noble.

        20           I think I would actually defer to

        21 Mr. Howard there.  My suspicion is, given we would

        22 run into the same difficulties administering it as

        23 we do with administering the 40-Play Pass, I think

        24 might be the issue.

        25           MR. HOWARD:  Yeah, I think it's going to
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         1 be a learning process for our entire staff on this,

         2 and it would take some education.

         3           But, you know, that's our job.  We would

         4 figure out a way to get it done.

         5           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Is that easier to do

         6 than the standby, like, to implement?

         7           MR. HOWARD:  The quick answer is yes.

         8           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Okay.  I'm okay with

         9 the 20 percent.  I'm fine with the limited.  But I'm

        10 not making a motion about the limited, just FYI.

        11           I was also thinking if we do the

        12 All-You-Can-Play, I think you have to kind of get

        13 rid of the couples, because I think, A, just the

        14 equity issue that with couples and being a

        15 government organization is something we need to

        16 think about, and I just feel we're going to enter a

        17 landmine that we don't need to be entering.

        18           But if we stay with this play, like, I'm

        19 fine keeping the couple, but the pass, that goes.

        20           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Howard,

        21 for the clarification.  If it can be done on that

        22 basis, I'm okay with that.

        23           And I agree with Trustee Tonking.

        24           CHAIR DENT:  Any further discussion on

        25 this item?
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         1           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  One question:  Where

         2 you're going, if this is an All-You-Can-Play, this

         3 is not something, back to the extent of the couples

         4 point, it is not something that is shareable?

         5           MR. WINQUEST:  I just want to clarify

         6 based on the couples discussion.

         7           So, did I just hear that we weren't going

         8 to allow folks to share a 40-Play?  I wanted to

         9 verify.

        10           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I think what I had said

        11 is if it's an All-You-Can-Play Passes, if we get rid

        12 -- if we don't do this 40-Play situation, then it

        13 would not be -- if it's a pass, it's not a shareable

        14 pass.

        15           MR. WINQUEST:  So if we continue forward

        16 with an All-You-Can-Play Pass, the 10, 20, 30, 40

        17 passes would not be able to be shareable by a couple

        18 if living in the same household?

        19           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I don't know how I feel

        20 about that.

        21           MR. WINQUEST:  For the record, that is on

        22 page 44 of the packet.  It's the last bullet at the

        23 end of page where that's referenced.

        24           CHAIR DENT:  One name only per pass.

        25 Yeah.  All passes are individual, except couples
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         1 living in the same household, and nontransferable.

         2           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Yeah, I understood they

         3 were nontransferable.  My previous discussion with

         4 Mr. Howard, he said it might be okay to use it

         5 toward the end of the season if one of the couple

         6 has some passes -- things left there, come

         7 September.

         8           I think I'm not -- I agree with Trustee

         9 Tonking that there becomes an equity issue, then, in

        10 terms of if you start couples can share the pass but

        11 others can't.  It's -- you've got to be very careful

        12 in that.

        13           To me, there's no sharing.  I can

        14 understand -- I think it may be possible to use up

        15 some passes at the end of the shoulder season, but I

        16 don't think it should be a general, transferable

        17 pass.

        18           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Just back to the

        19 fairness perspective, it sort of creates a situation

        20 of unfairness, because what if someone doesn't have

        21 a couple, then why can't they give their pass to

        22 somebody else, what have you.

        23           So, I think from a being-fair-to-everyone

        24 perspective, I don't think that they should be

        25 shared.
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         1           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I agree.  I think that's

         2 fine if it's something at the end of the shoulder

         3 season if, you know, you have a few left over.

         4           We can figure that out.  I don't know how

         5 we implement that.

         6           MR. WINQUEST:  It would be staff

         7 discretion.

         8           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Like, at the end, you

         9 know, if you have three left over, and your

        10 significant other, whoever you live with, I guess,

        11 can, maybe, use it.

        12           I don't know.  I don't know how you'd

        13 operationally do it.

        14           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I guess, to me, a rule

        15 is a rule, and it is a rule or it is guideline?

        16           So, I guess, my feeling is let's just be

        17 clear, and let's just stay with it.  And we can

        18 adjust as we need to.

        19           Hopefully this -- what you're talking

        20 about adding is an All-You-Can-Play Pass that has

        21 some limitations.

        22           But I think that when you get into

        23 situations where some are shared, some can't be

        24 shared, it makes it hard on staff.  It really does.

        25           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Yes, I would agree.
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         1 Otherwise, we run into situations we've seen with

         2 cancellations where there's all sorts of different

         3 claims made.  I think let's make it very simple.  I

         4 think it's a rule and that's straightforward, and

         5 lets people decide.

         6           But, yes, it does become an equity issue

         7 because does it mean a couple can play ten times

         8 each at 20-percent discount, but an individual can

         9 only play ten times at ten-percent discount?

        10           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I'm fine with that.

        11           I wanted to clarify, we would have a

        12 limited All-You-Can-Play, and then we'd also have

        13 the Mountain Course All-You-Can-Play, and then an

        14 afternoon All-You-Can-Play as well at 20 percent.

        15           But, yes, I think that makes sense.

        16           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Did I hear somebody say

        17 there's an unlimited nine course?  That would --

        18           (Inaudible cross talk.)

        19           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Okay.  So could I use my

        20 unlimited pass to play nine holes in the morning and

        21 then the other nine holes in the afternoon?

        22           (Inaudible cross talk.)

        23           CHAIR DENT:  Any other discussion on this

        24 item?  Do we want to entertain a motion on this item

        25 or do we want to -- go ahead, Trustee Noble.
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         1           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I would move that we adopt

         2 the 10-, 20-, and 30-Play proposals in appendix C,

         3 on pages 43 through 44, for the Championship Course,

         4 Championship Course after 2:00 P.M., Mountain Course

         5 and Mountain Course nine-hole pass rates, as well as

         6 All-You-Can-Play Passes, based on the 40-Play rate

         7 plus 20 percent, and those would apply to the

         8 Championship Course, which would be a limited

         9 All-You-Can-Play Pass open from open to June 11th

        10 and September 25th through closing; that would be

        11 unlimited play, any day, any time.  And June 12th

        12 through September 24th, Monday through Thursday, any

        13 day, any time, and Friday through Sunday after 12:00

        14 P.M. only.

        15           And then the other All-You-Can-Play Passes

        16 would be Championship Course P.M., after 2:00 P.M.,

        17 Mountain Course and Mountain Course nine hold.

        18           CHAIR DENT:  A motion's been made.  Is

        19 there a second?

        20           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I second.

        21           CHAIR DENT:  Discussion by the board?

        22           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  10-, 20-, and 30-Plus

        23 Play Pass.  You missed the 40-Play Pass.

        24           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I would amend my motion to

        25 add the 40-Play Pass.
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         1           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you.

         2           CHAIR DENT:  Motion's been amended.

         3           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I have a question:  I

         4 thought when we were discussing these

         5 All-You-Can-Play Passes would be limited and not be

         6 allowed on Friday -- on the weekends at all.

         7           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  That is for the

         8 Championship Course.

         9           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  (Inaudible).

        10           CHAIR DENT:  Yep.

        11           Any first discussion?

        12           All right.  Seeing none, I'll call for the

        13 question.  All those in favor, state aye.

        14           Hold on.  Additional comments?

        15           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Yeah.  I thought the

        16 motion said after 12:00 on Friday through Sunday at

        17 the Championship Course.

        18           (Inaudible cross talk.)

        19           CHAIR DENT:  Do you want to read that

        20 motion again?

        21           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  During the shoulder

        22 season -- just for clarification, though.

        23           During the high season, the restriction is

        24 Friday through Sunday after 12:00 P.M. only.

        25           And I'm taking this language from the
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         1 limited All-You-Can-Play season pass that was in

         2 effect at the Championship Course for 2022.

         3           CHAIR DENT:  Any further discussion?  No.

         4           All right.  I'll call for the question.

         5 All those in favor, please state aye.

         6           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  Aye.

         7           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Aye.

         8           TRUSTEE TULLOCH:  Aye.

         9           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Aye.

        10           CHAIR DENT:  Aye.

        11           Opposed?  None.  Motion passes 5/0.  All

        12 right.

        13           The last item, item 6, golf club

        14 reservations.  Who wants to tip that one off?

        15           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I'm going to try and find

        16 the pages that had -- pages 21 through 23 of the

        17 board packet that show tee time availability after

        18 club reservations.

        19           So, looking at the proposal in 6 a,

        20 restricting golf club reservations during peak

        21 season, Fridays to Sunday to tee times starting at

        22 11:00 A.M.

        23           I just did a rough count, of the 40

        24 possible days during the high season, in the

        25 morning, only nine are either -- nine out of 40 are
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         1 in red or yellow.  And so that's less than 25

         2 percent, currently, are being taken up by the golf

         3 clubs.

         4           And so, at least at this point, I don't

         5 know if that restriction is necessary, given that

         6 what the number of golfers and the percentage of

         7 Picture Pass Holders that are golfers who are

         8 represented by the clubs, it doesn't seem to be a

         9 problem, at least from my observation.

        10           And with regards to the member events and

        11 stuff, I think this is good conversation to have,

        12 but this -- what I'd like to do, though, is do this

        13 in late fall or early winter.

        14           Given that all these have already been

        15 reserved at this point, I think the disruption that

        16 it would cause would -- I don't know if it's worth

        17 it, and -- but I do think it's worth having that

        18 conversation.

        19           Mr. Briggs did bring up moving all Friday

        20 tee times to 11 A.M. or later.  I think that's a

        21 good proposal, but I don't think that's necessary at

        22 this point, given that less than 25 percent of those

        23 morning tee times during the high season are

        24 currently being occupied by the golf clubs.

        25           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I agree.  When I look at
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         1 the charts, I couldn't come up with a reason why

         2 that was significant to make that change.

         3           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Do you think this is

         4 something we can have, maybe, go into that committee

         5 discussion that's later on and be something that's

         6 addressed at a later time and get everyone's input?

         7           CHAIR DENT:  That's fine.

         8           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Okay.  I think -- we've

         9 talked about equity in other areas, and I hear both

        10 sides.  I hear the golf clubs, they've had this --

        11 traditionally had this.  And I also hear the general

        12 public that want to play.

        13           Sometimes I also hear the comments that,

        14 well, of course you can get tee times.

        15           There's a difference between getting tee

        16 times and getting tee times that actually work for

        17 you.

        18           I know, myself, one of the reasons I

        19 stopped playing golf, and somebody in the public

        20 comment made -- brought up the same issue, it takes

        21 five-plus hours for a round, it's kind of hard, when

        22 I'm when used to playing three hours, three-and- a

        23 half hours range.  Which is the reason I play now, I

        24 only play if I can get a first-in-the-morning tee

        25 time.
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         1           There is obliviously issues about equity

         2 there.

         3           We've heard both sides from the public

         4 comment saying, we don't want government interfering

         5 in our golf clubs.  Fair enough.  But then the same

         6 golf clubs want to almost dictate the terms of when

         7 they get tee times, which is it?  I mean, it's

         8 hypocritical to want it both ways.  And I'll put my

         9 neck on the line in terms of that.  I'm happy to

        10 back up my comments.

        11           If we're going to pass it off, I think

        12 Mr. Briggs made a very good offer, and I think it

        13 would be very sensible to take up that offer of the

        14 eleven o'clock -- restricting it to after eleven

        15 o'clock on Fridays.

        16           I think that would give us some data as

        17 well going forward for the committee discussion.  I

        18 think that would be a sensible compromise.

        19           I think we've compromised in a lot of

        20 other areas to try and see that we can address some

        21 of concerns raised by the community.  And the golf

        22 community is not just club members, it's also the

        23 non-club members.

        24           I'm very conscious and I'm trying to cater

        25 for the whole community here.  So I would like -- I
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         1 suggest we take Mr. Briggs' suggestion, and we use

         2 that to start that as a pilot.

         3           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I think it's great that

         4 Mr. Briggs brought forward an idea for compromise

         5 and appreciate that.

         6           My concern is that if you look at an

         7 example, July 28th, if you go and make that rule,

         8 you suddenly will have to no tee times available

         9 because everyone in the morning gets shifted to the

        10 afternoon.  And Friday afternoons are part of a

        11 weekend for people who are coming up just on the

        12 weekend.

        13           So, my concern about doing that is that

        14 could potentially make the afternoons completely

        15 unavailable.  And we do need the revenue for people

        16 who are coming up on the weekends.

        17           So, I really -- I think it's a great offer

        18 and appreciate the willingness to compromise, but

        19 I'm concerned about Friday afternoons then suddenly

        20 not, you know, being completely booked.  And if you

        21 start looking at some of the numbers, that's a

        22 potential risk.

        23           And I think this is a great hopping off

        24 point for some discussion on compromise, with a

        25 subcommittee to look at big picture and potentially
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         1 identify additional ideas.

         2           TRUSTEE NOBLE:  I was first going to

         3 support Trustee Tulloch, because he made very good

         4 points, then I heard Trustee Schmitz' points, and I

         5 think those are also very good.

         6           So, I think, between the two, I would

         7 support Trustee Schmitz on that.

         8           I think it's -- I understand the proposal

         9 by Mr. Briggs, and I think it's great that he

        10 offered it; however, I think that it would be best

        11 to table this to the fall, and we can look at it

        12 holistically.

        13           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I think it'll also be

        14 interesting to see what happens since we waived the

        15 prebook fee for residents.  So, to see if that has

        16 incentivized people to be more willing to try to

        17 book earlier, and maybe they are able to get the

        18 times that they want or they're less likely to wait

        19 for that two-week window.

        20           We might see changes.  Or what we could

        21 hear from them is, I went to go book, and I can't

        22 get any tee time.

        23           And then I think, okay, we've completely

        24 opened for you, and it's still an issue, so we need

        25 to address it.
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         1           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.

         2           MR. HOWARD:  I would just like to make a

         3 clarification that it was Mr. Briggs who called in,

         4 but I just wanted the board and the public to know

         5 that was all the clubs that got together to make

         6 that recommendation to show that they were willing

         7 to work with us and compromise and try to find

         8 solutions.

         9           I did want to make that clarification.

        10           CHAIR DENT:  Thank you for clarifying

        11 that.  We welcome that, just like we've brought up

        12 several times about having an actual committee, and

        13 all the clubs, a couple members of the public,

        14 couple trustees so we're not in this situation in

        15 the eleventh hour.

        16           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you, trustees, for

        17 the good input in terms of that.  I understand the

        18 point Trustee Schmitz is making.

        19           I think my concern is the genie is out of

        20 bottle here.  There's no pont in removing booking

        21 fees if we've got a significant portion of the

        22 preferred tee times for golfers that prefer to play

        23 in the mornings so it does destroy their whole day.

        24           I think there will be blowback in terms of

        25 that because we'll still run into exactly the same
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         1 problems.

         2           I think my other concern is that it's

         3 convenient to park it and we'll just ignore it again

         4 for another year and hope it disappears.  I think

         5 the genie's out of the bottle here.  I think we need

         6 to make sure that we are committed to addressing

         7 this.  There is huge issues around it.  I understand

         8 both sides of argument.  But it doesn't mean we can

         9 just ignore it.

        10           It's nice and convenient just duck under

        11 the table, it's all right, we'll get away with it

        12 for another year.

        13           I want to make sure it's on the agenda.

        14           CHAIR DENT:  Understood.

        15           So I think that closes out item 6 for

        16 right now.

        17           And then item 9 and 10.  Item 10 is a

        18 board advisory committee.  We as a board have said

        19 we want to have a board advisory committee.

        20           In my opinion, we should have an item in

        21 June, as soon as we're done with the budget, to

        22 start this process.  And I don't want to be having

        23 the recommendations brought to us next March.  I'd

        24 like to have them in the fall.

        25           That way, we can go into budget season and
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         1 look at these numbers, because I think it would

         2 important for us to take a deep dive into another

         3 venue next year, and not golf.

         4           We've spent a significant amount of time,

         5 take this model that we've built, and roll over it

         6 over into another venue.

         7           As far as item 9, do we need to have

         8 discussion as it relates to item 9 tonight, or we

         9 want to push all of these off to our June meeting

        10 and dive in a little bit deeper?

        11           TRUSTEE TONKING:  I'm fine pushing item 9

        12 off.

        13           I like the way that we've organized it

        14 here versus the bullet points I saw on the slide.

        15 So I feel these are better -- it felt like we were

        16 trying to take over the clubs, and I like these one

        17 better.

        18           So, I think these are great bullets for us

        19 to look at and put on the agenda.

        20           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Question for Mr. Howard.

        21 I mean, it's a slightly unfair question, but how is

        22 it we've devolved -- we've got all these different

        23 clubs.  I'm familiar with the golf model, whether

        24 it's a private club or even a municipal course with

        25 a club, it's a single club associated with it.
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         1           We've heard all these golfers talking

         2 sense of community, sure it would be much better

         3 community if it would be one large club with

         4 different sections.

         5           MR. HOWARD:  So, I really don't want to

         6 touch that one because these clubs were started

         7 50-plus years ago, and I think we would need a

         8 better understanding of how they are all created to

         9 go down that path.

        10           You're right, in a private club, it's one

        11 club, and then you have some spinoff groups of that.

        12           But I don't know, in a community like

        13 this, I would want to go that direction.

        14           That's just my thoughts.

        15           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Howard.

        16 I'm just explaining the community.  I'm not throwing

        17 surprises.  We did have this prior.

        18           I think it does -- I don't think it's

        19 something that should be completely off the table.

        20 I think if we've -- at the end of the day, it's a

        21 community course, and we should be looking of how it

        22 can be best used by the community, rather than by

        23 non-governmental organizations that don't want

        24 government interference and things and still want

        25 privileges.  I think it's something that should be
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         1 on the agenda, maybe, an item for the committee, in

         2 terms of that.

         3           I think I'm rasing it now so it's -- we

         4 need to throw out ideas and see how we can best use

         5 it.

         6           THE CLERK:  Mr. Howard, we heard in public

         7 comment that the golf members pay dues and IVGID

         8 receives substantial revenue from the dues they pay

         9 to their clubs.

        10           Do we receive any revenues from the golf

        11 clubs in the form of any dues, other than the tee

        12 times?

        13           MR. HOWARD:  Other than tee times, no.

        14 And lunches and events, yes.

        15           But, no, we do not.

        16           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  Thank you.

        17           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  Well, I think one of the

        18 things that came in public comment that was

        19 concerning to me is the word "discrimination," and I

        20 think that we need to spend some time with legal

        21 counsel and review some of those concerns, because,

        22 to be honest, staff did some research for me, and

        23 there are no policies, there's never been board

        24 discussion about the rules of administering a golf

        25 club, and we are a government.
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         1           And I think that part of what we need to

         2 do is to understand, sort of, where we are, but also

         3 understand and make sure that we are within the law

         4 as it relates to governmental activities for these

         5 types of clubs.

         6           I found it really interesting that there's

         7 no board policy, there's no requirements, there's

         8 really nothing in writing that says this is what you

         9 have to do or not do to be a club.

        10           And I think that that is something, as a

        11 board, we should work with the various clubs, and we

        12 should put forward something so that we do have it,

        13 and we've got some parameters for which everyone is

        14 aware of and everyone is playing by the same rules

        15 because we don't have any rules.

        16           It's been interesting to see how this has

        17 just evolved over time, and suddenly this is all

        18 what it is and understand that what we did was just

        19 try to share openly and transparently the

        20 information so that everyone is aware.

        21           Because there's been too much divide on

        22 the community about, well, the clubs can do this or

        23 they can do that.

        24           And it's been more of a rumor mill and

        25 more of hearsay.
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         1           So, it was valuable to actually spend the

         2 time and to document where we are today so that we

         3 can make wise decisions on what we want to do going

         4 forward.

         5           CHAIR DENT:  I agree with you on that, and

         6 I think there are some areas that we need to address

         7 when it comes to liability and legality as it

         8 relates to our practice, and we do need the wrap

         9 some of this stuff into a policy.

        10           I had some discussions with legal counsel

        11 on that, and we can dive into it a little bit deeper

        12 at a future meeting, but I definitely think there's

        13 an area of concern there when it comes to legal

        14 counsel's weigh-in on this.

        15           Any further discussion?

        16           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Again, a question for

        17 Mr. Howard:  For the open play midweeks and things

        18 for the club's non-tournaments, I noticed there that

        19 staff transferred the names from Golf Genius then

        20 into the tee sheet.

        21           Is there some validation that all the

        22 bookings are for members?

        23           MR. HOWARD:  Yes, they are.

        24           Occasionally, just once in a blue moon,

        25 there might be a guest in there.  But, for the most
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         1 part, all resident.

         2           I assume the times you're talking about

         3 are the actual tee times for each club, the play

         4 days not the tournament days?

         5           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  Correct.  Yeah.

         6           MR. HOWARD:  So, those are all Picture

         7 Pass Holders.  There may be, slightly, somebody that

         8 will bring a guest, especially if they have a spot

         9 open, but it's not that often.

        10           CHAIR DENT:  Mr. Howard, did we verify

        11 that they're all Picture Pass Holders?  Every single

        12 person that plays in the club, they come to the

        13 counter, they check-in, they show their card?

        14           MR. HOWARD:  When -- as far as when

        15 they're checked in, yes.

        16           There could actually be a Non-Picture Pass

        17 Holder that is a member of a club that I may not

        18 know about, but, for the most part, yeah, they're

        19 all Picture Pass Holders.  But I can't guarantee a

        20 hundred percent.

        21           TRUSTEE SCHMITZ:  I'm going to back a

        22 public comment that someone made a few weeks ago.

        23           And since these tee times are being

        24 reserved as being a community activity, that sort of

        25 thing, I think we should have a requirement that
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         1 they are only Picture Pass Card Holders that are

         2 actually utilizing these reserved tee times, because

         3 in the essence of the clubs being community oriented

         4 and what have you, I think that's important, and in

         5 an element of fairness, I think it's important as

         6 well.

         7           So, my feeling is, unless it's a guest

         8 invitational, all of the tee times and all the of --

         9 even for shotguns, that those are being -- it's

        10 being used solely by Picture Pass Card Holders.

        11           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  I agree.

        12           I think one of the public comments claimed

        13 that all the golf club members were Picture Pass

        14 Holders, so, I mean, if that's the case, there's

        15 nothing there, but we have no way of validating

        16 that.

        17           Just another follow-up.  Since this

        18 community resource -- and this is really for General

        19 Manager Winquest.

        20           I'm familiar with your community

        21 appreciation week or weekends for the Mountain

        22 Course, for the Rec Center, for tennis, for pickle

        23 ball.

        24           In my 16 years, I can't ever remember a

        25 community event for the Championship Course, but we
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         1 claim it's a community resort.

         2           MR. WINQUEST:  I believe several years

         3 ago, we were including the Champ Course during

         4 community appreciation, but I believe right around

         5 COVID, for sure, we weren't.  It might have been

         6 sooner than that.  I can't remember without going

         7 back and looking.

         8           Certainly, if the request is to ensure

         9 when we do golf community appreciation that we

        10 include the Champ Course, and we're prepared to do

        11 that.

        12           TRUSTEE TULLOCK:  That was the point.  It

        13 goes well back before community -- I can never

        14 remember it, and I've been here since 2007.

        15           CHAIR DENT:  Any further discussion on

        16 this item?

        17           MR. WINQUEST:  A point of clarification on

        18 number 10, because we will, I think, in my head, I'm

        19 thinking June 28th, we'll put that on long range, as

        20 far as that discussion.

        21           Do you want us to tee up a general

        22 discussion for you all?  Or do you want us to come

        23 with recommendations on individuals for structuring

        24 it or golf?  Do you want to tee up a discussion --

        25           CHAIR DENT:  I think we're going to tee up
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         1 the discussion, and then that will lead into the

         2 following meeting or following month, we have the

         3 criteria, we're putting individuals forward, and --

         4           MR. WINQUEST:  Understood.

         5           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Do you think it may be

         6 also an agenda item where we just talk about the

         7 idea of committees as a whole?

         8           CHAIR DENT:  It might be in the -- we

         9 don't have the long-range calendar here.

        10           It might be in the June meeting.  So,

        11 maybe, we can piggyback on that one and define what

        12 that is a little bit more, and then dive in for

        13 golf.  Maybe it's a two-part item.

        14           TRUSTEE TONKING:  Thank you.

        15           CHAIR DENT:  All right.  Any further

        16 discussion?

        17           All right.  We will close out item E 1.

        18 F.  FINAL PUBLIC COMMENTS

        19           CHAIR DENT:  Moving on to item F, final

        20 public comments.

        21           MS. HITNER:  Hiedi Hitner (phonetic), 1401

        22 Tirol.

        23           In the interest of efficiency, my

        24 recommendations would be don't waste time on an

        25 email blast system, because the website is up to
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         1 date at any point, so any golfer can go in realtime

         2 and check to see availability.

         3           If you were blasting, hey, we have an open

         4 tee time, we would get email blasts all time.

         5           So, the current process of log and call

         6 and standby works just fine.  We shouldn't try to

         7 over-engineer that.

         8           The other, just listening to the

         9 discussion on the decision for the pack passes and

        10 rate increase on the All-You-Can-Play format, while

        11 I appreciate that the approach to try to do it to a

        12 cost per round makes sense, the realty is it is a

        13 massive increase from the current individual

        14 All-You-Can-Play Pass using that methodology.

        15           I would encourage you to think about at

        16 least having parity on the play packs, so Grizzly

        17 offers -- you can use four in one -- if you buy a

        18 ten pack, you can use four in one round; Coyote

        19 let's you do two.

        20           And so I would just advise the board, you

        21 are having, like, some step change, massive

        22 increases to the rates people are paying today.

        23           I get it backs into all the ways to make

        24 money, but it is a massive increase to the rates

        25 people pay today, and at least adding the ability to
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         1 using a play pack for more than person -- so I can

         2 appreciate not couple -- but that's parity on how

         3 other courses allow you to use play packs, gives

         4 some consolation and something that, while the

         5 methodology sounds fine, when someone goes to say,

         6 like, hey, I'd like to play a lot at the Mountain

         7 Course, the reality is that's going to cost them

         8 nearly twice as much as it does today.

         9           CHAIR DENT:  Any additional public comment

        10 in the room?  None.  Anyone in the Zoom?

        11           MATT:  It is empty.

        12           CHAIR DENT:  Okay.  All right.

        13           That will close the item F.

        14 G.  ADJOURNMENT

        15           CHAIR DENT:  Moving on to item G,

        16 adjournment.  We are adjourned.  It's 9:37 P.M.

        17           Thank you all.

        18           (Meeting adjourned at 9:37 P.M.)
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